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Preface
When two verbs form a complex predicate, their syntactic and semantic properties
are reduced to the point that they are regarded as a single predicate. But how
are these “reduction” processes treated in our mind? This study addresses the
question by examining a type of complex predicate in Japanese, the V-te V
predicate, in pursuit of the general principles behind its variants.

This book is a major revision of my doctoral dissertation submitted to Harvard
University in 2004 under the same title. It took more than eight years to
finally finish the revision, mainly, I must admit, due to my incompetence and
laziness. Besides, in the course of the revision process, I further developed my
theory, publishing a number of articles (Nakatani, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2013)
concerning some of the topics included in the original book manuscript, which
in turn were incorporated back into the manuscript, which then necessitated the
revision of the whole manuscript for consistency. This spiral process made it
hard for me to complete the revision quickly, and I learned a lesson from this
experience—when you write a book, do so in one sweep or two!

While it is true that this is a major revision of my dissertation, with lots of
sections deleted, added or rewritten, the changes made are mostly on technical
implementations, and the central thesis of the study remains constant: it argues
for the necessity of a derivational, dynamic sense-association theory, and for the
autonomy of the semantic component of language faculty in a broad sense. I have
also tried to make my proposals as formal as possible, because formalism renders
our proposals more falsifiable, and falsifiability is one of the most important
driving forces for the advancement of science. I am not trying to make this an
excuse for the present work being easily falsifiable. Its flaws alone probably make
it so. But I hope that readers will find something inspiring in the book, despite its
flaws.

The chapters in this book are, of course, connected to each other, but each
chapter also makes a fairly independent read. Thus, readers do not necessarily
have to read through all the chapters in the order presented in this book. Chapter 2
presents an overview of the V-te V predicate in Japanese, so if you are familiar
with the construction, you might want to skip it. Chapter 3 provides logical
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arguments for a derivational, compositional approach to the analysis of the V-te
V predicate, and if you believe in the role of derivation and compositionality in
linguistics, you do not have to read this chapter. Chapter 4 presents a very detailed
analysis of -te as a T head. If you are happy with the idea that -te is a T, or if you
are not interested in the status of -te at all, you can skip this chapter. Chapter 5
deals with syntax and Chapters 6 and 7 deal with semantics. You might want to
choose between these chapters, according to your fields of interest.

While working on the original dissertation and this book manuscript, I have
received so much support from so many people that I am unable to name them
all in this limited space. The following is a partial list of the people I would
like to thank, and I have to apologize in advance for missing the names of those
I should have included here. First, my gratitude goes to my thesis committee
members, Susumu Kuno, Wesley Jacobsen and Edward Gibson. In addition to
the committee members, James Pustejovsky agreed to read my thesis, for which
I am deeply indebted. I have also been secretly and deeply influenced by a one-
time discussion with Alec Marantz, for which I would like to thank him, even
though he did not agree with my ideas at all. I would like to thank Conor Quinn
for his patience in reading through earlier versions of my lengthy dissertation.
For the post-dissertation development of my work, I have, again, benefited
from discussions with so many people, among whom I can only list a few:
James Pustejovsky, Naoyuki Ono, Taro Kageyama, Yo Matsumoto, Masayoshi
Shibatani, fellow members of Kansai Lexicon Project (KLP) and Kansai Circle
of Psycholinguistics (KCP), and my colleagues at Konan University, especially
David Rycroft, who generously helped with proofreading the manuscript. My
gratitude also goes to Masaru Kajita, my mentor while I was in the graduate
program at Sophia University. My belief in derivational sense association theories
started under his influence. My special thanks also go to my wife, Yuko, for her
constant support and encouragement during both the dissertation writing stage
and the post-dissertation stage. She always made me feel like I was the best
linguist in the world—even though that is far from being the case.

Finally I would like to express my very special gratitude to my parents, Iwao
and Tomoko, for their love and faith in me despite the sluggish progress of my
research, and for their support in every aspect of my life. I am who I am because
of their love and understanding, and I owe virtually everything to them. Here I
therefore dedicate this book to them.

Ken Nakatani
In Kobe

Spring, 2013
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Most modern linguistic theories assume that the human language faculty in
a broad sense consists of syntactic and semantic components (as well as a
phonological component, which this book does not cover). Every such theory
is expected to provide an explicit mechanism that tracks the associations between
syntax and semantics. A classic principle that reinforces the systematic associa-
tions between syntax and semantics is the Fregean principle of compositionality,
which is adopted in some form in many modern linguistic theories (but cf.
Construction Grammar by Goldberg, 1995; Croft, 2001; etc). According to this
principle, the meaning of the whole is composed of the meanings of its parts by
virtue of the syntactic rules that combine the parts. Therefore, the meaning of the
whole can be deduced from the meanings of the parts, and vice versa, provided
that the syntactic rules are known.

As long as we believe in the validity of such an association model and
assume that sentences are generated by combining words, the constructions
involving an apparent mismatch between the expected and actual outputs are of
theoretical interest. One such case is that of verbal complexes, or V-complexes.
By definition, V-complexes consist of two (or more) verbs that collectively
demonstrate the properties of a single predicate. Many kinds of V-complexes have
been crosslinguistically attested: “serialization” in West African Kwa languages
(Baker, 1989; Bamgbos.e, 1974; Collins, 1997, 2002; Schachter, 1974; Stewart,
2001) and in Caribbean Creoles (Sebba, 1987), “restructuring” in European
languages (Aissen and Perlmutter, 1976; Kayne, 1991; Rizzi, 1978; Wurmbrand,
2001), and VV compounds in East and Southeast Asian languages (Butt, 1997;
Durie, 1997; Kageyama, 1993; Li and Thompson, 1974, 1981; Matsumoto, 1996;
Schiller, 1989; Yumoto, 2005). The single predicate-like properties of these
complex predicates have been attested through various linguistic diagnostics such
as clitic climbing, long passive, tense affixation, NPI-licensing, and semantic
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opaqueness. In these constructions, a mismatch exists between the expected and
actual morphosyntactic and semantic complexities (i.e., those of two predicators
vs. one predicate).

Throughout this book, the process of complex predicate formation is referred
to as predicate concatenation: when two predicators are concatenated, they
jointly form a single complex predicate. I use this term, which is a cover term,
instead of more familiar terms such as restructuring and serialization because
those often presuppose certain morphosyntactic characteristics, which the target
of this study may or may not share. The subcase of predicate concatenation in
which both concatenating predicators are verbs is called verb concatenation or
V-concatenation.

The study presented in this book attempts to explicate the mechanisms of
predicate concatenation, by focusing on a specific type of Japanese V-complex,
the V-te V predicate. A semi-complete list of the types of the V-te V predicate is
provided below:

(1) V-te ku/ik ‘V-TE come/go’
a. Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
ofisu-ni
office-DAT

manga-o
comic book-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘Taro brought the comic book to the office (held the book and came to
the office).’

b. onaka-ga
stomach-NOM

sui-te
become empty-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘I am getting hungry. (lit. My stomach is becoming empty.)’

(2) V-te kure/age/moraw ‘V-TE give/give/be given’
a. Hanako-wa

Hanako-TOP
kare-ni
he-DAT

sono
that

hon-o
book-ACC

tot-te
take-TE

age-ta.
give-PAST

‘Hanako handed him the book.’
b. watasi-wa

I-TOP
kare-ni
he-DAT

eego-o
English-ACC

osie-te
teach-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘He taught me English.’

(3) V-te ok/simaw ‘V-TE put/put away’
a. Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
maemotte
in advance

sigoto-o
work-ACC

yat-te
do-TE

oi-ta.
put-PAST

‘Taro did his job in advance.’
b. Taroo-ga

Taro-NOM
doonatsu-o
donuts-ACC

zenbu
all

tabe-te
eat-TE

simat-ta.
put away-PAST

‘Taro ate up all the donuts.’
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(4) V-te mi/mise ‘V-TE see/show’
a. kare-wa

he-TOP
ryoori-no
dish-GEN

azimi-o
tasting-ACC

si-te
do-TE

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘He tasted what he was cooking (to see how the cooking was going).’
b. kare-wa

he-TOP
nanmon-o
hard problem-ACC

toi-te
solve-TE

mise-ta.
show-PAST

‘He solved a hard problem (to show it off).’

(5) V-te i/ar ‘V-TE exist/exist’
a. tori-ga

bird-NOM
sin-de
die-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘The bird is dead.’
b. hon-ga

book-NOM
soko-ni
there-DAT

oi-te
put-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘The book lies there (as the result of somebody’s having put it there).’

(6) V-te hosi(-i) ‘V-TE want’
watasi-wa
I-TOP

Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

kat-te
buy-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want Taro to buy the book.’

I argue in the second half of the book that the formation of the V-te V predicate
is initially a syntactic process, which feeds a series of semantic operations.
Furthermore, I contend that the semantic operations cannot be dispensed with,
because the semantic changes that are triggered by predicate concatenation are
often too drastic and yet too subtle to deal with in the component of syntax.
Thus, a major goal of the present study is to explicate how verbs are semantically
concatenated outside syntax. I present a sense association and extension theory,
which sheds new light on the theory of the language-related faculty in the human
brain.

Such an approach might be objectionable to some: a theory of sense as-
sociation/extension might be considered unnecessary because aux-like Vi in a
concatenated (serialized, restructured) V-complex and its homophonous “full
verb” counterpart V j can be considered two distinct lexical entries in our mental
lexicon, with no association at any stage of acquisition or in adult grammar.
This “no association” theory, however, does not offer a real solution to the
issue. In many cases, Vi and V j share syntactic, morphological, phonological,
and semantic characteristics, and this is one of the reasons why linguists have
adopted terms like “serialization” and “restructuring,” under the assumption that
a connection exists between concatenated Vs and their original, “full verb”
counterparts. The “no association” hypothesis does not address the questions
about the numerous similarities between Vi and V j.
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Likewise, simply stating that a single lexical item V j is “polysemous,” such
that it shows similar but different properties depending on whether it is in a V-
complex schema, does not provide a solution either: it is merely a description
of the fact. Unless one argues that the problem of polysemy in V-complexes is
chaotic and the relationships among multiple senses are accidental and arbitrary,
a theory associating those multiple senses is called for.

Indications do exist that the semantic process of concatenation is not hap-
hazard. For one thing, V-complexes comprising similar lexical entries have
similar concatenated semantics in many historically unrelated languages. The
following are examples from Yoruba, a West African Kwa language, and Sranan,
a Caribbean Creole, compared to their Japanese equivalents:

(7) a. ó
he

mú
take

ı̀wé
book

wá.
come

(Yoruba: Bamgbos.e, 1974)

‘He brought the book.’
b. ó

he
ra
buy

isu
yam

fún
give

mi.
me

(Yoruba: Ekundayo and Akinnaso, 1983)

‘He bought a yam for me.’
c. Kofi

Kofi
naki
struck

Amba
Amba

kiri.
kill

(Sranan: Sebba, 1987)

‘Kofi struck Amba dead.’

(8) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

hon-o
book-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘He brought the book.’
b. kare-wa

he-TOP
boku-ni
I-DAT

yamuimo-o
yam-ACC

kat-te
buy-TE

kure-ta.
give-PAST

‘He bought a yam for me.’
c. Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
Ziroo-o
Jiro-ACC

tataki
strike

korosi-ta.
kill-PAST

‘Taro struck Jiro dead.’

While obvious differences such as word order differences are present between
(7) and (8), the lexical choices and output semantics of these V-complexes are
strikingly similar.1 Considering that Japanese is historically unrelated to Kwa

1One may wonder how we know these African, Caribbean, and Japanese examples
are instances of V-complex, rather than mere conjoined structures. Evidence for the
concatenation effect in the Japanese data will be discussed in Chapters 2 and 5. Regarding
African and Caribbean serialization data, there have been debates on whether or not serial
verb constructions can be reduced to coordination. Most linguists have agreed that the
answer is no, for the following reasons, among others: (i) serialization is constrained by
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languages or Caribbean Creoles, these linguistic similarities must be attributable
to the universal, biologically determined properties of the human brain: that is to
say, the language-related faculty of the human brain must be equipped with some
mechanisms that may derive V-complexes like the above from two verbs. Note
that I use the term language-related faculty of the human brain rather than the
common Chomskyan term human language faculty, to indicate the possibility that
the linguistic mechanism pursued in this book may belong to a larger cognitive
domain than the Chomskyan conception of language faculty. Since the advent
of the Minimalist Program, Chomskyan grammarians have been trying to confine
the terms “syntax,” “language,” and “language faculty” to a very restricted area
of language-related mechanisms in the human brain. From that viewpoint, the
semantic mechanism I propose here may fall outside the scope of their definition
of “language.” However, wherever the mechanism of predicate concatenation
belongs, such a mechanism is very tightly connected to the capacity of making
unconscious grammatical judgments and the determination of the syntactic and
semantic selectional properties of verbs.

The above examples offer additional theoretical implications for the model of
grammar. As mentioned earlier, we can observe that in (7) and (8), very similar
lexical items are combined to form V-complexes with very similar meanings. For
example, in both (7b) and (8b), verbs of buying and giving are combined to denote
an event wherein a person will ‘buy (something) for (somebody).’ Thus, it is
not implausible to hypothesize that a mechanism exists in the human language-
related faculty that would enable the verb of giving to undergo specific semantic
changes under certain linguistic circumstances. However, if we take a closer look
at the “circumstances” in terms of syntactic structure, we find that (7b) and (8b)
are different: given the head parameter setting in Yoruba (head-initial, SVO) and
Japanese (head-final, SOV), and given the surface order buy-give in the examples
in question, give is in a structurally lower position than buy in (7b), while the
structural hierarchy is opposite in (8b). In other words, the V-complexes in (7)
are structurally the mirror images of the ones in (8). This is puzzling under
the standard assumption of Fregean compositionality. Given that structure is a

semantic/pragmatic constraints that are not applied to regular coordination; (ii) the second
verb in a serial verb construction often shares arguments with the first verb (see (7)), and
in many cases, inserting pronouns (e.g., changing ‘strike Amba kill’ in (7c) into ‘strike
Amba kill him’) either changes the semantic quality of the predicate or makes the sentence
ungrammatical; (iii) serial verb constructions often (if not always) allow tense/aspectual
markers to be attached only to one of the two verbs, unlike coordination; (iv) semantic
lightening is often found in serial verb constructions (see (7b)); (v) idiomatic expressions
are found in serial verb constructions (e.g., Yoruba: gye X di ‘receive X eat’ = ‘believe
X’); and so on. See Baker (1989), Bamgbos.e (1974), Collins (1997, 2002), Sebba (1987),
Schachter (1974), Stahlke (1970), and Stewart (2001) for more details.
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function that systematically maps the inputs onto a proper semantic interpretation,
a phrase and its mirror image should be mapped onto a certain meaning and
its opposite, respectively. In the tradition of the “Principles and Parameters”
generative grammar (Chomsky, 1981, 1986b; Chomsky and Lasnik, 1995), it is
assumed that a major goal of syntax is to construct semantically interpretable
structure, namely, LF. Such grammar represents a model of “uniform mapping.”
Suppose that a structural description SDi in a language Li whose LF is l i
comprises a set of lexical items Xi. Further, suppose that SDj in another language
Lj whose LF is l j comprises a set of lexical items Xj which is equivalent to Xi
in Li. If SDi and SDj are semantically identical, then l i and l j must be identical.
However, what is observed in (7) and (8) contradicts this prediction: they show
structural contrasts.2

To resolve this dilemma, I argue that the assumption of “uniform mapping”
must be loosened so that the syntax-semantics mapping can be parameterized.
This would enable one sentential semantic interpretation to be associated with
more than one structure. The diagram shown in (9) is a simplified illustration of
this idea, showing the two versions of the “buy-give” complex:

(9)
Syntax a

�
�

buy
H
H
�
�

H
H
give

-

mapping

a

'
&

$
%

Semantics
buy for

�

mapping

b

Syntax b

�
�

�
�

H
H
buy

H
H
give

As long as the parameterized mapping principles correctly track the syntactic
derivations, the two structures will realize identical semantics.

Models such as the one described above, wherein the same semantics can
be realized in different syntactic structures, naturally explain many parametric
differences that exist in various complex predicates. For example, many verb-
particle constructions in English are represented by VV compounds in Japanese.
Consider the English stand up and its Japanese counterpart tati agar ‘stand rise.’
Although the two predicates are semantically almost identical, there are obvious
syntactic differences. First, in English, stand is the head of the predicate, while
in Japanese, agar ‘to rise’ is the syntactic head. Second, in English, up is a
particle, while in Japanese, agar is a full verb. Consider another pair, the English
strike . . . dead and the Japanese tataki koros ‘strike kill’ (meaning ‘strike . . .
dead’). Although the two predicates have the same meaning, morphosyntactic

2This fact is well known and is often generalized as the principle of “temporal
sequence” or “iconicity” in serial verb constructions. See, for example, Durie (1997) and
Schiller (1990).
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differences are obvious: the syntactic headedness is one thing, and the categorical
difference (dead is an adjective and koros ‘to kill’ is a verb) is another. Why
are they syntactically different although semantically almost identical? Why does
English not have strike kill, and Japanese not have verb-particle constructions? A
natural assumption is that the morphosyntactic properties of these languages play
a significant role in determining how complex predicates with the same meanings
are syntactically realized.

This consideration leads to the following hypothesis on the relationship
between morphology, syntax, and semantics:

(10) MAPPING PARAMETERIZATION:
The mapping of syntax onto semantics is parameterized in accordance
with the morphosyntactic parameterization.

Assuming this, distinct SDs containing equivalent lexical items in two different
languages may be associated with identical semantics. Syntactic structure may
not be a direct representation of semantics insofar as morphosyntactic parameter
settings force such a deviation.

Although this hypothesis departs from the standard assumption in the GB
framework and the Minimalist framework, under which LF is uniformly inter-
preted, the present study still adheres to the Chomskyan idea that syntax is the
driving force of the linguistic derivation: it is syntax that takes responsibility for
combining two morphemes into a single larger morphosyntactic chunk, while se-
mantics does not directly drive such structure-building tasks. Thus, the derivation
of a linguistic representation is still assumed syntactocentric, which distinguishes
the present model of grammar from Jackendovian parallel model (Jackendoff,
1990, 1997, 2002).

As implied above, however, the present study assumes that the semantic
component is capable of manipulating the semantic representation made available
by virtue of syntax. This means that once multiple morphemes are combined into
a certain structure in syntax and the newly created structure is mapped onto the
appropriate semantic representation, the semantic component can further modify
the semantic representation. This deviates from current Chomskyan grammar,
which assumes that the semantic component merely “interprets” the syntactic
representation, with no power to undertake further operations on the representa-
tion. Even the Chomskyan Minimalist model, however, does not explicitly reject
the existence of pragmatic computations. Whether the semantic computations
and operations are part of “extralinguistic” pragmatics is a debatable issue.
Although this study does not directly address this question, I assume that semantic
computations operates on semantic representations, which are closely associated
with syntactic representations. This stance is based on observations in this study
that there is no syntactic way of predicting the semantics of various V-te V
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complex predicates from the semantics of the original verbs. Syntax’s inability
to handle various phenomena of sense extension/modification should not be
surprising: sense extension is a high-level concept manipulation dealing with the
concepts closely connected to real-world knowledge. For example, a sentence
such as Jane went out through the front door would usually be interpreted as an
event of Jane going through the aperture of the door, rather than literally breaking
through the surface of the door (Pustejovsky, 1995). This phenomenon of sense
extension (from “door surface” to “aperture”) is not the type of problem that
syntax should, or can, deal with. A theory of sense computation beyond syntax
is thus needed, unless we argue that sense extension/modification is completely
unpredictable, which seems untrue.

This book thus pursues a theory of sense extension/modification, which
may be triggered by syntax. In exploring this theory, I loosely adopt Chom-
sky’s Minimalist framework (Chomsky, 1995, 2000, 2001a,b) as the syntactic
framework (with deviations as discussed above), and Generative Lexicon Theory
(Pustejovsky, 1991a, 1995, 2001) as the semantic framework.

The book is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the the types of
V-complexes in Japanese and then focuses on the V-te V predicate, giving a
descriptive overview of the main properties of the six types of the V-te V predicate
that have been listed in (1)–(6), which will be theoretically analyzed in the second
half of the book. Chapter 3 clarifies why a derivational approach to the V-te
V predicate is necessary. Chapter 4 analyzes in detail the syntactic, semantic,
and morphological properties of -te. I propose that -te is an allomorph of -ta,
the past tense morpheme in Japanese. Chapter 5 discusses the dual structural
property of the V-te V predicate. I argue that a head-movement approach can
provide a straightforward account for the dual property. Chapters 6 and 7
explore the semantic aspects of the V-te V predicate, with the former laying a
theoretical foundation. It is argued that predicate concatenation is essentially
a process of operation COLLAPSE, which contracts two qualia structures into
one. Further, it is assumed that optional steps may occur in the derivation
of the V-te V predicate, such as VARIABLE REINTERPRETATION and THEME
EVENTIFICATION, constrained by a well-formedness condition, the PRINCIPLE
OF CAUSATION FLOW. Chapter 7 revisits and analyzes the six types of the V-te V
predicate and pursues narrow-range semantic rules needed to account for specific
examples. The final chapter wraps up the discussions.



Chapter 2

The V-te V Predicate: An Overview

Japanese is known to be a language that abounds with various complex predicates—
suffixal complex predicates, NV constructions, and verbal complexes, which can
be divided into several types. This chapter first presents a brief review of the types
of complex predicates in Japanese, and then provides an overview of the verbal
complexes that the present study focuses on: i.e., the V-te V predicate.

2.1 Complex Predicates
Let us first clarify the definition of a “complex predicate.” In Alsina et al. (1997),
a collection of papers on complex predicates, the editors begin their introductory
chapter with the following statement:

(1) Complex predicates can be defined as predicates which are multi-headed;
they are composed of more than one grammatical element (either mor-
phemes or words), each of which cont[r]ibutes part of the information
ordinarily associated with a head. (Alsina et al., 1997: 1)

A consideration of this loose definition reveals that one of the key concepts, apart
from the morphological complexity, lies in the definition of “predicate.” In logic
and formal semantics, a predicate is any unsaturated function. However, when it
comes to a “complex predicate,” a narrower definition is (often implicitly) adopted
for the term “predicate.” For example, to my knowledge, no linguist would call
a combination of a single verb root and a tense morpheme a complex predicate.
Why not? Because tense morphemes are assumed not to be “predicative” in a
narrower sense and thus do not contribute to predicative semantics. “Predicate” in
this narrower sense, therefore, may be informally defined as a function that would
make a “theta-theoretic” or “eventive” contribution (Chomsky, 1981; Fillmore,
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1968; Gruber, 1965). Because tense morphemes are not theta-theoretic in nature,
they do not add to the complexity of the predicate to which they are attached.

Other suggestive cases are regular coordination and adjunction. Do the pred-
icates in the following examples qualify as complex predicates?

(2) a. John [ cooked and ate spaghetti ] in 15 minutes.
b. Bill always [ watches TV while eating dinner ].

This question may divide researchers, but probably many of those interested in
the study of complex predicates would be inclined to adopt a narrower definition
of complex predicates that excludes examples like (2). The key intuition here is
that the two predicates involved in each of (2a,b) do not seem to be syntactically
or semantically “unified” to the point that they are deemed to jointly constitute a
“single” predicate: in other words, the examples in (2) look like a mere bundle of
two separate, independent predicates. In (2a), both predicates bear tense-markers,
indicating that both are qualified as independent predicates; in (2b), the while
clause can be detached from the main predicate, as in While eating dinner, Bill
watches TV, indicating that the bond between the two predicates is rather weak.
The structure building process of these types of example is usually regarded as an
additive process (e.g., coordination, adjunction, and conjunction) and the syntax-
semantics mapping should be straightforward (but see Culicover and Jackendoff,
1997).

On the other hand, the examples of serial verb constructions discussed in
Chapter 1 involve more than a simple additive composition: the two verbs are
reduced to a single predicate (see p.4, fn.1). I call this “reduction” or “unification”
process predicate concatenation.

(3) A predicate is a complex predicate if and only if its eventive/thematic
properties are determined jointly by two (or more) eventive predicative
morphemes and it shows a morphological, syntactic, semantic and/or
phonological sign of unity.

(4) Two eventive predicates are said to be concatenated if they constitute a
complex predicate.

Throughout this book, the term predicate may refer to an unsaturated, theta-
related, eventive function of any size. Therefore, V, VP, and any intermediate
projections are all considered predicates.

2.2 Complex Predicates in Japanese
Complex predicates in Japanese can be divided into two major types: suffixal and
nonsuffixal. The best-known examples of suffixal complex predicates are the ones
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with passive and causative suffixes:

(5) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-sase-rare-ta.
eat-CAUS-PASS-PAST

‘Taro was made to eat an apple.’

In the above example, the predicate tabe-sase-rare-ta consists of four morphemes,
three of which, tabe, -sase, and -rare, are relevant to the theta-theoretic semantics
of the whole predicate: the verb root tabe ‘to eat’ introduces two arguments;
the suffix -sase modifies the theta relation by adding a causer and making the
agent of tabe the patient of the causativized predicate; and the suffix -rare further
modifies the argument-predicate relationship by promoting this new patient into
the subject and demoting the causer into an oblique argument. Both -sase and
-rare are affixes, because they obligatorily select a V-projection.

Nonsuffixal complex predicates, on the other hand, consist of two (or more
than two) nonsuffixes. A well-known instance is the NV compound, where N is
usually an event-denoting nominal and V is the light verb su ‘to do’ (Inoue, 1976;
Jacobsen, 1992; Kuroda, 1965; Matsumoto, 1996; cf. Grimshaw and Mester,
1988; Miyagawa, 1989).

(6) a. boku-wa
I-TOP

gengogaku-o
linguistics-ACC

benkyoo
study(noun)

si-ta.
do-PAST

‘I studied linguistics.’
b. Hanako-ga

Hanako-NOM
sakana-o
fish-ACC

ryoori
cooking

si-ta.
do-PAST

‘Hanako cooked fish.’

Another type of nonsuffixal complex predicate in Japanese is made up with
multiple verbs (V-complexes). Japanese V-complexes can be divided into three
types, depending on what functional morpheme is involved in addition to the
verbs. One type involves no such morpheme (the VV predicate), another one is
mediated by suffix -te (the V-te V predicate), and the last by suffix -ni (the V-ni
V predicate).

(7) The VV predicate
a. Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
meebutu-o
specialty-ACC

tabe
eat

arui-ta.
walk-PAST

‘Taro traveled around enjoying eating local specialties.’
b. akutoo-ga

villain-NOM
Taroo-o
Taro-ACC

tataki
strike

korosi-ta.
kill-PAST

‘The villain struck Taro to death.’
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(8) The V-te V predicates
a. watasi-wa

I-TOP
gohan-o
meal-ACC

tabe-te
eat-TE

ki-masi-ta.
come-POLITE-PAST

‘I already had a meal (before I came here).’
b. Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
takarabako-o
treasure chest-ACC

tatai-te
strike-TE

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘Taro tried tapping the treasure chest.’

(9) The V-ni V predicates
a. nanika-o

something-ACC
tabe-ni
eat-NI

iki-mase-n-ka?
go-POLITE-NEG-QUESTION

‘Why don’t we go eat something?’
b. hiiroo-ga

hero-NOM
akutoo-o
villain-ACC

taosi-ni
topple-NI

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘The hero came to defeat the villain.’

One might wonder how we know that the above examples are instances of con-
catenated V-complexes, rather than predicates with gerund-like adjuncts attached
to them. The degree of semantic amalgamation of the two verbs involved is fairly
high in some cases (like (7) and (8b)), while lower in others (like (8a) and (9)).
However, certain syntactic tests discussed in the literature reveal that all these V-
complexes behave like a simple predicate. Here, I introduce the NPI-licensing and
scrambling tests, which have been discussed in previous studies (McCawley and
Momoi, 1986; Miyagawa, 1987; Matsumoto, 1996). The NPI-licensing test for
V-concatenation in Japanese presupposes the following two general constraints
regarding the acceptability of NPIs (Negative Polarity Items) (Kato, 1985, 1991;
Kuno, 1995; cf. Chomsky, 1986a; Klima, 1964; Ladusaw, 1980, 1996):

(10) a. An NPI must be locally licensed by a Neg head at some level.
b. An adjunct clause is an island: an NPI in an adjunct clause cannot be

licensed by a Neg outside the adjunct clause.

The following pair of examples shows that Japanese observes these two con-
straints:

(11) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

[
[

nanimo
anything

hosiku-nakat-ta
want-NEG-PAST

kara
because

]
]

sat-ta.
leave-PAST

‘Taro left because he didn’t want anything.’
b. *Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
[
[

nanimo
anything

hosikat-ta
want-PAST

kara
because

]
]

sara-nakat-ta.
leave-NEG-PAST
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In (11a), the NPI nanimo is bound by the Neg in the same minimal clause
(the because clause), and the outcome is grammatical. The same sentence is
unacceptable if the Neg is placed outside the adjunct clause the NPI is in, which
leads to a violation of (10b). This shows that the adjunct clause constitutes an
island (barrier) for the necessary NPI-licensing. The same applies to te-headed
phrases:

(12) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

[
[

dokonimo
anywhere

ika-nai-de
go-NEG-TE

]
]

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-ta.
eat-PAST

‘Taro didn’t go anywhere and ate an apple.’
b. *Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
[
[

dokonimo
anywhere

it-te
go-TE

]
]

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-nakat-ta.
eat-NEG-PAST

The unacceptability of (12b) suggests that the te-phrase constitutes a barrier for
the necessary NPI-licensing, just like other adjunct clauses do. However, the te-
phrase in a V-complex environment shows a different pattern:

(13) a. boku-wa
I-TOP

nanimo
anything

tabe-nai-de
eat-NEG-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘I didn’t eat anything before I came.’
b. boku-wa

I-TOP
nanimo
anything

tabe-te
eat-TE

ko-nakat-ta.
come-NEG-PAST

‘I didn’t eat anything before I came.’

The grammaticality of (13b) shows that the te-phrase in this case does not
constitute a barrier, and the NPI-licensing domain is expanded over the matrix
clause. We can interpret this as a diagnostic for V-concatenation, as previous
studies have (McCawley and Momoi, 1986; Miyagawa, 1987; Matsumoto, 1996;
Shibatani, 2007): the adjunct clause in (13b) is no longer a barrier because it is
concatenated with the matrix V.

The diagnostic can be applied to the VV predicate as well as the V-ni V
predicate. In intuitively unconcatenated cases, infinitive VPs and ni-phrases
constitute barriers for NPI-licensing, as shown in the contrastive examples below:

(14) a. [
[

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe
eat

],
],

Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

mata
again

arui-ta.
walk-PAST

‘Taro ate the apple, and walked again.’
b. *[

[
nanimo
anything

tabe
eat

],
],

Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

aruka-nakat-ta.
walk-NEG-PAST

(15) a. [
[

yuusyoku-o
dinner-ACC

tabe-ni
eat-NI

],
],

boku-wa
I-TOP

mati-ni
downtown-DAT

it-ta.
go-PAST

‘To have dinner, I went downtown.’
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b. *[
[

nanimo
anything

tabe-ni
eat-NI

],
],

boku-wa
I-TOP

mati-ni
downtown-DAT

ika-nakat-ta.
go-NEG-PAST

However, in the cases in which the two verbs are intuitively felt to form a single
predicate, the barrier disappears:

(16) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

nanimo
anything

tabe
eat

aruka-nakat-ta.
walk-NEG-PAST

‘Taro didn’t walk around eating anything.’

(17) boku-wa
I-TOP

nanimo
anything

tabe-ni
eat-NI

ika-nakat-ta.
go-NEG-PAST

‘I didn’t go out to eat anything.’

The acceptability of (16) and (17) in contrast to (14b) and (15b) suggests the
concatenated status of the two Vs in the former.

Although the NPI-licensing test is relatively easy to apply, one weakness of it
is that adjunct clauses in some cases may allow the licensing of an NPI across the
clause boundary, if proper context and/or intonation is given. Moreover, the use
of an NPI, in general, presupposes a proper discourse context in which there is a
list of items to choose from, and this forced presupposition sometimes brings
in awkwardness, independently of the concatenation status of the predicates
in question. In such a case, additional tests may be required to prove the
concatenation status of the V-te V sequence.

One such test is the scrambling test, which examines whether the internal
arguments of V1 and V2 can be scrambled and crossed (Miyagawa, 1987; Matsu-
moto, 1996). When the two verbs are unconcatenated, their internal arguments
cannot be crossed. For example, in (18a) below, hon-o ‘book-ACC’ is the internal
argument of mot ‘to hold,’ while ofisu-ni ‘office-DAT’ is the internal argument
of toozyoosu ‘to show up’; these internal arguments cannot be scrambled and
crossed, as shown in (18b):

(18) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

ofisu-ni
office-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

toozyoosi-ta.
show up-PAST

‘Taro showed up at the office carrying a book.’
b. ??Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
hon-o
book-ACC

ofisu-ni
office-DAT

mot-te
hold-TE

toozyoosi-ta.
show up-PAST

This type of scrambling, however, is possible when the two predicates are
concatenated:

(19) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

ofisu-ni
office-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

it-ta.
go-PAST

‘Taro brought a book to the office.’
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b. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

hon-o
book-ACC

ofisu-ni
office-DAT

mot-te
hold-TE

it-ta.
show up-PAST

This scrambling test can only be applied when both V1 and V2 have their own
internal arguments.

Another test is long passive (Matsumoto, 1991, 1996). When the two verbs are
unconcatenated, passivization of the combined Vs is not possible, but is possible
when they are concatenated:

(20) *hon-ga
book-NOM

mot-te
hold-TE

toozyoos-are-ta.
show up-PASS-PAST

(21) hon-ga
book-NOM

mot-te
hold-TE

ik-are-ta.
go-PASS-PAST

‘The book was taken away.’

I may use these tests when the NPI test does not work properly.

2.3 The V-te V Predicate
The present study concentrates on the analysis of the V-te V predicate. Note that
a V-te V sequence is always potentially ambiguous between the concatenated (if
available) and nonconcatenated readings, because V-te is a free adjunct that can
be attached to any verbal or sentential projection. Nonetheless, I confine the use
of the term “the V-te V predicate” to a concatenated V-te V sequence only.

The V-te V predicate is a theoretically interesting instance of the V-complex
because the choice of V1 (the first V in linear order; I label the one that comes
first in linear order V1, and the second one V2, throughout this book) is almost
unrestricted, giving us ample examples of semantic interaction between V1 and
V2, and because the semantic lightening effects in V2 are relatively transparent.
To my knowledge, few studies have attempted to take a unified approach to the
various instances of the V-te V predicate (cf. McCawley and Momoi, 1986;
Matsumoto, 1996), although individual instances have attracted considerable
attention from Japanese linguists. Furthermore, few have attempted to formally
examine how V2 in the V-te V predicate is related to its “main verb” counterpart,
despite the fact that native speakers as well as the researchers generally share the
intuition that the two versions of the verbs are somehow related. The goal of
this book is to explicate the mechanism of predicate concatenation in the V-te
V predicate, giving a formal association theory that compositionally derives the
properties of the concatenated V-te V predicate from those of the original verbs.
This section presents an overview of the inventory of the V-te V predicate. More
theory-oriented discussions are provided in the following chapters.
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In the V-te V predicate, it is always the V2 that may be semantically lightened
and is lexically constrained. Below is a semi-complete list of concatenating V2s
for the V-te V predicate (Martin, 1975; Teramura, 1984), classified according to
the semantics of their full verb versions:

• Verbs of coming/going
– ku ‘to come’
– ik ‘to go’

• Verbs of giving
– kure ‘to give (to the speaker)’
– age ‘to give (to a nonspeaker)’
– moraw ‘to be given’

• Verbs of putting
– ok ‘to put’
– simaw ‘to put away’

• Verbs of vision
– mi ‘to see’
– mise ‘to show’

• Verbs of existence
– i ‘to exist’ (for animates)
– ar ‘to exist’ (for inanimates)

• Desiderative adjective
– hosi(-i) ‘to want’

In what follows, I give an overview of each of them in this order, reviewing
the observations in the literature (e.g., Martin, 1975; Matsumoto, 1990a,b, 1991,
1996; Shibatani, 1978, 1990, 1996, 2003; Takahashi, 1969; Teramura, 1982,
1984).

2.3.1 Verbs of coming/going
The first class to be discussed in this chapter comprises directional verbs of agent
movement. The two major examples are ku ‘to come (=movement toward the
speaker or the place psychologically associated with the speaker)’ and ik ‘to go
(=movement toward a nonspeaker)’; kaer ‘to go back’ and mawar ‘to go around’
are two other instances, with less productivity.
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ku/ik ‘to come/go’

As discussed in the previous chapter, the semantics of V2 of the V-te V predicate
is lighter when concatenated, and the change is often drastic. Directional verbs
of agent movement such as ku ‘to come’ and ik ‘to go’ are among the more
interesting cases of V2, because they show various degrees of semantic lightening
when concatenated. Teramura (1984: 156ff) summarizes the semantic relations
between V1-te and V2 as follows (all examples from Teramura, 1984):

(22) a. Type V-V (Semantically coordinative)
tsukare-ta
get tired-PAST

kara,
because,

tyotto
one moment

koohii-o
coffee-ACC

non-de
drink-TE

ku-ru.
come-PRES
‘I got tired, so I’ll go drink a cup of coffee (drink coffee and come
back).’

b. Type v-V (V1 semantically subordinative)
gakkoo-e-wa
school-toward-TOP

zitensya-ni
bicycle-DAT

not-te
ride-TE

ki-mas-u.
come-POLITE-PRES

‘I go to school by bicycle.’
c. Type V-v (V2 semantically light)

sora-ga
sky-NOM

akaruku
bright

nat-te
become-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘The sky started to (is coming to) grow light.’

Example (22a) involves two sequential events, one denoted by V1 and the other
by V2, and thus the V-te V predicate represents a coordination-like semantics.
In (22b), on the other hand, V1 denotes the manner of V2, and in this sense, V1
is semantically subordinative. In (22c), V2 has lost its original sense of physical
movement. Teramura (1984) identifies V2 in Type V-v as an aspectual marker, and
distinguishes it from the others (i.e., V2s in Type V-V and Type v-V). Teramura
(1984: 158) suggests two criteria for identifying Type V-v, which are restated
below:

(23) a. Given V-v and its grammatical subject x, V-v(x) = 1 does not entail
v(x) = 1; and

b. v has lost its sense of physical movement.

For example, among (22a–c), ku ‘to come’ by itself can be predicated of its
subject in (22a,b) but not in (22c): the sky did not come toward the speaker, which
also means that ku has lost its sense of physical movement. Teramura (1984: 158)
argues that ku in such a case is a “secondary” constituent that adds the sense of the
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event denoted by V1 coming toward the speaker. I call this phenomenon theme
eventification (see Chapter 6, Section 6.2.5)—where the theta-theoretic semantics
of a predicate is lightened in such a way that its theme argument becomes an
event.1

Teramura further argues that the above conditions are not necessary condi-
tions, even though they are sufficient. Let us consider the following examples
(Teramura, 1984: 159):

(24) a. enzi-tati-ga
kindergarten child-PL-NOM

basu-ni
bus-DAT

norikon-de
get on-TE

ku-ru.
come-PRES

‘Kindergarten kids come on board the bus.’
b. misiranu

unknown
otoko-ga
man-NOM

tikayot-te
approach-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘A stranger approached me.’
c. inu-ga

dog-NOM
ginkoo-ni
bank-DAT

hait-te
enter-TE

ku-ru.
come-PRES

‘A dog comes into the bank.’

Although none of them meet the criteria given in (23) (i.e., in all the sentences,
the matrix subject can be said to physically “come”), the V1s in these examples
do not seem to specify the manner of V2 (v-V, as in (22b)), and the V2s function
in the same way as the aspectual V2 in (22c), according to Teramura.

Regardless of whether the V2 is regarded as an aspect marker, they all have
the status of a concatenated predicate, as shown by the NPI-licensing test across
the teP boundary as well as other tests. See below:

(220) a. koohii-sika
coffee-only.NPI

non-de
drink-TE

ko-nakat-ta.
come-NEG-PAST

‘I had not drunk anything but coffee before I came here.’
b. gakkoo-e-wa

school-toward-TOP
zitensya-ni-sika
bicycle-DAT-only.NPI

not-te
ride-TE

ki-mase-n.
come-POLITE-NEG.PRES
‘I come to school only by bicycle.’
cf. *zitensya-ni

bicycle-DAT
ki-mas-u.
come-POLITE-PRES

(*‘I come to the bicycle.’)
1This is, of course, not a new idea, and is widely assumed in the literature of

grammaticalization as desemanticization or conceptual shift (e.g., Heine, 1993). Similar
ideas have also been suggested in the Japanese linguistic literature by Ikegami (1981) and
Teramura (1984), among others. Chapter 6 explores a formal implementation of this idea.
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c. sora-ga
sky-NOM

sukosi-sika
little-only.NPI

akaruku
bright

nat-te
become-TE

ko-nakat-ta.
come-NEG-PAST

‘The sky started to grow light only a little.’

(240) a. enzi-tati-ga
kindergarten child-PL-NOM

basu-ni-sika
bus-DAT-only.NPI

norikon-de
get on-TE

ko-nakat-ta.
come-NEG-PAST
‘Kindergarten kids came on board the bus only (they didn’t come, say,
on board the train or taxi).’
cf. ?enzi-tati-ga

kindergarten child-PL-NOM
basu-ni
bus-DAT

ki-ta.
come-PAST

(?‘Kindergarten kids came to the bus.’—at least this reading is not
what is intended here, and thus the dative argument here should be
considered as an argument of ‘to get on.’)

b. misiranu
unknown

otoko-ni
man-DAT

tikayot-te
approach-TE

ko-rare-ta. (long
come-PASS-PAST

passive)

‘I was approached by a stranger.’
c. sono

that
ginkoo-dake-ga
bank-only-NOM

inu-ni
dog-DAT

hait-te
enter-TE

ko-rare-ta. (long
come-PASS-PAST

passive)

‘Only that bank was adversatively affected by the event of a dog
entering there.’

Thus, we can conclude that the above examples all involve concatenation, regard-
less of whether V2 is identified as an aspect marker.

Another piece of evidence indicates that even the V-te ku/ik predicates of
Teramura’s V-V type involve concatenation. Although ku/ik as full Vs are
always capable of licensing dative goal arguments, they are not always so when
concatenated (Nakatani, 2001, 2003b; Shibatani, 2007). This is illustrated in the
following:

(25) a. *Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

nanimo
anything

ofisu-ni
office-DAT

mi-te
see-TE

ko-nakat-ta.
come-NEG-PAST

b. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

ofisu-ni
office-DAT

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘Taro came to the office.’
c. Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
[
[

eega-o
movie-ACC

mi-te
see-TE

],
],

ofisu-ni
office-DAT

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘Taro saw the movie and then came to the office.’

(26) a. *Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

nanimo
anything

tyuusyazyoo-ni
parking lot-DAT

tabe-te
eat-TE

ika-nakat-ta.
go-NEG-PAST
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b. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

tyuusyazyoo-ni
parking lot-DAT

it-ta.
go-PAST

‘Taro went to the parking lot.’
c. Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
[
[

gohan-o
meal-ACC

tabe-te
eat-TE

],
],

tyuusyazyoo-ni
parking lot-DAT

it-ta.
go-PAST

‘Taro ate the meal and then went to the parking lot.’

In (25a)/(26a), dative arguments are not licensed despite the presence of the
qualified dative-licenser ku/ik in the V2 position (here, the internal arguments are
scrambled so that the concatenated reading should be forced). Note that when not
concatenated (see (25b,c)/(26b,c)), there is no problem in the predicates having
the same dative arguments. This shows that there is something special going on
in concatenated predicates, even when the semantic sense of concatenation is not
very obvious in English translations. Note that contextual support may be able to
make (25a) and (26a) more acceptable, but the point is that this type of special
pragmatic control is not needed when predicates are not concatenated (i.e., when
they simply have adjunction structures). This shows that predicate concatenation
does have an effect on the argument structure of the complex predicate. It should
be noted that there also exist cases in which ku/ik is capable of licensing a dative
goal argument in the V-te V predicate:

(27) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

nanimo
anything

tyuusyazyoo-ni
parking lot-DAT

mot-te
hold-TE

{
{

ko-nakat-ta
come-NEG-PAST

/
/

ika-nakat-ta
go-NEG-PAST

}.
}

‘Taro didn’t bring anything to the parking lot.’
b. Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
tyuusyazyoo-ni
parking lot-DAT

{
{

ki-ta
come-PAST

/
/

it-ta
go-PAST

}.
}

‘Taro went to the parking lot.’
c. *Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
tyuusyazyoo-ni
parking lot-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

mot-ta.
hold-PAST

We need a systematic explanation for why (27a) sounds fine, while (25a) and
(26a) sound awkward. I will return to this issue in Chapter 6.

A question arises as to whether Teramura’s (1984) dichotomy between as-
pectual ku/ik (Type V-v) and nonaspectual (physical) ku/ik (Type V-V/v-V) is
“real” in the mental lexicon: that is, whether the two are distinct lexical items. I
argue that the answer is no. First, as Teramura has shown with examples like
(24), the distinction between the two is not always clear. It is probable that
the “aspectual” flavor found in (24) emerges because of the redundancy in the
combinatory semantics of V1 and V2 (ku/ik): V1 and ku (as well as ik) are both
directional motion verbs in (24). To amend this redundancy, the sense of physical
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movement in ku is suppressed and the sense of speaker orientation (and the anti-
speaker orientation in ik) is highlighted, bringing about some aspectual flavor. If
so, then the aspectual flavor is something that emerges from the core semantics
of ku/ik, rather than something lexically defined in the aspectual variant of ku/ik
distinct from its physical variant.

Furthermore, it is important to note that the semantic variations of the V-te
ku/ik predicates observed by Teramura (1984) (namely V-V (22a); v-V (22b); V-v
(22c); and “pseudo V-v” (24)) are in complementary distribution: that is to say,
one cannot use the “aspectual” variant of ku in the examples of Type V-V/v-V,
and cannot use the “physical” variant of ku in the examples of Type V-v (this is
also pointed out in Shibatani, 2007). Therefore, it is more natural to assume that
the semantic variations are computed from the core semantics of ku/ik depending
on the semantics of V1, than to assume that there are two distinct types of ku/ik.
Different types of arguments for the former approach are given in the next chapter.

Before closing this subsection, I would like to mention the contrast between
ku ‘to come’ and ik ‘to go’ in regard to the collocational constraints on V1 in the
V1-te ku/ik constructions (Imani, 1990; Takahashi, 1969; Morita, 1968; Shibatani,
2003; Teramura, 1984). For example, ku in the following examples is “aspectual,”
having lost its physical reading:

(28) Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

tegami-o
postcard-ACC

boku-ni
I-DAT

okut-te
send-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘Taro sent me a letter (while staying where he was).’

(29) Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

denwa-o
telephone-ACC

boku-ni
I-DAT

kake-te
place-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘Taro gave me a call (while staying where he was).’

Neither of these examples involve Taro’s physical movement toward the speaker,
and they are logically synonymous to the sentences below with single verbs:2

(30) Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

boku-ni
I-DAT

tegami-o
letter-ACC

okut-ta.
send-PAST

‘Taro sent me a letter.’

(31) Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

boku-ni
I-DAT

denwa-o
telephone-ACC

kake-ta.
place-PAST

‘Taro gave me a call.’

2In Japanese, when an action is directed toward the speaker, the use of the V-te
ku/kure/moraw constructions are preferred probably for a sociolinguistic reason, and thus,
these examples sound somewhat degraded compared to (28) and (29).
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The interpretive differences between (28) and (30) and between (29) and (31) are
subtle and truth-conditionally indistinguishable. However, (28) and (29) (i.e., the
versions with -te ku) bear a slight sense of emphasis on the directionality of Taro’s
action, while (30) and (31) are neutral regarding this point. It can be concluded
that in (28) and (29), the semantics of ku is lightened to the point where it no
longer denotes an independent event.

However, ik ‘to go’ sounds awkward when used in the same way (e.g., Imani,
1990; Takahashi, 1969):

(32) ??boku-wa
I-TOP

tegami-o
letter-ACC

Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

okut-te
send-TE

it-ta.
go-PAST

(Intended: ‘I sent Taro a letter.’)

(33) ??boku-wa
I-TOP

denwa-o
telephone-ACC

Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

kake-te
use-TE

it-ta.
go-PAST

(Intended: ‘Taro gave me a call.’)

From these observations, one might be tempted to conclude that the nonphysical
usage of ik is unavailable. However, this is not true at all:

(34) a. takusan-no
many-GEN

sensi-tati-ga
soldier-PL-NOM

sin-de
die-TE

{
{

it-ta
go-PAST

/
/

*ki-ta
*come-PAST

}.
}

‘Many soldiers were getting killed.’
b. yama-ga

mountain-NOM
toozakat-te
become farther-TE

{
{

it-ta
go-PAST

/
/

?*ki-ta
?*come-PAST

}.
}

‘The mountain is getting farther away.’

We need a theory that predicts the acceptability judgments for the above range of
data. I will return to this issue between ku and ik in Chapter 7.

kaer, mawar, yokos

A few more instances of the directional verbs of agent movement can trigger the
V-te V concatenation. Although I will not deal with these minor instances in the
rest of the book, it is worth mentioning them here.

One such instance is kaer ‘to go back.’ The semantics of kaer is similar
to ku/ik (‘to come/go’), but is somewhat more complex because it involves at
least one additional presupposition: kaer presupposes that the place the agent is
heading toward should be the primary place where the agent would spend time.
Because of the similarity of the core semantics of kaer to that of ku/ik, kaer can
trigger concatenation.3 Some examples of concatenating kaer are shown below:

3A very similar verb modor ‘to go back,’ however, cannot trigger concatenation despite
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(35) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

nanimo
anything

{
{

mi-te
see-TE

/
/

tabe-te
eat-TE

}
}

kaera-nakat-ta.
go back-NEG-PAST

‘Taro went back, without having seen/eaten anything.’

(36) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

nanimo
anything

mot-te
hold-TE

kaera-nakat-ta.
go back-NEG-PAST

‘Taro went back, without carrying anything.’

Because of the complex presuppositional requirement, kaer in a V-te V
sequence cannot be successfully lightened. For example, kaer cannot replace
ku in a case such as (28) and (29) above, where only the theme and not the agent
physically moves:

(37) ??Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

hagaki-sika
I-DAT

boku-ni
postcard-only.NPI

okut-te
send-TE

kaera-nakat-ta.
go back-NEG-PAST

(Intended: ‘Taro didn’t send me anything but a postcard.’)

Another example of the agent-oriented verbs of motion that concatenate
is mawar, whose core meaning is ‘to move/go around in a circular motion.’
Semantically, V-te mawar indicates that the event denoted by V1 takes place
iteratively while the agent is going around. For example:

(38) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

zyosee-ni-sika
women-DAT-only.NPI

situmonsi-te
ask questions-TE

mawara-nakat-ta.
go around-NEG-PAST
‘Taro walked around asking questions to nobody but women.’

b. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

tyuusyooga-sika
abstract painting-only.NPI

mi-te
see-TE

mawara-nakat-ta.
go around-NEG-PAST

‘Taro walked around seeing nothing but abstract paintings.’

The semantics of mawar in the V-te mawar predicate does not depart from the
physical meaning of its nonconcatenated version, probably because mawar does
not entail a goal. The verb mawar can also be used as V2 of the VV predicate
(i.e., without -te) and shows more flexible semantics, which this study does not
deal with.

the semantic similarity. The reason for this is probably that the semantics of modor is even
more complicated than kaer: modor not only means ‘to go back to location x,’ but also
means ‘to resume the routine that has been temporarily suspended while the agent was
away from x’; kaer, on the other hand, does not have this connotation. Because the V-te
V concatenation usually involves suppression of a part of the original semantics of V2, I
conjecture that a V2 with much semantic complexity resists concatenation.
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Yet another related verb is yokos ‘to have (something/someone) come,’ or
simply ‘to send here,’ which can be regarded as a lexicalized causative version of
ku ‘come’ and can only be used when the destination of the theme is a speaker-
associated location. This verb is often used in a V-te yokos schema, and is often
treated as an auxiliary verb in Japanese dictionaries.

(39) Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

tegami-o
letter-ACC

yokosi-ta.
send here-PAST

‘Taro sent a letter to us.’

(40) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

hagaki-sika
postcard-only.NPI

{
{

kai-te
write-TE

/
/

okut-te
send-TE

}
}

yokosa-nakat-ta.
send here-NEG-PAST

‘Taro didn’t { write us / send us } anything but a postcard to us.’

In (40), the presence of yokos is semantically almost redundant, and thus, native
speakers feel that the semantics of yokos is light. However, the V-te yokos
construction can only be used when there is a theme for yokos. Thus, the
following example is unacceptable:

(41) *Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

seki-o
seat-ACC

yoyakusi-te
reserve-TE

yokosi-ta.
send here-PAST

Here, seki ‘a seat’ is the object of yoyakusu ‘to reserve,’ but not of yokos; hence
the unacceptability (unless an understood object is assumed for yokos). Because
the theme must always be shared by V1 and V2 in this construction, the NPI-
licensing test is not applicable. The other tests do not work either. For example,
long passive fails to show the concatenation status of the V-te yokos construction:

(42) ??hagaki-ga
postcard-NOM

{
{

kai-te
write-TE

/
/

okut-te
send-TE

}
}

yokos-are-ta.
send here-PASS-PAST

To my knowledge, no empirical evidence seems to exist that yokos really triggers
concatenation.

2.3.2 Verbs of giving
Let us now turn to a class of directional verbs of theme movement, whose goal
argument is animate (or metonymically animate). This class includes kure ‘to give
(to the speaker),’ age/yar ‘to give (to a nonspeaker),’ and moraw ‘to receive/be
given,’ as well as their stylistic variants. The V-te kure/age/moraw constructions
have been extensively discussed in the field of traditional descriptive Japanese
grammar (e.g., Komatsu, 1964; Matsushita, 1930; Miyaji, 1965; Teramura, 1982;
Yamada, 2000–2002, 2004). In this section, I shall only review basic, uncontro-
versial facts about the constructions. More theory-oriented discussions are given
in Chapters 5–7.
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kure/age ‘to give (to the speaker/to a nonspeaker)’

Japanese has two kinds of verbs of ‘giving,’ age (or yar) and kure, both of which
are ditransitive verbs just like the English give. The difference between age (or
yar) and kure is the direction of the transported object (namely, the theme) relative
to the viewpoint of the speaker: when the theme moves toward the speaker or
someone who is close to the speaker’s viewpoint, kure is used; otherwise, age (or
yar) is used.4 Below are examples of kure and age (or yar) as main verbs:

(43) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

watasi-ni
I-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

{
{

kure-ta
give-PAST

/
/

*age-ta
*give-PAST

}.
}

‘He gave me a book.’
b. watasi-wa

I-TOP
kare-ni
he-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

{
{

*kure-ta
*give-PAST

/
/

age-ta
give-PAST

}.
}

‘I gave him a book.’

Note that this contrast roughly parallels the contrast between ku and ik, where
ku denotes a movement toward a place associated with the speaker while ik a
movement toward a nonspeaker.

These verbs of giving can be used as V2 of the V-te V predicate, as shown
below:

(44) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

watasi-ni
I-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

kat-te
buy-TE

{
{

kure-ta
give-PAST

/
/

*age-ta
*give-PAST

}.
}

‘He bought me a book.’
b. kare-wa

he-TOP
watasi-ni
I-DAT

nanimo
anything

kat-te
buy-TE

kure-nakat-ta.
give-NEG-PAST

‘He didn’t buy me anything.’

(45) a. watasi-wa
I-TOP

kare-ni
he-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

kat-te
buy-TE

{
{

*kure-ta
*give-PAST

/
/

age-ta
give-PAST

}.
}

‘I bought him a book.’
b. watasi-wa

I-TOP
kare-ni
he-DAT

nanimo
anything

kat-te
buy-TE

age-nakat-ta.
give-NEG-PAST

‘He didn’t buy me anything.’

As pointed out in previous studies (e.g., Kuno and Kaburaki, 1977; Matsushita,
1930; Miyaji, 1965), the same sharp acceptability contrast between kure and
age (yar) is found in these concatenated examples, supporting the idea that the

4The difference between age and yar is sociolinguistic. In principle, if the giver belongs
to a socially higher position than the recipient, yar is used, and otherwise, age is used.
Younger generations tend to use age more extensively.
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concatenated semantics of V2 in the V-te V predicate is systematically associated
with the semantics of its main verb counterpart.

The sense of possession transfer can be bleached in the V-te kure/age con-
structions:

(46) Hanako-wa
Hanako-TOP

kare-ni
he-DAT

sono
that

hon-o
book-ACC

tot-te
take-TE

age-ta.
give-PAST

‘Hanako handed him the book.’

In this example, Hanako took the action of handing a book to him, but did not
actually ‘give’ the book to him: Hanako did not really transfer the possession of
the book from Hanako to him.

The theme to be ‘given’ to somebody also need not be physical when kure and
age are concatenated:

(47) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

watasi-ni
I-DAT

hontoo-no
truth-GEN

koto-o
thing-ACC

it-te
say-TE

kure-ta.
give-PAST

‘He told me the truth.’
b. watasi-wa

I-TOP
kare-ni
he-DAT

eego-o
English-ACC

osie-te
teach-TE

age-ta.
give-PAST

‘I taught him English.’

In the above examples, what is transmitted from the agent to the recipient can
be regarded as a set of words in (47a) and a lesson in (47b), which are abstract
objects. When not concatenated, kure or age cannot transfer these nonphysical
objects (unless the transfer is considered metaphorically physical):

(48) a. *kare-wa
he-TOP

watasi-ni
I-DAT

hontoo-no
truth-GEN

koto-o
thing-ACC

kure-ta.
give-PAST

b. *watasi-wa
I-TOP

kare-ni
he-DAT

eego-o
English-ACC

age-ta.
give-PAST

The perfect acceptability of (47) in comparison to the unacceptability of (48)
shows that the concatenated semantics of kure/age can be weakened to the point
where the selectional requirement for physical objects is lost.

The concatenated semantics of kure/age can be even more abstract, having no
explicit theme for kure/age, which can be regarded as another case of an eventified
theme (see Chapter 6, Section 6.2.5). For example:

(49) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

watasi-no
I-GEN

tame-ni
sake-DAT

pikurusu-o
pickles-ACC

tabe-te
eat-TE

{
{

kure-ta
give-PAST

/
/

*age-ta
*give-PAST

}.
}

‘Taro ate the pickles for me.’
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b. watasi-wa
I-TOP

kare-no
he-GEN

tame-ni
sake-DAT

sigoto-o
work-ACC

owarase-te
finish-TE

{
{

*kure-ta
*give-PAST

/
/

age-ta
give-PAST

}.
}

‘I finished his work for him.’

These verbs are sometimes called “auxiliary verbs of favors” or benefactive
predicates (e.g., Martin, 1975: 597ff; Miyaji, 1965; Shibatani, 1996; Yamada,
2004). These examples do not involve a theme for V2 kure/age, because there is
no object to be handed in to the recipient in these examples. Here, an abstract
“favor,” rather than a physical or abstract object, is offered by the agent to the
recipient through the agent’s action. In other words, the theme is eventified in
these examples: the things favorably delivered to the recipient are the VP1 events.
Note also that even though the concatenated semantics in (49) is highly abstract,
the age vs. kure dichotomy still holds, suggesting that the concatenated semantics
is still derivative of the original full semantics. Another characteristic of this
usage of kure/age is the fact that dative arguments in such examples cannot be
licensed by kure/age:

(50) a. *Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

watasi-ni
I-DAT

pikurusu-o
pickles-ACC

tabe-te
eat-TE

kure-ta.
give-PAST

b. *watasi-wa
I-TOP

kare-ni
he-DAT

sigoto-o
work-ACC

owarase-te
finish-TE

age-ta.
give-PAST

This may remind some readers of the semantic constraints on the benefactive
double-object constructions in English (Pinker, 1989: e.g., Mary cooked him some
cookies vs. *Mary ate him pickles). I will turn to this issue in Chapter 7.

In summary, two verbs of giving, kure ‘to give to the speaker’ and age ‘to give
to a nonspeaker,’ show the stages of semantic lightening/abstraction as summa-
rized in Table 2.1. The table indicates the interaction between the semantics of
V1 and V2: the lightening effects of V2 correlate with the semantics of V1. The
table also shows the correlation between the existence of a theme argument and
V2’s capability of licensing a dative. Note that the directionality contrast between
kure and age is retained in all the cases, suggesting the straightforward connection
between the concatenated semantics and the main verb semantics.

The observed sense-lightening phases of the verbs of giving in Japanese can
be found in other serializing languages as well. Below are examples from various
languages from the Kwa family of West Africa languages:5

5Inconsistencies in how sentences are transcribed and glossed between cited examples
reflect differences between the original works from which they are cited.
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Examples Theme is Theme is Change of Dative
present physical possession licensing

Full verb (43) yes yes yes yes
(44), (45) yes yes yes yes

(46) yes yes no yes
(47) yes no no yes
(49) no no no no

Table 2.1: Various degrees of semantic lightening of kure/age

(51) Twi:
a. òdè

he-take
sı̀ká
money

nó
that

màà
give

mé.
me

(Bamgbos.e, 1974)

‘He gave me the money.’
b. O

he
yE

do
adwuma
work

ma
give

me.
me

(Christaller, 1881)

‘He works for me.’

(52) Anyi:
a. Kòfı́

Kofi
fà
take-HAB

bùlúkû
book

fá-!mà̃
take-give-HAB

Kàsı́
Kasi

(Van Leynseele, 1975)

‘Kofi gives the book to Kasi.’
b. Kàsı́

Kasi
sı̀lı̀

˙build-PAST
sùá
house

mà̃nı̃
˙

`
give-PAST

Kòfı́
Kofi

(Van Leynseele, 1975)

‘Kasi built a house for Kofi.’
c. Ǎjó

Ajo
tÒ̃
cook-HAB

àlı̀
˙

É

food
mà̃nı̃

˙

`
give-HAB

Kàsı́
Kasi

(Van Leynseele, 1975)

‘Kasi cooks food for Kasi.’

(53) Yoruba:
a. ó

he
ra
buy

is
˙

u
yam

fún
give

mi.
me

(Ekundayo and Akinnaso, 1983)

‘He bought me a yam.’
b. ó

he
so
˙say

fún
give

mi.
me

(Bamgbos.e, 1974)

‘He told me.’
c. Àjàó

Ajao
s
˙

is
˙

é
˙work

fún
give

o
˙

ba
chief

(George, 1975)

‘Ajao worked for the chief.’
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(51a), (52a–c) and (53a) involve transmission of a physical object, whereas (51b)
and (53c) are examples of eventified themes, and (53b) is an in-between case.
Considering that the Kwa languages and Japanese are not historically related,
these similarities should reflect the universality of the language-related biological
mechanism governing the concatenation of predicates.

moraw ‘to be given/obtain’

The verb moraw is an interesting case as it has a passive-like meaning in its
active form. Its basic meaning is close to receive in English but is different from
receive (uketor in Japanese) in that the semantics of moraw entails the change
of possession of the theme. For example, suppose that a person x receives a
package addressed to x’s roommate from a delivery person. In such a case, one
can use uketor or receive to describe x’s action, but not moraw. Moreover, it
is still odd to use moraw even if the package was addressed to x, because the
delivery person is not the former possessor of the package (whereas the sender
is). In this sense, moraw is the mirror image of kure/age (yar), although no
“speaker vs. nonspeaker” dichotomy exists. Interestingly, kure and age are not
passivizable (*kure-rare and *age-rare), supporting the view that moraw is the
lexicalized passive version of kure/age, blocking the passivization of these verbs.
Another notable property of moraw is that its source (agent) argument can be
Case-marked as dative, which is not possible for uketor ‘to receive.’ This again
is a property shared by the passive construction, in which the agent argument
can be dative-marked (though not always). moraw itself can (though not freely)
be passivized (moraw-are), indicating that it is morphosyntactically an active
verb. Given below are some examples of moraw as the main verb, paired with
its ‘giving’ counterparts:

(54) a. watasi-wa
I-TOP

Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

okane-o
money-ACC

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘I got money from Taro.’
b. Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
watasi-ni
I-DAT

okane-o
money-ACC

kure-ta.
give-PAST

‘Taro gave me money.’

(55) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

watasi-ni
I-DAT

okane-o
money-ACC

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘Taro got money from me.’
b. watasi-wa

I-TOP
Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

okane-o
money-ACC

age-ta.
give-PAST

‘I gave Taro money.’
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(56) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

Hanako-ni
Hanako-DAT

okane-o
money-ACC

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘Taro got money from Hanako.’
b. Hanako-wa

Hanako-TOP
Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

okane-o
money-ACC

age-ta.
give-PAST

‘Hanako gave Taro money.’

These examples indicate that moraw can replace both kure and age in a themati-
cally inverse manner.

Considering its close semantic relationship to kure/age, it is not surprising
to find that moraw triggers concatenation just like kure and age do. All the
examples and observations made with kure/age can be straightforwardly applied
to moraw. Below, I show the moraw counterparts of the major examples of
kure/age presented in the previous section. First, there are cases where the original
event semantics of moraw (physical movement of a physical object with change
of possession) is retained:

(57) Counterpart of (44a):
watasi-wa
I-TOP

kare-ni
he-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

kat-te
buy-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘He bought me a book.’

The requirement of change of possession can be dropped:

(58) Counterpart of (46):
kare-wa
he-TOP

Hanako-ni
Hanako-DAT

sono
that

hon-o
book-ACC

tot-te
take-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘Hanako handed him the book.’

The requirement for a physical theme can be dropped:

(59) Counterpart of (47):
a. watasi-wa

I-TOP
kare-ni
he-DAT

hontoo-no
truth-GEN

koto-o
thing-ACC

it-te
say-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘He kindly told me the truth.’
b. watasi-wa

I-TOP
kare-ni
he-DAT

eego-o
English-ACC

osie-te
teach-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘He taught me English.’

(60) Counterpart of (48)
a. *watasi-wa

I-TOP
kare-ni
he-DAT

hontoo-no
truth-GEN

koto-o
thing-ACC

morat-ta.
be given-PAST
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b. *watasi-wa
I-TOP

kare-ni
he-DAT

eego-o
English-ACC

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

The theme can also be eventified. In this case, a benefactive activity reading
emerges, just like in the similar cases of kure/age:

(61) Counterpart of (49):
a. watasi-wa

I-TOP
Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

pikurusu-o
pickles-ACC

tabe-te
eat-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘Taro ate the pickles for me.’
b. watasi-wa

I-TOP
kare-ni
he-DAT

sigoto-o
work-ACC

owarase-te
finish-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘He finished my work for me.’

Notable differences are observed between the V-te moraw and V-te kure/age
constructions. First, in the V-te moraw predicate, the logical subject of V1
is identified with the dative argument, while in the V-te kure/age predicates,
the logical subject of V1 is coreferential with the nominative argument of V2.
In this sense, the V-te moraw predicate resembles the passive constructions.
Another difference between moraw and kure/age as well as ku/ik ’to come/go’
is that moraw never loses its ability to license its dative argument (thus the
earlier example (57) is ambiguous between the physical transfer reading and
the eventified theme reading). Compare the unacceptable (50) with its moraw
counterpart (61). Among the V2s of the V-te V constructions, only desiderative
hosi(-i) shares this property with moraw. I will revert to this issue in Chapters 6
and 7. The semantic lightening patterns found in moraw are summarized in
Table 2.2.

Examples Theme is Theme is Change of Dative
present physical possession licensing

Full verb (54)–(56) yes yes yes yes
(57) yes ambiguous ambiguous yes
(58) yes yes no yes
(59) yes no no yes
(61) no no no yes

Table 2.2: Various degrees of semantic lightening of moraw

2.3.3 Verbs of putting
This section discusses two more theme-oriented directional verbs, whose goal is
locative: ok ‘to put’ and simaw ‘to put away.’ The V-te ok/simaw constructions
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have often been discussed in the literature of traditional Japanese grammar (e.g.,
Morita, 1977; Takahashi, 1969; Teramura, 1984; Yoshikawa, 1973), but much less
so in the field of formal studies.

ok ‘to put’

The verb ok ‘to put’ by itself is a locative ditransitive verb:

(62) imooto-ga
sister-NOM

teeburu-ni
table-DAT

bentoo-o
lunch box-ACC

oi-ta.
put-PAST

‘My sister put the lunch box on the table.’

When concatenated, ok is often labeled the auxiliary verb of “planning” or
“preparation” (Morita, 1977; Takahashi, 1969; Yoshikawa, 1973). Let us begin
with an example of the V-te ok predicate, with ok apparently retaining its original
meaning of physical movement:

(63) imooto-wa
sister-TOP

tamagoyaki-sika
fried egg-only.NPI

teeburu-no
table-GEN

ue-ni
top-DAT

ryoorisi-te
cook-TE

oka-nakat-ta.
put-NEG-PAST
‘My sister didn’t prepare anything but a fried egg on the table.’

Example (63) is a concatenated sentence, because the embedded NPI is licensed
by the matrix Neg (the NPI-licensing test), and the internal argument of V1 and
the adjunct of V2 can be scrambled and crossed (the scrambling test). Native
speakers’ intuition tells that ok in (63) is semantically light, only adding to the
sentence a nuance of preparation. However, the dative PP teeburu-no ue-ni ‘on
(top of) the table’ is an argument of ok, because ryoorisu ‘to cook’ by itself cannot
take such an argument, as shown below:

(64) a. ??imooto-ga
sister-NOM

teeburu-no
table-GEN

ue-ni
top-DAT

tamagoyaki-o
fried egg-ACC

ryoorisi-ta.
cook-PAST

b. imooto-ga
sister-NOM

teeburu-no
table-GEN

ue-ni
top-DAT

tamagoyaki-o
fried egg-ACC

oi-ta.
put-PAST

‘My sister put a fried egg onto the table.’

Therefore, it can be concluded that ok’s original meaning of placement is not
completely lost: it still can be conceived that the sister did take an action of putting
the fried egg on the table.

Like other concatenating V2s in the V-te V constructions, arguments for
concatenated ok can be abstract. For example, in the following examples, the
theme arguments of ok are eventified and the location arguments are not licensed:
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(65) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

maemotte
in advance

(*soko-ni)
(*there-DAT)

sigoto-o
work-ACC

yat-te
do-TE

oi-ta.
put-PAST

‘Taro did his job in advance.’

(66) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

(*soko-ni)
(*there-DAT)

tiketto-o
ticket-ACC

yoyakusi-te
reserve-TE

oi-ta.
put-PAST

‘Taro has reserved the ticket.’

(67) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

(*soko-ni)
(*there-DAT)

mado-o
window-ACC

ake-te
open-TE

oi-ta.
put-PAST

‘Taro kept the window open.’

(68) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

(*soko-ni)
(*there-DAT)

takusan
a lot

ne-te
sleep-TE

oi-ta.
put-PAST

‘Taro has slept a lot (to get prepared for the things to come).’

The connection between the concatenated semantics of ok and its original full
semantics seems less clear compared to the cases discussed in the earlier sections.
However, as seen in (63), cases exist where concatenated ok minimally retains
its original sense of physical movement, which conforms to the direction of the
present study. I show in Chapters 6 and 7 how the same mechanism that explains
the previous instances of V-te V constructions also accounts for the concatenated
semantics of ok.

simaw ‘to put away’

Another verb of putting is simaw. The difference between ok and simaw as main
verbs lies in the nature of the locative goal. While the goal for the theme argument
of ok typically is an open space, the theme argument of simaw usually is to be
placed out of sight into another space that is typically closed (such as an attic,
closet, or box). Hence the following sharp contrasts:

(69) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

teeburu-ni
table-DAT

bentoo-o
lunch box-ACC

{
{

oi-ta
put-PAST

/
/

*simat-ta
*put away-PAST

}.
}

‘He put the lunch box on the table.’
b. kare-wa

he-TOP
zimen-ni
ground-DAT

kaban-o
bag-ACC

{
{

oi-ta
put-PAST

/
/

*simat-ta
*put away-PAST

}.
}

‘He put the bag on the ground.’

(70) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

okane-o
money-ACC

poketto-ni
pocket-DAT

{
{

*oi-ta
*put-PAST

/
/

simat-ta
put away-PAST

}.
}

‘He put the money into his pocket.’
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b. kare-wa
he-TOP

osiire-ni
closet-DAT

senpuuki-o
fan-ACC

{
{

*oi-ta6

*put-PAST
/
/

simat-ta
put away-PAST

}.
}

‘He put the fan away into the closet.’

Because of this meaning of ‘putting something away so that it is out of reach,’
simaw, when concatenated, emphasizes that the result of the event denoted by VP1
is taken beyond reach so that it cannot be undone. For this reason, concatenated
simaw in the V-te simaw predicate has often been called a terminative/perfective
aspectual marker (or auxiliary verb) in the literature (e.g., Morita, 1977; Taka-
hashi, 1969; Teramura, 1984; Yoshikawa, 1973). By contrast, ok in the V-te ok
(‘put’) construction is rarely treated as a type of aspectual marker, because it
lacks the intuitive flavor of perfectiveness, although truth-conditionally, the V1-te
ok predicate is essentially identical to the V1-te simaw predicate, given the V1s
are identical. I believe that treating simaw (in the V-te simaw construction) as an
aspectual marker obscures the whole picture of the semantic computation in the
V-te V predicate. Our central concern is to explicate how a V1-te V2 sequence is
computed, but not to decide which instance of V2 qualifies as an aspectual marker.

Now let us see some basic examples, in which the original meaning of simaw
is more or less detectable:

(71) a. Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

doonatu-o
donuts-ACC

zenbu
all

tabe-te
eat-TE

simat-ta.
put away-PAST

‘Taro ate up all the donuts.’
b. Taroo-ga

Taro-NOM
doonatu-o
donuts-ACC

zenbu
all

tabe-ta.
eat-PAST

‘Taro ate all the donuts.’

(72) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

kabin-o
vase-ACC

wat-te
break-TE

simat-ta.
put away-PAST

‘Taro broke the vase.’
b. Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
kabin-o
vase-ACC

wat-ta.
break-PAST

‘Taro broke the vase.’

(73) a. Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

keekaku-o
plan-ACC

dainasi-ni
ruin-DAT

si-te
do-TE

simat-ta.
put away-PAST

‘Taro ruined the plan.’
b. Taroo-ga

Taro-NOM
keekaku-o
plan-ACC

dainasi-ni
ruin-DAT

si-ta.
do-PAST

‘Taro ruined the plan.’

6Acceptable under the reading where the movement of the fan onto the floor of the
closet (rather than into the closet) is highlighted.
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While the V1-te simaw versions (a) and the V1-only versions (b) basically
describe the same events, the former gives native speakers the impression that
the described situations are undesirable or surprising. For example, while (71b) is
a neutral description of the event of Taro having eaten all the donuts, (71a) adds
an emphasis on the fact that there are now no more donuts, which implies that this
fact is surprising or undesirable. Example (72b) is, again, a neutral description
of Taro having broken the vase, which could be either intentional or accidental,
while simaw in (71a) emphasizes that the event was accidental and undesirable.
The same can be said of (73) (and to a lesser extent, of (71) as well).

Like in other instances of the V-te V predicate, the physical theme require-
ment can be entirely dropped:

(74) a. boku-wa
I-TOP

8
8

zikan-mo
hour-EMPH

ne-te
sleep-TE

simat-ta.
put away-PAST

‘I slept as much as eight hours. (I overslept)’
b. boku-wa

I-TOP
8
8

zikan-mo
hour-EMPH

ne-ta.
sleep-PAST

‘I slept as much as eight hours.’

In (74a), there is no candidate for the theme at all because the verb is intransitive.
Intuitively, an implication that “I” undesirably overslept is stronger in (74a) than
in (74b).

Unfortunately, there is no direct evidence indicating an intermediate light-
ening stage in simaw, and there is no case in which the concatenated simaw
can independently license a locative goal. For example, while ok may license
a locative, as observed in the previous subsection (see (63)), simaw cannot be
used in the same way:

(75) a. ?[
[

imooto-ga
sister-NOM

zensai-sika
hors d’oeuvre-only.NPI

ryoorisi-te
cook-TE

simawa-na-i
put away-NEG-PRES

]
]

koto-o
thing-ACC

inor-u.
pray-PRES

‘I strongly hope that my sister won’t cook anything but hors d’oeuvres.’
b. ?*[

[
imooto-ga
sister-NOM

reezooko-no
fridge-GEN

naka-ni
inside-DAT

zensai-sika
hors d’oeuvre-only.NPI

ryoorisi-te
cook-TE

simawa-na-i
put away-NEG-PRES

]
]

koto-o
thing-ACC

inor-u.
pray-PRES

(‘I strongly hope that my sister won’t cook anything but hors d’oeuvres
putting them into the fridge.’)

Example (75a) sounds a little awkward because the “completion” reading of the
V-te simaw predicate conflicts with the emphasis of the incompleteness forced by
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an NPI—this conflict may be eased when it is embedded in an intensional context
(cf. Hashimoto and Matsumoto, 2000). Adding a locative to this sentence would
make it sound worse, as shown in (75b).

Before leaving this section, I would like to briefly mention the fact pointed
out in the literature that the concatenated simaw does not necessarily indicate an
undesirable event. For example:

(76) a. moo
already

syukudai-o
homework-ACC

zenbu
all

oe-te
finish-TE

simat-ta.
put away-PAST

‘I finished all my homework (unexpectedly).’
b. nanto

surprisingly
siken-ni
exam-DAT

gookakusi-te
pass-TE

simat-ta!
put away-PAST

‘Surprisingly I passed the exam!’

Neither of the sentences in (76) depicts an undesirable event. This shows that
the connotation of “undesirable situation” is not really part of the semantics of
simaw. We need a more appropriate way of characterizing the semantics of
the concatenated simaw. I argue in the semantics chapters that the derivational
approach nicely captures this property.

2.3.4 Verbs of vision
Let us now turn to two verbs of vision that trigger concatenation in the V-te V
configuration.

mi ‘to see’

A frequently used verb, mi, means ‘to see/look at’ when it constitutes a main
predicate by itself. By contrast, once concatenated, mi is usually translated as ‘try’
in English, which appears to be drastically different from the original meaning.
However, in fact, the change in meaning is quite straightforward, and can be
captured as another case of theme eventification. Let us begin with a simple case.
Compare:

(77) a. Asako-wa
Asako-TOP

doresu-o
dress-ACC

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘Asako saw the dress.’
b. Asako-wa

Asako-TOP
doresu-o
dress-ACC

ki-te
wear-ACC

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘Asako tried the dress on.’

In (77a), Asako saw her dress; on the other hand, what Asako saw in (77b) was the
outcome of her activity of wearing the dress. A subtle sense of visual perception
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is detectable here. However, the semantics of the concatenated mi can go much
further. For example:

(78) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

zibun-no
self-GEN

kangae-o
idea-ACC

tutae-te
tell-TE

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘He told (them) his thoughts (to see their reactions).’
b. kare-wa

he-TOP
ryoori-no
dish-GEN

azimi-o
tasting-ACC

si-te
do-TE

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘He tasted what he was cooking (to see how the cooking was going).’

Neither of the above examples necessarily involves visual observation. Such a
sense extension in verbs of vision is crosslinguistically common. English see
can be used in a nonvisual sense, as can be seen in the above translations and
examples like I see what you’re trying to say. This is exactly what happens in the
above Japanese examples. I suspect that few linguists would say that the English
“visual” see and “nonvisual, epistimic” see are two independent verbs because
intuitively, there seems to exist a semantic connection between them. A theory of
associating the semantics of multiple versions of a verb is thus called for.

mise ‘to show’

The verb mise is the lexicalized causative version of mi, meaning ‘to show,’ and
may trigger concatenation in the same fashion as its sibling mi. A few basic
examples are given below:

(79) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

watasitati-ni
we-DAT

kyokugee-o
acrobatics-ACC

mise-ta.
show-PAST

‘He showed us acrobatics.’
b. kare-wa

he-TOP
watasitati-ni
we-DAT

kyokugee-o
acrobatics-ACC

zituensi-te
perform-TE

mise-ta.
show-PAST

‘He performed acrobatics for us.’

(80) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

biiru-o
beer-ACC

zyu-ppon
ten-CL

non-de
drink-TE

mise-ta.
show-PAST

‘Taro drank ten bottles of beer (and showed it off).’

Although mise in the V-te mise predicate always retains its “presentation” sense,
it may be used for nonvisual presentations:

(81) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

nanmon-o
hard problem-ACC

toi-te
solve-TE

mise-ta.
show-PAST

‘He solved a hard problem (to show it off).’
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b. kare-wa
he-TOP

issyuukan-de
one week-in

10
10

kiro
kilo

yase-te
get thinner-TE

mise-ta.
show-PAST

‘He lost 10 kilograms in one week (and showed it off).’

The above sentences are true in a situation where the subject kare does not visually
present what he has achieved (e.g., in (81a), he may show off his solution to
the problem over the phone). Partial loss of the original semantics of V2 (while
retaining the rest) is common in the V-te V predicate, as we have discussed in
earlier sections, and the association between mise as a main verb and mise in the
V-te mise predicate is fairly straightforward, compared to other instances of V2.

2.3.5 Verbs of existence
This section discusses two verbs of existence: i, for animates, and ar, for inan-
imates.7 These verbs function as aspectual markers when concatenated. The
syntax and semantics of the V-te i/ar constructions have often been discussed
in the literature, descriptive or theoretical (e.g., Kindaichi, 1950; Matsumoto,
1990a,b; Matsushita, 1901, 1914; Nishiyama, 2006; Ogihara, 1998; Soga, 1983;
Teramura, 1984), although many open questions remain. The former (V-te i) is
especially interesting because of its diverse and apparently conflicting aspectual
properties. Here, I only present a brief overview of the known properties,
deferring detailed discussions until later chapters on syntax and semantics of the
V-te V predicate.

i ‘to exist’ (for animates)

When i appears in a nonconcatenated environment, it is a dative-taking verb that
denotes existence, which can only be used for animate subjects, as shown in (82).
When an inanimate is the subject, ar should be used instead, as illustrated in (83):8

7“Verbs of presence” may be a better term and ‘be present’ may be a better gloss for i
and ar, but I do not use this term and the gloss to avoid giving the reader the impression
that these two verbs are adjectives.

8For many speakers, though, ar may be acceptable for animates in an example like the
following:

(i) kare-ni-wa
he-DAT-TOP

kodomo-ga
children-NOM

san-nin
three-CL

ar-u/i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘He has three children.’
I will revert to this issue in Chapter 7.
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(82) {
{

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

/
/

neko-ga
cat-NOM

/
/

*syokubutu-ga
*plant-NOM

/
/

*hon-ga
*book-NOM

}
}

soko-ni
there-DAT

i-ru.
exist-PRES
‘Taro / a cat / *a plant / *a book is there.’

(83) {
{

*Taroo-ga
*Taro-NOM

/
/

*neko-ga
*cat-NOM

/
/

syokubutu-ga
plant-NOM

/
/

hon-ga
book-NOM

}
}

soko-ni
there-DAT

ar-u.
exist-PRES
‘*Taro / *a cat / a plant / a book is there.’

When concatenated, however, dative locatives become much less acceptable, and
inanimate subjects become acceptable:

(84) a. tori-ga
bird-NOM

{
{

??niwa-ni
??garden-DAT

/
/

niwa-de
garden-at

}
}

saezut-te
chirp-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘A bird is chirping ??to the garden / in the garden.’
b. hana-ga

flower-NOM
kare-te
wither-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘The flower has withered.’

Example (84a) shows that the dative argument is not acceptable (cf. locative
postposition -de can be used instead); (84b) shows that an inanimate subject is
allowed. These facts may not seem supportive of the hypothesis associating the
concatenated i with the main verb i. However, they do not necessarily falsify
the hypothesis either, because the loss of certain properties is commonly found
in the predicate concatenation phenomena. Furthermore, the various functions
of the concatenated i can be given a more direct account under a derivational,
compositional approach.

In the literature, the -te i sequence is often regarded as an aspectual marker.
Because its aspectual function is often identical to that of English progressive
marker -ing when attached to an activity verb, -te i is sometimes called a
progressive marker. However, -te i also has a well-known use as a nonprogressive
marker. The literature indicates that the -te i sequence can express at least four
different meanings (e.g., Teramura, 1984; Yoshikawa, 1973): result state (85),
experience (86), and iterative situation (87) as well as progressive aspect (88):

(85) Result state/Perfect:
tori-ga
bird-NOM

sin-de
die-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘The bird is dead.’ (not ‘The bird is dying.’)
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(86) Experiential:
kare-wa
he-TOP

san-kai
three-times

taihos-are-te
arrest-PASS-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘He has been arrested three times.’

(87) Iterative:
ooku-no
many-GEN

hito-ga
person-NOM

mainiti
every day

ue-de
hunger-with

sin-de
die-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘Many people are dying of hunger every day.’

(88) Progressive:
tori-ga
bird-NOM

ton-de
fly-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘Birds are flying.’

It is also well known that the interpretation of V-te i interacts with the aspectual
semantics of V1 (Kindaichi, 1950). This fact renders the derivational/generative
approach a desirable one, because the idea of sense derivation/generation is moti-
vated by the predictability of sense variations in accordance with morphosyntactic
environments (=semantic complementary distribution: Pustejovsky, 1995). This
approach is plausible from the viewpoint of language acquisition as well, because
children would not have to acquire the four kinds of -te i separately: the semantics
of V-te i should be predictable from the semantics of its parts and relevant
generative operations. The derivation of the functions of concatenated i is
discussed in Chapter 7.

ar ‘to exist’ (for inanimates)

As seen above in (82) and (83), ar is a verb of existence only for inanimates,
in contrast with i. Despite the semantic similarity between i and ar, ar behaves
quite differently from i when concatenated. Most notably, the concatenated ar is
well known to show a passive-like property (Martin, 1975; Matsumoto, 1990a,b;
Miyagawa, 1989), unlike the concatenated i. Compare the following examples:

(89) hon-ga
book-NOM

soko-ni
there-DAT

oi-te
put-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘The book lies there (as the result of somebody’s having put it there).’

(90) hon-ga
book-NOM

soko-ni
there-DAT

ok-are-te
put-PASS-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘The book lies there (as the result of having been put by somebody).’
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Example (89) is an instance of the V-te ar predicate, which is roughly synony-
mous to passive-resultative (90) with -te i. Although no passive morpheme is
involved in (89), its structure, as well as its semantics, is quite similar to those of
a passivized sentence: the logical subject of V1 ok ‘to put’ is suppressed and the
direct object is now the subject of the whole sentence. In some cases, the V-te ar
construction sounds acceptable without passive-like syntax or semantics:

(91) wareware-wa
we-TOP

Tanaka-san-ni
Tanaka-Mr-DAT

syorui-o
document-ACC

watasi-te
hand in-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘We have handed in the document to Mr. Tanaka.’

(92) sudeni
already

hantaiha-o
opponents-ACC

kaizyuusi-te
conciliate-TE

ari-mas-u.
exist-POLITE-PRES

‘(We) have already conciliated the opponents.’

Another difference between concatenated i and ar is that the latter retains its
capability of licensing a dative argument while the former usually does not. For
example, while verb ryoorisu ‘to cook’ does not license a dative, as shown in
(93) below, a concatenated combination of this verb and -te ar permits a dative
argument, as shown in (94).

(93) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

(??teeburu-no
(??table-GEN

ue-ni)
top-DAT)

tamagoyaki-o
fried egg-ACC

ryoorisi-ta.
cook-PAST

‘Taro cooked a fried egg (??on the table).’

(94) tamagoyaki-ga
fried egg-NOM

teeburu-no
table-GEN

ue-ni
top-DAT

ryoorisi-te
cook-TE

at-ta.
exist-PAST

‘A fried egg, cooked, was there, on the table.’

This suggests that ar retains the ability of licensing a dative even when concate-
nated. This fact contrasts with the concatenated i, which usually does not license
a dative, as shown in (95):

(95) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

(*daidokoro-ni)
(*kitchen-GEN)

tamagoyaki-o
fried egg-ACC

ryoorisi-te
cook-TE

i-ta.
exist-PAST

‘Taro was cooking a fried egg (*in the kitchen).’

I will return to these issues in Chapter 7.

2.3.6 Desiderative adjective hosi(-i)
The last example of concatenating V2 is the desiderative adjective hosi(-i). Before
moving on to the discussion of the properties of its concatenated version, I
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spend a paragraph to provide a brief introduction to the desiderative predicates in
Japanese. In general, the desiderative concept can be divided into three categories:
(i) a desire to obtain a physical object, (ii) a desire to conduct some action or to
be in some state, and (iii) a desire to have somebody else conduct some action or
be in some state. In English, all three desiderative concepts are expressed by a
single verb want. In Japanese, on the other hand, there is no single lexical item
to cover all three. First, (i) is represented by the desiderative adjective hosi(-i)
as shown below, where the theme is nominative marked (because adjectives
generally cannot license an accusative):

(96) watasi-wa
I-TOP

{
{

*hon-o
*book-ACC

/
/

hon-ga
book-NOM

}
}

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want a book.’

On the other hand, (ii) is realized by the adjectival bound morpheme -ta(-i),9 as
shown below, where the theme can be either accusative marked by the verb or
nominative marked by -ta(-i):

(97) watasi-wa
I-TOP

{
{

hon-o
book-ACC

/
/

hon-ga
book-NOM

}
}

kai-ta-i.
buy-DESID-PRES

‘I want to buy a book.’

Finally, for the third desiderative category (“desire to have somebody do some-
thing”), a V-te V construction is used, with hosi(-i) in the V2 position:

(98) watasi-wa
I-TOP

Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

{
{

hon-o
book-ACC

/
/

*hon-ga
*book-NOM

}
}

kat-te
buy-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want Taro to buy a book.’

To be precise, the construction is something that should be called a “V-te A”
predicate rather than a V-te V, but I stick to the label of V-te V, just for the sake
of expository simplicity. The V-te hosi(-i) predicate is qualified as a case of V-
concatenation because it passes the NPI-licensing test:

(99) watasi-wa
I-TOP

Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

nanimo
anything

kat-te
buy-TE

hosiku-na-i.
want-NEG-PRES

‘I don’t want Taro to buy anything.’

Note that nanimo should be an argument for V1 kaw but not for hosi(-i); this
view is supported by the fact that hon ‘book’ cannot be nominative in (98).

9-ta(-i) is a bound morpheme because it must always be attached to a verb and cannot
stand alone. It is adjectival because it conjugates exactly like an adjective, having the -i
ending in its present tense form.
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Nevertheless, this NPI can be bound by Neg attached to V2, showing that V1-te
and V2 are concatenated.

The V-te hosi(-i) predicate shares properties with the V-te moraw predicate
and the V-te ar predicate in that V1 and the whole predicate have different external
arguments. For example, compare the following:

(57) watasi-wa
I-TOP

kare-ni
he-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

kat-te
buy-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘He bought me a book.’

(89) hon-ga
book-NOM

soko-ni
there-DAT

oi-te
put-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘The book lies there (as the result of somebody’s having put it there).’

(98) watasi-wa
I-TOP

Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

kat-te
buy-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want Taro to buy a book.’

In all the above examples, the subjects of V1 are different from the subjects of
V2, which are nominative-marked. The V1 subjects are dative-marked in (57) and
(98); it is absent in (89). These are the only three instances of the V-te V predicate
that show this anti-subject control characteristic. The V-te hosi(-i) predicate can
take a dative argument that serves as the subject of V1, and in this sense it is
similar to V-te moraw and different from V-te ar. The V-te hosi(-i) predicate
and the V-te moraw predicate, however, are different in that the dative argument
is allowed for hosi(-i) only when it is concatenated, while moraw is inherently a
dative-licensing verb. See below:

(100) watasi-wa
I-TOP

(*Taroo-ni)
(*Taro-DAT)

hon-ga
book-NOM

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want the book.’ (*I want the book from Taro.)

(101) watasi-wa
I-TOP

Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘Taro gave me the book.’ (I got the book from Taro.)

This possibly shows that Taroo-ni in (98) is not a semantic argument of hosi(-i),
and the dative Case of Taroo-ni is structurally Case-marked in the V-te V configu-
ration (Hoshi, 1994; Sawasaki and Nakayama, 2001), although we need to closely
examine the data to decide whether such a view is really correct (cf. Hoshi, 1994;
Matsumoto, 1996). I will revert to this issue in Chapter 5.
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2.4 Conclusion
This introductory chapter has served as a quick overview of the major issues to
be addressed in this book. I have first given an informal definition of “complex
predicate,” and then very briefly discussed the types of complex predicates found
in Japanese: the suffixal complex predicates, the VV compounds, the V-ni V
constructions, and the V-te V constructions.

This chapter then presented an overview of various instances of the V-te V
predicate, which is the focus of this book. I have briefly introduced six types of
the V-te V predicate (with the verbs of coming/going, giving, putting, vision,
and existence, as well as the desiderative adjective). Major issues associated
with these constructions have also been touched on. I have especially highlighted
the issues of (i) various degrees of semantic lightening effects found in V2, (ii)
their relationship with the semantics of V1, and (iii) their relationship with the
acceptability of the dative arguments. The peculiarity of the V-te moraw (‘be
given’) predicate, the V-te ar (‘exist’) predicate, and the V-te hosi(-i) (‘want’)
predicate has been indicated: in these instances, the V1 and V2 subjects are
distinct.

All these issues will be discussed in detail in the syntax chapter (Chapter 5),
and in the semantics chapters (Chapters 6 and 7). Before moving on, however,
I will spare a chapter (Chapter 3) in defense of the dynamic, derivational,
compositional approach that this study adopts throughout, because one may
be tempted to insist that the V2s in the V-te V constructions are auxiliary
verbs distinct from their homophonous main verb counterparts. Another chapter
(Chapter 4) will precede the syntax and semantics chapters to explicate the
syntactic and semantic properties of the small linking morpheme -te, which has
often been ignored in previous studies.



Chapter 3

Toward a Derivational Approach

In the preceding chapter, I overviewed various examples of the V-te V predicate,
and observed that in many cases, the semantics of V2 is “light.” For this reason,
many Japanese linguists have considered these V2s to be “auxiliary verbs.”1 There
is nothing seriously wrong with this view itself: if one sees a difference between
two things, one can label them differently. However, this view would discourage
the pursuit of a systematic account for what auxiliaries really are, why the “Aux”
V2s in question should be regarded as such, and how they are different from
their main verb counterparts. For example, Martin (1975) analyzes the V-te V
construction as a phrase that consists of a gerund and an auxiliary verb. At
the same time, he discusses the V-te age/kure (‘give’) constructions separately
from his “gerund-aux” constructions, referring to the former as a “predicate with
a verb of favor,” not a predicate with an auxiliary verb. No clear explanation
is given by Martin for the reason to make this distinction. It may be that no
serious distinction is intended between the two terms, but even if so, what is really
meant by “auxiliary verb” still remains far from clear. Yoshikawa (1973) analyzes
the -te ku (‘come’)/-te ik (‘go’) predicates as (real) verbs when they retain the

1The English term auxiliary verb is usually translated as zyodoosi (literally zyo means
‘help’ and doosi ‘verb’) in Japanese, but confusingly, this Japanese term is understood
differently in accordance with scholarly disciplines. For traditional Japanese grammarians,
zyodoosi usually refers to a class of bound morphemes attached to verbs, such as tense
morphemes, passive morphemes, causative morphemes, and copulas. This version of
zyodoosi thus probably means a verb helper, rather than a helping verb. The term auxiliary
verb in the present study does not refer to this version of zyodoosi. For linguists who
have a background in Western linguistic theories, zyodoosi is usually synonymous to the
English term auxiliary verb, referring to a class of morphemes that share morphosyntactic
features with full verbs, albeit lacking one or more features of them. This version of
zyodoosi, which is what is meant by auxiliary verb in this study, is often called hozyodoosi
by traditional Japanese linguists.
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sense of physical movement, and as “auxiliary verbs” when they lose the sense
of physical movement. However, no explicit justification is given for making
this distinction. Therefore, simply labeling them “auxiliary verbs” gives us little
theoretical insight into the nature of the concatenated V-te V constructions. The
problem here is that the term “auxiliary verbs” is simply a cover term for verb-like
elements that are not qualified as full verbs due to their syntactic and/or semantic
lightness. Shibatani (2007) explicitly points out this problem, and attempts to
apply a fine-grained classification to the V-te ik/ku (go/come) constructions in
accordance with the degree of grammaticalization.

Instead of labeling V2 in the V1-te V2 predicate as an auxiliary verb or
regarding it as a grammaticalized item, however, this study attempts to develop
a theory that derives the properties of the concatenated V2 from those of its
full verb counterpart. In other words, the present study is exploring a theory
of derivational sense extension, which should characterize the properties of a
concatenated predicate in terms of the original main-verb semantics and certain
sense-changing rules. In order to implement this approach, I adopt the theory of
Generative Lexicon (GL; Pustejovsky, 1995), a formal sense-generation theory.
Under GL, the problem of polysemy is recaptured as generative procedures of
sense extension, which are often fed by syntactic operations. For the readers who
are skeptic, the present chapter attempts to defend this dynamic approach to the
internalist knowledge of V2 in the V1-te V2 predicate. In what follows, I critically
examine the static view concerning the lexical status of V2. The relation between
the present approach and grammaticalization theories is also commented on in the
conclusion section of this chapter.

3.1 Aux Hypothesis (1): Totally Unrelated?
Japanese linguists are more or less aware that despite their auxiliary-like status,
the “Aux” V2s in the V-te V constructions are somehow related to their main verb
counterparts. The problem is that this “relationship” has not been explicitly or
extensively discussed in the literature in a systematic way.2 Some linguists may
have thought that the “relationship” merely reflects the traces of historical change,
and has nothing to do with synchronic linguistic knowledge; some may have
thought that the “relationship” may be just accidental and is not worth pursuing at
all. In this chapter, I argue against the latter view, and argue partially against the

2There is a hint of the derivational approach in Matsumoto (1996). Also, it was a fairly
popular view in the Chomskyan “Standard Theory” era that the syntactic structures of
certain V-te V constructions are derived from structures with full Vs through structure-
reducing transformations (Harada, 1977; McCawley and Momoi, 1986; Nakau, 1973;
Shibatani, 1978).
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former view. In doing so, I begin with the strongest version of “anti-association”
theory for the V-te V predicate. According to this dissociation hypothesis,
the Aux V2s and their main verb counterparts are separate lexical items in
our knowledge, with the resemblance between the two being synchronically
accidental. For example, ku in the V-te ku predicate and ku as a main verb are
simply different lexical items, kuaux and kuverb. I call this kind of hypothesis the
Aux Hypothesis (henceforth, AH).

As already pointed out in Chapter 1, there is a crosslinguistic reason to believe
that the strongest version of AH, according to which kuaux and kuverb are regarded
as being homophonous just like bank (financial establishment) and bank (river
bank), is inadequate: AH does not give us a good account for the fact that similar
types of V-complexes prevail across language families. Additionally, there are
language-internal reasons to seriously doubt AH. I show why the Aux Hypothesis
must be considered inadequate to account for the synchronic facts about the
Japanese V-te V constructions and why a derivational approach is necessary. The
strongest version of the Aux Hypothesis can be defined as the following:

AH(1): V2s in the concatenated V-te V constructions are auxiliary
verbs that are synchronically unrelated to their homophonous main
verbs. The two are independently learned and stored as distinct, un-
related lexical entries in the language-related knowledge of Japanese
speakers. Therefore, there is no need for a theory associating the two.

This version of AH can be easily rejected because it fails to give reasonable
explanation for the following facts.

• All the “Aux” V2s have “homophonous” main verb counterparts. This
fact is very robust. All of the twelve instances of the “Aux” V2 in the V-te V
predicate discussed in Chapter 2 have main verb counterparts, and these main verb
counterparts are frequently used in spontaneous speech, being far from obsolete.
One might argue that this is just a coincidence due to the historical associations.
Although it is true that auxiliary verbs in many languages are historically derived
from main verbs, what usually happens in these cases is the loss of their original
main verb usage: i.e., the complete change of main verbs into auxiliary verbs.
For example, many of the English modals (such as can) previously functioned as
main verbs and now no longer retain such a function. In contrast, in the case of
the V-te V predicate in Japanese, there is a “dual” situation: the “Aux” usage and
the “main verb” usage of phonologically identical verbs co-exist synchronically,
and both occur frequently. This supports the existence of synchronic association
between the concatenated V2s and their main verb counterparts because it is hard
to imagine that Japanese native speakers were never aware of the correspondence
between them in the course of acquisition: that is to say, it is unreasonable to
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assume that Japanese speakers would learn the instances of “Aux” V2 discussed
in the previous chapter independently of the acquisition of the corresponding
main verbs that are phonologically identical (except that the former can trigger
contraction) and semantically similar.

• The “Aux” V2s and their homophonous main verb counterparts always
share some semantic properties. Semantic overlap is usually found between
the “Aux” V2s and their main verb versions. Even in the cases in which the
semantics of the “Aux’s” seem to have departed from the semantics of the main
verb versions, they still retain similar semantics. One might defend AH(1) by
arguing that these connections only indicate historical derivations. However, it
is hard to imagine that first-language learners are completely unaware of these
connections and learn them individually.

• (Related to the previous point:) Semantic contrasts found in paired verbs
are found in their homophonous Aux counterparts. The contrast between the
main verbs ku ‘to come’ and ik ‘to go’ (i.e., the contrast in the direction of the
agent’s movement), the contrast between the main verbs kure ‘to give (to the
speaker)’ and age ‘to give (to a nonspeaker)’ (i.e., the contrast in the direction of
the theme’s movement), and the contrast between kure/age ‘to give’ and moraw
‘to be given’ (i.e., the contrast in the direction of the action) are all found in the
“Aux” versions. The same is found even in less clear cases, such as the contrast
between ok ‘to put’ and simaw ‘to put away’ and the contrast between mi ‘to
see’ and mise ‘to show.’ Again, one might argue in defense of AH(1) that the
observed correspondence is just a matter of historical change. However, given the
straightforward nature of the relationships, assuming that no connections exist
between the two sides in native speakers’ minds is not reasonable.

• Honorific versions of the main verb counterparts are found in the V-te V
constructions. In Japanese, honorific forms can be productively made up with the
honorific morpheme -rare or the complex template o-V-ni nar; however, many
of the frequently-used verbs have their own lexicalized honorific variants. For
example, ku ‘to come’ has not only its periphrastic honorific form ko-rare, but also
a lexicalized form o-ide-ni nar, which are morphologically unrelated to ku; for
kure ‘to give (to the speaker),’ there is kudasar; for age ‘to give (to nonspeakers),’
there is sasiage as well as an anti-honorific variant yar; for moraw ‘to be given,’
there is itadak, and for i ‘to exist,’ there is irassyar (which is homophonous to
irassyar as an honorific form of ku ‘to come’). These forms are found in the V-te
V constructions:

(1) Yamada-sensee-wa
Yamada-teacher-TOP

tyoosyoku-ni
breakfast-for

nanimo
anything.NPI

tabe-te
eat-TE
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o-ide-ni nara-nakat-ta.
come.HONOR-NEG-PAST
‘Professor Yamada had eaten nothing for breakfast before he came.’

(2) Yamada-sensee-ga
Yamada-teacher-NOM

kekkonsiki-ni
wedding ceremony-DAT

ki-te
come-TE

kudasat-ta.
give.HONOR-PAST
‘Professor Yamada kindly came to our wedding ceremony.’

(3) watasi-wa
I-TOP

Yamada-sensee-no
Yamada-teacher-NOM

tame-ni
sake-DAT

kaimono-ni
shopping-DAT

it-te
go-TE

sasiage-ta.
give.HUMBLE-PAST
‘I went shopping for Professor Yamada.’

(4) watasi-wa
I-TOP

koohai-no
underclass student-NOM

tame-ni
sake-for

kaimono-ni
shopping-DAT

it-te
go-TE

yat-ta.
give.ANTI-HONOR-PAST
‘I went shopping for younger students.’

(5) watasitati-wa
we-TOP

Yamada-sensee-ni
Yamada-teacher-DAT

kekkonsiki-ni
wedding ceremony-DAT

ki-te
come-TE

itadai-ta.
be given.HONOR-PAST
‘Professor Yamada kindly came to our wedding ceremony.’

(6) Yamada-sensee-wa
Yamada-teacher-TOP

sono
that

hon-o
book-ACC

yon-de
read-TE

goran-ni nari-tai
see.HONOR-want

soo-des-u.
seem-COP-PRES
‘Professor Yamada seems to want to try reading that book.’

(7) Yamada-sensee-wa
Yamada-teacher-TOP

hon-o
book-ACC

yon-de
read-TE

irassyar-u.
exist.HONOR-PRES

‘Professor Yamada is reading a book.’
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Unlike the morphosyntactically productive honorific forms, lexicalized honorific
forms are morphologically (mostly) unrelated to, and hence cannot be predicted
from, the nonhonorific forms. Thus, the wide use of lexicalized honorific forms
in the V-te V predicate should be very surprising if we adopt AH(1), which
assumes that the “Aux” V2s are learned and stored independently of their main
verb counterparts.3

• The external syntax of the “Aux” V2s does not show the typical properties
of regular auxiliary verbs. In general, one criterion that distinguishes auxiliaries
from main verbs is whether there are differences in the syntactic environments
in which they can occur. For example, English modal auxiliaries often (if not
always) directly select bare VPs, not requiring additional morphemes like -ing
or to (e.g., will do instead of *will to do or *will doing), while most (if not all)
regular verbs cannot select bare Vs (e.g., start doing and start to do but *start
do). In this sense, the two types are, syntactically speaking, in complementary
distribution if not without exceptions, which can be a motivation for separating
them into two different categories. In Japanese, bound morphemes such as rasi(-i)
‘likely’ or daroo ‘probably will’ select the terminative/sentence-final form of TP
(VP-ta (past) or VP-ru (present)) that a regular verb can never select (e.g., tabe-ta
daroo, tabe-ru daroo, *tabe-te daroo, *tabe daroo; tabe-ta rasii, tabe-ru rasii,
*tabe-te rasii, *tabe rasii; by contrast, with regular verb aruk ‘to walk,’ *tabe-ta
aruk-u, *tabe-ru aruk-u, tabe-te aruk-u, tabe aruk-u). However, in the V-te V
constructions, the “Aux” V2s do not have such a special selectional property: they
select the te-form of a V, just like regular verbs. Furthermore, these “Aux” V2s
can be selected by various verbal suffixes (e.g., V1-te ku can be selected by the
causative morpheme -sase, and the outcome would be V1-te ko-sase). In sum,
the external syntax of the “Aux” V2s in the V1-te V2 constructions is the same
as that of regular verbs (except for the impossibility of becoming a NPI-licensing
barrier and the possibility of contraction, both of which can be directly derived as
consequences of concatenation derivation: see Chapter 5), a fact that discourages
us from believing that the “Aux” V2s are frozen as real auxiliaries.

• The morphology of the supposed “Aux” V2s is not different from that of
regular verbs. Generally speaking, auxiliary verbs sometimes lack full verbal
morphology. For example, in English, many auxiliaries lack number agreement
and some even lack tense morphology. The “Aux” V2s in Japanese V-te V

3Shibatani (2007) points out that honorific forms cannot be used in some cases of the
V-te ku/ik predicate, and argues that the degree of grammaticalization should be regarded
as high in these cases. This does not necessarily disqualify the present approach. It may
be the case that the use of honorific forms is semantically constrained, and the output of
the semantic concatenation rules may trigger these constraints.
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constructions, on the other hand, retain full verbal morphology of their main
verb counterparts, including various irregularities: e.g., ku as a main verb shows
an irregular inflectional morphological paradigm, and exactly the same irregular
inflectional paradigm is found in its “Aux” version. This fact itself does not
necessarily falsify AH(1), but it imparts more sense to the derivational approach
than to AH(1).

In conclusion, there are so many obvious semantic, syntactic, and morpho-
logical associations between the “Aux” V2s in the V-te V constructions and their
unconcatenated “main verb” counterparts that it is very difficult to maintain the
view that no relationship is established between them in our knowledge.

3.2 Aux Hypothesis (2): Distinct but Somehow As-
sociated?

The fundamental problem of AH(1) is that it assumes no relationship between
the “Aux” V2s and their main verb counterparts, even though rigid connections
between the two sides can be observed. However, one might try to revise AH as
follows:

AH(2): The “Aux” V2s in the V-te V constructions and their ho-
mophonous main verb counterparts are independently learned, and
separately listed in the lexicon, but are “somehow” associated with
each other in native speakers’ knowledge.

An obvious problem of AH(2) is that it is far from clear how the “association” is
established, when the two sides are independently learned and separately listed
in the lexicon. According to AH(2), the association between the two sides is
supposed to be established after the completion of their acquisition. This does
not make much sense: there seems to be no conceptual advantage of assuming
such a “post-acquisitional acquisition” process.

3.3 Aux Hypothesis (3): Associatively Derived and
Separately Stored?

One might now want to argue in favor of AH that children make the associations
while learning them, but eventually store the two versions as separate items.
For example, although they may be aware, in the course of acquisition, of the
association between kuV and kuAux, the latter being a special case derived from
the former, they may store in the end kuV and kuAux as two different unrelated
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lexical items. In this model, the observed connections between the Aux V2s and
their main verb counterparts are traces of the process used in their acquisition.
This proposal is represented as follows:

AH(3): The “Aux” V2s in the V-te V constructions are learned
as derivational variants of their “main verb” counterparts, and are
eventually stored as independent lexical entries.

This version of AH actually does not contradict the proposal in this study. I do
not reject the possibility that some of the concatenating V2s have their own places
in the lexicon. Although the derivational approach assumes that the syntax and
semantics of concatenated “Aux” V2s are derived from those of their main verb
counterparts, this does not necessarily entail that such concatenation processes
must always be active in adult grammar. The “inactivation” of the concatenating
process is expected to be likely to happen when (i) the derivational process takes
the semantics of a lexical item far away from its original semantics and (ii) the
output of the process is frequently used. In such a case, the human brain may
eventually come to care less about the association between the input (the main
verb) and the output (the Aux-like item). It may dissociate the output, giving it an
independent place in the mental lexicon, for a more efficient computation.

(8) LEXICAL DISSOCIATION:
Lexical item xi, derived from the source item x, is dissociated from x when
the derivational process of xi is cut off and xi is given its own place in the
lexicon.

This study should thus be understood as an attempt to explicate the mechanism of
derivational association between concatenated V2s and their main verb counter-
parts, prior to lexical dissociation if applicable.

3.4 Aux Hypothesis (4): Feature-Switching?
Another possible rendition of AH is to assume that a general rule is operating on
the features of the input (main verb) and turning it into an Aux.

AH(4): The “Aux” V2s are derived from their main verb counterparts
by switching the [+main verb] feature into [-main verb].

This version of AH assumes that the “Aux” V2s are actually derived from,
or associated with, their main verb counterparts. However, this derivation is
not a structural process in syntax or in semantics: the process is simply a
feature-switching process within a lexical item. The feature-switching hypothesis
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presupposes the existence of an a priori concept of “being an auxiliary.” For ex-
ample, ku[+MV] ‘to come’ turns into ku[�MV] (or ku[�Aux] into ku[+Aux]), age[+MV]

‘to give’ turns into age[�MV] (or age[�Aux] into age[+Aux]), and so on, where
the feature [-MV]/[+Aux] necessarily entails certain properties in our linguistic
knowledge. This theory is probably what many people implicitly assume when
they call concatenated V2s “auxiliary verbs”: it is vaguely assumed that “turning
V into Aux” is a simple toggling process. However, such a simple feature-
switching theory turns out to be inadequate for many reasons.

The most crucial problem with the idea of feature-switching is, in short, that
there is no such thing as an a priori concept of being an auxiliary. If one seriously
considers what properties so-called “auxiliary verbs” have, no specific or decisive
features emerge that would render auxiliary verbs auxiliary: after all, “auxiliary
verb” is just a cover term for something that looks like a verb but seems to lack
one or more of its typical properties. Therefore, the feature-switching theory can
predict very little (virtually nothing) about exactly what properties the output of
the switching process would have. This problem is detailed in the following.

• Does being an auxiliary necessarily entail a specific property in regard to
inflectional morphology? No. It is, however, true that many so-called auxiliaries
show partially defective verbal morphology. For example, many of the modal
auxiliaries in English only partially inflect: auxiliaries such as will, can, and may,
have their past tense forms (would, could, might, respectively) while they lack
third-person-singular inflectional endings (*wills, *cans, *shalls, *mays), which
normal verbs have. On the other hand, some auxiliaries in English completely
lack an inflectional paradigm (must, ought to, had better, etc.), while others fully
inflect (have to, is going to, auxiliary be, auxiliary have, etc). In Japanese, all the
V2s of the V-te V constructions inflect exactly in the same way as regular verbs.
Defective morphology is usually a sufficient condition to “classify” the item in
question into the auxiliary category, but being an auxiliary does not necessarily
point to a specific morphological property.

• Does being an auxiliary necessarily entail a specific c-selectional property?
No. Many of the English auxiliaries select bare verbs but some (have and be)
select participial forms. The German können ‘can’ can select a noun phrase
under certain circumstances. In Japanese, some suffixal auxiliaries (e.g., -ta(-i)
‘to want (to do),’ -mas ‘POLITE’) select i-inflected forms of verbs, while others
(e.g., -rasi(-i) ‘seem,’ -daroo ‘probably will’) usually select a finite form. The
“Aux” V2s in V-te V constructions select te-attached forms. Auxiliaries are not
necessarily associated with any specific external structural property.

• Does being an auxiliary necessarily entail a specific semantic function? No.
Auxiliaries could specify mood (can, may, etc), specify tense (will, etc), or be
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semantically almost vacuous (be). In Japanese, -ta(i) ‘to want (to do)’ is a bound
auxiliary morpheme that inflects like an adjective, while its English counterpart is
a regular verb, which shows the difficulty of finding a rigid semantic distinction
between a so-called auxiliary and a regular verb. As discussed in Chapter 2,
concatenated V2s show a wide range of semantics, such as physical movement
(ku), aspectual semantics (i, simaw), and others (mi, mise, hosi(-i), etc). This
shows that no intrinsic properties exist for being an auxiliary and thus, we need
a much finer-grained theory of semantic lightening than simply assuming the
switching from [+MV] to [-MV].

• Does being an auxiliary necessarily entail “no contribution to the expansion
of thematic structure”? No. Although it is true that most English auxiliaries do
not expand the thematic structure of a predicate, there are many morphemes in
Japanese that contribute to the thematic structure of a predicate. For example,
desiderative -ta(-i) introduces an experiencer, and causative suffix -sase intro-
duces an agent/causer. The “Aux” V2s in the V-te V constructions may or may
not an add extra arguments to the predicate, as discussed in Chapter 2.

In sum, being an auxiliary does not indicate any specific syntactic, morpho-
logical, or semantic properties, and thus, the theory of simple feature-switching
would not be able to make specific predictions about what properties the output
would have. Therefore, this type of theory should be considered inadequate.

3.5 Conclusion
Much evidence regarding syntax, morphology and semantics, as well as crosslin-
guistic observations, strongly suggests a need for a theory of synchronic sense
association for the V-te V predicate in Japanese. The output of derivation
may look like an auxiliary verb, and thus, one has freedom to label it as such.
However, labeling it as an auxiliary does not eliminate the necessity of a theory
associating these auxiliaries and their full verb counterparts. This chapter has
shown that it is untenable to maintain the view that no such associations exist
(AH(1)), or to simply assume that the “Aux” V2s and their main verb counterparts
are acquired as totally separate lexical items and then mysteriously become
associated in our knowledge (AH(2)). On the other hand, I have argued that it is
not entirely implausible to assume that the two sides are associatively acquired
and then eventually are given separate places in our mental lexicon (AH(3)).
This, however, does not nullify the necessity for an associative/derivational
theory of V2s. Finally, I have argued that an explanatorily adequate theory
of sense associations in the V-te V predicate cannot be formulated in terms of
simple feature-switching theory. A finer-grained theory of syntactic and semantic
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derivations is necessitated.
This “dynamic” approach to lexical knowledge may remind the readers of

certain types of “grammaticalization” theories advocated in Heine et al. (1991),
Givón (1991), Heine (1993), Hopper and Traugott (1993), and Heine and Kuteva
(2002) among many others. For example, Heine (1993: 132) describes his
approach as follows: “Rather than interpreting language as a state or a product, or
a historical tradition, it is conceived of here as an activity, and as a process.”
From this perspective, the theory of sense extension proposed in this book is
certainly a type of “grammaticalization” theory in a broad sense. That being said,
I would like to emphasize that the working hypothesis in the present study is that
the sense association between the V2 in the V1-te V2 predicate and its full-verb
counterpart is all synchronic in the sense that it is psychologically computable,
naturally learnable and thus present in the knowledge of the native speaker.

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, one motivation for this purely synchronic
approach to the analyses of the V-te V predicate is the fact that, unlike Vs in some
of the VV compounds, the “lightened” V2 in the V1-te V2 predicate always retains
its full-verb usage, which is still highly frequent. Another support is the fact that
although many distinct usages are attested in a single instance of V2 in the V1-te
V2 predicate, they often show semantic complementary distribution: that is, the
semantic type of V2 is often determined by the semantic environment it is in,
especially by its interaction with the semantics of V1 (see Chapter 2, pp.21ff).
In the grammaticalization literature, Shibatani (2007) explicitly suggests the
existence of this kind of complementary distribution in the semantics of the V-te
ik/ku constructions. As Pustejovsky (1995) indicates, semantic complementary
distribution is a sign of (synchronic) sense generation process.

Like all other working hypotheses, this purely synchronic approach could
be wrong, and to the extent that the analyses in this study are descriptive and
less explanatory, diachronic perspective may be called for. The aim of this
study, however, is not to draw this line; hereafter I pursue theoretical analyses
maintaining the working hypothesis, and leave the evaluation of the explanatory
power of the present study to the readers, and to future research.





Chapter 4

Analyzing -te

Before turning to the analysis of the V-te V predicate, an explanation of the
properties of the small functional head, -te, is necessary. In short, I will conclude
that -te is an allomorph of -ta, the past tense marker.

Just like other “tiny” morphemes that are semantically and functionally ob-
scure, the Japanese suffix -te (as seen in the examples given below) has mostly
been left untouched in the literature of formal linguistics.

(1) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

[
[

gakkoo-ni
school-DAT

it-te
go-TE

]
]

benkyoosi-ta.
study-PAST

‘Taro went to school and studied.’
b. [

[
titioya-ga
father-NOM

modot-te
return-TE

]
]

kodomotati-wa
children-TOP

yorokon-da.
get delighted-PAST

‘The father returned and the children got delighted.’

A major problem of -te is that its interpretation is so flexible that it is difficult to
pin down its core function. Many linguists, descriptive or theoretical, have either
implicitly assumed that -te is a semantically transparent conjunction morpheme
whose interpretation always results from pragmatics, or have simply avoided
questioning what -te is. On the other hand, a number of authors such as Matsuo
(1936), Yoshikawa (1973), and Kuno (1973) have argued that the basic function
of -te is to give a temporal sequential interpretation to the two events that it
conjoins, although the details and consequences of such an assumption have
never been spelled out. Yoko Hasegawa (1996a,b) has presented the most explicit
and detailed theoretical analysis of -te to date, arguing against such a temporal
sequence hypothesis. She proposes that the core function of -te linkage is to mark
the nonincidental connection between the two conjoined events.

In this chapter, I argue for a version of the “temporal sequence” hypothesis,
rejecting Hasegawa’s theory. More specifically, I argue for the view that -te,
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along with -ta, is an allomorph of the past tense marker in Japanese, a view that I
originally proposed in Nakatani (2003a). This chapter elaborates this hypothesis
providing enough evidence through syntax, morphology, and semantics, and
examines its consequences. In the course of developing a formal treatment of
tense in Japanese, I propose that tense computation is twofold, consisting of
sequencing and anchoring, each of which is associated with a different syntactic
level, T and C, respectively. This naturally explains not only why Hasegawa’s
nonincidentality constraint emerges, but also how -te conjunction is different
from zero conjunction (or Ren’yoo-kee conjunction), a question that is ignored
in Hasegawa’s work. The present theory also accounts for the problem of why the
progressive/perfect dichotomy emerges in the interpretation of the infamous -te i
morpheme in Japanese, as will be discussed in Chapter 7.

The organization of the chapter is as follows: Section 4.1 provides an in-
troduction and overview of the semantic properties of -te conjunction, along
with a critical examination of Hasegawa’s hypothesis. Section 4.2 presents
morphosyntactic arguments for analyzing -te and -ta as allomorphs of the same
morpheme. Section 4.3 proposes a formal theory of tense computation in Jap-
anese, focusing on the past tense. It also introduces the concept of event
dependency, which is the central property that distinguishes “gerundive” pseudo-
conjunction from “real” sentential conjunction. Section 4.4 shows that this
property also enables -te to sequence events at the subeventive level (event
interlacing). This mechanism accounts for various facts regarding -te, including
the availability of an overlap reading (Section 4.4), and the contrast between -te
conjunction and zero conjunction (Section 4.5).

4.1 Core Function of -te
The semantics of -te conjunction have been extensively studied in the literature
of traditional Japanese linguistics (e.g., Matsuo, 1936; Martin, 1975; Morita,
1980; Nishida, 1977; Yoshikawa, 1973). These studies are usually descriptive
in nature and often emphasize the diversity of interpretative possibilities of -te.
For example, Martin’s (1975: 479) reference grammar of Japanese lists nine
major readings of the sequence [ X-te Y ], as exemplified below (Martin, 1975;
Hasegawa, 1996b):

(2) Temporal Sequence: ‘X and then Y’
[
[

kare-wa
he-TOP

resutoran-ni
restaurant-DAT

it-te
go-TE

]
]

syokuzi-o
meal-ACC

si-ta.
do-PAST

‘He went to a restaurant and had a meal.’
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(3) Cause: ‘X, so Y’
[
[

kusuri-o
medicine-ACC

non-de
swallow-TE

]
]

kibun-ga
feeling-NOM

yoku-nat-ta.
good-become-PAST

‘I feel better because I took medicine.’

(4) Condition: ‘if X, Y’
[
[

arui-te
walk-TE

]
]

30-pun-gurai
30-minutes-about

kakar-u.
take-PRES

‘If you walk, it takes about 30 minutes.’

(5) Concession: ‘X and yet Y’
[
[

uwayaku-ni
boss-DAT

tatetui-te
revolt-TE

]
]

sikar-are-nakat-ta.
scold-PASS-NEG-PAST

‘I was insubordinate to the boss and yet was not scolded.’

(6) Means/Instrument: ‘by X, Y’
[
[

kisyoo-zyoohoo-o
weather-info-ACC

atume-te
collect-TE

]
]

tenkizu-o
weather map-ACC

tukut-ta.
make-PAST

‘I collected weather information and made a weather map (I made a
weather map by collecting weather information).’

(7) Contrast: ‘X and (in contrast) Y’
[
[

Maki-wa
Maki-TOP

gookakusi-te
pass-TE

]
]

Hiro-wa
Hiro-TOP

hugookakudat-ta.
be disqualified-PAST

‘Maki passed the exam, while Hiro was disqualified.’

(8) Manner/Appearance: ‘Y while X-ing’
[
[

yoku
often

sutekki-o
stick-ACC

tazusae-te
carry-TE

]
]

sanposi-ta
take a walk-PAST

monoda.
used to

‘I used to take walks with stick in hand.’

(9) Witness/Exemplification: ‘X and in proof thereof Y’
[
[

kono
this

heya-wa
room-TOP

zituni
really

atuku-te
hot-TE

]
]

itumo
always

30-do-izyoo
30-degree-more

ar-u.
be-PRES

‘This room is really hot; it’s always over 30 degrees.’

(10) Simple Conjunction: ‘X and Y’
hana-no
flower-GEN

inoti-wa
life-TOP

[
[

mizikaku-te
short-TE

]
]

hakana-i.
fragile-PRES

‘The life of a flower is short and fragile.’
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Because of the sheer diversity of the available interpretations, it appears that
the multiplicity of the interpretations of -te conjunction listed above emerges
from pragmatic inferences rather than from the multiplicity of the semantics of
-te by itself. Then what is the meaning/function of -te itself? Some linguists
have suggested that the basic function of -te is to establish a temporal sequence
(e.g., Matsuo, 1936; Yoshikawa, 1973; Kuno, 1973; Nishida, 1977). However,
the temporal sequence hypothesis has never been defended seriously, probably
because of many apparent counterexamples. Some of the most explicit arguments
against the temporal sequence hypothesis are raised by Y. Hasegawa (Hasegawa,
1996a,b). In this section, I critically examine Hasegawa’s theory of -te and
propose an alternative.

In her extensive study of -te (Hasegawa, 1996a,b), Hasegawa explicitly argues
against both the transparency hypothesis and temporal sequence hypothesis.
Her main points are represented by the contrasts in the following examples
(Hasegawa, 1996b: 23, 181ff, 216ff):

(11) a. Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ie-o
house-ACC

de-ta.
get out-PAST.

ame-ga
rain-NOM

huri
fall

hazime-ta.
begin-PAST.

‘Hanako left home. It began to rain.’
b. [

[
Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ie-o
house-ACC

de-ta
get out-PAST

atode
after

]
]

ame-ga
rain-NOM

huri
fall

hazime-ta.
begin-PAST
‘After Hanako left home it began to rain.’

c. *[
[

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ie-o
house-ACC

de-te
get out-TE

]
]

ame-ga
rain-NOM

huri
fall

hazime-ta.
begin-PAST

(Intended: ‘Hanako left home and (then) it began to rain.’)

In the above examples, the same two clauses are connected, but in different
ways. In (11a), the two clauses are juxtaposed as separate sentences, without
any assistance from a conjunction morpheme. This sequence sounds somewhat
unnatural but is acceptable. The temporal sequence reading is present here,
probably stemming from pragmatic principles. Example (11b), an instance
of conjunction with an explicit conjunction atode ‘after,’ sounds perfect. On
the other hand, (11c), where the two clauses are connected by -te, sounds
very awkward, even in comparison with somewhat awkward (11a). Hasegawa
argues that the contrast between (11a) and (11c) shows that -te is semantically
nonvacuous: if -te were vacuous, (11c) should be as acceptable as (11a) because
(11a) does not contain any conjunction. Because (11c), with the conjunction -te,
is unacceptable, the presence of -te should be responsible for the unacceptability,
leading to the conclusion that -te is not functionally vacuous. Furthermore,
Hasegawa argues that the contrast between (11b) and (11c) shows that -te is not
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a temporal sequence marker. If it were, (11c) should be as acceptable as (11b) is.
Thus, Hasegawa’s conclusion is that -te is a semantically nonvacuous morpheme
that is not a sequential marker. So what is the function of -te? Hasegawa
(1996a: 788) hints at a possible hypothesis: “Through the use of TE-linkage, the
speaker presents the two situations as being related in some principled way [. . . ]
so that the presented situations are viewed as NONINCIDENTAL” (emphasis by
Hasegawa).

According to her theory, (11c) is unacceptable because the connection be-
tween the events of Hanako leaving home and it beginning to rain cannot be
understood as “nonincidental.” Examples (11a) and (11b) do not respect this type
of “nonincidental” constraint because the “nonincidental” marker -te is absent. In
Hasegawa’s theory, nonincidentality is the basic interpretation of te-conjunction,
whereas various readings emerge through what Hasegawa (1996b: 217) calls the
TE-Linkage Interpretation Principle.

Although Hasegawa’s insight on the nonincidentality constraint seems to be
on the right track, I argue against the view that this constraint is triggered by -te.
The flaw lies in her failure to consider the cases of zero conjunction, a type of
inter-sentential conjunction where no overt connector is present. Some examples
are shown below:

(12) a. [
[

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

banana-o
banana-ACC

tabe-te
eat-TE

]
]

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-ta.
eat-PAST
‘Taro ate the banana and Hanako ate the apple.’

b. [
[

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

banana-o
banana-ACC

tabe
eat

],
],

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-ta.
eat-PAST

‘Taro ate the banana and Hanako ate the apple.’

(13) a. [
[

titioya-ga
father-NOM

modot-te
return-TE

]
]

kodomotati-wa
children-TOP

yorokon-da.
get delighted-PAST

‘The father returned and the children got delighted.’
b. [

[
titioya-ga
father-NOM

modori
return

],
],

kodomotati-wa
children-TOP

yorokon-da.
get delighted-PAST

‘The father returned and the children got delighted.’

The (b)-sentences in the above pairs represent instances of zero conjunction, a
type of conjunction where two clauses are combined without the help of an overt
conjunction marker.1 Although -te is absent in zero conjunction, we still observe
an effect of the nonincidentality constraint, as shown in the following example:

1When the verb root in the first conjunct ends with a consonant, it must have the i-
ending, as shown in (13b): modor ‘to return’ is realized as modori (whereas tabe in (13a)
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(14) *[
[

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ie-o
house-ACC

de
get out

],
],

ame-ga
rain-NOM

huri
fall

hazime-ta.
begin-PAST

(Intended: ‘Hanako left home and (then) it began to rain.’)

Therefore, attributing the nonincidentality effect to the existence of -te does not
seem plausible. Furthermore, many arguments and proposals found in Hasegawa
(1996a,b), including her “TE-Linkage Interpretation Principle” (Hasegawa, 1996b:
217), are applicable to zero conjunction as well. Therefore, what Hasegawa
presents as a study of nonvacuous semantics of -te (or -te linkage) may actually
not be specifically associated with the function of -te at all.2

Instead, I argue that Hasegawa’s nonincidentality constraint is a general
property of a specific type of syntactic structure, rather than a property of -te
or -te linkage. More specifically, I contend that the nonincidentality constraint is
a characteristic of a type of clausal adjunction that is not mediated by a C head.
Therefore, in general, TP-adjunction should be different from CP-adjunction. The
contrast between (11b) and (11c) reflects this type of difference, and it does not
necessarily entail that -te cannot be a temporal sequence marker. I actually argue
in this chapter that -te is a sequential marker, if not in a traditional sense. I propose
that -te and -ta, the latter being the “finite” past tense marker in Japanese, are
allomorphs of the same morpheme (cf. Kusumoto, 2003).

remains tabe). Since the i-ending form is sometimes called the Ren’yoo-kee (‘adverbial’)
form or the continuative form, zero conjunction is also called in the literature “Ren’yoo-kee
conjunction,” “continuative conjunction,” or simply “i-conjunction.” Because the i-ending
is likely to be a phonological entity rather than a morphosyntactic head (see Section 4.2.2),
the term zero conjunction (conjunction with no conjunctive morpheme), which I adopt
from Akiba (1977) and Watanabe (1994), seems appropriate. Japanese has a surface
phonological constraint against closed syllables (except when closed by a mora consonant);
this fact conforms to the assumption that i-ending is a default phonological ending for verbs
with a closed syllable.

Note that i-ending for closed syllables appears in various environments: (i) nominalizing
environment (e.g., keri ‘kick (noun)’ from ker ‘to kick’), (ii) nominal compounding (e.g.,
ker ‘to kick’ + kata ‘manner’ = keri-kata ‘the manner of kicking’), (iii) verb compounding
(e.g., keri-taos-u ‘kick-topple-PRES = kicks down’), (iv) productive honorification (which
is a subtype of nominalization) (e.g., o-keri-ni nar ‘POLITE-kick-DAT become = (for
an honorary person) to kick’), (v) -ta suffixation (e.g., sas + -ta = sasi-ta ‘stab-PAST’;
kak + -ta = kai-ta ‘write-PAST’; see Section 4.2.2 for details), and (vi) politeness
morpheme attachment (e.g., kak + mas-u = kaki-mas-u ‘write-POLITE-PAST’), as well
as in the aforementioned zero conjunction. This fact indicates that the i-ending is not a
morphological entity.

2One might suggest that zero conjunction is merely a phonologically abbreviated form
of -te conjunction. However, such a view is not tenable because, as will be discussed in
Section 4.5, the syntax and semantics of zero conjunction are not always identical to those
of -te conjunction.
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(15) T[+past] in Japanese realizes as -ta when governed by C, and as -te
otherwise.

In the next section, I indicate that the present proposal has strong morphosyntactic
grounds. In the subsequent sections, various facts are given explanations on the
basis of this hypothesis, including the distinction between -te conjunction and
zero conjunction.

4.2 Morphosyntax of -te
This section presents morphosyntactic evidence for the present proposal that -te
and -ta are allomorphs of the same morpheme. The discussion in this section will
reveal that (i) syntactically, -te and -ta are in complementary distribution, and (ii)
morphologically, -te and -ta show almost identical properties. These two facts are
most easily accounted for by the hypothesis that -te and -ta are two morphological
variants of the same morpheme.

4.2.1 Syntax of -te
Let us begin with the discussion on the syntactic status of -te. The goal of this
section is to examine whether -te is a syntactic head and, if so, to what category
-te belongs. The conclusion should be theory-dependent because theories differ
regarding how bound morphemes are syntactically represented, but it should also
provide a theory-independent insight on the similarities and differences between
-te and -ta. I loosely adopt the general assumptions on sentence structure of the
“Principle and Parameters” version of Chomskyan generative grammar including
the Minimalist Program (Chomsky, 1981; Chomsky and Lasnik, 1995; Chomsky,
1995, 2000, 2001b), which syntactically posits a wide variety of functional heads.
A very basic assumption of this model is that every phrase is headed: for example,
a verb phrase is headed by a verb, a noun phrase by a noun, and so on. A sentence
is a phrase larger than a verb phrase, and thus, is assumed to be headed by some
functional category outside the verb phrase, such as I(nflection), T(ense), and
C(omplementizer), depending on the version of the theory and on the definition
of “sentence.” Then, the question that arises is whether -te qualifies as one of
these syntactic heads.

In the traditional literature, -te has been treated as (i) a conjunction particle
(setuzoku zyosi in the traditional terminology) (Yamada, 1908; Hashimoto, 1934;
Morita, 1977; Shibatani, 1990), (ii) an inflectional ending or form (Bloch, 1946;
Yamada, 1950; Teramura, 1991), or (iii) a gerundive marker (Bloch, 1946; Kuno,
1973; Martin, 1975; and the majority of the Japanese linguistics literature done
in the tradition of Western linguistic theories). These labels do not help us
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significantly because being an inflection or a gerundive morpheme does not
convey enough information on the syntactic status of the functional morpheme.
An inflection is often, if not always, assumed to be a syntactic head in the
Principles and Parameters theory (Chomsky, 1981; Chomsky and Lasnik, 1995),
whereas no real consensus has been reached regarding whether a gerundive
morpheme is a syntactic head.

Is -te presyntactically inserted?

Let us now ask a different question: is -te introduced presyntactically, syn-
tactically, or postsyntactically? If it had no syntactic/semantic features and
were introduced postsyntactically at PF, it should make no contribution to the
semantics. This is empirically false, as shown later in this chapter (especially in
Section 4.5): the existence of -te does contribute to the semantics. Furthermore,
no good phonological motivation exists for inserting -te into a syntactic position
with no morphosyntactic features. Then, there is a possibility that -te is introduced
presyntactically without projecting as a head; namely, in the lexicon in the
traditional sense, prior to numeration (Chomsky, 1995). This possibility is not
plausible either, because of the structural distribution of -te: -te is known to belong
to the outermost layer of the hierarchy of verbal suffixes. See below:

(16) a. tabe-te
eat-TE

b. tabe-sase-te
eat-CAUS-TE

/
/

*tabe-te-sase
*eat-TE-CAUS

c. tabe-rare-te
eat-PASS-TE

/
/

*tabe-te-rare
*eat-TE-PASS

d. tabe-sase-rare-te
eat-CAUS-PASS-TE

/
/

*tabe-sase-te-rare
*eat-CAUS-TE-PASS

/
/

*tabe-te-sase-rare
*eat-TE-CAUS-PASS

e. tabe-sase-rare-naku-te
eat-CAUS-PASS-NEG-TE

/
/

*tabe-sase-rare-te-naku
*eat-CAUS-PASS-TE-NEG

/
/

*tabe-sase-te-rare-naku
*eat-CAUS-TE-PASS-NEG

/
/

*tabe-te-sase-rare-naku
*eat-TE-CAUS-PASS-NEG

The fact that -te is found even outside the negative morpheme is especially
notable, because a NEG head is believed to be structurally and semantically very
high, and authors such as Wurmbrand (2001) interpret the existence of NEG as a
diagnostic for the existence of a projection larger than vP. In addition, in many
(if not all) formal syntactic theories, passive and causative morphemes have their
own places in the syntactic structure. Thus, it is difficult to maintain the view that
-te is lexically inserted.
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Is -te a coordinator?

All these considerations suggest that -te is likely to be a morpheme introduced,
or Merged (Chomsky, 1995), in the course of syntactic derivation. Then what
category does -te belong to? The structural position of -te is very high, even higher
than NEG. In fact, the bound morphemes that can come outside -te (i.e., that can
select teP) are emphatic markers (such as -wa, -mo, -sae, as well as conditional
emphatic markers -nara/-demo and a sequential emphatic marker -kara), which
usually mark the edge of a predicative projection.3 On the basis of this fact,
it might be suspected that -te is a super-sentential head such as a conjunction.
Actually, -te is often glossed as ‘CONJ’ or ‘and’ in the literature. At least two
reasons can be suggested to explain why -te is sometimes called a conjunction
rather than a gerund: (i) -te can connect two full sentences and (ii) -te can be
attached to adjectives:

(17) a. [
[

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

gakkoo-ni
school-DAT

it-te
go-TE

]
]

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

kaimono-ni
shopping-DAT

it-ta.
go-PAST
‘Taro went to school and Hanako went shopping.’

b. hana-no
flower-GEN

inoti-wa
life-TOP

mizikaku-te
short-TE

hakana-i.
fragile-PRES

‘The life of a flower is short and fragile.’

These two properties are not typical for gerunds; they remind us of a coordinator,
such as English and.

However, a significant problem for the coordinator analysis of -te lies in the
difficulty of finding a plausible “coordinate” structure that would satisfy both the
fact that -te is suffixal and the fact that Japanese is strictly head-final. For example,
suppose a flat structure for the -te conjunction, which might reflect the coordinate
nature of the conjunction:

3An exception (pointed out to me by Susumu Kuno, personal communication) is the
genitive marker -no, which can be attached to teP if the V it modifies is nominalized:

(i) a. omoi
heavy

nimotu-o
baggage-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

tozan-si-ta.
hiking-do-PAST

‘(We) hiked carrying heavy baggage.’
b. omoi

heavy
nimotu-o
baggage-ACC

mot-te-no
hold-TE-GEN

tozan
hiking

‘hiking with heavy baggage’

I assume that genitive marker -no in (i-b) is a Case-marker rather than a syntactic head,
which converts -te into an adnominal form.
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(18) ⇠⇠⇠⇠

XXXX

X te Y

This structure does not reflect the suffixal nature of -te at all. As observed later in
the morphology section, -te is obviously suffixal, and morphologically closely
connected to the right edge of the left conjunct (namely, X in the diagram).
Diagram (18) does not represent this type of morphological connection.

So what if a syntactic coordinator is a head, projecting a coordination phrase
(Kayne, 1994; Williams, 1994), so that structural asymmetry exists between X
and Y? Below are two possible structures in this vein:

(19) a. teP
⇣

⇣
⇣

P
P
P

X
⇣

⇣
⇣

P
P
P

-te Y

b. teP
⇣
⇣

⇣

P
P
P

Y
⇣
⇣

⇣

P
P
P

X -te

Tree diagram (19a) is just like an English coordinate structure proposed by Kayne
(1994). This structure, however, does not explain why -te should be affixed to X,
rather than Y, which is more local to -te. The constituency of -te and Y represented
in (19a) is also highly implausible because of this suffixal nature of -te. On the
other hand, (19b) seems to better capture the intuition regarding the constituency.
However, in (19b), the Spec (=Y) is to the right of the head, -te. This structure
is crosslinguistically a very unusual one, and it is not clear why -te projects such
a peculiar structure when no other heads in Japanese do so. Furthermore, both
(19a) and (19b) deviate from the fact that Japanese is strictly head-final: no head
in Japanese precedes its Spec or complement (but cf. Kayne, 1994), which makes
the structures in (19) dubious.

The head-final version of the headed coordinate structure is also implausible:

(20) teP
⇣

⇣
⇣

P
P
P

X
⇣

⇣
⇣

P
P
P

Y -te

Diagram (20) presents an immediate problem of incorrectly representing the
surface order, [ X-te Y ], unless we assume an implausible movement of -te into
its specifier position.

In addition, a coordination hypothesis is empirically problematic, because -te
clauses can be scrambled (Tamori, 1977; Tokashiki, 1989):

(21) a. [
[

titioya-ga
father-NOM

modot-te
return-TE

]
]

kodomotati-wa
children-TOP

yorokon-da.
get delighted-PAST

‘The children got delighted since the father had come back.’
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b. kodomotati-wa
children-TOP

[
[

titioya-ga
father-NOM

modot-te
return-TE

]
]

yorokon-da.
get delighted-PAST

c. kodomotati-wa
children-TOP

yorokon-da,
get delighted-PAST,

[
[

titioya-ga
father-NOM

modot-te
return-TE

]
]

.

Because syntactic coordination does not allow this type of scrambling, the accept-
ability of (21a–c) should make syntactic coordination analysis of -te conjunction
untenable.

Is -te a C?

All above considerations point to a syntactic subordination analysis of -te con-
junction. Assuming -te to be a subordinator, the structure of [ X-te Y ] would
roughly be as follows:

(22) Y⇣
⇣

⇣

P
P
P

YteP
⇣
⇣

⇣

P
P
P

X -te
In (22), the -te phrase is a subordinate phrase adjoined to Y (where Y is not
necessarily a head). The coordination reading is available through semantic
inferences. A coordinate-like interpretation of a subordinate structure is not
uncommon, which, for example, can be observed in certain types of when and
while clauses in English.4

So what syntactic category does -te belong to? Is it a C, a super-sentential
category? It does not seem so, because the distributional property of -te does not
match that of C. By definition, C is assumed to select a TP (or a slightly larger
projection). However, -te never selects a TP. Compare the distribution of -te with
that of a real conjunction like node ‘because’:

(23) a. [
[

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

banana-o
banana-ACC

tabe-te
eat(root)-TE

]
]

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-ta.
eat-PAST
‘Taro ate the banana and Hanako ate the apple.’

b. *[
[

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

banana-o
banana-ACC

tabe-ru-te
eat(root)-PRES-TE

]
]

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-ta.
eat-PAST

4See also Culicover and Jackendoff (1997) for the exact opposite pattern of syntax-
semantics discrepancy: syntactic coordination that is interpreted as subordination in
semantics.
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c. *[
[

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

banana-o
banana-ACC

tabe-ta-te
eat(root)-PAST-TE

]
]

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-ta.
eat-PAST

(24) a. *[
[

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

banana-o
banana-ACC

tabe
eat(root)

node
because

]
]

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-ta.
eat-PAST

b. [
[

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

banana-o
banana-ACC

tabe-ru
eat(root)-PRES

node
because

]
]

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-ta.
eat-PAST

‘Hanako ate the apple because Taro ate the banana.’
c. [

[
Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

banana-o
banana-ACC

tabe-ta
eat(root)-PAST

node
because

]
]

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-ta.
eat-PAST

‘Hanako ate the apple because Taro had eaten the banana.’

The above data clearly show the distributional contrast between -te and a real
conjunction, node: -te must select an untensed predicate and cannot select a
TP, whereas node cannot select an untensed predicate and must select a TP.
Its implication is that -te is not a super-sentential head like a conjunction or a
complementizer.

-te is a T

Because we have already observed in (16) that -te belongs to the outermost layer
of a predicative projection (even outside NEG), and because we now know -te
is not super-sentential, it is safe to conclude that teP is a projection higher than
vP/VP and lower than CP. Several functional categories have been proposed in
this structural range. Among them, T is the best category to begin with, because
unlike other functional heads whose existence may be potentially controversial,
T is a very well-motivated functional head. The assumption that -te is a T (cf.
Kusumoto, 2003; Machida, 1998; Nakatani, 2001; Tokashiki, 1989; Tsujimura,
1993; Sawasaki and Nakayama, 2001) straightforwardly accounts for the fact that
-te cannot co-occur with other T heads:

(25) a. tabe-sase-rare-te ‘eat-CAUS-PASS-TE’
b. tabe-sase-rare-ta ‘eat-CAUS-PASS-PAST’
c. tabe-sase-rare-ru ‘eat-CAUS-PASS-PRES’
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(26) a. *tabe-sase-rare-ru-te ‘eat-CAUS-PASS-PRES-TE’
b. *tabe-sase-rare-ta-te ‘eat-CAUS-PASS-PAST-TE’

(27) a. *tabe-sase-rare-te-ru5 ‘eat-CAUS-PASS-TE-PRES’
b. *tabe-sase-rare-te-ta ‘eat-CAUS-PASS-TE-PAST’

It is often assumed that T cannot stack (except for vacuous TP iteration). There-
fore, if we hypothesize that -te is a T, it naturally follows that -te cannot co-occur
with other T heads. Additionally, I assume that -te and -ta are allomorphs of
the past tense morpheme in Japanese: the past tense marker surfaces as -te when
not governed by C and as -ta otherwise. This is motivated by the fact that -te is
generally not followed by a conjunction6 nor does it appear in the root clause:

5The sequences -te-ru and -te-ta are acceptable if they are understood as phonologically
contracted forms of -te i-ru and -te i-ta, respectively, where i is a verb of existence.
Phonological contraction is quite common in concatenated V-te V constructions (see
Martin, 1975; Nakatani, 2001; Chapter 5 of this study).

6An apparently problematic case is nara, which is a conditional marker that can be
attached to -ru (PRES), -ta (PAST) or -te:

(i) a. aruk-u
walk-PRES

nara
if

ik-e-ru.
go-POTENTIAL-PRES

‘If you walk, you can get there.’
b. arui-ta

walk-PAST
nara
if

ik-e-ru.
go-POTENTIAL-PRES

‘Assuming you walk, you can get there.’
c. arui-te

walk-TE
nara
if

ik-e-ru.
go-POTENTIAL-PRES

‘If you walk, you can get there.’
However, there is an indication that [ teP nara ] in (i-c) is not a full-fledged CP, because
nara can be attached to teP only if the teP specifies the manner/means of the matrix VP
(such as (i)). Therefore, examples such as (ii-c) and (iii-c) are unacceptable:

(ii) a. terebi-o
TV-ACC

mi-ru
see-PRES

nara
if

kaeri-nasai.
go back-IMPERATIVE

‘If you watch TV, go home.’
b. terebi-o

TV-ACC
mi-ta
see-PAST

nara
if

kaeri-nasai.
go back-IMPERATIVE

‘If you have finished watching TV, go home.’
c. *terebi-o

TV-ACC
mi-te
see-TE

nara
if

kaeri-nasai.
go back-IMPERATIVE

(iii) a. kare-ga
he-NOM

ku-ru
come-PRES

nara
if

kaeri-mas-u.
go back-POLITE-PRES

‘If he is coming, I’m going home.’
b. kare-ga

he-NOM
ki-ta
come-PAST

nara
if

kaeri-mas-u.
go back-POLITE-PRES

‘If he comes, I’m going home (upon his arrival).’
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(28) [
[

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-ta
eat-TA

/
/

*tabe-te
*eat-TE

node
because

]
]

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

nai-ta.
cry-PAST
‘Because Taro ate the apple, Hanako cried.’

(29) Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-ta
eat-TA

/
/

*tabe-te.
*eat-TE

‘Taro ate the apple.’

(30) [
[

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

ringo-o
apple-ACC

*tabe-ta
*eat-TA

/
/

tabe-te
tabe-TE

]
]

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

nai-ta.
cry-PAST

‘Because Taro ate the apple, Hanako cried.’

Examples (28)–(30) clearly show that -ta and -te are in complementary distribu-
tion. If we assume that every root clause is a CP, all the data are explained under
the present proposal.

I conclude this subsection by displaying examples of (simplified) tree struc-
tures of teP below:

(31) a. [
[

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

sat-te
leave-TE

]
]

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

modot-ta.
return-PAST

‘Taro left and Hanako returned.’

c. *kare-ga
he-NOM

ki-te
come-TE

nara
if

kaeri-mas-u.
go back-POLITE-PRES

The reason why nara can be attached to teP only if teP specifies a manner/means is not
clear to me, but the above data seem to suggest that nara does not fully function as a C
when attached to teP. In fact, nara can be attached to various syntactic projections:

(iv) a. aruki-nagara
walk-while ing

nara
if

hanasi-o
story-ACC

kiki-mas-u.
hear-POLITE-PRES

‘If (it is OK for me to do so) while walking along, I’ll listen to your story.’
b. koko-de

here-LOC
nara
if

hanas-e-mas-u.
speak-POTENTIAL-POLITE-PRES

‘I can tell you my story here (but not in other places).’
c. kare

he
nara
if

deki-ru.
capable-PRES

‘He can do it (whereas I’m not sure if other people can do it).’
Thus, it seems safe to conclude that nara is probably not a regular C.
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b. TP2
((((((

TP1
�
�

NP
Taroo-ga

‘Taro-Nom’

H
H
�

�

VP

V
sat

‘leave’

H
H

T
-te

`````

TP2
⇣
⇣

⇣

NP
Hanako-ga

‘Hanako-Nom’

XXXX
⇣

⇣
⇣

VP

V
modot

‘return’

XXXX

T
-ta

(32) a. kodomotati-wa
children-TOP

[
[

titioya-ga
father-NOM

modot-te
return-TE

]
]

yorokon-da.
get delighted-PAST

‘The father returned and the children got delighted.’
b. TP2

((((((

NP
kodomotati-wa

‘children-Top’

````
 ̀    

VP
⇠⇠⇠⇠

TP1
⇣

⇣
⇣

NP
titioya-ga

‘father-Nom’

P
P
P
⇣

⇣
⇣

VP

V
modot

‘return’

P
P
P

T
-te

XXXX

VP
yorokon
‘get delighted’

`````

T
-da

4.2.2 Morphology of -te
The hypothesis that -ta and -te are morphological variants of the same functional
head is further supported by the well-known fact that -ta and -te show strikingly
similar morphological properties. The similarities are particularly notable when
they are attached to a verb root with a consonantal coda. The key point here is
that these properties are not only shared by -ta and -te, but also exclusively shared
by these two and a couple of other morphemes that are obviously related to (or
derived from) -ta. It is natural to assume that the first-language learners are aware
of this fact, and make use of this morphological cue to identify the function of -te
in the course of acquisition. Thus, I argue that other things being equal, a theory
that associates the morphological similarities between -te and -ta with functional
similarities is more explanatory than the one that does not, and thus, is more
plausible.

Let us examine the degree of similarity between the two morphemes. It
turns out that the two share identical morphological properties (with only one
exception; see fn.12). None of the observations in this subsection are new to
Japanese linguists (see, for example, Vance, 1987). I review these well-known
facts to show the connections between -te and -ta.
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First, we need to introduce the anti-coda constraint (henceforth, the *Coda
constraint) for surface phonological forms in Japanese, a constraint that restricts
acceptable syllables to open syllables only. The two exceptions allowed in coda
positions are the mora obstruent and mora nasal. The mora obstruent, often tran-
scribed as /Q/, is an underspecified obstruent that always totally assimilates with
the following onset. The mora nasal, often transcribed as /N/, is an underspecified
nasal phoneme whose place of articulation, roughly speaking, assimilates with the
following onset, if any.7 In other words, the only closed syllables allowed at PF
in Japanese are those that end with the first half of a geminate and those ending
with a nasal.

Turning to the Japanese verb roots, they are divided into two classes: those
ending with an open syllable (such as tabe ‘to eat’) and those ending with a closed
syllable (such as nagur ‘to beat’). The verb roots of the latter class are potentially
problematic with respect to the *Coda constraint and thus call for a rule that
remedies the situation.

There is a default rule of inserting [i] (henceforth i-epenthesis), converting
the coda in question into an onset. For example, nagur ‘to beat’ becomes naguri
after i-epenthesis, and yom ‘to read’ becomes yomi (while tabe ‘to eat’ remains
tabe). This rule applies even when there seems to be no need for a remedy, i.e.,
when the verb root ending with a coda is followed by a word starting with a
vowel. For example, if we combine nagur ‘to beat’ with reciprocalizing verb
aw ‘(lit.) to match,’ the outcome will be naguri aw ‘to beat each other,’ and not
naguraw. The i-epenthesis is obviously redundant if we regard it as a remedy rule
for the *Coda constraint, because the outcome would be phonologically legitimate
even without the epenthesis (i.e., naguraw does not violate the *Coda constraint).
Several interpretations of this fact are possible, but let us tentatively assume the
following constraint is in effect in Japanese:

(33) THE ONSET MATCHING CONSTRAINT (OMC):
The onset of a morpheme should mark the onset of a syllable.

I assume that OMC must be respected by default, especially when the morpheme
boundary marks the onset of a morpheme with a “word”-like status (cf. Shibatani,
1990). In the case of nagur + aw = naguri aw, aw ‘to match’ is an independent
verb even though its semantics is significantly lightened into an auxiliary-like
status in the concatenated “V-aw” schema. Therefore, naguraw is incorrect
because resyllabification causes a mismatch between the onset of the morpheme
boundary and the onset of any syllable boundary ($):

(34) nagur + aw! *naguraw = *na $ gu $ raw

7The problem of the mora nasal’s place of articulation is actually more complicated,
although its details are not relevant to this study. See Vance (1987) among others.
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The i-epenthesis remedies this situation, because the morpheme boundary can
mark the beginning of a syllable:

(35) nagur + aw! naguri aw = na $ gu $ ri $ aw

This is obviously not the only possible explanation for the fact that naguraw is
banned, but I persist with the present assumption without pursuing alternatives
because the main purpose of this section is to show the properties shared by -te
and -ta, rather than to choose between alternative theories.

Now let us observe various bound morphemes. A small set of suffixal
(sub-word) morphemes can violate OMC, triggering resyllabification across the
morpheme boundary. Two such examples are causative and passive suffixes:

(36) a. nagur + sase (CAUS)! nagurase = na $ gu $ ra $ se
b. nagur + rare (PASS)! nagurare = na $ gu $ ra $ re8

Thus, we can divide the suffixal morphemes into two classes: a small set of
morphemes that can violate the OMC and others that do not. The latter can
be further divided into two classes: a small set of morphemes that require a
special remedy rule and others that adopt the default i-epenthesis. The latter class
includes all free morphemes as well as several bound morphemes. Table 4.1 lists
each type of suffixal morphemes and their surface realizations when attached to
an instance of the coda-ending root, nagur ‘to beat.’

Although the details of the paradigm shown will not be discussed here, I
would like to emphasize that -te and -ta both belong to the “gemination” class,
along with a few other morphemes related to -ta. This group respects the OMC
but rejects the epenthesis rule, which is peculiar in the whole OMC-respecting
class. In addition, note that the suffixes of this class share certain phonological
and semantic features. Phonologically, in all these morphemes, the first segment
is /t/.9 However, this phonological feature is not itself sufficient to trigger the
gemination rule. As seen in the table, the adjectival suffix -ta(-i), its derivative
variant tagar, and the verb tari all start with [ta], just like -ta, but do not trigger
gemination. The gemination class should thus be regarded as a morphological
rather than a phonological class. Semantically speaking, we observe that most
suffixes in this class are related to the concept of past tense: -ta is the past tense

8When -rare is attached to verb roots such as kak ‘to write’ and sas ‘to stab,’ the outputs
will be kakare and sasare, respectively. This shows that the first [r] segment in nagurare
originates from the coda of nagur rather than the onset of rare.

9This segment may be voiced in its surface form. The conditions under which the
voicing happens are exactly the same within this class: when following either a nasal (e.g.,
/yon-ta/ ! [yonda]), a voiced bilabial stop (e.g., /yob-ta/ ! [yon-da]), or a voiced velar
stop (e.g., /kag-ta/! [kai-da]).
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Violates OMC:
morpheme remedy rule example
-sase ‘CAUS’ Onset-drop nagur-sase! nagurase
-yoo ‘INTENTION’ Onset-drop nagur-yoo! naguroo
-ru ‘PRES’ Onset-drop nagur-ru! naguru
-rare ‘PASS’ Onset-drop nagur-rare! nagurare
-reba ‘CONDITIONAL’

Onset-drop nagur-reba! nagureba
Respects OMC:
morpheme remedy rule example
-ta ‘PAST’ Gemination nagur-ta! nagutta
-te ‘TE’ Gemination nagur-te! nagutte
-tara ‘SEQUENTIAL/HYPOTHETICAL’

Gemination nagur-tara! naguttara
-taroo ‘HYPOTHETICAL INFERENCE’

Gemination nagur-taroo! naguttaroo
-tari ‘LISTING’ Gemination nagur-tari! naguttari
-na(-i) ‘NEG’ a-Epenthesis nagur-na(-i)! nagurana(-i)
-ta(-i) ‘DESID’

i-Epenthesis nagur-ta(-i)! nagurita(-i)
-tagar ‘DESID (behavioral)’

i-Epenthesis nagur-tagar! naguritagar
-nagara ‘SIMULTANEOUS’

i-Epenthesis nagur-nagara! nagurinagara
-nasai ‘POLITE IMPERATIVE’

i-Epenthesis nagur-nasai! nagurinasai
-mas ‘POLITE’ i-Epenthesis nagur-mas! nagurimas
All Verbs i-Epenthesis nagur-aw! naguri-aw

‘beat match’ = ‘beat each other’
i-Epenthesis nagur-tari! naguri-tari

‘beat suffice’ = ‘beat to the point of satisfaction’
i-Epenthesis nagur-aki! naguri-aki

‘beat get bored’ = ‘get bored of beating’
zero i-Epenthesis nagur! naguri

Table 4.1: Various types of post-verbal morphology
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marker, -tara is either a temporal sequence marker or hypothetical conditional
marker,10 and -taroo represents an inferred (typically past) condition, again
related to the past tense.11 Thus, I would like to suggest that this gemination
class is functionally connected to the concept of past (more precisely, relative
past).

It must be emphasized that this gemination class triggers complex morpho-
logical rules compared to suffixes in the other classes: while the other classes
adopt a single rule as the remedy for the violation of the *Coda constraint, the
gemination class utilizes multiple rules in addition to the gemination rule (cf.
Davis and Tsujimura, 1991). Table 4.2 lists some selected data illustrating this
point. We can see in this table that -ta and -te show the identical paradigm.12 No
suffixes in any other classes show these complex patterns.

In conclusion, I suggest that the phonological and morphological similarities
between -ta and -te are too strong for the first-language learners to overlook. The
present proposal that the two morphemes are simply different realizations of the
same morpheme naturally conforms to this fact.

10Examples are shown below:

(i) [
[

soto-ni
outside-DAT

de-tara
go out-TARA

]
]

ame-ga
rain-NOM

hut-te
fall-TE

i-ta.
exist-PAST

‘When I went out, it was raining.’ (Sequential)

(ii) [
[

ame-ga
rain-NOM

hut-tara
fall-TARA

]
]

tyuusisu-ru.
cancel-PRES

‘If it rains, (we) will cancel.’ (Conditional)

Note that a hypothetical condition is marked by a past tense marker in many languages, so it
is natural to assume that -tara is connected to the concept of past. Interestingly, as Jacobsen
(1999, 2002) points out, the sequential reading is not allowed when the predicate to which
-tara is attached is stative. This is probably related to the fact that stative predicates are
exceptions to the temporal sequence analysis of -te (see Nakatani, 2003a).

11Unfortunately, the suffix of listing, -tari, does not have a flavor of past tense at all in
modern Japanese. I do not have a good explanation for this exception. Historically, tari
used to be a perfect marker, from which modern -ta has been derived.

12The only exception to this generalization is adjectival conjugation: when the two are
attached to an adjective, say, yo(-i) ‘good,’ the outcomes would be yokat-ta for -ta and
yoku-te for -te. Nakatani (2003a) observes that the sequential function of -te is completely
nullified when attached to an adjective, and suggests that -te attached to an adjective might
be a distinct morpheme than past tense -te.
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Verb root ending with /s/
-ta ‘PAST’ i-Epenthesis kas-ta! kasita ‘lent’
-te ‘TE’ i-Epenthesis kas-te! kasite
-sase ‘CAUS’ Onset-drop kas-sase! kasase
-ru ‘PRES’ Onset-drop kas-ru! kasu
-na(-i) ‘NEG’ a-Epenthesis kas-na(-i)! kasana(-i)
-ta(-i) ‘DESID’ i-Epenthesis kas-ta(-i)! kasita(-i)

Verb root ending with /k/
-ta ‘PAST’ i-Epenthesis + Lenition kak-ta! kaita ‘wrote’
-te ‘TE’ i-Epenthesis + Lenition kak-te! kaite
-sase ‘CAUS’ Onset-drop kak-sase! kakase
-ru ‘PRES’ Onset-drop kak-ru! kaku
-na(-i) ‘NEG’ a-Epenthesis kak-na(-i)! kakana(-i)
-ta(-i) ‘DESID’ i-Epenthesis kak-ta(-i)! kakita(-i)

Verb root ending with /m/ or /n/
-ta ‘PAST’ Voicing + Place Assimilation kam-ta! kanda ‘bit’
-te ‘TE’ Voicing + Place Assimilation kam-te! kande
-sase ‘CAUS’ Onset-drop kam-sase! kamase
-ru ‘PRES’ Onset-drop kam-ru! kamu
-na(-i) ‘NEG’ a-Epenthesis kam-na(-i)! kamana(-i)
-ta(-i) ‘DESID’ i-Epenthesis kam-ta(-i)! kamita(-i)

Verb root ending with /g/
-ta ‘PAST’ Voicing + i-Epenthesis + Lenition kag-ta! kaida ‘smelled’
-te ‘TE’ Voicing + i-Epenthesis + Lenition kag-te! kaide
-sase ‘CAUS’ Onset-drop kag-sase! kagase
-ru ‘PRES’ Onset-drop kag-ru! kagu
-na(-i) ‘NEG’ a-Epenthesis kag-na(-i)! kagana(-i)
-ta(-i) ‘DESID’ i-Epenthesis kag-ta(-i)! kagita(-i)

Verb root ending with /b/
-ta ‘PAST’ Voicing + Nasalization + Place Assimilation yob-ta! yonda ‘called’
-te ‘TE’ Voicing + Nasalization + Place Assimilation yob-te! yonde
-sase ‘CAUS’ Onset-drop yob-sase! yobase
-ru ‘PRES’ Onset-drop yob-ru! yobu
-na(-i) ‘NEG’ a-Epenthesis yob-na(-i)! yobana(-i)
-ta(-i) ‘DESID’ i-Epenthesis yob-ta(-i)! yobita(-i)

Table 4.2: Conjugation paradigms of -ta/-te vs. other suffixes
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4.3 Tense Computation of -te and -ta
Now let us explore the possibility of formal implementation of the present
proposal (15), repeated below in (37):

(37) T[+past] in Japanese realizes as -ta when governed by C, and as -te
otherwise.

I have also suggested in Section 4.1 that Hasegawa’s (1996a) nonincidentality
constraint is a general property of TP-adjunction (or adjunction of any smaller
phrases), as opposed to CP-adjunction: TP-adjunction is temporally “weak” and
therefore, it requires a pragmatic backup, which leads to the nonincidentality
constraint. This idea is elaborated in the following informal statement (Nakatani,
2003a):13

(38) T and C semantically (as well as syntactically) work at different levels: T
works event-internally and C event-externally.
a. Tense semantics in general is twofold: the T-level tense sequences

events and the C-level tense anchors an event to a reference time (and
sometimes sequences reference times).

b. An event is independent if governed by C (in other words, directly
anchored to a reference time).

c. An event is dependent on another event when the former is adjoined
to the latter without being mediated by a C head.

I assume that Hasegawa’s nonincidentality constraint emerges when an event is
dependent in the above sense.

In this section, I propose a formal theory of event dependency, by appealing
to the concepts of sequencing and anchoring. Sequencing is a relational function
that temporally aligns two event-associated intervals or two reference times;
anchoring is a relational function that anchors an interval to a reference time.
I explore a theory of tense computation where a clear division of labor is assumed
between T and C, and TP-adjunction leads to event dependency because T lacks
the anchoring function.14 My formal proposal is based on Ogihara’s (1996) theory

13The hypothesis given here probably needs parameterizing because the finiteness of
a clause may be defined differently in different languages. For example, Japanese does
not have a real “nonfinite” T and thus, the finiteness of a clause is largely determined by
the presence of a governing C. Other languages such as English have the finite/nonfinite
distinction in T. In these languages, the finiteness of T may play a larger role in
determining the finiteness of a clause.

14Two phenomena that result from event dependency are not discussed in this chapter:
(i) contrastive interpretation of -te conjunction and (ii) -te conjunction with adjectives. See
Nakatani (2003a).
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of tense computation, which is briefly reviewed in the following subsection.

4.3.1 Event-based interpretation of Ogihara’s (1996) model
One might think that the hypothesis of -te being a past tense marker is unreason-
able because -te often denotes a nonpast event, as in the following example:

(39) kyoo-wa
today-TOP

[
[

gohan-o
meal-ACC

tabe-te
eat-TE

]
]

dekake-mas-u.
go out-POLITE-PRES

‘Today (I’ll) go out after I eat the meal.’

However, this is also true for -ta:

(40) kyoo-wa
today-TOP

[
[

gohan-o
meal-ACC

tabe-ta
eat-PAST

atode
after

]
]

dekake-mas-u.
go out-POLITE-PRES

‘Today (I’ll) go out after I eat the meal.’

In (40), the bracketed embedded clause denotes a future event, even though it is
tensed with -ta. The tense of an embedded clause in Japanese often anchors to the
tense of its superordinate clause. For example, the tense of the embedded clause
in (40) is past relative to the future tense of the event denoted by the superordinate
clause. This is a well-known fact, and on the basis of this observation, it is often
argued that Japanese tense system is “relative” (rather than “absolute”) (Soga,
1983; Ogihara, 1996, 1999). I adopt this view in this study. Example (39) is
therefore no longer a problem. If we look closer, the -te clause in (39) actually
denotes an event of the past relative to the matrix tense: the meal-eating event (the
embedded event) precedes the going-out event (the matrix event).

Tense computation can be implemented in various ways. I adopt the analysis
of -ta proposed by Ogihara (1996) and later modify it. Ogihara’s theory follows
the tradition of the “B-theory,” in which the notions like past and future are not
ontological, but are derived from relational notions such as earlier-than and later-
than. The extension of an expression is given relative to a world, not a world-
time pair, and times are extensionalized. Ogihara’s (1996) model is based on
Needham’s (1975) proposal, in which times are introduced as arguments of verbal
predicates. Therefore, the denotation of Bill came would be roughly represented
as follows, where t is a temporal interval (of type < i >), s⇤ is the speech time,
< represents a temporal precedence relation, b is an individual (of type < e >)
denoted by Bill, and come0 is a function from an interval-individual pair to a truth
value (of type < t >):

(41) 9t [ t < s⇤ ^ come0(t,b) ]
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Although the aim of this section is to overview Ogihara’s proposal, I replace
interval variables in his verb semantics with event variables, of type < ev >, fol-
lowing the proposal by Davidson (1967) and others, so that the current discussion
can be directly extended to the analyses in the chapters to follow, where event
variables are used. Nothing crucial in this chapter hinges upon this modification.
In order to link events (type < ev >) to intervals (type < i >), I adopt the
temporal trace function T from an event (< ev>) to an interval (< i>) (Landman,
1992): T assigns to an event e the interval T(e) which e spans. In addition, for
representational simplicity, I sometimes adopt the following convention:

(42) For a temporal relation R, events e1 and e2, R(e1,e2) := R(T(e1),T(e2)).
(e.g., e1 < e2 := T(e1)< T(e2))

Bill came is preliminarily represented as follows:

(43) 9e [ T(e)< s⇤ ^ come0(e,b) ]

Informally, the above reads as follows: there is an event e of Bill’s coming such
that e goes on for interval T(e), which precedes the speech time.

Ogihara’s tense system is twofold, à la Reichenbach (1947): a tense mor-
pheme not only sequences an interval t1 against another interval t2, but also
anchors t1 to an interval labeled reference time (henceforth, tR). For example,
the tense-semantic representations of (a)-sentences below would be like (b),
according to Ogihara (NB: Ogihara’s interval semantics is converted into event
semantics throughout this section). The diagrams below the formulas are pro-
vided for an expository purpose, where the vertical lines represent the anchoring
of events/intervals to reference times (tR), and the horizontal temporal-relational
symbols represent the sequencing between events/intervals:

(44) a. John came.
b. 9e [ T(e)< s⇤ ^ T(e)✓ tR ^ come0(e, j) ]

(45) a. John had come. (= [ John PAST [ PERF come ] ] )
b. 9t9e [ t < s⇤ ^ t ✓ tR1 ^ [ T(e)< t ^ T(e)✓ tR2 ^ come0(e, j) ] ]

(46) a. John has come. (= [ John PRES [ PERF come ] ] )
b. 9t9e [ t = s⇤ ^ t ✓ tR1 ^ [ T(e)< t ^ T(e)✓ tR2 ^ come0(e, j) ] ]

(440) tR

e < s⇤

(450) tR2 tR1

e < t < s⇤

(460) tR2 tR1

e < t = s⇤

Here, s⇤ represents the speech time prominent in the discourse. Example (44)
roughly states that there is an event e of John’s coming such that e temporally
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precedes the speech time and is part of the reference time tR. The past tense
morpheme does two things here: it specifies the sequential relation of e relative
to an interval (s⇤ in the above case), and anchors e to the reference time tR. I
call these functions sequencing and anchoring, respectively. In Ogihara’s theory,
the perfect works in the same way as the past tense: therefore, the past perfect is
analyzed as a “recursive past.” Thus, (45) roughly reads, there is an interval t such
that t temporally precedes the speech time and is part of the reference interval tR1 ,
and there is an event e of John’s coming such that e temporally precedes t and is
part of another reference interval tR2 . The present perfect (46) is just like the past
perfect, except that the interval t with which the event e is sequenced is identified
as the speech time s⇤.

What about temporal adverbials? The literature often indicates that a temporal
adverbial specifies a reference time (Partee, 1973; Dowty, 1986; Hinrichs, 1986).
Ogihara follows this line of analysis and assumes that a temporal adverb intro-
duces additional “anchoring” information, providing a more specific reference
time. In this case, the meaning of a sentence like (a) below would be represented
as (b), where the event is doubly anchored (cf. (44)):

(47) a. John came yesterday.
b. 9e [ T(e)< s⇤ ^ T(e)✓ tR ^ T(e)✓ yesterday0 ^ come0(e, j) ]

(⇡ 9e [ T(e)< s⇤ ^ T(e)✓ yesterday0 ^ come0(e, j) ])
c. tR

@

yesterday0

�

e < s⇤

In (47), the interval T(e) is specified to be part of an interval denoted by yesterday:
namely, e is anchored to the reference time that is yesterday. I adopt this analysis
of temporal adverbials.

These simple English examples can be directly translated into Japanese,
except that Japanese lacks the perfect and a future modal (in a narrow sense).
Below are the Japanese counterparts of (44a) and (47a), whose semantics are
exactly the same as in the English versions:

(48) a. Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘Hanako came.’
b. 9e [ T(e)< s⇤ ^ T(e)✓ tR ^ come0(e,h) ]

(49) a. Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

kinoo
yesterday

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘Hanako came yesterday’
b. 9e [ T(e)< s⇤ ^ T(e)✓ tR ^ T(e)✓ yesterday0 ^ come0(e,h) ]

(⇡ 9e [ T(e)< s⇤ ^ T(e)✓ yesterday0 ^ come0(e,h) ])
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The semantics of -ta and kinoo are represented as below, adapted from Ogihara
(1996: 65):15

(50) a. [[ -ta ]] ‘PAST’ = lPl tle [ T(e)< t ^ T(e)✓ tR ^ P(e) ]
b. [[ kinoo ]] ‘yesterday’ = lPle [ T(e)✓ yesterday0 ^ P(e) ]

(500) a. tR

e < t

b. yesterday0

e
Compositionally, the computation proceeds as follows:

(51) a. [[ V ku ]] ‘come’ = lxle [ come0(e,x) ]
b. [[ VP Hanako ku ]] ‘Hanako come’ = le [ come0(e,h) ]
c. [[ VP kinoo Hanako ku ]] ‘Hanako come yesterday’

= lPle [ T(e)✓ yesterday0 ^ P(e) ] (le [ come0(e,h) ])
= le [ T(e)✓ yesterday0 ^ come0(e,h) ]

d. [[ TP Hanako-ga kinoo ki-ta ]] ‘Hanako came yesterday’
= lPl tle [ T(e)< t ^ T(e)✓ tR ^ P(e) ]
(le [ T(e)✓ yesterday0 ^ come0(e,h) ])

= l tle [ T(e)< t ^ T(e)✓ tR ^ T(e)✓ yesterday0 ^ come0(e,h) ]
= 1 iff 9e [ T(e)< s⇤ ^ T(e)✓ tR ^ T(e)✓ yesterday0 ^ come0(e,h) ]

The last line of (51) is provided by what Ogihara (1996: 60ff) defines as the Truth
Definition, which is applied to the root clause. By the Truth Definition, (i) the
speech time s⇤ is introduced (“not simply as a consequence of a formal technique,
but as an expression of a more substantive claim about the semantics of speech
acts,” as Ogihara puts it), and (ii) existential closure is triggered.

What about temporal adverbial clauses? Recall that Ogihara (1996) assumes
that temporal computation is twofold, which I agree with: sequencing and anchor-
ing. According to Ogihara, tense, perfect aspect, and the future modal all function
in this dual manner, whereas temporal adverbs only have the anchoring function.
Then how is a sentential conjunction like atode ‘after’ analyzed? Ogihara (1996)
assumes that it is a sequencer. The formulation below is adapted from his proposal
(Ogihara, 1996: 183):

15For simplicity, I assume that all arguments of a predicate, including the external
argument, are given in VP (or vP), which is thus assumed to bek of type < ev, t >. This
view is a common view in recent syntactic studies too. Ogihara (1996: 60–61) seems
to consider that the external argument should get its interpretation at the position where
it is at LF, and that putting the external argument back in the VP may be “too liberal.”
However, such a reconstruction effect is now widely attested. In addition, if we assume
that the semantics are computed cyclically at the phase levels (Chomsky, 2001a), it may
not be surprising that the external argument gets its interpretation in the place where it is
externally Merged.
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(52) [[ atode ]] ‘after’
= lRlR0l tle19e2 [ R(T(e2))(e1) ^ R0(t)(e2) ^ e1 < e2 ]
(where R and R0 are variables of type < i,< ev, t >>)

(520)

e1 < e2

Informally, (52) states that atode ‘after’ sequences the two clauses by (i) syn-
chronizing the first argument of the embedded sentence (T(e2)) and the second
argument of the matrix sentence (e2) and (ii) sequencing the two events e1 and e2.
Thus, a sentence like (53) is compositionally computed as follows:

(53) [
[

[
[

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ki-ta
come-PAST

]
]

atode
after

]
]

Masako-ga
Masako-NOM

kaet-ta.
leave-PAST

‘After Hanako came, Masako left.’

(54) a. [[ Embedded TP ]]
= l tle [ T(e)< t ^ T(e)✓ tR1 ^ come0(e,h) ]

b. [[ Matrix TP ]]
= l tle [ T(e)< t ^ T(e)✓ tR2 ^ leave0(e,m) ]

(55) [[ Embedded TP + after ]]
= lRlR0l tle19e2 [ R(T(e2))(e1) ^ R0(t)(e2) ^ e1 < e2 ]
(l tle [ T(e)< t ^ T(e)✓ tR1 ^ come0(e,h) ])

= lR0l tle19e2 [ T(e1)< T(e2) ^ T(e1)✓ tR1 ^ come0(e1,h) ^
R0(t)(e2) ^ e1 < e2 ]

(56) [[ The whole CP ]]
= lR0l tle19e2 [ T(e1)< T(e2) ^ T(e1)✓ tR1 ^ come0(e1,h) ^

R0(t)(e2) ^ e1 < e2 ] (l tle [ T(e)< t ^ T(e)✓ tR2 ^ leave0(e,m) ])
= l tle19e2 [ T(e1)< T(e2) ^ T(e1)✓ tR1 ^ come0(e1,h) ^ T(e2)< t
^ T(e2)✓ tR2 ^ leave0(e2,m) ^ e1 < e2 ]

= 1 iff 9e19e2 [ T(e1)< T(e2) ^ T(e1)✓ tR1 ^ come0(e1,h) ^ T(e2)< s⇤
^ T(e2)✓ tR2 ^ leave0(e2,m) ^ e1 < e2 ]

In this analysis, the two events denoted by two sentences are successfully sequen-
tially ordered, and the last line of (56) represents the desired interpretation of the
sentence (53).

4.3.2 Sequencing T vs. anchoring C
Although (56) does not appear problematic at first glance, it has a potential prob-
lem. Ogihara assumes that the function of a temporal adverb such as yesterday
is anchoring (T(e) ✓ yesterday0 in (50b)), and not sequencing. However, in the
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above analysis, he assumes that a temporal adjunct clause functions differently
from temporal adverbs: its function is sequencing (e1 < e2 in (52)), rather than
anchoring.

If we extend Ogihara’s analysis of yesterday as an anchorer to other temporal
adverbs and PPs such as on July 9th and after July 9th, it will follow that
temporal adverbs/PPs function differently from temporal adjunct clauses, which
are sequencers. However, this distinction seems to undermine the similarities
between temporal adverbs/PPs and temporal adjunct clauses. For example,
many temporal prepositions can have a sentential complement in many languages
including English and Japanese. Thus, the assumption that temporal PPs such as
after the incident functions differently from those with a sentential complement
such as after she got injured sounds counterintuitive. Note that under this
interpretation of the theory, temporal adverbs and PPs such as after the incident
and temporal adjunct clauses such as after she got injured are of different types:
the former (if we assume all arguments are interpreted inside VP or vP) is of type
<< ev, t >,< ev, t >>, and the latter is of type << i,< ev, t >>,< i,< ev, t >>>.
In other words, after the incident is attached to a position below TP, whereas after
she got injured is attached to a position above TP. This distinction is not well
motivated, either syntactically or semantically.

By contrast, if we assume that Ogihara’s analysis of yesterday as an anchorer
does not extend to sequential temporal PPs such as after the incident, and that
after the incident functions in a similar manner to sequential temporal adjunct
clauses such as after she got injured, then it will undermine the similarities
between yesterday and after the incident. Because of the type differences,
yesterday is attached below TP and after the incident above TP. This distinction
is not well founded either.

Thus, I suggest that a unified analysis is preferable: it is better to assume that
all temporal adjuncts are anchorers. For example, temporal adjunct expressions
such as in 1981 and yesterday anchor the matrix events they modify to reference
times that are part of 19810 and of yesterday0, respectively, whereas sequential
expressions such as before 1981 and after the incident/she got injured anchor
the matrix events to reference times preceding/following the reference times
identified with 19810/the injury incident, respectively.

(57) a. [[ in 1981 ]] = lPle [ e✓ tR ^ tR
0 = 19810 ^ tR ✓ tR

0 ^ P(e) ]
b. [[ before 1981 ]] = lPle [ e✓ tR ^ tR

0 = 19810 ^ tR < tR
0 ^ P(e) ]

(where P is a variable of type < ev, t >)
(570) a. tR ✓ tR

0 = 19810

e

b. tR < tR
0 = 19810

e

Informally, (57a) states that in 1981 anchors the matrix event to an interval that
is equal to 19810, and (57b) states that before 1981 anchors the matrix event to an
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interval that precedes 1981. Under this revised theory, all temporal expressions
anchor the matrix events to reference times in similar manners. Sequential
expressions further function as reference-time sequencers.

A sentential temporal adjunct works in the same way, except that the reference
time to which the matrix event is anchored is sequenced with a reference time
linked with the embedded sentence. I assume that the function of a sentential
adjunct in Japanese16 is as follows:

(58) [[ atodesentential ]]17 ‘after’
= lRlPle19e2 [ T(e1)✓ tR ^ T(e2)✓ tR

0 ^ tR
0 < tR ^ P(e1) ^

R(T(e1))(e2) ]
(where P ( matrix VP) is a variable of type < ev, t > and R ( embedded TP) of
type < i,< ev, t >>)

(580) tR
0 < tR

e2 e1

Roughly, (58) states that atode as a sentential conjunction introduces two distinct
intervals to which the embedded event and the matrix event are anchored. These
two intervals, which I label tR

0/tR (=reference times), are sequenced. Note that this
sequencing function is not exactly the same as the function of a tense morpheme:
a tense morpheme sequences an event with another interval (an event interval or
reference time), whereas a temporal conjunction sequences reference times.

Now let us consider what categories introduce a tR. As shown in (58), a
temporal conjunction introduces one tR for the embedded clause and another for
the matrix clause. A temporal adverb also introduces a tR. According to Ogihara,
tense also introduces a tR, and so does the perfect. However, if we observe closely,
we find that the assumption that tense introduces a tR is not very well motivated.
For example, if my approach for temporal adjunct clauses is in the right direction,
a tensed clause selected by a temporal conjunction gets a tR from the temporal

16I specifically say “in Japanese” partly because the formal representation here is
designed to deal with the relativity of tense and partly because I assume that Japanese
tense is relative whereas English tense is not. However, for Ogihara (1996), English tense
is also relative, and its semantics is identical to that of Japanese. Ogihara assumes that
the difference between Japanese tense and English tense stems from the availability of
the sequence-of-tense rule (or more concretely, the availability of past tense deletion in
Ogihara’s system), but not from the difference in the relativity of tense. If this is true, then
there is no need to emphasize “in Japanese” here. I do not evaluate these two positions in
this study. See Enç (1987), Ogihara (1996), and Abusch (1997).

17I believe a unified analysis of temporal sentential conjunctions and temporal prepo-
sitions/postpositions is somehow possible, but a twist is needed for adjusting the type
mismatch problem. I leave this issue open, distinguishing two types of atode (sentential
and nonsentential). Note that the atode phrase as a whole is given a unified analysis.
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conjunction, a C head. If a tense morpheme also provides another tR, then it is
redundant. Of course, this redundancy does not necessarily falsify the analysis
of tense as a tR provider (i.e., an anchorer) as well as a sequencer. However,
given that all “full” clauses, including root clauses, are governed by C, it is not
unreasonable to assume a division of labor between C and T: every C head is an
anchorer while a T head never is. In this framework, the anchorer for a TP is
the governing C and not the T itself. Thus, there is no redundancy of “double
anchoring” by both T and C.18 This move is conceptually more elegant because
the contrast between the two syntactically distinct heads, i.e., T vs. C, would
correspond straightforwardly to a semantic distinction, i.e., a sequencer vs. an
anchorer. In addition, this proposal predicts that a bare TP (a TP not governed by
a C head) should be semantically different from a C-governed TP: a bare TP lacks
a rigid temporal foundation of a C-governed TP because it is not anchored to a
tR. This contrast would lead to the emergence of the nonincidentality constraint,
as mentioned at the beginning of this section and in Section 4.1.

I propose that the semantics of the past-tense morpheme (realized as -ta or
-te) and root C[�interrogative] are as follows:

(59) a. [[ -ta/-te ]] ‘PAST’ = lPl tle [ T(e)< t ^ P(e) ]
b. [[ root C[�interrog] ]] = lRl tle [ T(e)✓ tR ^ R(t)(e) ]

(where P ( VP) is of type < ev, t >; R ( TP) is of type < i,< ev, t >>)
(590) a.

e < t

b. tR

e
In (59a), -ta, along with -te, is now analyzed as a pure sequencer (cf. (50a)). It
does not introduce a tR to which the event is anchored. tR is introduced either by
C or temporal adverbials. As shown in (59b), the declarative root C in my analysis
introduces a tR and anchors to it the event denoted by TP. Because this is a root
C, the entire expression will undergo existential closure and s⇤ (speech time) will
be introduced by virtue of Ogihara’s Truth Definition. Thus, the computation of a
root sentence like Masako-ga kaet-ta ‘Masako went back/left’ would thus proceed
as shown:

(60) a. [[ VP Masako kaer ]] ‘Masako leave’ = le [ leave0(e,m) ]

18I would like to emphasize again that “double anchoring” by itself is not a fatal
redundancy. Even in my framework, a temporal adverb is assumed to be an anchorer
(tR provider), and it can appear in a “finite” clause where a C provides another tR. In
such a case, multiple anchoring is inevitable, but the sentence would still be acceptable,
showing that it is legitimate to have more than one anchorer for one clause. I merely argue
that minimizing the “multiple anchoring” redundancy as far as possible would be more
desirable, even though it is not possible to eliminate it completely.
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b. [[ TP Masako-ga kaer PAST ]] ‘Masako left’
= lPl tle [ T(e)< t ^ P(e) ](le [ leave0(e,m) ])
= l tle [ T(e)< t ^ leave0(e,m) ]

c. [[ rootCP Masako-ga kaet-ta ]]
= lRl tle [ T(e)✓ tR ^ R(t)(e) ](l tle [ T(e)< t ^ leave0(e,m) ])
= l tle [ T(e)✓ tR ^ T(e)< t ^ leave0(e,m) ])
= 1 iff 9e [ T(e)✓ tR ^ T(e)< s⇤ ^ leave0(e,m) ])

(600) a.

e

b.

e < t

c. tR

e < s⇤
The last line informally reads: the whole CP is true iff there exists an event e of
Masako’s leaving such that e is anchored to a reference time tR and precedes the
speech time s⇤.

The denotation of temporal adverbials such as 5-zi maeni ‘(lit.) 5-o’clock
before’ = ‘before 5 o’clock’ should be in the following way:19

(61) [[ 5-zi maeni ]] ‘before 5 o’clock’
= lPle [ T(e)✓ tR ^ tR

0 = 5o.clock0 ^ tR < tR
0 ^ P(e) ]

Roughly, 5-zi maeni introduces two reference times, tR and tR
0; the interval that

is directly associated with the matrix event is anchored to tR, and tR
0 is identical

to the interval denoted by 5 o’clock; it is also specified that tR precedes tR
0; and

the event e is anchored to the former. If we attach 5-zi maeni to (60), then the
computation will be as follows:

(62) a. [[ VP Masako kaer ]] ‘Masako leave’
= le [ leave0(e,m) ]

b. [[ VP + 5-zi maeni ]] ‘Masako leave before 5’
= lPle [ T(e)✓ tR ^ tR

0 = 5o.clock0 ^ tR < tR
0 ^ P(e) ]

(le [ leave0(e,m) ])
= le [ T(e)✓ tR ^ tR

0 = 5o.clock0 ^ tR < tR
0 ^ leave0(e,m) ]

c. [[ TP ]] ‘Masako left before 5’
= lPl tle [ T(e)< t ^ P(e) ]
(le [ T(e)✓ tR ^ tR

0 = 5o.clock0 ^ tR < tR
0 ^ leave0(e,m) ])

= l tle [ T(e)< t ^ T(e)✓ tR ^ tR
0 = 5o.clock0 ^ tR < tR

0 ^
leave0(e,m) ]

19The analysis of [[ 5-zi ]] ‘5 o’clock’ presented here is obviously too simplistic,
considering this expression’s indexical nature, and thus, should be considered tentative.
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d. [[ root CP ]] ‘Masako left before 5’
= lRl tle [ T(e)✓ tR

00 ^ R(t)(e) ]
(l tle [ T(e)< t ^ T(e)✓ tR ^ tR

0 = 5o.clock0 ^ tR < tR
0 ^

leave0(e,m) ])
= l tle [ T(e)✓ tR

00 ^ T(e)< t ^ T(e)✓ tR ^ tR
0 = 5o.clock0 ^

tR < tR
0 ^ leave0(e,m) ]

= 1 iff 9e [ T(e)✓ tR
00 ^ T(e)< s⇤ ^ T(e)✓ tR ^ tR

0 = 5o.clock0 ^
tR < tR

0 ^ leave0(e,m) ]
(620) a.

e

b. tR < tR
0 = 5

e

c. tR < tR
0 = 5

e < t

d. tR
00 tR < tR

0 = 5
A �e < s⇤

The last line informally states that the sentence is true iff there is an event e of
Masako’s leaving such that e precedes the speech time s⇤ and is anchored to tR

00,
which is redundant information because e is anchored to another, more specific
interval tR, which is the reference time that precedes tR

0 = 5o.clock0. Simply put,
the last line conveys the same information as follows:

(63) 9e [ T(e)< s⇤ ^ T(e)✓ tR ^ tR < 5o.clock0 ^ leave0(e,m) ]

Sentential temporal adjuncts work in the same way: under the present as-
sumption, the type of sentential temporal adjunct is identical to that of temporal
adverbs and PPs. Then, the computation of (53), repeated below, should proceed
as follows ((58) and (59) are also repeated from the above for convenience):

(53) [
[

[
[

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ki-ta
come-PAST

]
]

atode
after

]
]

Masako-ga
Masako-NOM

kaet-ta.
leave-PAST

‘After Hanako came, Masako left.’

(58) [[ atodesentential ]] ‘after’
= lRlPle19e2 [ T(e1)✓ tR ^ T(e2)✓ tR

0 ^ tR
0 < tR ^ P(e1) ^

R(T(e1))(e2) ]
(where P ( matrix VP) is a variable of type < ev, t > and R ( embedded TP) of
type < i,< ev, t >>)

(59) a. [[ -ta/-te ]] ‘PAST’ = lPl tle [ T(e)< t ^ P(e) ]
b. [[ root C[�interrog] ]] = lRl tle [ T(e)✓ tR ^ R(t)(e) ]

(where P ( VP) is of type < ev, t >; R ( TP) is of type < i,< ev, t >>)

(64) [[ Embedded TP ]] ‘Hanako came’
= l tle [ T(e)< t ^ come0(e,m) ]

(65) [[ Matrix VP ]] ‘Masako leave’
= le [leave0(e,m) ]
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(66) [[ Embedded TP + after ]] ‘after Hanako came’
= lRlPle19e2 [ T(e1)✓ tR ^ T(e2)✓ tR

0 ^ tR
0 < tR ^ P(e1) ^

R(T(e1))(e2) ] (l tle [ T(e)< t ^ come0(e,m) ])
= lPle19e2 [ T(e1)✓ tR ^ T(e2)✓ tR

0 ^ tR
0 < tR ^ P(e1) ^

T(e2)< T(e1) ^ come0(e2,m) ]

(67) [[ Matrix VP + embedded CP ]] ‘Masako leave after Hanako came’
= lPle19e2 [ T(e1)✓ tR ^ T(e2)✓ tR

0 ^ tR
0 < tR ^ P(e1) ^

T(e2)< T(e1) ^ come0(e2,m) ](le [ leave0(e,m) ])
= le19e2 [ T(e1)✓ tR ^ T(e2)✓ tR

0 ^ tR
0 < tR ^ leave0(e1,m) ^

T(e2)< T(e1) ^ come0(e2,m) ]

(68) [[ Matrix TP ]] ‘Masako left after Hanako came’
= lPl tle [ T(e)< t ^ P(e) ](le19e2 [ T(e1)✓ tR ^ T(e2)✓ tR

0 ^
tR
0 < tR ^ leave0(e1,m) ^ T(e2)< T(e1) ^ come0(e2,m) ])

= l tle9e2 [ T(e)< t ^ T(e)✓ tR ^ T(e2)✓ tR
0 ^

tR
0 < tR ^ leave0(e,m) ^ T(e2)< T(e) ^ come0(e2,m) ]

(69) [[ Matrix CP ]] ‘Masako left after Hanako came’
= lRl tle [ T(e)✓ tR

00 ^ R(t)(e) ](l tle9e2 [ T(e)< t ^ T(e)✓ tR ^
T(e2)✓ tR

0 ^ tR
0 < tR ^ leave0(e,m) ^ T(e2)< T(e) ^ come0(e2,m) ] )

= l tle9e2 [ T(e)✓ tR
00 ^ T(e)< t ^ T(e)✓ tR ^ T(e2)✓ tR

0 ^
tR
0 < tR ^ leave0(e,m) ^ T(e2)< T(e) ^ come0(e2,m) ]

= 1 iff 9e9e2 [ T(e)✓ tR
00 ^ T(e)< s⇤ ^ T(e)✓ tR ^ T(e2)✓ tR

0 ^
tR
0 < tR ^ leave0(e,m) ^ T(e2)< T(e) ^ come0(e2,m) ]

(690) tR
0 < tR tR

00

�e2 < e < s⇤
In the last line, e is anchored to two reference times, tR (introduced by aotde
‘after’) and tR

00 (introduced by the root C). Because the latter is nonspecific, we
can safely ignore it. For readability, we could restate the last line as follows, by
deleting the redundant anchor and rearranging some pieces of information:

(70) [[ Matrix CP ]] ‘Masako left after Hanako came’
= 1 iff 9e9e2 [ T(e)< s⇤ ^ T(e)✓ tR ^ T(e2)✓ tR

0 ^ tR
0 < tR ^

T(e2)< T(e) ^ leave0(e,m) ^ come0(e2,m) ]

Note that having both T(e2) < T(e) and tR
0 < tR is redundant, because e2 is

anchored to tR
0 and e is to tR. This redundancy stems from the fact that

Japanese tense is relative: an embedded tense is sequenced against the matrix
tense. The redundancy is empirically substantiated because in Japanese after
can only select past tense and before can only select nonpast tense, meaning that
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tense information within after- and before-clauses is redundant.20 No such fact is
observed in English, because English tense is essentially nonrelative.

Then how is the -te conjoined version of the above example, shown below in
(71), semantically different from the CP-conjoined version, (69)?

(71) [
[

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ki-te
come-TE

]
]

Masako-ga
Masako-NOM

kaet-ta.
leave-PAST

‘Hanako came and Masako left./Because Hanako came, Masako left.’

Ultimately, the difference lies in the semantic-functional difference between a C
such as atode ‘after’ and a T -te. I repeat the semantics of -ta/-te (T) and that of
atode ‘after’ (C) below:

(72) a. [[ C atodesentential ]] ‘after’
= lRlPle19e2 [ T(e1)✓ tR ^ T(e2)✓ tR

0 ^ tR
0 < tR ^ P(e1) ^

R(T(e1))(e2) ]

b. [[ T -ta/-te ]] ‘PAST’
= lPl tle [ T(e)< t ^ P(e) ]
(where P ( VP) is a variable of type < ev, t > and R ( TP) of type < i,<
ev, t >>)

In (72a), atode is an anchorer (the common property of C) and also a reference-
time sequencer (a feature of temporal connectors including temporal conjunc-
tions, temporal Ps, and temporal adverbs). The function of -ta/-te, the relative
past tense marker, is much simpler: it only sequences two intervals. Note that
T by itself is not a conjunction: that is, it does not have a conjunctive function
built-in. Therefore, we need an interpretive rule for a TP-adjunction structure. I
assume the following rule:

(73) A structural interpretive rule for adjunction of TP to VP:
Let g be [VP TP VP ], where [[ VP ]] = P of type < ev, t >, and [[ TP ]] = R
of type < i,< ev, t >>, then:

[[ g ]] = le19e2 [ P(e1) ^ R(T(e1))(e2) ]

Given this, the adjunction structure with -te is interpretable. The semantics of
(71) is computed as follows:

(74) [[ Embedded TP ]] ‘Hanako came’
= l tle [ T(e)< t ^ come0(e,h) ]

20Ogihara’s (1996) system also correctly yields this redundancy: in his theory, a
temporal conjunction does the sequencing in exactly the same way as a tense morpheme,
and hence the redundancy (see (56) above).
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(75) [[ Matrix VP ]] ‘Masako leave’
= le [ leave0(e,m) ]

(76) [[ Embedded TP + VP ]] (by structural interpretive rule for adjunction)
= le19e2 [ leave0(e1,m) ^ T(e2)< T(e1) ^ come0(e2,h) ]

(77) [[ Matrix TP ]]
= l tle9e2 [ T(e)< t ^ leave0(e,m) ^ T(e2)< T(e) ^ come0(e2,h) ]

(78) [[ Matrix CP ]]
= l tle9e2 [ T(e)✓ tR ^ T(e)< t ^ leave0(e,m) ^ T(e2)< T(e) ^

come0(e2,h) ]
= 1 iff 9e9e2 [ T(e)✓ tR ^ T(e)< s⇤ ^ leave0(e,m) ^ T(e2)< T(e) ^

come0(e2,h) ]
(780) tR

e2 < e < s⇤
The crucial point here is that the outcome (78) contains two events (e and e2)
while it involves only one reference time (tR). The embedded event is only
indirectly anchored to the reference time via sequencing. In the CP-adjoined
version (69), the embedded event is independently anchored to a reference time,
similar to the matrix event.

This contrast brings us back to the idea of event dependency. The character-
ization given in (38) can now be restated as follows, with an added assumption
that event intervals must be anchored:

(79) T and C semantically (as well as syntactically) work at different levels: T
works event-internally and C event-externally.
a. Tense semantics in general is twofold: sequencing and anchoring.
b. In Japanese, T sequences events, whereas C anchors an event to a

reference time (and sometimes sequences reference times).

(80) An event must be temporally anchored.
a. When an event e is not directly anchored to a reference time, e must

be indirectly anchored.
b. e is indirectly anchored iff e is sequenced with another event e0 that is

anchored to a reference time.
c. An eventive predicate y(e) is independent iff the event argument e is

directly anchored to a reference time.
d. y(e) is dependent iff e is not directly anchored to a reference time.
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This recaptures Hasegawa’s (1996b) nonincidentality constraint as a general
property of TP-adjunction structures, rather than a property of -te. With a formal
theory of tense computation in Japanese outlined above, let us return to the
observed contrasts found in the triplet in (11) (repeated below), which shows the
effect of the nonincidentality constraint:

(11) a. Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ie-o
house-ACC

de-ta.
get out-PAST.

ame-ga
rain-NOM

huri
fall

hazime-ta.
begin-PAST.

‘Hanako left home. It began to rain.’
b. [

[
Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ie-o
house-ACC

de-ta
get out-PAST

atode
after

]
]

ame-ga
rain-NOM

huri
fall

hazime-ta.
begin-PAST
‘After Hanako left home it began to rain.’

c. *[
[

Hanako-ga
Hanako-NOM

ie-o
house-ACC

de-te
get out-TE

]
]

ame-ga
rain-NOM

huri
fall

hazime-ta.
begin-PAST

(Intended: ‘Hanako left home and (then) it began to rain.’)

The formal representations of (11a–c) are shown in (81a–c) below (where r(e1)
is an event of beginning to rain and l(e2) is an event of Hanako leaving home):

(81) a. 9e19e2 [ T(e2)✓ tR
0 ^ T(e2)< s⇤ ^ T(e1)✓ tR ^ T(e1)< s⇤ ^

r(e1) ^ l(e2) ]

b. 9e19e2 [ T(e2)✓ tR
0 ^ T(e2)< T(e1) ^ T(e1)✓ tR ^ T(e1)< s⇤ ^

tR
0 < tR

::::::
^ r(e1) ^ l(e2) ]

c. 9e19e2 [ T(e2)< T(e1) ^ T(e1)✓ tR ^ T(e1)< s⇤ ^ r(e1) ^ l(e2) ]

In all three examples, the same two events are involved. The only differences lie
in how the event denoted by the first conjunct (e2) is temporally associated with
the timeline in the discourse. In (81a) and (81b), the event e2 of Hanako leaving
home is directly anchored to a reference time tR

0 (T(e2)✓ tR
0). The difference

between the two is whether the relationship between the reference time for the
first event and the one for the second is explicitly specified (i.e., the presence of
:::::::
tR
0 < tR as well as T(e2) < T(e1) in (81b) and their absence in (81a)). On the

other hand, in (81c), e2 is not directly anchored to a reference time (the absence
of T(e2)✓ tR

0). In other words, e2 in (81c) does not have its own temporal
foundation (=reference time) in the timeline in the discourse, and thus, e2 cannot
establish its independence. Thus I reformulate the nonincidentality constraint as
follows:
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(82) When event e with y(e) is dependent on event e0 with f(e0) (where e 6= e0
and y 6= f ), it is inferred that e has a logical connection with e0.
(where a “logical connection” is meant to be a connection that goes beyond
a mere temporal sequence, such as a cause-effect relation.)

In the case of (11c)/(81c), the first event (Hanako’s leaving home) is dependent on
the second event (it starting to rain), and thus, the discourse status of the first event
is guaranteed only when its logical relation to the second event can be established.
Because it is pragmatically difficult to imagine a case where the two events in
question bear some logical connection, the sentence sounds unnatural. The effect
stems from the lack of a direct anchorer for the first event, and has nothing to do
with the inherent function of -te.

4.4 Event Interlacing
There is another case in which event dependency leads -te conjunction and C-
conjunction to different interpretations. Let us observe the following pair:

(83) [
[

kisyoo-zyoohoo-o
weather-info-ACC

atume-te
collect-TE

]
]

tenkizu-o
weather map-ACC

tukut-ta.
make-PAST

(i) ‘I made a weather map after having collected weather information.’
9e19e2 [ T(e1)✓ tR ^ T(e2)< T(e1) ^ T(e1)< s⇤ ^ make(e1) ^ col(e2) ]
(ii) ‘I made a weather map, collecting weather information.’

(84) [
[

kisyoo-zyoohoo-o
weather-info-ACC

atume-ta
collect-PAST

atode
after

]
]

tenkizu-o
weather map-ACC

tukut-ta.
make-PAST

‘I made a weather map after having collected weather information.’
9e19e2 [ T(e1)✓ tR ^ T(e2)< T(e1) ^ T(e1)< s⇤ ^ T(e2)✓ tR

0 ^
tR
0 < tR ^ make(e1) ^ col(e2) ]

In the above, the same two events are conjoined, either with -te (83) or with C
(84). Both sentences are perfectly acceptable, and they are semantically similar.
However, a closer examination would reveal that (83) has a reading that is absent
in (84): the reading in which the two events temporally overlap is possible in
(83) (=(83-ii)), while no such reading is available in (84). The crucial difference
between the two is event dependency. In (83), the information collection event
is a dependent event because it is not directly anchored to a reference time. I
assume that this leads to the availability of the overlap reading. In (84), on the
other hand, the event of information collection is directly anchored because of the
governing C for the embedded T, and thus, it is an independent event. Because of
this independent nature, the overlap reading is prohibited.
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I propose that when an event is dependent on another event, the sequential
function can be microscopically applied to the subeventive level. To imple-
ment this idea, first, I introduce an operator that induces subeventive interpre-
tations. The literature often mentions (e.g., Dowty, 1979) that activity and state
predicates have the subinterval/subeventive property. Previous studies such as
Lasersohn (1995, 1998) and Van Geenhoven (2004) analyze the event-iterative
interpretations observed in aspect coercion (by, for example, for-adverbials; cf.
Pustejovsky, 1995; de Swart, 1998) in terms of pluractional/distributive operators
on events (Lasersohn) or intervals (Van Geenhoven). Van Geenhoven (2005)
further proposes an analysis under which atelicity in lexical aspect is also captured
in terms of a pluractional operator. I adopt this idea of Van Geenhoven that
activity predicates inherently involve a pluractional operator ?. The semantics
of activity predicates can be analyzed as ?ey(e) with the lexically inherent
pluractional operator ? binding y’s event argument e. Informally, the pluractional
operator ? guarantees that y is applicable to subparts of e. The following formal
characterization is adapted from Van Geenhoven (2005: 117):21

(85) ?ey(e) = 1 iff
9e0 [ e0 ⇢ e e ^ y(e0) ^ number(e0)> 1 ] ^
8e0 [ e0 ⇢ e e ^ y(e0)!9e00 [ e00 ⇢ e e ^ y(e00) ^ [ e00 < e0 _ e0 < e00 ]]]
(where ⇢ e is the “proper part of” relation on events.)

This reads: a pluractionalized predicate y is true of an event e iff there is more
than one subevent e0 of e such that y is true of e0, and such subevents of e are
temporally sequenced.

This pluractional analysis of activity predicates can be extended to predicates
with an incremental theme (Dowty, 1991; Tenny, 1987) such as eat and read.
According to Krifka (1989, 1992, 1998), a main characteristic of these predicates
can be defined in terms of their ability to map proper parts of the event to which
they apply onto proper parts of their objects. For example, when John read a
book, proper parts of the reading event are mapped onto proper parts of the book.
This property contrasts with activity verbs such as push, because they do not
necessarily interact with subparts of their objects in the course of the event. I
tentatively propose that the incremental nature of predicates like eat and read
can be captured by the pluractional operator ? binding the theme variable in the
following way:

21Van Geenhoven (2004, 2005) defines the pluractional operator(s) in terms of intervals,
rather than events. However, because this study adopts the framework of event semantics,
I reinterpreted Van Geenhoven’s definitions in terms of events.
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(86) Incremental verbs: lylxle? e,yy(e,x,y)
where ?e,yy(e,x,y) = 1 iff 9e09y0 [ e0 ⇢ e e ^ y0 ⇢ o y ^ y(e0,x,y0) ^
number(e0) > 1 ^ number(y0) > 1 ^ 8e08y0 [ e0 ⇢ e e ^ y0 ⇢ o y ^
y(e0,x,y0)! 9e009y00 [ e00 ⇢ e e ^ y00 ⇢ o y ^ y(e,00 x,y00) ^ [ e00 <
e0 _ e0 < e00 ] ] ] ] (where ⇢ o is the “proper part of” relation on objects.)

In (86), the event-object pair is pluractionalized. Thus, both the event e and the
object y must be divisible so that x acts on a part of y in each subevent of e.

Reverting to the possibility of a dependent event temporally interacting with
subevents of the event it depends on, I hypothesize that the distributive ? operator
can take its scope over the dependent event. Thus, informally, (87a) can be re-
interpreted as (87b), where ?e1 takes its scope over the dependent event e2 bound
by the existential quantifier:

(87) a. le [ T(e)✓ tR ^ 9e2 [ e2 < e ^ ?ep(e) ^ y(e2) ]]

b. le [ T(e)✓ tR ^ ?e 9e2 [ e2 < e ^ p(e) ^ y(e2) ]]

Given (85), the truth condition for the underlined predicate in (87b) bound by the
pluractional operator would be as follows:

(88) ?e 9e2 [ e2 < e ^ p(e) ^ y(e2) ] = 1 iff
9e0 [ e0 ⇢ e e ^ 9e2 [ e2 < e0 ^ p(e0) ^ y(e2) ] ^ number(e0)> 1 ] ^
8e0 [ e0 ⇢ e e ^ 9e2 [ e2 < e0 ^ p(e0) ^ y(e2) ]!
9e00 [ e00 ⇢ e e ^ 9e2 [ e2 < e00 ^ p(e00) ^ y(e2) ] ^ [ e00 < e0 _ e0 < e00 ]]]

Because the existence of e2 is dependent on its relation with e, and because
e is obligatorily pluractionalized/distributed, an iterative reading of e2 is made
available through the pluractionalization of e. I call this subeventive rendition of
temporal precedence event interlacing.

This wide scope reading of ?e is not allowed if the y event e2 is temporally
independent, i.e., directly anchored to a reference time. The representation shown
below is identical to (87) except that the y event e2 is temporally independent:

(89) a. le [ T(e)✓ tR ^ 9e2 [ T(e2)✓ tR
0 ^ tR

0 < tR ^ e2 < e ^ ?ep(e) ^
y(e2) ]]

b. le [ T(e)✓ tR ^ ?e 9e2 [ T(e2)✓ tR
0 ^ tR

0 < tR ^ e2 < e ^ p(e) ^
y(e2) ]]

Line (89a) represents a regular precedence relation between e2 and e, and (89b)
represents its potentially interlaced version. The latter, however, would not yield
the interlaced reading between e2 and e because their temporal relationship is
bound by the precedence relation between the two reference times, tR

0 and tR,
which are constant intervals anchoring e2 and e, respectively. Because constant
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intervals are not bound by the existential operator, they cannot be iterated. Thus,
the interlaced reading is blocked.22 Therefore, event interlacing is banned when
the two events are independent.

Let us consider some concrete examples. In (83), the event of map-making is
an incremental event, which involves an incremental theme. Thus the event-object
pair is bound by the pluractional operator ? and is divided into subevent-subobject
pairs to which the verb is applicable. Because the information-collecting event
in (83) is temporally dependent on the map-making event, the ? operator may
take its scope over the dependent event. This would yield an interlaced reading
of (83), where the information-collecting event is iterated as many times as the
number of the subevents of the map-making activity. This corresponds to the
overlap interpretation of (83), given in (83-ii). In (84), however, such an overlap
reading is not available, because the information-collecting event is anchored to a
reference time distinct from the one anchoring the map-making event.

An immediate advantage of this interlacing hypothesis is that it correctly
predicts that an overlap reading is difficult to obtain in the following example,
in which the syntactic positions of the two events in (83) are switched:

(90) [
[

tenkizu-o
weather map-ACC

tukut-te
make-TE

]
]

kisyoo-zyoohoo-o
weather-info-ACC

atume-ta.
collect-PAST

(i) ‘I collected weather information after having made a weather map.’
(ii) *‘I collected weather information while making a weather map.’
(iii) ?‘Making weather maps all the while, I collected weather informa-
tion.’

The total sequential reading (i) is readily available for (90), which is not surpris-
ing. However, an overlap reading is difficult to obtain. The only possible overlap
reading is (iii), where many maps are being made in the course of collecting
information, although this reading may be pragmatically somewhat odd. By

22This may also mean that the sequencing of reference times can never be overridden.
This may be the reason why the sequential reading may be totally reversed in a contrastive
reading of -te conjunction (Nakatani, 2003a), such as the following:

(i) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

10-zi-ni
10-o.clock-DAT

ne-te,
sleep-TE,

Hanako-wa
Hanako-TOP

9-zi-ni
9-o.clock-DAT

ne-ta.
sleep-PAST.

‘Taro went to bed at 10, and Hanako went to bed at 9.’
9e19e2 [ T(e1) ✓ 9o.clock ^ T(e2) ✓ 10o.clock ^ e2 < e1 ^ sleep0(e1, t) ^
sleep0(e2,h) ]

In (i), e1 is anchored to 9 o’clock and e2 is to 10 o’clock, while e1 is supposed to follow
e2, which contradicts our world knowledge about the precedence relation between 9 and
10 o’clock. When we are forced to choose one temporal relation to override the other
to salvage the sentence, the reference-time sequencing is chosen, canceling out the event
sequencing, because the sequencing of reference times are never cancellable.
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contrast, an interpretation like (ii) is not available at all. The contrast between
(90-ii) and (83-ii) suggests that the overlap reading of -te conjunction is not
symmetric. This fact is predicted by the present hypothesis of event interlacing.
According to the present hypothesis, in order to yield an overlap reading, the
two events denoted by the conjuncts must interlace in such a way that the event
denoted by the first conjunct is repeated as the second event proceeds: that is, the
map-creation event must be repeated. According to real-world knowledge, this
type of repetition is somewhat odd, hence the marginality of (90-iii). This fact
supports the hypothesis of event interlacing, and goes against the analysis that an
overlap reading of -te conjunction is attributed to the semantic vacuousness of -te:
if this were the case, (90-ii) should be as good as (83-ii) (note that the suggested
English translation with while is perfectly acceptable). Thus, this evidence can be
considered crucial for my proposal.

Below is another pair of examples that illustrate the same point:

(91) a. [
[

biiru-o
beer-ACC

non-de
drink-TE

]
]

gohan-o
meal-ACC

tabe-ta.
eat-PAST

(i) ‘I drank beer and then ate the meal.’
(ii) ‘I ate the meal, drinking beer.’

b. [
[

biiru-o
beer-ACC

nomi-hosi-te
drink-dry up-TE

]
]

gohan-o
meal-ACC

tabe-ta.
eat-PAST

‘I drank up the beer and then ate the meal.’

The reading (91a-ii) is readily available because repeating the sequence of drink-
ing (not necessarily drinking up) beer and then eating something is natural. On
the other hand, (91b) is unambiguous because it is not a natural eating habit to
drink up beer in a container each time before putting something into the mouth.

The present hypothesis also predicts that an overlap reading is not available
when the event denoted by the matrix predicate cannot be divided into subevents.
This prediction is empirically borne out. For example:

(92) [
[

kisyoo-zyoohoo-o
weather-info-ACC

atume-te
collect-TE

]
]

umi-ni
sea-DAT

de-ta.
go out-PAST

‘I collected weather information and sailed out to sea.’

Our theory predicts that the overlap reading (i.e., ‘to go out while collecting the
information’) is not available in the above example, because the matrix predicate
denotes an achievement event, which does not have subeventive structure, and
thus, subeventive interlacing is not possible between the two clauses. In fact, this
is true: (92) is unambiguous, involving only the strict order reading.

Another example is provided as follows:

(93) kare-wa
he-TOP

[
[

ibiki-o
snore-ACC

kai-te
make-TE

]
]

ne-te
sleep-TE

i-ta.
exist-PAST
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‘He was sleeping, snoring.’

This is what is usually categorized as the “manner” interpretation of -te conjunc-
tion. Although most of the “manner” examples Martin (1975) lists can be easily
reinterpreted as subcases of the “temporal sequence” (strict order) interpretation,
(93) obviously depicts two simultaneous events. For the present theory, this is just
another instance of event interlacing. The whole situation is an accumulation of
microscopic ordered pairs of <snore, sleep>.23 This analysis is supported by the
fact that (93) would sound strange if we put the matrix verb into a nonprogressive
aspect.

(94) ??kare-wa
he-TOP

[
[

ibiki-o
snore-ACC

kai-te
make-TE

]
]

ne-ta.
sleep-PAST

Example (94) is odd because ne ‘to sleep’ in Japanese is an achievement verb by
default, unlike in English. The English verb sleep has an achievement reading,
as can be seen in an example like I sleep at 10; however, such a reading is
marked, and the achievement aspect of sleep is usually expressed by phrasal
expression go to bed or fall asleep. On the other hand, Japanese does not have
an equivalent of English go to bed (or go to futon?) and the Japanese verb ne is
used to denote such an achievement event (e.g., we can say to our kids watching
TV at night, Ne-nasai! ‘sleep-IMPERATIVE’ = ‘Go to bed!’ However, in English,
one would not say, Sleep!). Japanese ne can have the durative state reading of
‘sleeping’ only when such a reading is aspectually coerced by a durative temporal
adverb, a habitual expression, or the progressive aspect (as in (93)). By default,
ne is an achievement verb, and therefore, (94) sounds odd: because the matrix
event in (94) cannot be divided into subevents, the snoring and sleeping events
cannot be interlaced. Therefore, (94) only has the strict order reading, which is
obviously an odd situation to have in the real world (‘He snored and fell asleep’).
This explanation is further supported by the fact that (94) will sound perfectly
acceptable if we add a durative temporal adverb:

(95) kare-wa
he-TOP

[
[

ibiki-o
snore-ACC

kai-te
make-TE

]
]

hitobanzyuu
all night long

ne-ta.
sleep-PAST

‘He slept all night long, snoring.’

The adverbial expression hitobanzyuu ‘all night long’ forces ne to denote a
durative event, enabling event interlacing (hence the emergence of the overlap
reading). Moreover, the following example (pointed out by Susumu Kuno, per-
sonal communication) is much better than (94) because its generic interpretation
facilitates a stative reading of ne:

23Metaphorically. Of course, in the real world, one does not really alternate between the
act of snoring and sleeping. A more precise theory of metaphorical extension should be
developed, which I leave for future study.
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(96) kare-wa
he-TOP

[
[

[
[

ibiki-o
snore-ACC

kai-te
make-TE

]
]

ne-ru
sleep-PRES

]
]

kuse-ga
habit-NOM

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘He has a habit of sleeping snoring.’

In sum, I have argued that an overlap reading in -te conjunction is made
possible through event interlacing, which in turn is closely connected to event
dependency: when an event is dependent on another, sequencing through inter-
lacing is possible. Event interlacing may be driven only when the matrix event
has subeventive structure. This theory naturally captures the contrast between
-te conjunction and C-conjunction with respect to the availability of an overlap
reading.

4.5 Zero Conjunction and -te Conjunction
The present theory correctly differentiates -te conjunction from zero conjunction.
Examples are provided below:

(97) [
[

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

banana-o
banana-ACC

tabe
eat

],
],

Mika-ga
Mika-NOM

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-ta.
eat-PAST

‘Taro ate the banana and Mika ate the apple.’

(98) [
[

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

banana-o
banana-ACC

tabe-te
eat-te

]
]

Mika-ga
Mika-NOM

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-ta.
eat-PAST

‘Taro ate the banana and Mika ate the apple.’

The semantic difference between the two types of C-less conjunction is subtle and
is often difficult to detect. However, I argue that some differences exist between
the two, and that the differences are predictable under the present theory.

My assumption is that while the interpretation of -te conjunction is based on
the event-sequencing function of -te, zero conjunction is a simple juxtaposition of
two phrases, and is interpreted as such. This contrast is often empirically obscure
because a temporal sequence reading is available for temporally unspecified
coordinate structures through iconic inference. Suppose one utters a sentence
depicting an event x and then another sentence depicting an event y. Even if no
morpheme specifies the temporal order of x and y, a temporal interpretation may
have to be imposed. Thus, by default, the hearer identifies the order of linguistic
presentation with the order of the real world timeline (Partee, 1973; Dry, 1983;
Dowty, 1986; Hinrichs, 1986). Through this mechanism, a sequential reading
is readily available in zero conjunction, which obscures the empirical distinction
between -te conjunction and zero conjunction.

However, subtle differences are still apparent between the two, which can be
accounted for by the present proposal. Before moving on to the crucial data, let
us first spell out the analysis of zero conjunction as juxtaposition.
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As discussed in Section 4.2.1, it is impossible for a strictly head-final language
like Japanese to have a headed coordinate structure. Therefore, a language
like Japanese can only have a pseudo-coordinate structure like -te conjunction,
which may be semantically interpreted as coordination but is syntactically a
subordinate structure. I argue that there is another possible means of having a
pseudo-coordinate structure in a strictly head-final language: to have a juxtaposed
structure without a coordinating head. I assume that zero conjunction has such
a juxtaposition structure (see also Tamori, 1977 and Tokashiki, 1989 for similar
views). This proposal is schematically illustrated in the following example:

(99) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

banana-o
banana-ACC

tabe,
eat,

koohii-o
coffee-ACC

non-da.
drink-PAST

‘Taro ate the banana and drank the coffee.’
Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

[
[

[VP
[VP

banana-o
banana-ACC

tabe
eat

],
],

[VP
[VP

koohii-o
coffee-ACC

nom
drink

]
]

]
]

-ta.
T

Example (99) is an instance of straightforward juxtaposition of two phrases,
structurally similar to the appositive constructions.

What if phrases larger than a verb phrase (such as TP) are juxtaposed, as
in (97)? I assume that in a juxtaposed structure, the element(s) that are shared
by both conjuncts and are at the right edge of the conjuncts might not be
phonologically realized in the first conjunct. Thus, the structure of (97) would
be like the following, where the unpronounced head is struck out:

(100) [[TP
[[TP

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

banana-o
banana-ACC

tabe
eat

T
T

],
],

[TP
[TP

Mika-ga
Mika-NOM

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe
eat

T
T

]]
]]

I do not advocate any specific theories (movement? deletion?) for how the
phonologically null T is made possible. I simply assume that this construction
is essentially the same as the Right Node Raising in English, or in Japanese,
exemplified below:

(101) John composed, and Mary played the first half of, the new sonata.
[ John composed (the new sonata) ] and [ Mary played the first half of the
new sonata ]

(102) Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

banana-o,
banana-ACC,

Mika-ga
Mika-NOM

ringo-o,
apple-ACC,

tabe-ta.
eat-PAST

‘Taro ate bananas, and Mika ate apples.’
[[TP
[[TP

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

banana-o
banana-ACC

(tabe-ta / te)
(eat-T)

],
],

[TP
[TP

Mika-ga
Mika-NOM

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-ta
eat-T

]]
]]
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We see how this proposal regarding the structural difference between zero
conjunction and -te conjunction is empirically supported. I argue that some data
suggest that -te conjunction has stronger sequencing power than zero conjunction,
supporting the present hypothesis that the former involves an overt sequencing
morpheme whereas the latter contains none.

The idea that -te conjunction is more sequential than zero conjunction has
been discussed in the literature by several authors. For example, Y. Watanabe
(1994) examined the frequency of coordinative and sequential conjunctions and
concluded that zero conjunction codes “parallel event relations” while -te con-
junction codes “event continuity” (Watanabe, 1994: 160). My proposal conforms
to Watanabe’s characterizations: zero conjunction represents more parallelism
because it is essentially a structural juxtaposition; -te conjunction codes a higher
degree of “event continuity” because (i) -te is a sequencer and (ii) -te conjunction
represents a sequence of dependent events because of the lack of C. Other authors
such as Kuno (1973) have also argued that -te conjunction is sequential while zero
conjunction is not. The following examples are cited from Kuno (1973: 193):

(103) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

yoku
well

asobi,
play

yoku
well

benkyoosu-ru.
study-PRES

‘Taro plays a lot and studies a lot (in no specific order).’
b. Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
yoku
well

ason-de
play-TE

yoku
well

benkyoosu-ru.
study-PRES

‘Taro plays a lot and (then) studies a lot, in this specific order.’
?‘Taro plays a lot and studies a lot (in no specific order).’

Kuno (1973) states that (103b) is ungrammatical in the sense of (103a). For
some native speakers (including me), the observed contrast is much subtler than
Kuno (1973) suggests, but even they would agree that (103a) sounds more natural
than (103b) for an unordered reading. On the basis of these data, Kuno (1973)
provides the generalization that “[t]he V1-te V2 pattern cannot be used when two
simultaneous actions or states are involved.” However, as authors like Tamori
(1977) and Tokashiki (1989) note, this overstates the case because many contexts
exist in which the two events in -te conjunction temporally overlap (e.g., hon-o
yon-de benkyoosu-ru ‘study by reading books’; see Section 4.4).

Watanabe’s (1994) term “parallel event relations” appears to better capture
what -te conjunction cannot establish than “two simultaneous actions” does. We
can create a clearer set of examples showing this contrast by setting up a neutral
situation in which the parallel-listing reading and sequential reading are equally
plausible. In preparing these sentences, it is important to avoid the past tense
and preferably use a habitual aspect, so that a parallel-listing reading is readily
available; the past tense tends to force a sequential reading because it depicts
events that actually happened, and the events that actually happened should have
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a temporal order. Let us observe some examples:

(104) a. tiizu-o
cheese-ACC

tabe,
eat,

wain-o
wine-ACC

nom-u
drink-PRES

no-ga
COMP-NOM

tuu-desu.
connoisseur-COP

‘Eating cheese and drinking wine, that’s what a gourmet does.’

b. tiizu-o
cheese-ACC

tabe-te
eat-TE

wain-o
wine-ACC

nom-u
drink-PRES

no-ga
COMP-NOM

tuu-desu.
connoisseur-COP

‘Eating cheese (first) and (then) drinking wine, that’s what a gourmet
does.’

Regarding the combination of the two events in (104), there is no significant bias
toward the parallel or sequential reading. In this case, the zero-conjunctive ver-
sion (104a) shows a prominent parallel-listing reading, whereas the -te conjoined
version (104b) has a prominent sequential reading. Although both sentences are
ambiguous between the parallel and sequential readings, I believe that in terms of
the prominence, the contrast between (104a) and (104b) is clear, supporting the
present hypothesis. Another pair of examples is shown:

(105) a. ano
that

sakka-wa
writer-TOP

nikka-de
daily work-at

genkoo-o
manuscript-ACC

10-peezi
10-page

kaki,
write,

hon-o
book

1-satu
1-volume

yom-u.
read-PRES

‘That writer writes ten manuscript pages and reads one book as daily
work.’

b. ano
that

sakka-wa
writer-TOP

nikka-de
daily work-at

genkoo-o
manuscript-ACC

10-peezi
10-page

kai-te
write-TE

hon-o
book

1-satu
1-volume

yom-u.
read-PRES

‘That writer writes ten manuscript pages and then reads one book as
daily work.’

Again, the contrast in terms of prominent interpretation (not in terms of possible
interpretations) is clear: the nonordered reading is prominent in (105a), whereas
the sequential one is stronger in (105b). This contrast supports the present
hypothesis.

A different type of evidence shows that the sequential function is built into
-te itself, but not in zero conjunction. Although Japanese is well known as a
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strictly head-final language and no phrase can be placed to the right of the matrix
predicate, it is possible to violate this principle in colloquial speech or poetry. In
such a case, a -te phrase can be dislocated to the right of the matrix clause. If the
sequential reading of -te conjunction were available solely by pragmatic inference
based on word order, then the interpretation should be that the event denoted by
the -te phrase must temporally follow the matrix event when put to the right edge
of the sentence. This prediction turns out to be incorrect, as seen in the following
example:

(106) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

dekake-masi-ta,
go out-POLITE-PAST,

[
[

asagohan-o
breakfast-ACC

tabe-te
eat-TE

].
].

‘Taro went out after he ate the breakfast.’

(106) denotes a sequence of two events, in which the -te clause is still a sequen-
tially preceding event, even though it follows the matrix event in the surface
structure. The fact conforms to the present hypothesis: -te is a sequencer, no
matter where it appears. Zero conjunction constructions, on the other hand, resist
scrambling:

(107) *Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

dekake-masi-ta,
go out-POLITE-PAST,

[
[

asagohan-o
breakfast-ACC

tabe
eat

].
].

This is compatible with the assumption that zero conjunction is a Right-Node-
Raising-like juxtaposition involving phonological deletion based on structural
parallelism. Post-sentential scrambling is unacceptable because it destroys the
required parallelism.24

A further empirical distinction between zero conjunction and -te conjunction
can be found in the case of manner depiction. Zero conjunction tends not to give
the first conjunct a manner interpretation when there is no semantic or pragmatic
bias toward a manner reading, because its basic function is to present a parallel
listing. On the other hand, -te conjunction readily allows the first conjunct to
be interpreted as a manner depiction, because the -te clause is a subordinate
adjunct and -te conjunction allows sequencing through interlacing. Consider the
following examples:

(108) a. tyuuisi,
watch out,

miti-o
road-ACC

watari-nasai.
cross-POLITE IMPERATIVE

‘Watch out, cross the street.’

24Scrambling of the first conjunct of a zero-conjoined structure may be possible if it is
not scrambled to the end of the sentence. Such cases are limited. See the discussion later
in this section.
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b. tyuuisi-te
watch out-TE

miti-o
road-ACC

watari-nasai.
cross-POLITE IMPERATIVE

‘Cross the street carefully.’

Example (108a) represents an imperative command requesting two tasks that are
independent of each other. Thus, it gives an impression to native speakers that
the command is to conduct the actions separately (and thus, the sentence sounds
somewhat odd). In (108b), on the other hand, an interlaced reading is prominent.
Native speakers feel that the speaker is telling us to cross the road cautiously, a
situation in which the event denoted by the first conjunct specifies the manner
of the second. The contrast, I believe, is clear here. Example (108b) is a more
natural sentence because staying careful while crossing sounds more reasonable
than undertaking the two actions separately. Here is another pair of examples
illustrating the same point:

(109) a. ?kare-wa
he-TOP

ibiki-o
snore-ACC

kaki,
make,

ne-te
sleep-TE

i-ta.
exist-PAST

(Intended: ‘He was sleeping, snoring’)
b. kare-wa

he-TOP
ibiki-o
snore-ACC

kai-te
make-TE

ne-te
sleep-TE

i-ta.
exist-PAST

‘He was sleeping, snoring’

Snoring is an event that accompanies a sleeping event, but not vice versa. In this
sense, snoring is a subordinate event. The awkwardness of the zero conjunctive
(109a) supports the idea that zero conjunction is for parallel, independent listing
of two events. The -te conjunctive version of the sentence, (109b), is perfectly
acceptable. This suggests that in -te conjunction, the first conjunct can be
interlaced with the second as a subordinate event.

The difference in the possibility of scrambling also points to the validity of
the present hypothesis. In general, a -te conjunct is easier to scramble than a
zero conjunct. This supports the idea that zero conjunction tends to be more
coordinative, as seen in the following examples:

(110) a. [
[

titioya-ga
father-NOM

modori
return

],
],

kodomotati-ga
children-NOM

yorokon-da.
get delighted-PAST

‘The father returned and the children got delighted.’
b. ??kodomotati-ga,

children-NOM,
[
[

titioya-ga
father-NOM

modori
return

],
],

yorokon-da.25

get delighted-PAST
‘The father returned and the children got delighted.’

25The acceptability of the sentence increases if the matrix subject (i.e., kodomotati) is
marked with a topic marker. The reason for this is probably that the topic is higher than
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(111) kodomotati-ga,
children-NOM,

[
[

titioya-ga
father-NOM

modot-te
return-TE

],
],

yorokon-da.
get delighted-PAST

Scrambling of an internal argument of the matrix predicate to the left of a zero
conjunct is also disallowed in zero conjunction, as pointed out by Tokashiki
(1989):

(112) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

oki,
get up,

kao-o
face-ACC

arat-ta.
wash-PAST

‘Taro got up and washed his face.’
b. *Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
kao-o,
face-ACC,

oki,
get up,

arat-ta.
wash-PAST

(113) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

oki-te
get up-TE

kao-o
face-ACC

arat-ta.
wash-PAST

‘Taro got up and washed his face.’
b. Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
kao-o
face-ACC

oki-te
get up-TE

arat-ta.
wash-PAST

A sharp contrast is noted between (112b) and (113b), showing the coordinative
nature of zero conjunction and subordinative nature of -te conjunction. Note
that one can improve examples such as (112b) by manipulating the semantic
relationship between the two events. However, the important point is that there
exists no pair of scrambling examples in which the -te conjunctive version sounds
worse than the zero-conjunctive version, while we can easily find examples of the
opposite case. This fact shows that -te conjunction is more of a subordinator and
less of a coordinator than the zero conjunction, a contrast easily accounted for by
the present hypothesis.

In summary, although the semantics of -te conjunction and zero conjunction
are often indistinguishable, a number of differences exist between them. First,
when a sequential reading and a parallel-listing reading are equally plausible, -te
conjunction prominently prefers the sequential reading while zero conjunction
points to the parallel, independent listing. Second, -te conjunction retains its
sequential reading even when the first conjunct structurally follows the second
conjunct. On the other hand, zero conjunction does not allow this type of order
change. Third, -te conjunction is more compatible with a subordinate manner
interpretation. Finally, -te conjunction is more lenient in allowing a scrambled
word order. The present hypothesis that -te is an event sequencer that allows
interlacing, whereas zero conjunction is structurally a juxtaposition, gives a
unified explanation for these observed facts.

TP and the whole structure of such an example would be [Topic [ [TP NP V ] [TP e V ]]]
with the subject of the second TP being a zero pronoun.
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4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the properties of -te have been discussed from three viewpoints:
syntax, morphology, and semantics. On the basis of the observations from syntax
and morphology, -te is best regarded as an allomorph of the past tense marker
in Japanese. I have proposed that the past tense marker in Japanese is realized
as -ta when governed by C, and -te otherwise. This means that no semantic and
functional difference exists between -ta and -te. Apparent differences result from
the presence/absence of governing C. Tense computation is divided into T-level
and C-level: the former sequences events and the latter anchors an event to a
reference time. Thus, T works at the event level and C at the super-event level.

This hypothesis then leads to the hypothesis of event dependency: an event
is semantically dependent on another event unless governed by C and anchored
to a reference time. Event dependency leads to various differences between C-
conjunction and -te conjunction, including the emergence of Hasegawa’s (1996)
nonincidentality constraint and availability of event interlacing, where prece-
dence relations are computed microscopically at the subeventive level.

In addition, the present hypothesis is capable of explaining the subtle differ-
ences between zero conjunction and -te conjunction: the latter is more subordi-
native and more sequential than the former. With all these considerations and
observations, I have shown that the proposed theory, in which -te is analyzed as
an allomorph of the past tense marker, is both empirically and conceptually well
founded.





Chapter 5

Syntax of the V-te V Predicate

We now turn to the issue of how the V-te V predicate is syntactically built. A
major syntactic characteristic of the V-te V predicate is that it shows properties
of both complex and simple structures (Kageyama, 1993, 1996; McCawley and
Momoi, 1986; Matsumoto, 1991, 1996; Miyagawa, 1987). To account for this
dual property, I argue that the V-te V predicate is derived from a complex
clausal structure, concatenated into a simple structure through a series of head
movements. Analyses in the same vein have been proposed or suggested in the
Extended Standard Theory era by Harada (1977), Nakau (1973), and Shibatani
(1978), and later by McCawley and Momoi (1986) (see also Miyagawa, 1987)
and Kageyama (1993). However, the technical details and consequences of this
analysis have never been spelled out. This chapter undertakes the task.

5.1 Dual Property of the V-te V Predicate
Before discussing the technical mechanism, I review the dual property of the V-te
V predicate as a foundation for the analysis that follows.

5.1.1 Complexity of the V-te V predicate
An obvious structural property of the V-te V predicate is that it comprises three
parts: V1, -te, and V2. The -te in the V-te V predicate appears to be the same
-te as the one discussed in the preceding chapter because they show exactly the
same morphological properties. Thus, the null hypothesis adopted throughout this
book is that the -te in the V-te V predicate shares the same properties as the -te
elsewhere. An example of -te in a nonconcatenating environment is reproduced
below:
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(1) a. kodomotati-wa
children-TOP

[
[

titioya-ga
father-NOM

modot-te
return-TE

]
]

yorokon-da.
get delighted-PAST

‘The father returned and the children got delighted.’
b. TP2

((((((

NP
kodomotati-wa

‘children-Top’

````
 ̀    

VP
⇠⇠⇠⇠

TP1
⇣

⇣
⇣

NP
titioya-ga

‘father-Nom’

P
P
P
⇣

⇣
⇣

VP

V
modot

‘return’

P
P
P

T
-te

XXXX

VP
yorokon
‘get delighted’

`````

T
-da

Assuming that the same analysis is applicable to the V-te V predicate, it should
be structured as follows:

(2) a. Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

gakkoo-ni
school-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘Taro brought the book to school.’
b. TP2

((((((

NP
Taroo-ga
Taro-Nom

````
 ̀    

VP
     

NP
gakkoo-ni

‘school-Dat’

XXXX⇠⇠⇠⇠

TP1
⇣

⇣
⇣

NP
(Taroo-ga)

P
P
P
⇣

⇣
⇣

VP
⇣

⇣
⇣

NP
hon-o

‘book-Acc’

P
P
P

V
mot

‘hold’

P
P
P

T
-te

XXXX

V
ki

‘come’

`````

T
-ta

A piece of evidence for this analysis comes from the fact that various super-
lexical focus markers can intervene between -te and V2. This fact has been
pointed out by a number of linguists, among whom Martin (1975: 510ff) provides
perhaps the most detailed observations. Martin lists more than 10 instances of
contrastive/focus particles that can intervene between what he calls the “gerundive
-te and auxiliary verb” sequence: -sae, -nado, -nanzo, -nanka, -nante, -gurai,
-bakari, -dakewa, -made, and -demo, as well as the commonly used -wa and -mo.
The acceptability of the intervention of each particle varies depending on factors
specific to the semantics of particular particles, which I do not discuss in this
study. Below are some acceptable examples:
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(3) kare-wa
he-TOP

nanimo
anything

kat-te-wa
buy-TE-PTCL

ko-nakat-ta.
come-NEG-PAST

‘He did not buy anything (but did something, such as checking the price
tags).’

(4) watasi-wa
I-TOP

sonna
such

koto
thing

omot-te-mo
think-TE-PTCL

mi-nakat-ta.
see-NEG-PAST

‘I didn’t even think about it.’

(5) kare-wa
he-TOP

nimotu-o
luggage-ACC

mot-te-nanka
hold-TE-PTCL

kure-nakat-ta.
give-NEG-PAST

‘He never helped me with my luggage.’

Even the [ -te i ] sequence, which is often bundled as a single unit in the literature,
allows this type of intervention:

(6) boku-wa
I-TOP

nai-te{-wa / -mo / -sae
cry-TE{-PTCLs . . .

/ -bakari / -nado / -nanzo / -nanka /

-nante}
-nante}

i-nakat-ta.
exist-NEG-PAST

‘I was not crying.’ (with various emphatic nuances depending on particles)

The data show that teP still works as a constituent even in the V-te V predicate.
Furthermore, the concept of contrast/focus that these particles convey is a super-
lexical, sentential notion: in other words, these particles highlight the part of the
whole sentence that should be given contrast/focus. Therefore, they should be
inserted in the course of syntactic derivation. The possibility of inserting focus
markers inside a V-te V sequence suggests that it is not lexically formed. In
conclusion, we cannot simply assume that the [ -te V2 ] or [ V1-te V2 ] sequence
constitutes a V head from the beginning of derivation. This indicates the existence
of a phrasal boundary between -te and V2, and the null hypothesis that teP is TP
is compatible with this observation.

Another suggestive fact is that V1 in the V-te V predicate can be negated:

(7) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

atoato-no
future-GEN

tameni
for the sake

teki-o
enemy-ACC

tukura-nai-de
create-NEG-TE

oi-ta.
put-PAST

‘For the sake of the future, Taro didn’t make enemies.’

(8) Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

Ziroo-o
Jiro-ACC

sikara-nai-de
scold-NEG-TE

yat-ta.
give-PAST

‘Taro didn’t scold Jiro (to Jiro’s benefit).’
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The fact that V1 can be negated in the V-te V predicate strongly suggests the
complex structure of the V-te V sequence because it is a standard assumption
that Neg is introduced in syntax. Considering that negation is usually located
in a relatively high position in the structure, probably just below T, the above
observation points to the validity of the present hypothesis that -te in the V-te V
predicate is a T head.

Kageyama (1993: 360) observes that the V-te V predicate resists being in
the honorification template o-V-ni nar, while the VV predicate does not, thus
indicating that the V-te V predicate does not constitute a lexical V head:

(9) a. Yamada-sensee-ga
Yamada-teacher-NOM

sore-o
that-ACC

tabe-te
eat-TE

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘Professor Yamada tried eating it.’
b. *Yamada-sensee-ga sore-o o-[ tabe-te mi ]-ni nat-ta.

(10) a. Yamada-sensee-ga
Yamada-teacher-NOM

sore-o
that-ACC

tabe
eat

hazime-ta.
begin-PAST

‘Professor Yamada began to eat it.’
b. Yamada-sensee-ga sore-o o-[ tabe hazime ]-ni nat-ta.

Kageyama (1993) argues that the sharp contrast between (9b) and (10b) shows
that the V-te V predicate, unlike the VV compound, does not start out as a
single head in syntax. Kageyama lists more pieces of evidence for the syntactic
derivation of V-te V constructions, such as the possibility of passivizing V1. (See
Kageyama, 1993, for details.)

5.1.2 Simplicity of the V-te V predicate
The V-te V predicate also shows signs of a simple predicate, as pointed out in the
literature. This section reviews some of the syntactic arguments from previous
studies, mainly from Kageyama (1996), McCawley and Momoi (1986), Matsu-
moto (1991, 1996), and Miyagawa (1987). In addition, I suggest phonological
and psycholinguistic evidence.

Syntactic evidence

As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.2, the V-te V predicate behaves like a single
predicate, in that it allows NPI-licensing across the teP boundary (McCawley
and Momoi, 1986; Matsumoto, 1996; Shibatani, 2007; also Miyagawa, 1987).
Let us quickly reproduce the argument. First, consider the following general
NPI-licensing condition and the adjunct islandhood constraint (Kato, 1985, 1991;
Kuno, 1995: among others), repeated from Chapter 2:
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(11) a. An NPI must be locally licensed by a Neg head.
b. An adjunct clause is an island: an NPI in an adjunct clause cannot be

licensed by a Neg outside the adjunct clause.

The adjunct islandhood for NPI-licensing is shown below, with a clause headed
by kara ‘because’ (12b), and with a nonconcatenated te-clause (13b):

(12) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

[
[

nanimo
anything

hosiku-nakat-ta
want-NEG-PAST

kara
because

]
]

sat-ta.
leave-PAST

‘Taro left because he didn’t want anything.’
b. *Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
[
[

nanimo
anything

hosikat-ta
want-PAST

kara
because

]
]

sara-nakat-ta.
leave-NEG-PAST

(13) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

[
[

dokonimo
anywhere

ika-nai-de
go-NEG-TE

]
]

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-ta.
eat-PAST

‘Taro didn’t go anywhere and ate an apple.’
b. *Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
[
[

dokonimo
anywhere

it-te
go-TE

]
]

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-nakat-ta.
eat-NEG-PAST

However, the adjunct island effect is not found when the te-clause is concatenated,
as shown in (14):

(14) boku-wa
I-TOP

nanimo
anything

tabe-te
eat-TE

ko-nakat-ta.
come-NEG-PAST

‘I didn’t eat anything before I came.’

This shows that the V-te V concatenation nullifies the expected NPI-licensing
island, as if clausal boundaries no longer existed.

Using this diagnostic, we can detail the conditions under which the V-te V
concatenation can occur. Previous studies have suggested that V1-te concatenates
with V2 only when the following two conditions are met (Martin, 1975; Matsu-
moto, 1996; McCawley and Momoi, 1986; also Miyagawa, 1987). First, V1-te
should be adjacent to V2 (except that focus particles can intervene between them).
The following contrasts illustrate this point:

(15) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

kinoo
yesterday

nanimo
anything

tabe-te
eat-TE

ko-nakat-ta.
come-NEG-PAST

‘He came yesterday without having eaten anything.’
b. *kare-wa

he-TOP
[
[

nanimo
anything

tabe-te
eat-TE

]
]

kinoo
yesterday

ko-nakat-ta.
come-NEG-PAST

c. kare-wa
he-TOP

[
[

nanimo
anything

tabe-nai-de
eat-NEG-TE

]
]

kinoo
yesterday

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘He came yesterday without having eaten anything.’
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The contrast between (15a) and (15b) shows that the concatenation is blocked
when kinoo ‘yesterday’ intervenes between the verbs. Note that the placement
of kinoo ‘yesterday’ between V-te and a higher V is perfectly acceptable in
(15c). The reason for the unacceptability of (15b) should thus be attributed to the
impossibility of the expected concatenation, which in turn indicates the existence
of the adjacency constraint on concatenation.

Second, concatenation is further constrained by a lexical factor: V1-te can be
concatenated with V2 only if V2 is selected from a small set of verbs provided in
Chapter 2:

(16) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

nanimo
anything

tabe-te
eat-TE

ika-nakat-ta.
go-NEG-PAST

‘He went without having eaten anything.’
b. *kare-wa

he-TOP
nanimo
anything

tabe-te
eat-TE

tootyakusi-nakat-ta.
arrive-NEG-PAST

The contrast in (16) shows that it is not sufficient for V1-te to be adjacent to V2
to guarantee the acceptability of concatenation: the choice of V2 is limited.1

Other diagnostics for the “simple” (as opposed to complex) status of the
V-te V predicate have been discussed in the literature. One such instance is

1It should be noted that the conditions for NPI-licensing are often modulated by prag-
matic/semantic factors. For example, the adjacency condition and the lexical constraint on
the NPI-licensing can be void if the adjunct clause is semantically or pragmatically tightly
connected to the matrix predicate in the context. For example, (ii) below sounds acceptable
(although somewhat awkward) if supported by a context like (i):

(i) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

itumo
always

soto-ni
outside-DAT

dekake-te
go out-TE

hon-o
book-ACC

yom-u.
read-PRES

‘Taro always goes out to somewhere and reads a book.’

(ii) sikasi
however

nazeka
for some reason

kyoo-wa
today-TOP

dokonimo
anywhere

dekake-te
go-TE

hon-o
book-ACC

yoma-nakat-ta.
read-NEG-PAST

‘However, as for today, for some reason, he didn’t go out anywhere to read a book.’

In the above case, the supporting context helps us interpret the sequence of activities
(‘going out and reading a book’) as a single unified activity, hence the acceptability of (ii).
There is a possibility that the theory of “syntactic unity” discussed here may be reducible
to the theory of semantic unity. In any case, the point is that when V1-te is concatenated
with V2, the required “unity” is dramatically facilitated, even without contextual support.
I propose a process of semantic unification for the V-te V predicate in Chapters 6 and 7;
thus, the remaining question lies in whether the syntactic structure reflects this semantic
unity. I later make suggestions in this chapter that the syntactic unity is present between
V1-te and V2 in the V-te V predicate.
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the “crossed scrambling” test (McCawley and Momoi, 1986; Miyagawa, 1987)
discussed in Chapter 2. Generally, internal arguments of an adjunct clause and
the matrix clause resist crossed scrambling, as illustrated below:

(17) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

[
[

hon-o
book-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

]
]

zitensya-de
bicycle-with

gakkoo-ni
school-DAT

it-ta.
go-PAST

‘Taro went to school by bicycle, holding a book in his hand.’
b. Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
gakkoo-ni
school-DAT

[
[

hon-o
book-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

]
]

zitensya-de
bicycle-with

it-ta.
go-PAST

c. *Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

[
[

hon-o
book-ACC

gakkoo-ni
school-DAT

mot-te
hold-TE

]
]

zitensya-de
bicycle-with

it-ta.
go-PAST

By contrast, if verbs are concatenated, such a crossed scrambling becomes
acceptable:

(18) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

zitensya-de
bicycle-with

gakkoo-ni
school-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

it-ta.
go-PAST

‘Taro brought a book to school with a bicycle.’
b. Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
zitensya-de
bicycle-with

hon-o
book-ACC

gakkoo-ni
school-DAT

mot-te
hold-TE

it-ta.
go-PAST

c. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

hon-o
book-ACC

zitensya-de
bicycle-with

gakkoo-ni
school-DAT

mot-te
hold-TE

it-ta.
go-PAST

As McCawley and Momoi (1986) and Miyagawa (1987) point out, the fact that the
arguments of V1 and V2 can be crossed when the Vs are concatenated suggests
that the arguments of the two Vs are treated as those of one predicate, like a
ditransitive predicate shown below:

(19) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

zitensya-de
bicycle-with

gakkoo-ni
school-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

hakon-da.
carry-PAST

‘Taro carried a book to school with a bicycle.’
b. Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
zitensya-de
bicycle-with

hon-o
book-ACC

gakkoo-ni
school-DAT

hakon-da.
carry-PAST

c. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

hon-o
book-ACC

zitensya-de
bicycle-with

gakkoo-ni
school-DAT

hakon-da.
carry-PAST

Furthermore, when the two verbs are concatenated into a single predicate, an
adjunct modifier can no longer selectively modify V2, as observed in Matsumoto
(1996) as well as in McCawley and Momoi (1986). This is shown in the contrast
observed in (20) below:
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(20) a. Tanaka-san-wa
Tanaka-Mr-TOP

syorui-o
documents-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

faasuto-kurasu-de
first-class-with

ki-ta.
come-PAST
‘Mr. Tanaka held the documents and came using a first-class ticket.’

b. ?Tanaka-san-wa
Tanaka-Mr-TOP

faasuto-kurasu-de
first-class-with

syorui-o
document-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

Example (20b) is awkward because when the two verbs are concatenated, the
adjunct should no longer selectively and exclusively modify V2: using a first-
class ticket is usually irrelevant to the way that documents are transported; rather,
it only specifies how the agent Tanaka-san travels. Compare (20b) with the
following, where the adverbial kuruma-de ‘by car’ can be regarded as a means
of transportation as well as traveling:

(21) Tanaka-san-wa
Tanaka-Mr-TOP

kuruma-de
car-with

syorui-o
documents-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘Mr. Tanaka brought the documents by car.’

The contrast between natural (20a)/(21) and awkward (20b) supports the idea that
the V-te V predicate has undergone some form of amalgamation.

Other syntactic tests have been suggested in the literature, such as the -ga/-o
conversion test with potential morpheme -re (Matsumoto, 1996: 244ff; Miya-
gawa, 1987: 277ff), the -ga/-o conversion test with desiderative morpheme -ta(-i)
(Matsumoto, 1996: 244ff), and the long distance passivization test (Matsumoto,
1991: 188ff; Matsumoto, 1996: 242ff). These tests supposedly show that the
arguments of the two Vs behave as if they are the arguments of a single predicate.
I refer the readers to these previous studies for details.

Phonological evidence

Yet another piece of evidence for the concatenated status of the verbs in the V-te V
predicate comes from its peculiar phonological property: the V-te V sequence can
be contracted under certain circumstances, unlike a nonconcatenated combination
of V1-te and V2 (cf. Martin, 1975: Chapters 9 and 10). Let us consider the
circumstances under which contraction can be triggered. First, contraction occurs
only if V2 begins with a vowel, such as ik ‘to go,’ age ‘to give,’ ok ‘to put,’ and
i ‘to exist,’ with the exception of simaw.2 Below, I provide some examples of
contraction in concatenated V-te V sequences:

2simaw ‘to put away’ starts with a consonant but can trigger contraction in several ways:
e.g., tabe-te simaw ‘eat-TE put away’ can be contracted into tabe-timaw or tabe-tyaw; in
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(22) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

nanimo
anything

mot-te
hold-TE

ika-nakat-ta.
go-NEG-PAST

‘He didn’t bring anything.’
b. kare-wa nanimo mot-te’ka-nakat-ta.

(23) a. warui
bad

ko-ni-wa
boy-DAT-TOP

nanimo
anything

yon-de
read-TE

age-na-i
give-NEG-PRES

yo.
PTCL

‘I won’t read anything for a bad boy, OK?’
b. warui ko-ni-wa nanimo yon-d’age-na-i yo.

(24) a. sore
that

yat-te
do-TE

ok-u
put-PRES

yo.
PTCL

‘I’ll take care of that.’
b. sore, yat-t’ok-u yo.

(25) a. ima,
now,

yat-te
do-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘I’m doing it now.’
b. ima, yat-te’-ru.

A general rule found here is as follows: of the two adjacent vowels of V1-te and
V2—the last vowel of -te and the initial vowel of V2—the higher vowel can be
omitted. Thus, -te age may be contracted into -t’age and -te ik into -te’k. When
the two adjacent vowels are of the same height, the [+front] vowel is omitted: -te
ok may be contracted into -t’ok.

This rule also applies to honorific variants of these V2s. Shown below are
examples with irassyar, an honorific variant of i, and or, a dialectal variant of i:3

(26) a. Tanaka-sensee-wa
Tanaka-teacher-TOP

sono
that

toki
time

gaisyutusi-te
go out-TE

irassyat-ta.
exist.HONOR-PAST

‘Professor Tanaka was out at that time.’
b. Tanaka-sensee-wa sono toki gaisyutusi-te’rassyat-ta.

some dialects including the Kansai dialect, it can be contracted into tabe-te-maw (or tabe-
te-moo). Another exception is ar ‘to exist’ (inanimates). Although this verb starts with a
vowel, it does not trigger phonological contraction.

3This “nonstandard” variant or is not widely used in the Tokyo area, but it is used
in many other places. The or form combined with the honorific suffix -rare and the one
with the polite marker -mas, (namely or-are and ori-mas, respectively), are used in the
Tokyo dialect as well. The former form, or-are, however, does not trigger phonological
contraction, for reasons that are beyond my understanding at this point.
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(27) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

sono
that

toki
time

gaisyutusi-te
go out-TE

ot-ta.
exist(dialectal)-PAST

‘Taro was out at that time.’
b. Taroo-wa sono toki gaisyutusi-t’ot-ta.

However, when the same verbs are not in concatenating environments, con-
traction is not triggered. For example, these V2s do not contract with C, even
when the phonological environment seems to fit the conditions for the contraction:

(28) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

[
[

tukare-ta
get tired-PAST

node
because

]
]

ika-nakat-ta.
go-NEG-PAST

‘He didn’t go because he got tired.’
b. *kare-wa tukare-ta node’ka-nakat-ta.

(29) a. boku-wa
I-TOP

kare-ni
he-DAT

sore-o
it-ACC

[
[

ira-naku-nat-ta
need-NEG-become-PAST

node
because

]
]

age-ta.
give-PAST
‘I gave it to him because it had become unnecessary (for me).’

b. *boku-wa kare-ni sono hon-o ira-naku-nat-ta nod’age-ta.

Further, V1-te never contracts with V2 if V2 is not a concatenating verb:

(30) a. “mate!”
“wait!”

akutoo-wa
villain-TOP

[
[

totuzen
suddenly

araware-te
appear-TE

]
]

it-ta.
say-PAST

‘ “Wait!” said the villain who suddenly came out.’
b. *akutoo-wa totuzen araware-te’t-ta.

(31) a. boku-wa
I-TOP

[
[

sono
that

geemu-o
game-ACC

yari-sugi-te
do-exceed-TE

]
]

aki-ta.
get bored-PAST

‘I played the game too much and got bored.’
b. *boku-wa sono geemu-o yari-sugi-t’aki-ta.

As shown above, sequences such as -te + iw ‘-TE + say’4 and -te + aki ‘-TE
+ get bored’ do not contract, although superficially, they seem to satisfy the
phonological conditions. Therefore, a reasonable conclusion drawn from the
above observations is that concatenation feeds phonological contraction, probably
because it ties the heads tighter. This can be regarded as a piece of evidence for
the change of the syntactic status in the concatenated V-te V predicate.5

4iw ‘to say’ is homophonous to ik ‘to go’ when followed by past tense morphemes
(it-ta/it-te). Nevertheless, iw and ik show a sharp contrast regarding contractibility.

5Alternatively, one can argue that the V-te V concatenation is purely semantic and
because of its semantic effects, it triggers phonological contraction without causing any
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Psycholinguistic evidence

Nakatani (2006) experimentally examined the processing complexity of concate-
nated V-te V predicates in comparison with their nonconcatenated counterparts.
Four conditions were constructed by varying two factors: the adjacency factor
(whether V1-te and V2 were adjacent), and the lexical factor (whether or not V2
was a concatenating verb). Sample items are shown below:

(32) a. Concat-Adjacent: [ NP1-NOM NP2-DAT [ NP3-ACC V1-TE ] V2 ]

syuzii-ga
doctor in charge-NOM

byoositu-ni
hospital room-DAT

tyuusyaki-o
syringe-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘The doctor in charge brought a syringe to the hospital room.’
b. Concat-Nonadjacent: [ NP1-NOM [ NP3-ACC V1-TE ] NP2-DAT V2 ]

syuzii-ga
doctor in charge-NOM

[
[

tyuusyaki-o
syringe-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

]
]

byoositu-ni
hospital room-DAT

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘The doctor in charge came to the hospital room holding a syringe.’
c. Nonconcat-Adjacent: [ NP1-NOM NP2-DAT [ NP3-ACC V1-TE ] V2 ]

syuzii-ga
doctor in charge-NOM

byoositu-ni
hospital room-DAT

[
[

tyuusyaki-o
syringe-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

]
]

tootyakusi-ta.
arrive-PAST

‘The doctor in charge arrived at the hospital room holding a syringe.’

d. Nonconcat-Nonadjacent: [ NP1-NOM [ NP3-ACC V1-TE ] NP2-DAT V2 ]

syuzii-ga
doctor in charge-NOM

[
[

tyuusyaki-o
syringe-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

]
]

byoositu-ni
hospital room-DAT

tootyakusi-ta.
arrive-PAST

‘The doctor in charge arrived at the hospital room holding a syringe.’

All NPs and V1s were kept constant across the conditions. The concatenating V2
in (32a,b) was always either ku ‘to come’ or ik ‘to go,’ with the sense of physical

syntactic change. This hypothesis (which I believe is also viable) requires the model to
allow direct interactions between the semantic and phonological components, which the
Chomskyan framework does not allow. Because the present study assumes a syntacto-
centric model, under which syntax mediates the semantic and phonological components,
this alternative will not be pursued in this book.
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movement retained in all the conditions, so that the eventive interpretation was
kept constant regardless of the concatenation status. NP3-ACC was always a
theme argument associated with V1, and NP2-DAT was always a goal argument
exclusively associated with V2. A ditransitive condition like the following was
also included to measure the processing complexity of a “real” simple predicate.

(33) Ditransitive: [ NP1-NOM NP2-DAT NP3-ACC V ]
syuzii-ga
doctor in charge-NOM

byoositu-ni
hospital room-DAT

tyuusyaki-o
syringe-ACC

hakon-da.
carry-PAST

‘The doctor in charge carried a syringe to the hospital room.’

In each condition, the sentence in question was further embedded in another
sentence, segmented in several regions, and presented region by region on a
computer monitor to the participants as they pushed a button (see Nakatani, 2006
for details). The critical region for comparison was the one that included the
verbs and their internal arguments (excluding the external argument): that is, the
region containing NP2, NP3, V1-te, and V2 (or ditransitive V for the Ditransitive
condition) in the schema shown in (32) and (33).

The retrieval theories proposed by Gibson (1998; 2000) and Lewis and
Vasishth (2005) argue that an extra processing cost must be enforced for having a
long-distance grammatical chain (such as a thematic link between a predicate and
its argument). In this case, the Adjacent conditions should be more difficult to
process than the Nonadjacent conditions because, by having V1 and V2 adjacent,
the goal argument of V2 (NP2-DAT) is separated from V2, allowing [ NP3-ACC
V1-te ] to intervene between them; in the Nonadjacent conditions, on the other
hand, the internal arguments NP2-DAT and NP3-ACC are both adjacent to their
predicates, V2 and V1, respectively.

(34) a. Adjacent conditions (32a,c):
[ NP1-NOM

::::::::
NP2-DAT [ NP3-ACC V1-TE ]

::
V2 ]

b. Nonadjacent conditions (32b,d):
[ NP1-NOM [ NP3-ACC V1-TE ]

::::::::
NP2-DAT

::
V2 ]

The Adjacent conditions could also be predicted to be more difficult because
they involve a scrambling of NP2, but no such scrambling is involved in the
Nonadjacent conditions. It could also be that both factors were in effect.

However, if it is hypothesized that V1-te and V2 are concatenated into a single
predicate in (32a), a different picture emerges: if the cluster V1-te-V2 is treated
as a single predicate, then there would be no scrambling of NP2-DAT, which is
supposed to be directly associated with the V1-te-V2 cluster.

(35) Hypothesized concatenation (32a):
[ NP1-NOM NP2-DAT NP3-ACC [ V1-TE V2 ] ]
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The problem of dependency locality also disappears: V1-te is no longer an
intervening word because it is part of the predicate associated with NP2-DAT, and
NP3-ACC is no longer an intervening word because evidence suggests that words
do not augment the distance cost between an argument and its predicate if they
are thematically associated with the same predicate (Nakatani and Gibson, 2008,
2010). Thus, if the concatenation hypothesis is correct, the Concat-Adjacent
condition (32a) should no longer be difficult, and the Nonconcat-Adjacent (32c)
condition should be the only condition predicted to have an extra processing cost.

Nakatani (2006) reports that this prediction was borne out: a statistically sig-
nificant interaction was found between the two factors such that the Nonconcat-
Adjacent condition (32c) was read more slowly than the other three conditions
and no differences were found among these three conditions. The lack of the
Adjacency effect in the Concat-Adjacent condition (32a) suggests that V1-te and
V2 were concatenated into a simple predicate in this condition. No significant
difference was found between the Concat-Adjacent condition and the Ditransitive
condition either, conforming to the concatenation hypothesis, where the V1-te
V2 sequence is assumed to constitute a single predicate with a unified argument
structure.

5.2 Syntactic Derivation of the V-te V Predicate
The previous section demonstrated that the V-te V predicate in Japanese has a
dual syntactic property: it is both simple and complex. This section provides a
syntactic theory that accounts for this dual property of the V-te V predicate as
well as other issues regarding Case assignment. A head movement analysis is
pursued, but before presenting the proposal, we first review previously proposed
analyses in the literature.

5.2.1 Previous analyses
Aware of the dual property of the V-te V predicate, researchers have attempted to
capture it in various ways in the literature.

Matsumoto (1996) proposes an analysis under a version of Lexical Functional
Grammar (LFG: Bresnan, 1982) that assumes three levels of representations:
constituent structure, functional structure, and argument structure. Following
a careful examination of the V-ni V and V-te ku/ik constructions, Matsumoto
concludes that the complex predicates in these constructions involve two mor-
phological words at constituent structure (capturing the complexity of these
predicates), while they are one word at the other two structures (capturing their
simplicity). The following simplified representations for an example of the V-ni
V construction are cited from Matsumoto (1996: 256):
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(36) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

Kanda-ni
Kanda-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

kai-ni
buy-NI

it-ta.
go-PAST

‘Taro went to Kanda to buy a book.’

(37) a. constituent structure:
S
((((((
�

�
H
H

hhhhhh

NP
Taroo-wa

PP
Kanda-ni

NP
hon-o

V*
�

�
H
H

V
kai-ni

V
itta

b. functional structure:2

664

PRED ‘go-to-buy’ <SUBJ, OBJ, OBLgo>
SUBJ [PRED ‘Taro’]
OBJ [PRED ‘book’]
OBLgo [PRED ‘Kanda’]

3

775

c. argument structure:2

664

PRED ‘go-to-buy’ <AGENT, PATIENT, GOAL>
AGENT [PRED ‘Taro’]
PATIENT [PRED ‘book’]
GOAL [PRED ‘Kanda’]

3

775

A straightforward extension of this analysis can be done to the V-te ku/ik predi-
cates. I argue, however, that several potential problems exist in this analysis.

First, the association between the concatenated and nonconcatenated versions
of the predicate is unclear. I have argued in the previous chapters that an associ-
ation theory is necessary to explicate the mechanisms of predicate concatenation
in general, and to this end, Matsumoto’s (1996) analysis falls short and thus,
remains descriptive, making few predictions as to how concatenated predicates
can be generated (but see Matsumoto, 1996: Chapter 10 for a hint of a derivational
perspective).

Second, Matsumoto (1996) argues that his analysis is better than Miyagawa’s
(1987) (and possibly McCawley and Momoi’s 1986) restructuring analysis be-
cause his analysis can capture the fact that the semantics of the concatenated
V-te ku/ik predicates are different from those of the unconcatenated counterparts.
However, it is not clear in Matsumoto’s representations how the difference is
computed. In (37), the semantics of concatenated predicate kai-ni ik ‘buy-NI
go’ is simply represented as ‘go-to-buy.’ Such a representation may work with
this simple example; however, it is not clear how it can representationally capture
the semantics of more abstract examples like okut-te ku ‘send-TE come’ = ‘send
(towards the speaker, without actually “coming”)’ as well as the semantics of
other instances of the V-te V predicate.
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Third, Matsumoto’s analysis does not capture how -te and -ni are incorporated
into the semantics of the whole predicate. For example, ‘to’ in ‘go-to-buy’ in
the functional and argument structures in (37) is probably linked with -ni in the
constituent structure, but it is not clear what guarantees such a link.

Finally, the status of the double-headed V⇤ analysis in the constituent structure
(37a) is unclear, or underspecified: it does not demonstrate the syntactic char-
acteristics that necessarily follow from this structure. For example, V⇤ should
allow an intervention of a focus/contrastive particle, but a question remains as to
how such an intervention is possible, and how the semantics of these intervening
focus/contrastive particles are compositionally computed. The output of the
head-movement analysis proposed later in this chapter is similar in spirit to
Matsumoto’s analysis given in (37); however, my proposal has advantages over
Matsumoto’s in that it specifies the derivational steps toward the output structure,
tracking how each morpheme is syntactically and semantically incorporated into
the structure. This makes it possible to guarantee fine-grained links between the
individual morphemes and the syntax and semantics of the whole structure.

Matsumoto (1996) assumes a different type of structure for the V-te moraw
(‘be given’) predicate and the V-te hosi(-i) (‘want’) predicate, both of which
involve a logical subject for the lower clause distinct from the matrix subject.
According to Matsumoto (1996), the V-te moraw and V-te hosi(-i) predicates are
biclausal (see also Ishikawa, 1985), unlike other instances of the V-te V predicate.
I argue against this proposal after presenting my own.

Turning to the studies in the framework of Chomskyan generative grammar,
a popular approach in the “Extended Standard Theory” era was a predicate-
raising/verb-raising analysis coupled with tree-pruning, proposed by a number of
Japanese linguists for a subset of the instances of the V-te V predicate (Harada,
1977; Kuroda, 1978; McCawley and Momoi, 1986; Nakau, 1973; Shibatani,
1978; see also Miyagawa, 1987). For example, McCawley and Momoi (1986)
suggest in the first half of their paper that a “verb raising” analysis can capture
many properties of the V-te V predicate. McCawley and Momoi’s (1986: 7)
analysis is illustrated below:

(38) a. Zyon-wa
John-TOP

gyooza-o
dumpling-ACC

tukut-te
make-te

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘John tried cooking Peking dumplings.’
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b. S
     

NP
Zyon-wa

‘John-Top’

`````

V0
⇠⇠⇠⇠

S
⇣
⇣

⇣
NP

Zyon-ga
‘John-Nom’

�Ø

P
P
P

V0
�
�

NP
gyooza-o

‘dumpling-Acc’

H
H

V
tukutte

‘make-te’

6

XXXX
V
mi

‘see’

c. S
     

NP
Zyon-wa

‘John-Top’

`````

V0
⇠⇠⇠⇠

NP
gyooza-o

‘dumpling-Acc’

XXXX
V
�

�
V

tukutte
‘make-te’

H
H

V
mi

‘see’

Example (38a) begins with a base structure as in (38b), a complex-sentential
structure; the embedded subject is deleted through an Equi-NP deletion rule; the
embedded V is raised to the matrix V; finally, vacuous nodes and branches are
pruned, and the structure ends up with the one shown in (38c). The dual property
of the V-te V predicate is captured as the dual syntactic structure: complex in DS
and simple in SS. The head movement analysis I propose later can be regarded as
an updated version of this V-raising analysis.

McCawley and Momoi (1986), however, later argue that this V-raising anal-
ysis is inadequate, because some evidence shows that the te-phrase retains con-
stituency. For example, it is possible to coordinate the teP including V1 and its
internal arguments. This is problematic for the classic verb-raising analysis (as
well as Matsumoto’s analysis) because the teP and its internal arguments do not
exclusively form a constituent. Thus, they eventually propose a “double-mother”
structure like the following:
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(39) S
     

NP
Zyon-wa

‘John-Top’

`````

V0
⇠⇠⇠⇠

S
⇣
⇣

⇣
NP

Zyon-ga
‘John-Nom’

�Ø

P
P
P

V0
�
�

NP
gyooza-o

‘dumpling-Acc’

H
H

V
tukutte

‘make-te’

XXXX
V
�

�

�

P
P
P

mi
‘see’

In (39), the embedded V projects V0 and is simultaneously dominated by the
matrix V. Thus, the embedded te-complement can retain its constituency and
be part of the matrix predicate at the same time. An obvious problem with
this approach is that it destroys the foundation of phrase structure: in standard
theories of phrase structure, one node can immediately dominate multiple nodes,
but cannot be immediately dominated by multiple nodes. In fact, there is no
possible technical way of deriving such a double-mother structure either under the
classic framework of phrase structure rules, under the framework of X0-theory, or
under the Minimalist framework of set-theoretic phrase structure. Thus, a novel
mechanism must be stipulated to generate such a structure. Additionally, it is not
clear how a V head can be dominated by a nonhead projection (V0) and a head (V)
at the same time. What principle drives such a dual domination is also unclear. For
it to work at an explanatory level, this theory would require introducing many new
theoretical apparatuses. This does not mean that this approach is necessarily false;
however, it would either greatly complicate the theory of grammar, or require
many stipulations to be postulated.

Thus, I argue for a head-movement analysis of the V-te V predicate, which is
theoretically more restrictive, less stipulative (given more or less standard prin-
ciples of generative grammar) and has more predictive power than the analyses
above.

5.2.2 Proposal
In Section 5.1.1, the suggestion of the structure of (40a) to be like (40b) is made
(repeated from (2a) and (2b)):

(40) a. Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

gakkoo-ni
school-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘Taro brought the book to school.’
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b. TP
((((((

NP
Taroo-ga
Taro-Nom

````
 ̀    

VP
     

NP
gakkoo-ni

‘school-Dat’

XXXX⇠⇠⇠⇠

TP
⇣
⇣

⇣

NP
(Taroo-ga)

P
P
P
⇣

⇣
⇣

VP
⇣

⇣
⇣

NP
hon-o

‘book-Acc’

P
P
P

V
mot

‘hold’

P
P
P

T
-te

XXXX

V
ki

‘come’

`````

T
-ta

This analysis is partly motivated by the null hypothesis that -te in the V-te V
predicate should be identified as the regular -te, which is assumed to be a T head.
It is also supported by the fact that contrastive/focus markers can be attached
to the right of -te in the V-te V predicate (Section 5.1.1), a fact that cannot be
accounted for if the V-te V or te-V sequence is assumed to be a single head.

However, it was indicated earlier that the V-te V predicate behaves like
a single amalgamated predicate with respect to many criteria such as NPI-
licensing, crossed scrambling, and phonological contraction. To capture the
“reduction” effect of the V-te V predicate, I propose a head-movement analysis
(cf. Harada, 1977; Kuroda, 1978; McCawley and Momoi, 1986; Nakau, 1973;
Shibatani, 1978; see also Baker, 1988 for head movement in general). Below is
an illustration of how (40a) is derived. First, V1 mot ‘to hold’ is Merged with its
complement hon-o ‘book-ACC,’ and an appropriate theta role is assigned:6

(41) a.
VP1

�NP
hon-o

‘book-Acc’

@V1
mot

‘hold’

+q

Then v and -te are Merged. I assume V-to-v and v-to-T movements, driven by
a general morphological requirement that bound morphemes cannot stand alone
because of their morphological defectiveness. The subject, either Taroo-ga, pro

6As will be discussed in Chapters 6 and 7, I assume semantic representations
independent of syntactic ones, and, naturally, I do not adopt the Theta Theory. Therefore,
the term “theta role assignment” should not be taken literally; it is just a simplified
way of describing the link between syntactic phrases and variable positions in semantic
representations. For example, when it is stated that hold assigns a theta role to the book,
what it means is that the denotation of hold, which is a function, is successfully applied to
the denotation of the book.
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or PRO (more on this later), is also introduced:

(41) b. TP1
⇣

⇣
⇣

NP
(Taroo-ga)

P
P
P
⇣

⇣
⇣

vP
�

�

NP
(Taroo-ga)

H
H
�

�

VP1

�NP
hon-o

‘book-Acc’

@V1
mot

‘hold’ 6

+q

H
Hv
mot

‘hold’

6

P
P
P

T1
mot-te

‘hold-TE’

Note that [T1mot-te] above (and below) has a complex structure, [T1 [v[V1mot]v]te],
which is abbreviated to avoid complications in the representations. Now, V2 is
Merged:

(41) c.
VP2
⇠⇠⇠⇠

TP1
⇣

⇣
⇣

NP
(Taroo-ga)

P
P
P
⇣

⇣
⇣

vP
�

�

NP
(Taroo-ga)

H
H
�

�

VP1

�NP
hon-o

‘book-Acc’

@V1
mot

‘hold’ 6

+q

H
Hv
mot

‘hold’

6

P
P
P

T1
mot-te

‘hold-TE’

XXXX

V2
ku

‘come’

Things peculiar to predicate concatenation then happen. First, the V-v-T com-
pound, mot-te, undergoes movement to V2; then, this syntactic movement feeds
a semantic operation, modifying the semantics of the mot-te-ku sequence into
something other than the sum of the semantics of the two independent verbs. I
assume that this syntactically unmotivated T-to-V movement is endorsed by the
semantic operation; thus, if no semantic operation is triggered, this peculiar head
movement is left unmotivated, and is ruled out.
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(41) d. VP2
⇠⇠⇠⇠

TP1
⇣

⇣
⇣

NP
(Taroo-ga)

P
P
P
⇣

⇣
⇣

vP
�

�

NP
(Taroo-ga)

H
H
�

�

VP1

�NP
hon-o

‘book-Acc’

@V1
mot

‘hold’ 6

+q

H
Hv
mot

‘hold’

6

P
P
P

T1
mot-te

‘hold-TE’

6

XXXX

V2
mot-te-ku

‘hold-TE-come’

◆
✓

⇣
⌘ SEMANTIC

RULE

A dative argument, if applicable, is then Merged, and assigned a theta role by the
newly created mot-te-ku compound:

(41) e.      

VP2
⇠⇠⇠⇠

NP
gakkoo-ni

‘school-Dat’

XXXX⇠⇠⇠⇠

TP1
⇣

⇣
⇣

NP
(Taroo-ga)

P
P
P
⇣

⇣
⇣

vP
�

�

NP
(Taroo-ga)

H
H
�

�

VP1

�NP
hon-o

‘book-Acc’

@V1
mot

‘hold’ 6

+q

H
Hv
mot

‘hold’

6

P
P
P

T1
mot-te

‘hold-TE’

6

XXXX

V2
mot-te-ku

‘hold-TE-come’

◆
✓

⇣
⌘

+ q

SEMANTIC
RULE

An important point of this analysis is that this dative argument is thematically
interpreted after the semantic rule is applied to the V-te-V complex, whereas
the interpretation of the object of the embedded V1 is not affected by the rule
(Nakatani, 2001). This explains the fact that in the V-te V predicate, the
acceptability of the upstairs dative argument may depend on the combination of
the two verbs, whereas there are no cases in which the downstairs arguments
are affected by concatenation. For example, the availability of the upstairs
dative argument in the V-te ku/ik predicate depends on the choice of V1 (more
precisely, the combined semantics of V1 and V2). The following examples, where
the internal arguments are scrambled to ensure the concatenated status of the
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predicates involved, illustrate this point:7

(42) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

nanimo
anything

ofisu-ni
office-DAT

mot-te
hold-TE

ko-nakat-ta.
come-NEG-PAST

‘Taro didn’t bring anything to the office.’
b. Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
nanimo
anything

tyuusyazyoo-ni
parking lot-DAT

tazusae-te
carry-TE

ika-nakat-ta.
go-NEG-PAST

‘Taro didn’t carry anything to the parking lot.’

(43) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

nanimo
anything

(*ofisu-ni)
(*office-DAT)

mi-te
see-TE

ko-nakat-ta.
come-NEG-PAST

‘Taro didn’t see anything before coming (*to the office).’
b. Taroo-wa

Taro-TOP
nanimo
anything

(??tyuusyazyoo-ni)
(??parking lot-DAT)

tabe-te
eat-TE

ika-nakat-ta.
go-NEG-PAST

‘Taro didn’t eat anything before going (??to the parking lot).’

Similar facts can be found in the V-te age/kure predicate:

(44) a. Mika-wa
Mika-TOP

sono
that

hon-o
book-ACC

kare-ni
he-DAT

tot-te
take-TE

age-ta.
give-PAST

‘Mika handed him the book.’

(45) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

tiketto-o
ticket-ACC

(??watasi-ni)
(??I-DAT)

yoyakusi-te
reserve-TE

kure-ta.
give-PAST

‘He booked a ticket (??to me).’
b. watasi-wa

I-TOP
sigoto-o
work-ACC

(*kare-ni)
(*he-DAT)

kataduke-te
finish off-TE

age-ta.
give-PAST

‘I finished the job (*to him).’

Note that the problem in (45) is that the beneficiaries are dative-marked; if they
are part of the complex postpositional phrase XX-no-tame-ni ‘for the sake of XX,’
then the sentences would be grammatical. Thus, the critical question is why
a dative-marked beneficiary is allowed in (44) and not in (45). The syntactic
derivational model proposed above provides a potential apparatus that allows
systematic accounting of the relationship between the acceptability of the dative
argument and the combination of V1 and V2, given the assumed syntax-triggered
semantic rules. The contrast shown in (20) and (21) in regard to manner adverbials
is similarly accounted for. I discuss these issues in the semantics chapters.

The present proposal accounts for the fact that the NPI-licensing barrierhood
of teP disappears when concatenated (McCawley and Momoi, 1986; Matsumoto,

7See the next chapter for a discussion on the effect of contextual presuppositions on the
acceptability of these datives.
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1996; also Miyagawa, 1987), as seen in Section 5.1.2. As discussed earlier, an
NPI must be licensed by a Neg head at some level, and the licensing cannot
cross an adjunct clause boundary (Kato, 1985, 1991; Kuno, 1995). Intuitively,
the islandhood constraint as depicted in (11b) becomes inapplicable when V1-te
is incorporated with V2. To formally capture this effect, I assume the following:

(46) NPI-LICENSING CONDITION:
An NPI a must be c-commanded by a Neg head, in a’s NPI-licensing
domain.

(47) NPI-LICENSING DOMAIN:
The NPI-licensing domain of an NPI a is Max(b ), where b is the head of
Max(a).

(48) MAX(a ) (Chomsky, 1995: 178):
Max(a) is the least full-category maximal projection dominating a .

Roughly speaking, if a heads a phrase, Max(a) would be aP. If a is a maximal
projection that is immediately dominated by a projection of a head b , then
Max(a) would be bP. If a is a head that is raised and adjoined to another
head b , then Max(a) would also be bP. In short, the first maximal projection
dominating a would be Max(a). Now the following picture emerges regarding
the NPI-licensing domain (47). Suppose that an NPI n is an argument or adjunct
of Vi; then Max(n) would be VPi, and thus, the licensing domain of n would
be Max(Vi), which is identical to Max(n), assuming that Vi has not undergone
a movement. This captures the well-known clause-mate condition of the NPI-
licensing in Japanese (Kato, 1985; Kuno, 1995),8 which is exemplified below:

8Previous literature (e.g., Kuno, 1995) points out that the licensing of an embedded NPI
by the matrix Neg may be acceptable to some speakers if the NPI is scrambled out of the
embedded clause:

(i) boku-wa
I-TOP

nanimoi
anythingi

[
[

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

Mika-ni
Mika-DAT

ti
ti

age-ru
give-PRES

to
COMP

]
]

omowa-na-i.
think-NEG-PRES

‘I don’t think that Taro will give anything to Mika.’
This salvation strategy, however, cannot be freely applied. For example, the following
sentences (ii–iv) still sound awkward even though nanimo can be construed as an element
scrambled outside the embedded clause; note that (ii) contains a factive predicate sir ‘to
know,’ (iii) contains an adjunct clause, and (iv) contains a regular teP adjunct:

(ii) *boku-wa
I-TOP

nanimoi
anythingi

[
[

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

Mika-ni
Mika-DAT

ti
ti

age-ru
give-PRES

to
COMP

]
]

sira-nakat-ta.
know-NEG-PAST
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(49) a. boku-wa
I-TOP

[
[

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

Mika-ni
Mika-DAT

nanimo
anything

age-na-i
give-NEG-PRES

to
COMP

]
]

omow-u.
think-PRES
‘I think that Taro won’t give anything to Mika.’

b. *boku-wa
I-TOP

[
[

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

Mika-ni
Mika-DAT

nanimo
anything

age-ru
give-PRES

to
COMP

]
]

omowa-na-i.
think-NEG-PRES

In both of the above examples, the licensing domain of nanimo is the maximal
projection of age ‘to give,’ so nanimo cannot be licensed by the Neg in the higher
clause. Note, however, that the Neg in the embedded clause in (49a) is actually not
in the VP headed by age either. If the licensing domain were restricted to this VP,
the NPI is left unlicensed, which is undesirable. Thus, I assume that the licensing
domain of the NPI in such a case is expanded by the head movement of age to
the Neg head in (49a). Chomsky (1995) assumes that if b is part of chain CH,
then the domain of b should be replaced by the domain of CH, which is, roughly
speaking, the sum of the domains of all the members of CH. I assume that Max(b )
should be treated in the same way: if b is raised, forming a chain CH = (b , t),
then Max(b ) should be replaced by Max(CH). Referring to the NPI example,
suppose V moves up and adjoins to Neg, forming a chain CH = (Vi, ti). Max(V)
is then replaced by Max(CH). Note that Max(ti) is VPi and Max(Vi) is NegP.
Thus, the licensing domain of nanimo in (49a) is extended to NegP because VPi
no longer dominates Vi. The Neg-V complex moves up to the embedded T (and
maybe further up to the embedded C), and the head movement stops there. The
licensing domain of the NPI therefore does not expand further. Example (49b) is
unacceptable because Neg cannot license the NPI in the licensing domain, which
is the embedded clause.

What if V moves further up? The consequence is the expansion of the NPI-
licensing domain. I argue that this is what happens when V1-te is concatenated
with V2. To illustrate this point, the examples (13b) and (14) are repeated below:

(iii) *boku-wa
I-TOP

nanimoi
anythingi

[
[

musuko-ga
son-NOM

otooto-ni
younger brother-DAT

ti
ti

age-ru
give-PRES

node
because

]
]

okora-nakat-ta.
get angry-NEG-PAST

(iv) *boku-wa
I-TOP

nanimoi
anythingi

[
[

ti
ti

tabe-te
eat-TE

]
]

ofisu-ni
office-DAT

mukawa-nakat-ta.
head for-NEG-PAST

The conditions that bind the acceptability of the exceptional licensing found in (i) are not
directly relevant to the issues discussed in the present study. Thus, I leave this problem
open.
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(50) a. *Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

dokonimo
anywhere

it-te
go-TE

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-nakat-ta.
eat-NEG-PAST

b. boku-wa
I-TOP

nanimo
anything

tabe-te
eat-TE

ko-nakat-ta.
come-NEG-PAST

‘I didn’t eat anything before I came.’

The acceptability of the concatenated example (50b) is accounted for in terms of
the extension of the NPI-licensing domain through the head movement of the
NPI’s theta-assigner. This point is illustrated below, where the NPI-licensing
domain is underscored:

(51) a. *Taroo-wa [ dokonimo it-te ] ringo-o tabe-nakat-ta.
b. boku-wa [ nanimo t ] tabe-te-ko-nakat-ta.

In (51a), the head whose projection immediately dominates the NPI dokonimo is
the embedded verb, ik (conjugated as it here) ‘to go’; it moves up to -te, but the
complex it-te stays there because teP is an adjunct and does not concatenate with
the upper V. Therefore, the licensing domain for dokonimo is the embedded
clause, within which dokonimo is not bound by a Neg; thus, the sentence is
ungrammatical. In (51b), the head whose projection immediately dominates the
NPI nanimo is, again, the embedded verb, tabe ‘to eat’; this time, however, it
moves up to the matrix clause because concatenation is triggered. In the course
of the series of head movements, when complex tabe-te-ko is adjoined to Neg
nakat, the Neg binds the NPI; this happens in the licensing domain of the NPI
(i.e., the minimal domain of tabe), so the NPI-licensing is successful.

I assume that when a head x is a complex of two heads x and y, where y is
adjoined to x, only x, the major head, can be in a licensing relation with a phrasal
licensee. Thus, the Neg head must license an NPI before it moves up to T; it
cannot license a phrasal licensee if it moves up, because only the major head can
license a phrase. This assumption accounts for the following data (suggested to
me by Susumu Kuno, personal communication):

(52) a. *hitorimo
anybody

yuusyoku-o
dinner-ACC

tabe-nai-de-ki-ta.
eat-NEG-TE-come-PAST

b. hitorimo
anybody

yuusyoku-o
dinner-ACC

tabe-te-ko-nakat-ta.
eat-TE-come-NEG-PAST

‘Nobody had eaten the dinner before they came.’

Example (52a) (as well as (52b)) involves a series of head movements, and thus,
the downstairs Neg eventually ends up being part of the topmost T. It is still
ungrammatical because the Neg cannot be a licenser for a phrasal licensee once
it moves up. By contrast, (52b) is grammatical because the Neg c-commands the
NPI even before the Neg moves up (assuming that the subject originates in vP).
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The grammaticality of the intermingled scrambling of the arguments of V1
and V2 in the V-te V predicate (see (17) vs. (18)) is also explained syntactically:
the series of head movements makes arguments of the two verbs equidistant from
each other. The availability of Case conversions by the potential and desiderative
morphemes and the possibility of passivization (Matsumoto, 1996; Miyagawa,
1987) are accounted for in the same manner: the V-te V predicate is now a single
predicate, both semantically and syntactically.

Note that McCawley and Momoi’s (1986) criticisms for the verb raising
analysis do not apply to the present proposal, because their criticisms mainly
apply to the tree-pruning process, which completely alters the constituency in
the structure. For this reason, they propose a double-mother structure, in which
two verbs are restructured as if they were a single head, while the embedded
clause retains its original structure (rather than gets pruned). In the head move-
ment analysis, no tree pruning occurs, and the embedded clause retains its own
structure. Thus, the present proposal can be regarded as a hybrid of the classic
verb-raising analysis and McCawley and Momoi’s double-mother analysis. The
“reduction” effect of concatenation is now captured by virtue of head movement,
which redefines how the “distance” (in the Chomskyan sense) is quantified in
syntactic structure.

Finally, we examine Matsumoto’s (1996) hypothesis that the V-te moraw
(‘be given’) and V-te hosi(-i) (‘want’) predicates are biclausal unlike the V-te
ku/ik (‘come/go’) predicates. He assumes that moraw and hosi(-i) select a dative
argument and a controlled complement clause (XCOMP), which retains clausal
status at all levels of representation (c-, f-, and a-structures, under the LFG
framework). This is illustrated below, where the XCOMP is indicated by brackets:

(53) boku-wa
I-TOP

kare-ni
he-DAT

[
[

Tookyoo-ni
Tokyo-DAT

ki-te
come-TE

]
]

morat-ta
be given-PAST

/
/

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I had him/want him to come to Tokyo.’

According to Matsumoto (1996), the fact that the NPI-licensing across the
clause is possible is accounted for in terms of a general property of XCOMP:
that is to say, XCOMP in general is transparent in terms of NPI-licensing (thus,
XCOMP corresponds to Kato’s (1985) “bridge expressions”). Relevant XCOMP
examples are shown below (all examples from Matsumoto, 1996: 55ff, modified
for consistency):

(54) a. Zyon-wa
John-TOP

[
[

sono
that

hon-sika
book-only.NPI

yom-u
read-PRES

yoo-ni
shape-DAT

]
]

nara-nakat-ta.
become-NEG-PAST
‘John has not come to want to read any books but that one.’
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b. Zyon-wa
John-TOP

[
[

sore-gurai-sika
that-about-only.NPI

heya-o
room-ACC

kiree-ni
clean-DAT

]
]

si-nakat-ta.
do-NEG-PAST

‘John made the room only that much clean.’
c. Zyon-wa

John-TOP
[
[

Tookyoo-ni-sika
Tokyo-DAT-only.NPI

it-ta
go-PAST

koto-ga
thing-NOM

]
]

na-i.
not exist-PRES
‘John has no experience of having been to anywhere but Tokyo.’

The clauses in the above examples do not constitute an island for the NPI-
licensing (hence the name “bridge expressions” in Kato, 1985). Matsumoto
(1996) argues that the lower clause in the V-te moraw/V-te hosi(-i) predicates is
an XCOMP just like those in (54), so there is no need for a restructuring/concatena-
tion analysis.

The above data show that the NPI-licensing fact could be explained if the
XCOMP analysis is accepted. However, the question to be asked is what forces
us to adopt the XCOMP analysis for the V-te moraw/V-te hosi(-i) predicates.
Note that in my analysis (unlike in the predicate-raising analysis), the V-te V
constructions retain biclausal structure throughout their derivations; therefore,
none of the pieces of evidence for the “functional biclausality” (Matsumoto,
1996: 48ff) pose a problem. For example, the evidence for the subjecthood of
the dative argument (=the embedded subject) (discussed in the next section) does
not pose a problem because no tree-pruning occurs in my analysis, and thus
the embedded subject remains in the embedded clause. However, his evidence
for biclausal constituent structure (⇡surface structure) (Matsumoto, 1996: 50ff)
needs examination. There are two such pieces of evidence, of which one is the
possibility of coordination (Matsumoto, 1996; Sells, 1990):

(55) boku-wa
I-TOP

Tanaka-san-ni
Tanaka-Mr-DAT

[
[

zitensya-o
bicycle-ACC

syuurisi-te
repair-TE

]
]

[
[

daidokoro-o
kitchen-ACC

soozisi-te
clean-TE

]
]

morat-ta
be given-PAST

/
/

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I had Mr. Tanaka/want Mr. Tanaka to repair the bicycle and clean the
kitchen.’

According to Matsumoto (1996), the possibility of coordinating V-te with another
V-te in the V-te moraw/hosi(-i) constructions suggest that V-te is not incorporated
with moraw/hosi(-i). However, such “VP coordination” is also possible in other
V-te V constructions (McCawley and Momoi, 1986):
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(56) a. boku-wa
I-TOP

[
[

zitensya-o
bicycle-ACC

syuurisi-te
repair-TE

]
]

[
[

daidokoro-o
kitchen-ACC

soozisi-te
clean-TE

]
]

oi-ta.
put-PAST
‘I have repaired the bicycle and cleaned the kitchen.’

b. boku-wa
I-TOP

[
[

nodo-ga
throat-NOM

kawai-te
dry-TE

]
]

[
[

onaka-ga
stomach-ACC

sui-te
empty-TE

]
]

ki-ta
come-PAST

/
/

i-ta.
go-PAST

‘I became/was thirsty and hungry.’

Thus, we cannot conclude that the coordination fact exclusively supports Matsu-
moto’s XCOMP analysis.

The second piece of evidence for the XCOMP analysis given in Matsumoto
(1996) is the resistance to the NPI-scrambling out of the negated lower clause in
the V-te moraw/hosi(-i) predicates (traces are shown for the sake of explicitness):

(57) a. boku-wa
I-TOP

Marii-ni
Mary-DAT

[
[

Tookyoo-e
Tokyo-to

Biru-to-sika
Bill-with-only.NPI

ika-nai-de
go-NEG-TE

]
]

hosi-i.
want-PRES
‘I want Mary to go to Tokyo with nobody but Bill’

b. ??boku-wa
I-TOP

Biru-to-sikai
Bill-with-only.NPIi

Marii-ni
Mary-DAT

[
[

Tookyoo-e
Tokyo-to

ti
ti

ika-nai-de
go-NEG-TE

]
]

hosi-i.
want-PRES

Because the NPI cannot move out of the negated lower clause, the negated lower
V1 should remain in the lower clause; this is evidence against the restructur-
ing/concatenation analysis, according to Matsumoto (1996). A straightforward
counterargument is that under the present framework, Neg must license an NPI
before it moves up (hence the unacceptability of (52a)), and thus the impossibility
of NPI-extraction has nothing to do with the availability of the head movement.
Apart from this, I doubt if NPI-extraction is really unacceptable in the V-te
moraw/hosi(-i) constructions. To me, (57b) does not sound unacceptable, it is just
not perfect. The awkwardness found in (57b) probably stems from the difficulty
of thinking of a natural situation where going to Tokyo with Bill is so important
that it must be scrambled out of the embedded clause. If the scrambled phrase can
be easily regarded as important in the situation described in the sentence, it will
sound natural:
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(58) boku-wa
I-TOP

Toodai-ni-sikai
U of Tokyo-DAT-only.NPIi

musuko-ni
son-DAT

[
[

ti
ti

ika-nai-de
go-NEG-TE

]
]

hosi-i.
want-PRES
‘I want my son to enter the University of Tokyo only.’

Likewise, the following examples sound more or less acceptable:

(59) a. isya-wa
doctor-TOP

kensa-no-tame
examination-GEN-purpose

kusuri-to
pills-and

mizu-sikai
water-only.NPIi

kanzya-ni
patient-DAT

[
[

ti
ti

noma-nai-de
swallow-NEG-TE

]
]

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘The doctor had the patient have nothing but pills and water, for the
purpose of examination.’

b. boku-wa
I-TOP

bungeesyo-sikai
literary book-only.NPIi

kodomo-ni-wa
child-DAT-TOP

[
[

ti
ti

yoma-nai-de
read-NEG-TE

]
]

hosi-i.
want-PRES
‘I want my children to read nothing but literary books.’

Furthermore, the extraction of an NPI out of a “regular” (i.e., non-XCOMP)
complement clause or relative clause is sometimes acceptable, even though there
is obviously no incorporation of the embedded predicate:

(60) a. bungeesyo-sikai
literary book-only.NPIi

boku-wa
I-TOP

[
[

Mika-ga
Mika-NOM

ti
ti

yoma-nai
read-NEG

]
]

koto-o
thing-ACC

sit-te
know-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘I know that Mika reads literary books only.’

b. bungeesyo-sikai
literary book-only.NPIi

katute
in the past

boku-ni-wa
I-DAT-TOP

[
[

ti
ti

yoma-nai
read-NEG

]
]

ziki-ga
period-NOM

at-ta.
exist-PAST

‘I once used to read literary books only.’

Remember that Matsumoto’s (1996) biclausality argument is based on the im-
possibility of extracting an NPI out of the negated lower clause (which actually
seems possible as mentioned above), and the logic behind this argument is that
when such impossibility is observed, the sentence must be biclausal; this logic
does not seem to work because the above examples show that the NPI extraction
is possible even in an obvious biclausal structure. It could be the case that NPI-
extraction is governed by some conditions irrelevant to biclausality.
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These arguments for the biclausality at c-structure (surface structure) of the
V-te moraw/hosi(-i) predicates have been shown to be rather weak. Additionally,
I would like to indicate evidence for a concatenation analysis that cannot be re-
duced to the XCOMP analysis. Matsumoto (1996: 58ff) argues that the adjacency
requirement between V-te and moraw/hosi(-i) stems from general conditions on
XCOMP, which are responsible for the awkwardness in the following examples:

(61) a. ?[
[

sono
that

hon-o
book-ACC

yom-u
read-PRES

yoo-ni
shape-DAT

]
]

Zyon-wa
John-TOP

nara-nakat-ta.
become-NEG-PAST
‘John did not read that book after all.’

b. ?[
[

sore-gurai-sika
that-about-only.NPI

heya-o
room-ACC

kiree-ni
clean-DAT

]
]

Zyon-wa
John-TOP

si-nakat-ta.
do-NEG-PAST

‘John made the room only that much clean.’
c. ?[

[
Tookyoo-ni
Tokyo-DAT

it-ta
go-PAST

koto-ga
thing-NOM

]
]

Zyon-wa
John-TOP

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘John has been to Tokyo.’

However, these examples are not terrible; Matsumoto himself gives only one
question mark to similar examples and states that such “subject intervention”
makes XCOMP constructions like the above “only partially unacceptable” (Matsu-
moto, 1996: 60). More acceptable examples of the “XCOMP separation from V”
can be created:

(62) a. Zyon-wa
John-TOP

[
[

hon-o
book-ACC

yom-u
read-PRES

yoo-ni-wa
shape-DAT-TOP

]
]

kessite
ever

nara-nakat-ta.
become-NEG-PAST
‘John never developed the habit of reading books.’

b. Zyon-wa
John-TOP

[
[

heya-o
room-ACC

kiree-ni
clean-DAT

]
]

kessite
ever

si
do

yoo-to
shape-COMP

si-nakat-ta.
do-NEG-PAST
‘John never tried to make the room clean.’

c. [
[

Tookyoo-ni
Tokyo-DAT

it-ta
go-PAST

koto-wa
thing-TOP

]
]

boku-wa
I-TOP

ari-mase-n.
exist-POLITE-NEG

‘I have never been to Tokyo.’
d. kono

this
tabi
time

[
[

kokyoo-ni
hometown

kae-ru
return-PRES

koto-ni
thing-DAT

]
]

zannnen-nagara
regretfully

nari-masi-ta.
become-POLITE-PAST
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‘I have regretfully decided to go back to my hometown.’

Although it is probably true that the XCOMP constructions are bound by some
word order restrictions that are not found in other “regular” complementation
structures, the adjacency restriction does not seem to be as strong as Matsumoto
(1996) argues.

By contrast, the effect of subject intervention is very large in the V-te
moraw/hosi(-i) constructions:

(63) a. *Tanaka-san-ni
Tanaka-Mr-DAT

zitensya-o
bicycle-ACC

syuurisi-te
repair-TE

boku-wa
I-TOP

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

(‘I had Mr. Tanaka repair the bicycle.’)
b. *Tanaka-san-ni

Tanaka-Mr-DAT
paatii-ni
party-DAT

ki-te
come-TE

boku-wa
I-TOP

hosi-i.
want-PRES

(‘I want Mr. Tanaka to come to the party.’)

It seems to me that the contrast between fairly acceptable (61)/(62) and awful (63)
is so clear that it is almost implausible to hypothesize that both sets of examples
are bound by the same constraints. I suggest that this contrast shows that V-te
is more closely tied to moraw/hosi(-i) in (63) than yoo-ni to nar (nara) in (62a),
kiree-ni to su (si) in (62b), koto-wa to ar (ari) in (62c), and koto-ni to nar (nari) in
(62d). The data is in favor of a concatenation analysis of the V-te moraw/hosi(-i)
predicates.

5.3 Problems of the Embedded Subject
The previous section proposed a head movement analysis of the V-te V predicate
and showed that this analysis directly accounts for the dual property of the V-te
V predicate observed in the literature. This section addresses a different issue:
although two predicates are contained in the V-te V predicate, many cases involve
only one overt subject for the whole predicate, implying that one subject is
missing. What is the syntactic status of this silent subject? In addition, in the
cases of the V-te moraw (‘be given’)/ar (‘exist’)/hosi(-i) (‘want’) predicates, the
embedded subject is overt and is distinct from the matrix subject. How are these
cases analyzed?

5.3.1 Subject sharing
As discussed in Chapter 2, the majority of V-te V predicates involve subject-
sharing: only one overt subject for the two verbs. Possible analyses are illustrated
below:
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(64) a. [ NPi-NOM . . . [TP proi . . . V1-te ] V1-te V2.x
b. [ NPi-NOM . . . [TP PROi . . . V1-te ] V1-te V2x
c. [ NPi-NOM . . . [TP NPi . . . V1-te ] V1-te V2x x
d. [ NPi-NOM . . . [TP . . . V1-te ] V1-te V2x

The analyses illustrated in (64a) and (64b) involve a null pronoun. The difference
is that (64a) involves a null pronoun in a Case position (hence pro), whereas
(64b) involves one in a non-Case position (hence PRO). What is shown in (64c)
is a movement analysis, and (64d) represents an analysis in which the embedded
subject position is syntactically absent (for no reason). Between the first two
null argument analyses, (64b) is more plausible because the embedded subject
position cannot be overt in the subject-sharing V-te V predicate, as shown in (65)
below, which contrasts with an uncontroversial case of pro, (66):

(65) a. Tarooi-wa
Taroi-TOP

[TP
[TP

{
{

ei
ei

/
/

*zibuni-ga
*selfi-NOM

/
/

*karei-ga
*hei-NOM

}
}

gohan-o
meal-ACC

ø
ø

]
]

tabe-te
eat-TE

simat-ta.
put away-PAST
‘Taroi has finished eating the meal.’

b. Tarooi-wa
Taroi-TOP

[TP
[TP

{
{

ei
ei

/
/

*zibuni-ga
*selfi-NOM

/
/

*karei-ga
*hei-NOM

}
}

kusuri-o
drug-ACC

ø
ø

]
]

non-de
swallow-TE

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘Taro tried taking a pill.’

(66) Tarooi-wa
Taroi-TOP

[CP
[CP

{
{

proi
proi

/
/

zibuni-ga
selfi-NOM

/
/

?karei-ga
?hei-NOM

}
}

Mika-o
Mika-ACC

korosi-ta
kill-PAST

to
COMP

]
]

kantigaisi-ta.
misunderstand-PAST

‘Taroi falsely believed that hei killed Mika.’

As for (66), one can safely assume that the embedded subject position is pro
because overt nominative-marked arguments such as zibun ‘self’ and (with a
degraded acceptability) kare ‘he’ can replace pro, showing that the embedded
subject position is a Case position. However, the V-te V predicate does not allow
an overt nominative in the embedded subject position (except for a subset of the
V-te hosi(-i) predicate); thus, we can conclude that the Spec of the teP in the V-te
V predicate is not a Case position. But why not? Remember that teP in general
can take an independent nominative subject, when it is not part of the V-te V
predicate:
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(67) kodomo-tati-wa
child-PL-TOP

[
[
{
{

ei
ei

/
/

zibun-tati-ga
self-PL-NOM

}
}

kat-te
win-TE

]
]

yorokon-da.
get delighted-PAST

‘The children got delighted by their victory.’

This creates a dilemma: in (67), Spec-teP (which is TP) seems to be a Case
position, whereas it does not seem so in (65). At least two solutions might
be suggested. One possibility is to assume a structural difference between
nonconcatenated teP and concatenated teP in a manner that the former is selected
by an invisible C projection, whereas the latter is not. Under this assumption,
the combination of C and T is supposed to assign/check nominative Case, à
la Chomsky (2001b). This solution is not ideal because under the present
hypothesis, -te is assumed to be an ungoverned variant of -ta and the eventive
dependency of teP in general is attributed to the assumption that it is not governed
by C (see Chapter 4).

The second solution is to assume that the nominative Case is not assigned or
checked by T, but is a default Case in Japanese assigned to the NP in the Spec
TP position that is not theta-governed (cf. Fukui, 1995; Kuroda, 1988: among
many others). Neither in (67) nor in (66) is the embedded Spec TP position
thematically governed by V; thus, it is nominative-marked by the default rule.9 In
(65), on the other hand, -te is incorporated into the higher V position; therefore,
the embedded subject position is governed by the V-te V complex, and thus it
cannot be nominative-marked. This “nominative-for-ungoverned-subjects-only”
hypothesis predicts that nominative Case is available for any Spec-TP unless it
is in the minimal domain of a complex predicate. This seems true, considering
the fact that Japanese is so lenient in allowing nominative Case that one can find
multiple nominative NPs, including non-theta marked subjects (as in adversity
passive) and nominative-marked objects in stative predicates.

Let us now consider the possibility of a raising analysis illustrated in (64c).
If one takes the Minimalist assumption that the external argument for V is intro-
duced by ‘light verb’ v rather than V itself (Chomsky, 1995, 2000; Kratzer, 1996;
Marantz, 1997), the question is whether the upper predicate, lower predicate, or
both should contain vP. It seems reasonable to assume that the matrix subject
originates in the lower predicate (i.e., under teP) because in many cases the upper
verb (V2) loses its agentivity while the lower one usually retains the original
semantics (see Chapters 2 and 6). This means that the subject-raising analysis
in this type of case is more plausible than a PRO analysis.

In some other cases, the upper verb, V2, may retain its original physical
meaning. It is possible to assume that in such a case, both predicates involve
an external argument, which points to a null pronominal approach. I believe that

9I assume that the V raised to T cannot thematically govern the NP in the Spec TP
position because it is not the major head after the head movement.
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there is nothing theoretically wrong with this dual analysis (i.e., “downstairs null
pronoun” when V2 retains agentivity as in (68a) below, and “subject raising”
when V2 is lightened as in (68b)).

(68) a. With upper vP:
TP
     

Subji

``````````
T

     
vP
⇣
⇣

⇣
Subji

6
P
P
P
⇣
⇣

⇣
VP2
⇣
⇣

⇣
TP
�
�

H
H

PROi V1-te

P
P
P

V2

P
P
Pv

b. Without upper vP:
TP
     

Subj
``````````

T
     

VP2
⇣
⇣

⇣
TP
�
�

H
H

Subj V1-te

6
P
P
P

V2

This dual analysis is supported by honorification facts.10 Previous studies on
honorification in Japanese (Akmajian and Kitagawa, 1977; Harada, 1976; Kuno,
1983, 1987; Shibatani, 1973) provide evidence that raising verbs cannot undergo
honorification. Representative examples comprise hazime ‘to begin,’ which can
be a controllable, volitional verb or a raising verb (Perlmutter, 1970). The word
hazime as a volitional verb can undergo honorification, whereas hazime as a
raising verb cannot, because it is assumed that honorification is triggered by
base-generated (externally Merged) subjects (Kuno, 1983, 1987). Compare the
examples given in (69) with those in (70), both of which involve an honorification
template, o-V-ni nar (Kuno, 1987):

(69) a. Volitional hazime:
Yamada-sensee-ga
Yamada-teacher-NOM

tegami-o
letter-ACC

kaki
write

hazime-ta.
begin-PAST

‘Professor Yamada started writing a letter.’

10I am indebted to Susumu Kuno for bringing up this issue.
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b. Honorification of V1 alone:
?Yamada-sensee-ga

Yamada-teacher-NOM
tegami-o
letter-ACC

o-kaki-ni nari
write.HONOR

hazime-ta.11

begin-PAST

‘Professor Yamada started writing a letter.’
c. Honorification of V1+V2:

Yamada-sensee-ga
Yamada-teacher-NOM

tegami-o
letter-ACC

o-kaki
write.HONOR

hazime-ni nat-ta.
begin.HONOR-PAST

‘Professor Yamada started writing a letter.’

(70) a. Raising hazime:
Yamada-sensee-wa
Yamada-teacher-TOP

kibun-ga
feeling-NOM

waruku
bad

nari
become

hazime-ta.
begin-PAST

‘Professor Yamada began to feel bad.’
b. Honorification of V1 alone:

Yamada-sensee-wa
Yamada-teacher-TOP

kibun-ga
feeling-NOM

waruku
bad

o-nari-ni nari
become.HONOR

hazime-ta.
begin-PAST

‘Professor Yamada began to feel bad.’
c. Honorification of V1+V2:

*Yamada-sensee-wa
Yamada-teacher-TOP

kibun-ga
feeling-NOM

waruku
bad

o-nari
become.HONOR

hazime-ni nat-ta.
begin.HONOR-PAST

‘Professor Yamada began to feel bad.’

For a complex predicate involving hazime ‘to begin’ as a non-raising, volitional
verb (69a), the independent honorification of V1 sounds awkward (69b), while
the honorification of the V1+V2 combination sounds perfect (69c). This suggests
that hazime involves its own subject position. On the other hand, in (70), hazime
‘to begin’ is a raising verb, because one cannot intentionally change one’s own
physical condition. In this case, it is not possible to include hazime in the
honorification template (compare (70c) with (70b)) (Kuno, 1983, 1987).

When applied to the V-te V predicate, this test supports the view that the
higher predicate involves its own subject (i.e., involves v[+active]) in some cases

11An anonymous reviewer pointed out to me that (69b) improves if the honorific suffix
rare is attached to hazime. This supports the view that hazime in (69) has a base-generated
subject position.
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and a raising verb (without its own logical subject) in others. The contrast below
shows that honorification is awkward if V2 loses volitionality:12

(71) a. Volitional simaw:
Yamada-sensee-ga
Yamada-teacher-NOM

sigoto-o
work-ACC

sumase-te
finish-TE

simat-ta.
put away-PAST

‘Professor Yamada has finished his work (so he does not have to worry
about it).’

b. Honorification applied:
Yamada-sensee-ga
Yamada-teacher-NOM

sigoto-o
work-ACC

sumase-te
finish-TE

o-simai-ni nat-ta.
put away.HONOR-PAST

‘Professor Yamada has finished his work (so he does not have to worry
about it).’

(72) a. Accidental simaw:
Yamada-sensee-ga
Yamada-teacher-NOM

daizina
precious

kabin-o
vase-ACC

wat-te
break-TE

simat-ta.
put away-PAST

‘Professor Yamada (accidentally) broke the precious vase (and he
won’t be able to undo it).’

b. Honorification applied:
??Yamada-sensee-ga

Yamada-teacher-NOM
daizina
precious

kabin-o
vase-ACC

wat-te
break-TE

o-simai-ni nat-ta.
put away.HONOR-PAST

‘Professor Yamada (accidentally) broke the precious vase (and he
won’t be able to undo it).’

Honorification in complex predicates involves more complicated issues (Kuno,
1983), which are beyond the scope of this study. For the present purpose, the
above data will suffice: as shown above, the two possible structures suggested in
(68) are empirically supported.

5.3.2 V-te moraw (‘be given’)
Now let us turn to the cases in which the matrix subject and the embedded
subject refer to different entities. Three of these “unmatched subject” cases can
be recognized: the V-te moraw (‘be given’) predicate, the V-te hosi(-i) (‘want’)
predicate, and the V-te ar (‘exist (inaminate)’) predicate. The matrix subject may
co-refer with one of the internal arguments of the embedded V1 (designated by ei
in (73a,b), (74a) and (75)):

12I am indebted to the anonymous reviewer for raising this issue.
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(73) V-te moraw (‘be given’)
a. watasii-wa

Ii-TOP
kare-ni
he-DAT

ei
ei

home-te
praise-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘He praised me (and I benefited from that).’
b. watasii-wa

Ii-TOP
kare-ni
he-DAT

ei
ei

hon-o
book-ACC

kat-te
buy-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘He bought me a book.’
c. watasi-wa

I-TOP
kare-ni
he-DAT

sigoto-o
work-ACC

yat-te
do-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘He did my work for me.’

(74) V-te hosi(-i) (‘want’)
a. watasii-wa

Ii-TOP
kare-ni
he-DAT

ei
ei

home-te
praise-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want him to praise (me).’

b. watasi-wa
I-TOP

Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

ki-te
come-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want Taro to come.’

(75) V-te ar (‘exist’)
honi-ga
booki-NOM

soko-ni
there-DAT

ei
ei

oi-te
put-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘The book lies there (as the result of somebody’s having put it there).’

These three instances of the V-te V predicate are similar to each other in that they
involve passive-like semantics. However, differences are also evident, as briefly
discussed in Chapter 2. For example, the embedded subject is dative-marked in
the V-te moraw (‘be given’) predicate and the V-te hosi(-i) (‘want’) predicate, but
not in the V-te ar predicate. The V-te hosi(-i) (‘want’) predicate also allows the
embedded subject to be nominative-marked under certain conditions (as we will
see shortly), while the V-te moraw (‘be given’) predicate never does. As a main
predicate, moraw (‘be given’) is a dative-licensing verb, while hosi(-i) (‘want’)
is not. These differences necessitate a separate examination of each of the three
instances. This section deals with the V-te moraw (‘be given’) predicate.

As indicated in the literature, the matrix subject of the V-te moraw predicate
need not be identified with the arguments in the embedded VP1. Compare (73a,b)
above with (73c). Hoshi (1994) calls examples like (73a,b) direct benefactives
and ones like (73c) indirect benefactives (similar to the contrast between direct
passives and indirect (adversity) passives). One can see that the internal argu-
ments of the lower predicate are successfully Case-marked in indirect benefac-
tives. This automatically makes a pro analysis of direct benefactives technically
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plausible, because object pro is common in Japanese. Hoshi (1994) and Sawasaki
and Nakayama (2001) argue that there is an advantage of such a pro analysis over
a raising analysis for direct benefactives because volitional adverbials can modify
V2 moraw, indicating that V2 moraw has its own external argument. I follow this
analysis.

(76) boku-wa
I-NOM

wazato
on purpose

tomodati-ni
friend-DAT

hihansi-te
criticize-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘I purposefully benefited from being criticized by a friend of mine (i.e., I
asked him to do so).’

Another issue regarding the syntax of the V-te moraw predicate is the struc-
tural analysis of the dative subject of V1. There is a disagreement regarding this
point among previous studies such as Hoshi (1994), Sawasaki and Nakayama
(2001), and Matsumoto (1996). Hoshi (1994) argues, on the basis of the in-
terpretative possibility of zibun, that the ni-phrase in a direct benefactive is an
adjunct, whereas the one in an indirect benefactive is a real (embedded) subject.
Sawasaki and Nakayama (2001) disagree with Hoshi’s data, and assume no such
difference between the two types of benefactives: the ni-phrase is always the
embedded subject. Finally, Matsumoto (1996) argues that the ni-phrase is an
argument of the upper predicate moraw. This section suggests that none of these
proposals are flawless. I argue for a hybrid analysis of these three studies: both
direct and indirect benefactives involve an embedded subject position (for V1);
the difference is that the ni-phrase in the former is a base-generated argument for
the upper predicate moraw, coindexed with the null embedded subject, whereas
the dative in the latter is under the embedded clause.

Let us first examine the data given in Hoshi (1994) and Sawasaki and Naka-
yama (2001). Relevant evidence is based on the coindexical interpretation of
zibun ‘self,’ which is known to be subject-oriented (e.g., Kuno, 1973; see Aikawa,
1999 for a review). For example:

(77) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

Ziroo-ni
Jiro-DAT

Saburoo-o
Saburo-ACC

zibun-no
self-GEN

uti-de
home-at

syookaisi-ta.
introduce-PAST

‘Taro introduced Saburo to Jiro in his house.’

In the above example, zibun can only co-refer with Taroo, not with Ziroo or
Saburoo. For this reason, zibun is often used as a test for subjecthood. Now
consider how the test works for indirect and direct benefactives. The examples
below are cited from Sawasaki and Nakayama (2001):

(78) a. Indirect benefactive:
Mikai-ga
Mika-NOM

kodomo j-ni
child-DAT

zibuni/ j-no
self-GEN

uti-de
home-at

ason-de
play-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST
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‘Mika had the children play in her/their home.’ (She had asked them
to do so.)

b. Direct benefactive:
Mikai-ga
Mika-NOM

Taroo j-ni
Taro-DAT

zibuni/? j-no
self-GEN

uti-de
home-at

ei
ei

home-te
praise-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘Mika received a favor of Taro praising her in her/?his home.’

The indirect benefactive (78a) is ambiguous in its interpretation of zibun: it refers
to Mika or kodomo ‘child.’ Therefore, it is safe to conclude that (78a) involves
an embedded subject projection occupied by kodomo-ni. On the other hand, the
interpretation of zibun in (78b) is less clear. While Hoshi (1994) argues that an
example like (78b) is unambiguous, with zibun only co-referring with the matrix
subject, Sawasaki and Nakayama (2001) claim that it is ambiguous, with zibun
referring to either the matrix subject, Mika, or the embedded dative, Taro. For me,
it is difficult to obtain the embedded co-reference reading in (78b), but I suspect
that this is so for a pragmatic reason: it is difficult to think of a context in which
Taro’s praising Mika in his room rather than other places would especially benefit
Mika. If such a pragmatic bias is eliminated, then the embedded coindexation
will be easier to attain:

(79) a. Mikai-wa
Mika-TOP

Taroo j-ni
Taro-DAT

zibun?i/ j-no
self-GEN

kotoba-de
word-at

ei
ei

home-te
praise-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘Mika received a favor of Taro praising her in ?her/his words.’
b. kanzyai-wa

patient-TOP
meei j-ni
renowned doctor-DAT

zibuni/ j-no
self-GEN

yarikata-de
method-with

ei
ei

tiryoosi-te
treat-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘The patient had the renowned doctor treat her with the patient’s/doctor’s
method.’

In (79), the embedded coindexation readings are perfectly acceptable.
Another suggestive pair of data is discussed by Sawasaki and Nakayama

(2001), based on a test using hitoride, originally utilized by Terada (1990) for
Japanese causatives (see also Miyagawa, 1999). According to Terada (1990), the
agent-oriented adverb hitoride ‘alone’ must be in the same clause as the agent NP.
Considering the following pair, with the two kinds of causative constructions—
the causative with the accusative causee (the “make” causative) and that with the
dative causee (the “let” causative)—have hitoride to the left of the causees:
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(80) a. wareware-wa
we-TOP

hitoride
alone

kodomo-o
child-ACC

asob-ase-ta.
play-CAUS-PAST

‘We made the child play alone.’
b. *wareware-wa

we-TOP
hitoride
alone

kodomo-ni
child-DAT

asob-ase-ta.
play-CAUS-PAST

(Intended: ‘We let the child play alone.’)
(Note: hitoride requires the agent to be singular, unlike English alone.)

A sharp contrast is detectable between the two. Assuming that hitoride must be
a clause mate of the agent, Terada (1990) concludes that the dative causee in
(80b) is not the real external argument for the verb asob ‘to play,’ but is rather an
argument for the causative morpheme, -sase (phonetically realized as -ase above).
The contrast in (80) is schematically illustrated below:

(81) o-causative (the “make” causative):
a. [ . . . [IP hitoride causee-o V ] sase ]
ni-causative (the “let” causative):
b. *[ . . . hitoride causeei-ni [IP PROi V ] sase ]

The reason (81b) is unacceptable is that hitoride is outside the embedded clause.
The dative marked causee in (81b) is not the real agent; PRO is. Sawasaki
and Nakayama (2001) apply the same test to the two types of the V-te moraw
predicate:

(82) a. Indirect benefactive:
wareware-wa
we-TOP

hitoride
alone

kodomo-ni
child-DAT

ason-de
play-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘We had the children play alone.’ (She had asked them to do so.)
b. Direct benefactive:

??wareware-wa
we-TOP

hitoride
alone

Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

e
e

tasuke-te
help-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

(Intended: ‘Taro helped us by himself, and we benefited from that.’)
cf. wareware-wa

we-TOP
Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

hitoride
alone

e
e

tasuke-te
help-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘Taro helped us by himself, and we benefited from that.’

There is a contrast between the two sentences above: (82b) sounds very awk-
ward. This observation does not conform to Sawasaki and Nakayama’s (2001)
hypothesis, which states that no fundamental structural differences exist between
indirect and direct benefactives. They leave this problem open, suggesting that
some complex factors might be involved in the hitoride test. I believe that the
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contrast in (82) is suggestive: intuitively, the insertion of hitoride to the left of the
dative subject seems to reveal that the dative subject in (82a) has greater quality as
an independent subject, whereas the one in (82b) is more like an argument of the
whole V-te V complex. Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that the dative
subject in an indirect benefactive is the downstairs subject while the one in a direct
benefactive is an upstairs argument—a conclusion more compatible with Hoshi’s
analysis than that of Sawasaki and Nakayama’s.13 Also, these observations do
not conform to Matsumoto’s (1996: 46ff) proposal that the dative in an indirect
benefactive is an upstairs argument.14

However, there are several reasons to disfavor Hoshi’s (1994) hypothesis that
the dative argument in a direct benefactive is an adjunct like English by-agent.
First, unlike by in English, which bears substantial semantics by itself and thus
can be attached to many kinds of verbs, the semantics of -ni is heavily dependent
on the structural context, and its distribution is closely tied to specific types of
predicates (such as causatives, passives, potentials, and existentials). Therefore,
-ni is likely to represent a Case that needs to be licensed in specific types of
configurations, rather than a postposition heading an adjunct; it is the periphrastic
postposition niyotte ‘by’ that has adjunct-like morphosyntactic properties and
semantic independence. Second, Hoshi’s (1994) “adjunct ni-agent” is supposed to
emerge as a result of the agent theta-role absorption triggered by a passivization-
like operation. This implies that he assumes that the complex head of V-te moraw
is formed before the agent is introduced into the structure: otherwise, one will
have to assume an ad hoc transformation that syntactically demotes a subject

13Wesley Jacobsen (personal communication) has pointed out to me that the following
examples are acceptable even if there are gaps in the embedded clause coindexed with the
matrix subject:

(i) a. wareware-wa
we-TOP

hitoride
alone

Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

e
e

an’naisi-te
guide-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘Taro showed us around by himself, and we benefited from that.’

b. wareware-wa
we-TOP

hitoride
alone

Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

eki-made
station-by

e
e

okut-te
see off-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘Taro accompanied us to the station by himself, and we benefited from that.’

Note that in these examples, the influence of Taro’s activity on the subject us is less direct
than in the case of (82b): in (i), Taro is showing us something or is accompanying us,
but in (82b), Taro is acting upon us. This may show that the “indirect benefactive/direct
benefactive” dichotomy is semantically graded.

14Matsumoto (1996) does not actually distinguish between direct and indirect benefac-
tives, and therefore does not argue that his proposal is specifically designed for indirect
benefactives. However, his data (Matsumoto, 1996: 44–62) exclusively comprises indirect
benefactives, so it would be safe to conclude that his proposal is applicable to this category.
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into an adjunct. However, the present assumption that -te is T and that teP in
the V-te moraw predicate can be very complex and large (e.g., teP can contain
negation, passivization, causativization, etc.; the same point was also suggested
by Sawasaki and Nakayama, 2001) makes this derivation implausible. Finally,
Hoshi’s (1994) argument based on the zibun test does not work, as indicated
earlier (see (79)) and in Sawasaki and Nakayama (2001).

Therefore, analyzing the ni-agent in direct benefactives as an adjunct does not
seem tenable. Sawasaki and Nakayama’s (2001) unified approach for indirect and
direct benefactives does not seem to hold either, because of the contrast observed
in (82).

An alternative that would solve this dilemma is to assume (i) that the ni-
agents in indirect and direct benefactives are both structural subjects, and (ii) that
they eventually end up being in different structural positions. The easiest way to
implement this assumption structurally is to assume a dichotomy similar to the
one proposed by Terada (1990) for causatives: (i) indirect and direct benefactives
both involve a subject in the embedded TP (i.e., teP) and (ii) direct benefactives
have a higher dative position, which is co-indexed with the lower subject. This is
illustrated below:

(83) a. Indirect benefactive: VP2
⇠⇠⇠⇠

TP
⇠⇠⇠⇠

NPi-ni
↵⌦ � Indirect Benefactor ====

P
P
P
⇣

⇣
⇣

vP
�

�
NPi

6

EPP/Case
H
H
�
�

VP1

�@

V1 6

H
Hv
V1-v

6

P
P
P

T
V1-v-te

6

XXXX
V2

V1-v-te moraw

b. Direct benefactive: VP2
     

NPi-ni
↵⌦ � Direct Benefactor ====

````
⇠̀⇠⇠⇠

TP
⇠⇠⇠⇠

PROi

P
P
P
⇣

⇣
⇣

vP
�

�
PROi

6

EPP/Case
H
H
�
�

VP1

�pro j
@

V1 6

H
Hv
V1-v

6

P
P
P

T
V1-v-te

6

XXXX
V2

V1-v-te moraw
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In both structures, the embedded subject (Spec-TP) is present; the difference is
that in direct benefactives, V2 selects its own dative argument, which is interpreted
as the direct benefactor. I assume that this “direct benefactor” position is reserved
for the embedded agent that directly interacts with the matrix subject: an argument
in this position is semantically and/or pragmatically licensed (see fn. 13). In
direct benefactives, the direct benefactor controls the lower embedded subject
(represented as PROi in the above), whereas in indirect benefactives there is no
direct benefactor position, and the embedded subject does not directly interact
with the beneficiary. This analysis explains the observed facts: both indirect and
direct benefactives involve embedded subjects (conforming to the zibun fact),
while the dative-marked subjects are structurally different (conforming to the
hitoride fact; we assume that hitoride modifying the lower VP can be scrambled
within the lower TP, but not beyond that).

Case-marking in Japanese

Before proceeding to the other two examples of the “unmatched subject” cases
of the V-te V predicate, let us clarify how Case-marking works under the present
framework. I have assumed in the “Subject sharing” section (Section 5.3.1) that
in Japanese, NPs in positions that are neither Case-governed nor theta-governed
are nominative-marked (cf. Fukui, 1995; Kuroda, 1988). Now I further assume
that NPs in non-Case-governed positions are dative-marked when theta-governed.
(I also tentatively assume that dative Case is available in a Case position when the
verb is a dative-licensing verb.) Below is the list of technical assumptions in the
present proposal:

(84) CASE-GOVERNED POSITIONS:
a is a Case-governed position iff Max(a) is VP.

(85) THETA-GOVERNED POSITIONS:
a is a theta-governed position iff either Max(a) or Max(b ), where b is
the head of Max(a), is VP.

(86) MAX(a ) (Chomsky, 1995: 178): (=48)
Max(a) is the least full-category maximal projection dominating a .

(87) ACCUSATIVE/DATIVE CASE:
Accusative or dative Case is licensed by governing V (or v) in a Case-
governed position.

(88) NOMINATIVE CASE (default rule):
In Japanese, nominative Case is assigned to non-theta-governed NPs in
non-Case positions.
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(89) DATIVE CASE (default rule):
In Japanese, dative Case is assigned to theta-governed NPs in non-Case
positions.

Case-marking in Japanese is summarized in Table 5.1 (note that by definition,
Case-government always entail theta-government). Under this hypothesis, NPs
that are outside VP are assigned nominative or dative as default Cases, rather than
through checking relations. In other words, these dative and nominative Cases are
“elsewhere” Cases. They are not features that are supposed to be “deleted” in the
course of syntactic computation; rather, they are morphophonological markers
that are “added” to NPs, to ensure the link between syntax and semantics (cf.
Miyagawa, 1999).

Case-governed ¬Case-governed
q -governed Accusative/Dative Dative
¬q -governed — Nominative

Table 5.1: Hypothesis: Case-marking in Japanese

Informally speaking, Case-government defines whether an NP is in a canoni-
cal “object” position, a VP domain in a narrow sense, whereas theta-government
defines whether it is in an extended VP domain. Thus, nominative is assigned
when the NP in question is completely outside the VP domain, whereas dative is
assigned when it is loosely inside the VP domain and yet outside the “accusative”
domain. Such a proposal is by no means a novel one, and similar ideas have been
proposed in the generative literature in various forms. For example, Takezawa
(1987) assumes that the dative Case is an elsewhere Case assigned to an NP in
the position that is neither structurally governed by T nor lexically governed by
V. It is beyond the scope of this study to pursue the best theoretical variant. The
framework outlined above is a convenient variant of the idea that nominative and
dative are some sort of default Cases, where the difference between the two is that
the latter is assigned to the position closer to the VP domain.

According to this Case-marking hypothesis, no gap exists in the table, which
implies that there is no place for PRO, and that the embedded subject position
in the “subject-sharing” cases should be able to be dative-marked, which is
not the case (see Section 5.3.1 above). I have assumed that the upper dative
position in the V-te moraw predicate (=the direct benefactor position) is bound
by some sort of directness constraint, but it could be the case that the dative
Case may be bound by a more general interpretive constraint such that the matrix
subject should somehow interact with the dative-marked argument in a non-Case-
governed position. For example, the dative subject in the indirect benefactive
construction is constrained by an animacy condition:
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(90) *watasi-wa
I-TOP

kaze-ni
wind-DAT

hui-te
blow-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

(*‘The wind blew and I benefited from that.’)

(90) is unacceptable probably because ‘I’ cannot properly interact with the wind
(‘I’ cannot ask the wind a favor). The V-te hosi(-i) predicate is bound by a
similar constraint (see the next section). Considering this approach as being on the
right track, the embedded subject in the “subject-sharing” V-te V constructions
is unable to be dative-marked because there is no interaction whatsoever between
the shared subjects (the matrix subject and the coindexed PRO).15

Summary

This section has mainly discussed the nature of the dative argument, focusing
on the issue of whether structural differences exist between indirect and direct
benefactive V-te moraw constructions (Hoshi, 1994). I have argued that in
both types of benefactive constructions, the dative argument is qualified as the
embedded subject (in favor of Sawasaki and Nakayama, 2001, and against Hoshi,
1994), while a distinction is present between the two types in regard to the
interpretation of zibun relative to the dative argument (in favor of Hoshi, 1994,
and against Sawasaki and Nakayama, 2001). Thus, I have proposed the existence
of two distinct dative positions in the V-te moraw predicate: one is an argument
position of moraw (direct benefactor position) and the other is the Spec of the
embedded clause (indirect benefactor position).

5.3.3 V-te hosi(-i) (‘want’)
As with the V-te moraw predicate, the matrix subject in the V-te hosi(-i) pred-
icate does not match the logical subject of the embedded predicate (see (91a)
below). Furthermore, like the direct benefactive V-te moraw construction, the
V-te hosi(-i) predicate can have a passive-like structure, where the matrix subject
is identified with an embedded internal argument (see (91b) below).

(91) a. watasi-wa
I-TOP

Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

ki-te
come-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

15Takezawa (1987)’s theory also faces exactly the same problem, and he resorts to the
stipulation that “subject-sharing” verbs like age are control verbs and lexically govern
the “potentially dative” position, which is the reason dative is not allowed (because
in his framework, dative is inserted to an ungoverned position). This sounds like an
odd hypothesis, because PRO would appear in the position governed by the verb. This
hypothesis, however, could be reevaluated in light of the movement theory of control (e.g.,
Hornstein, 1999); unfortunately, such a reevaluation is beyond the scope of the present
study.
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‘I want Taro to come.’
b. watasii-wa

Ii-TOP
Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

ei
ei

home-te
praise-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want Taro to praise (me).’

An additional interesting property, not found in the V-te moraw predicate, is that
the V-te hosi(-i) predicate allows the embedded subject to be nominative-marked:

(92) watasi-wa
I-TOP

arasi-ga
storm-NOM

ki-te
come-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want a storm to come (I wish that it storms).’

In the following, I discuss the dative and nominative versions in this order,
focusing on Case issues.

V-te hosi(-i) predicate with dative

A first question in regard to the V-te hosi(-i) predicate with dative is whether
the “passive-like” structure is created through NP-movement. Just like the V-te
moraw predicate, the internal argument positions in the V-te hosi(-i) can be Case
positions, as illustrated below, so the pro analysis for (91b) should be legitimate:

(93) watasii-wa
Ii-TOP

Taroo j-ni
Taro-DAT

zibuni/ j-o
selfi/ j-ACC

home-te
praise-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want Taro to praise me/himself.’

Furthermore, as indicated in (93) above, the dative argument can be the antecedent
of zibun ‘self,’ suggesting that it is qualified as a structural subject. These pieces
of evidence support the biclausal pro analysis for the V-te hosi(-i) predicate.

Now let us examine the derivation of the dative argument. The subjecthood of
this dative subject has been confirmed by (93) above. The next question is whether
the dative sits above the embedded TP or below it. The following examples
demonstrate results from the hitoride test, compared with the moraw counterpart
of the same sentence, repeated from (82b):

(94) a. ?wareware-wa
we-TOP

hitoride
alone

Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

tasuke-te
help-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘We want Taro to help us by himself.’
b. ??wareware-wa

we-TOP
hitoride
alone

Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

tasuke-te
help-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

(=82b)

(Intended: ‘Taro helped us by himself, and we benefited from that.’)
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The judgment is subtle here, but I find (94a) better than the moraw version, (94b).
Thus, we might be tempted to conclude that unlike in (94b), where the dative is
assumed to be in Spec-VP2 and thus hitoride cannot be to the left of it, the dative
subject in (94a) sits inside the embedded TP.

However, questionable (94b) improves substantially if it is made a desidera-
tive by -ta(-i), a subject-control desiderative suffix:

(94) c. wareware-wa
we-TOP

hitoride
alone

Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

tasuke-te
help-TE

morai-ta-i.
be given-DESID-PRES

‘We want Taroo to help us by himself.’ (We want to benefit from Taro
helping us by himself.)

Acceptable (94c) suggests that there may be something peculiar about desidera-
tives: desiderative predicates in general may facilitate an extraction of a phrase
that usually resists extraction, probably because a desire often requires a focus,
which often triggers a movement. If this applies to V-te hosi(-i), then the
acceptability of (94a) is not suggestive in regard to the structural position of the
dative.

Let us now consider honorification data. Because hosi(-i) does not have
an honorific form, the only point is whether V1 can be in an honorific form.
From some data, we see a tendency of the passive-like desiderative to resist
honorification (as in (95)), whereas the gapless desiderative does not (as in (96)):

(95) a. *watasii-wa
Ii-TOP

Yamada-sensee-ni
Yamada-teacher-DAT

ei
ei

o-home-ni nat-te
praise.HONOR-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want Professor Yamada to praise me.’
b. *watasii-wa

Ii-TOP
Yamada-sensee-ni
Yamada-teacher-DAT

ei
ei

o-maneki-ni nat-te
invite.HONOR-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want Professor Yamada to invite me.’

(96) a. watasi-wa
I-TOP

Yamada-sensee-ni
Yamada-teacher-DAT

o-ide-ni nat-te
come.HONOR-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want Professor Yamada to come.’
b. watasi-wa

I-TOP
Yamada-sensee-ni
Yamada-teacher-DAT

osake-o
sake-ACC

o-yame-ni nat-te
stop.HONOR-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want Professor Yamada to stop drinking.’

These data suggest that the passive-like desiderative has the dative argument up-
stairs, while the gapless desiderative has the dative argument inside the embedded
TP, in a similar fashion to the direct and indirect V-te moraw constructions.
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Although hosi(-i) is not capable of licensing dative Case, both subject positions
can be dative-marked by the default rule because they are theta-governed and not
Case-governed.

V-te hosi(-i) predicate with nominative

Let us turn to the variant of the V-te hosi(-i) construction in which the embedded
subject is nominative-marked. This subsection examines what governs the distri-
bution of the nominative and dative versions of the V-te hosi(-i) predicate, and
resolves the problem of how the nominative Case is assigned.

McCawley and Momoi (1986) observe that there is an animacy constraint on
the dative V-te hosi(-i) construction. For example:

(97) a. boku-wa
I-TOP

{
{

ame-ga
rain-NOM

/
/

??ame-ni
??rain-DAT

}
}

hut-te
fall-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want it to rain.’

b. boku-wa
I-TOP

hayaku
soon

{
{

sensoo-ga
war-NOM

/
/

*sensoo-ni
*war-DAT

}
}

owat-te
end-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want the war to end soon.’

Harada (1977) further argues for cases in which animate/human embedded sub-
jects sound unacceptable in the dative V-te hosi(-i) construction, such as (98) be-
low, and claims that the constraint should be characterized as a “self-controllable
action” restriction.

(98) watasi-wa
I-TOP

{
{

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

/
/

*Taroo-ni
*Taro-DAT

}
}

kizetusi-te
faint-TE

hosi-i. (=Harada’s (7))
want-PRES

‘I want Taro to faint.’

Judgments on the nominative/dative alternation in the V-te hosi(-i) are often
subtle and may vary among native speakers. I find (98) fairly acceptable with
a dative-marked embedded subject. I also believe that Harada’s characterization
of the constraint on the dative V-te hosi(-i) is not precise, because the following
sentences sound natural:

(99) a. watasi,
I,

hayaku
soon

otto-ni
husband-DAT

sin-de
die-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want my husband to die soon.’
b. tukare-ta

tired-PAST
kara
because

kodomo-ni
child-DAT

ne-te
sleep-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want the kids to sleep, since I’m tired.’
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c. zehitomo
without fail

kare-ni
he-DAT

toosensi-te
win election-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I really want him to win the election.’

The actions denoted by the embedded predicates in the above examples are not
necessarily self-controllable, and yet they sound fine. Another issue is that the
nominative V-te hosi(-i) construction sometimes sounds degraded with animate
embedded subjects. For example, although Harada (1977) regards the following
sentence as perfectly acceptable, I find this sentence very awkward (at least when
pronounced with normal intonation):

(100) watasi-wa
I-TOP

Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

it-te
go-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

(=Harada’s (5))

‘I want Taro to go.’

Similarly, I find the following instances questionable:

(101) a. ??watasi-wa
I-TOP

kodomo-ga
child-NOM

ne-te
sleep-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want the kids to sleep.’
b. ??watasi-wa

I-TOP
kare-ga
he-NOM

kekkonsi-te
marry-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want him to marry.’
c. ??watasi-wa

I-TOP
imooto-ga
he-NOM

warat-te
laugh-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want my sister to laugh.’

The sentences above sound perfectly fine if the embedded nominatives are changed
into datives.

There are cases in which human embedded subjects can be nominative-
marked without awkwardness:

(102) a. watasi-wa
I-TOP

Koizumi-ga
Koizumi-NOM

syusyoo-ni
prime minister-DAT

nat-te
become-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES
‘I want Koizumi to become the prime minister.’

b. watasi-wa
I-TOP

Musashimaru-ga
Musashimaru-NOM

yuusyoosi-te
win championship-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want Musashimaru to win the championship.’

The contrast between awkward (101) and acceptable (102) seems to stem from the
peculiar function of nominative marker -ga, which tends to force an “exhaustive
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listing” reading (Kuno, 1973) when used in an unmarked environment: that is to
say, it is easier to think of a presupposed/hidden list of candidates in the situations
depicted in (102) than in (101) and thus, is easier to construe the nominative in
question as the exclusive focus in the list (=the exhaustive listing).

Regarding Case-marking, it is easier under the present theory to account for
the dative version: because of concatenation, the embedded subject position is
theta-governed by the upper predicate (in this case, A), and thus, it is dative
marked by the default rule. This “usual” derivation is illustrated below:

(103) AP
⇠⇠⇠⇠

TP
⇠⇠⇠⇠

NPi
↵⌦ � Default Case (dative) =)

P
P
P
⇣

⇣
⇣

vP
�
�

NPi

6

EPP/Case
H
H
�
�

VP
�

NP
@

V1 6

H
Hv
V1-v

6

P
P
P

T
V1-v-te

6

XXXX
A

V1-v-te hosi(-i)

On the other hand, something “unusual” should be involved in the deriva-
tion of the nominative version of the V-te hosi(-i) construction. Note that
the semantics of hosi(-i) in the V-te hosi(-i) predicate is not very different
from hosi(-i) as the main predicate by itself: it denotes a psychological state of
wanting something, and the only difference between the two versions of hosi(-i)
is whether that “something” wanted is an event or a thing. For this reason,
I assume that concatenation is semantically less motivated and thus, syntactic
concatenation (i.e., the T-to-A movement) may be treated as if it were left undone
(cf. Matsumoto, 1996; Muraki, 1978). Hence the following derivation:

(104) AP
⇠⇠⇠⇠

TP
⇠⇠⇠⇠

NPi
↵⌦ � Default Case (nominative) =)

P
P
P
⇣

⇣
⇣

vP
�

�
NPi

6

EPP/Case
H
H
�

�
VP
�

NP
@

V1 6

H
Hv
V1-v

6

P
P
P

T
V1-v-te

XXXX
A

hosi(-i)

The above derivation involves no real syntactic concatenation. This leaves the
embedded subject position non-theta-governed; by the default rule, nominative
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Case is assigned. This hypothesis predicts that the NPI-licensing across the teP is
not possible in the nominative V-te hosi(-i) construction, which seems to be true,
as pointed out in the literature (Matsumoto, 1996; Muraki, 1978):

(105) a. ??watasi-wa
I-TOP

Matsui-ga
Matsui-NOM

nanimo
anything

zyusyoosi-te
be awarded-TE

hosiku-na-i.
want-NEG-PRES

(Intended: ‘I don’t want Matsui to be awarded anything.’)
b. watasi-wa

I-TOP
Matsui-ni
Matsui-DAT

nanimo
anything

zyusyoosi-te
be awarded-TE

hosiku-na-i.
want-NEG-PRES

‘I don’t want Matsui to be awarded anything.’

The sharp contrast between the nominative (105a) and dative (105b) versions
suggests that the nominative version does not really involve concatenation.16

The remaining issue is why the inanimate embedded subject is incompatible
with the dative version of the V-te hosi(-i) predicate (see (97) above). In the
last section, I have pointed out that the V-te moraw predicate is bound by an
animacy constraint (see (90)) and further suggested that the dative Case in a
non-Case position may be bound by a general interpretive constraint such that
the matrix subject should somehow interact with the dative-marked argument
in the depicted event. It is currently unknown to me how this interactivity
constraint should be formulated. (For discussions on how dative arguments are
semantically/pragmatically constrained in passive sentences, see Inoue, 1976;
Kuno, 1983; Kuroda, 1979.) It can be said that in both the V-te moraw and
V-te hosi(-i) predicates, the dative subject should be someone who is asked or is
supposed to be asked by the matrix subject to take an action. This presupposition
is less clear in the case of the V-te hosi(-i) predicate because it involves an
intensional context; however, the subject of the sentence could ask the embedded
dative subject to accomplish such a task, if at all possible. Inanimate dative
subjects are unacceptable because one could never ask them to accomplish a task.

16If the NPI were the subject of the embedded clause, it would be successfully licensed
by the matrix Neg:

(i) watasi-wa
I-TOP

daremo
anybody

ki-te
come-TE

hosiku-na-i.
want-NEG-PRES

‘I don’t want anybody to come.’
The above daremo must be nominative because the dative marker cannot be omitted from
this type of NPI expression (i.e., it should be dare-ni-mo), a fact that contrasts with
the nominative and accusative markers, which must be deleted in the same type of NPI
(therefore, daremo in general is ambiguous between nominative and accusative). Example
(i) may thus seem to be counterevidence for the present analysis but is not necessarily so,
because it is known (see, for example, Kuno, 1995) that the NPI in the left-edge of the
embedded clause may have undergone extraction out of the embedded domain into the
higher clause.
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5.3.4 V-te ar (‘exist’)
The syntactic properties of the V-te ar predicate are quite peculiar. A major
problem, at least for the present theory, with the V-te ar predicate is the weak
syntactic presence of the embedded subject. This is problematic, because under
the present theory, teP of the V-te V predicate is uniformly assumed to be a full
clause and there should not exist a problem for having an overt subject except
when there is no interaction between the matrix and embedded subjects. I must
admit that I do not have a convincing explanation for the peculiarity of the V-te
ar predicate regarding this point, but I attempt to show, as a description, that the
embedded teP in the V-te ar predicate contains an invisible subject position.

Arguments of V1

Before discussing the problem of the invisible embedded subject, let us first
discuss how to deal with invisible internal arguments within teP. The V-te
ar predicate is often called the “intransitivizing construction” (Martin, 1975;
Matsumoto, 1990a,b; Miyagawa, 1989) because of its passivization-like property.
For example:

(106) a. watasi-wa
I-TOP

teeburu-no
table-GEN

ue-ni
top-DAT

ringo-o
apple-ACC

oi-ta.
put-PAST

‘I put an apple on the table.’
b. ringo-ga

apple-NOM
teeburu-no
table-GEN

ue-ni
top-DAT

oi-te
put-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘An apple is on the table (as the result of somebody having put it
there).’

However, the V-te ar predicate is not always “intransitivizing”: it allows internal
arguments to remain in situ. For example, the following is perfectly acceptable:

(107) watasi-wa
I-TOP

kyookasyo-o
textbook-ACC

kat-te
buy-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘I have already bought the textbook.’

Note that unlike in (106), in whose primary reading the apple is likely to
physically exist in front of the speaker, the textbook in (107) may not be present
in front of the speaker. The prominent reading in (107) is that what is “present”
is the current situation resulting from me having bought the textbook, rather than
the book itself; hence the perfect-like reading of this example. This “situational
presence” connotation is strong in the in-situ V-te ar construction. Therefore,
(106b) would sound awkward if it is converted into the in-situ version:
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(108) ??watasi-wa
I-TOP

teeburu-no
table-GEN

ue-ni
top-DAT

ringo-o
apple-ACC

oi-te
put-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘I have already put an apple on the table.’

This sentence is odd because the significance of having put an apple on a table
is not instantly imaginable. (107) is much more natural because it is easy to
imagine that the purchase of a textbook can be important to some people (such as
students).

Considering that the object of V1 in the V-te ar predicate can stay in situ
and get an accusative Case, a pro analysis seems appropriate for the null internal
arguments in the “intransitivized” construction. This is illustrated below:

(109) a. Intransitivized: TP
     

NP j

``````````
T

     
VP2
⇠⇠⇠⇠

TP
⇠⇠⇠⇠

PROi

P
P
P
⇣

⇣
⇣

vP
�

�
PROi

6

EPP/Case
H
H
�
�

VP1

�pro j
@

V1 6

H
Hv
V1-v

6

P
P
P

T
V1-v-te

6

XXXX
V2

V1-v-te ar

b. In situ: TP
     

NPi

``````````
T

     
VP2
⇠⇠⇠⇠

TP
⇠⇠⇠⇠

PROi

P
P
P
⇣

⇣
⇣

vP
�
�

PROi

6

EPP/Case
H
H
�
�

VP1

�
NP j
@

V1 6

H
Hv
V1-v

6

P
P
P

T
V1-v-te

6

XXXX
V2

V1-v-te ar

I assume that the topmost subjects, which are coindexed with internal arguments,
are “external” arguments associated with stative predicates through the “about-
ness condition” (Kuno, 1973). Both of the above structures are essentially the
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same under VP2, and are just like the VP2s in other V-te V constructions. The
only difference between the two is whether the internal argument is phonetically
null (i.e., pro). In an “intransitivized” version, the focus is put on the internal
argument itself because the null internal argument is identified with the matrix
subject through coindexation. In such a case, the reading wherein the entity
denoted by the object is actually present in front of the speaker is easier to get,
compared to the in-situ case (107).

Invisible embedded subject

However, a technical question remains. A problem is the Case issue for the
embedded subject. Under the present theory, dative Case should be available
for the embedded subject position, because the position is Caseless and is theta-
governed by V2 (see Section 5.3.2). Nevertheless, this position can never be
dative-marked. For example:

(110) a. ringo-ga
apple-NOM

(*watasi-ni)
(*I-DAT)

teeburu-no
table-GEN

ue-ni
top-DAT

oi-te
put-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘An apple is on the table.’
b. kyookasyo-ga

textbook-NOM
(*watasi-ni)
(*I-DAT)

kat-te
buy-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘The textbook has already been bought (*by me).’
c. man’iti-ni

emergency-DAT
sonae-te,
prepare for-TE,

kangohu-ga
nurse-NOM

(*watasi-ni)
(*I-DAT)

yon-de
summon-TE

ari-mas-u.
exist-POLITE-PRES

‘Just in case of an emergency, a nurse has been sent for (*by me).’

A possible explanation for the unavailability of dative Case resorts to the general
interactivity constraint on the agentive dative in Japanese, as discussed earlier
(see Section 5.3.2) as well as in the literature in connection with the availability
of the agentive dative in passive sentences (Inoue, 1976; Kuno, 1983; Kuroda,
1979). Another possibility is that the dative subject is not possible in the V-te ar
construction because the dative argument for ar is reserved for locatives. This is
supported by the fact that a dative locative can be included in the V-te ar predicate
even though V1 does not license it.

(111) soko-ni
there-DAT

kyookasyo-ga/-o
textbook-NOM/-ACC

kat-te
buy-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘I have already bought the textbook, which lies over there.’
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This indicates that the linking rule for ar that maps a dative argument to a locative
interpretation is still in effect even in the V-te ar predicate, thus blocking the
embedded subject from being dative-marked.

Another possibility is to assume that no syntactic position exists for the
embedded subject in the V-te ar construction. According to this hypothesis,
the fact that the embedded subject cannot be syntactically realized is attributed
not to the Case problem, but to the absence of the position itself. This theory
has been explicitly advocated in Matsumoto (1990a,b). Although this theory
directly accounts for the lack of a way to Case-mark the embedded subject, a
disadvantage is that it is unclear why V-te ar lacks an embedded subject position.
Moreover, there is empirical evidence that the V-te ar construction contains an
implicit subject, contrary to what Matsumoto (1990a,b) argues.

Matsumoto (1990b) argues that the “intransitivizing” V-te ar construction
does not contain an embedded subject position in syntax because it does not pass
the zibun test and the honorification test. First, regarding the diagnostic using
zibun ‘self,’ which takes only a syntactic “subject” as its antecedent, Matsumoto
(1990b) gives the following example (112) and claims that “[t]he sentence cannot
be interpreted in the reading of zibun being co-referential with the agent of
kazaru ‘put for decoration’ (it can be interpreted as referring to the speaker)”
(Matsumoto, 1990b: 284):

(112) e-ga
painting-NOM

zibun-no
self-GEN

heya-ni
room-DAT

kazat-te
put for decoration-TE

at-ta.
exist-PAST

‘A painting was hung (on a wall) in self’s room.’

However, the reason why the “disjoint” reading is strong in this case, where the
embedded subject (i.e., the person who hung the painting on the wall) is distinct
from the referent of zibun (who is the speaker in the prominent reading), is that
ar is in the past tense. In such a case, the whole sentence tends to be interpreted
as the speaker’s novel finding.17 If such a “finding” reading is adopted, then
the agent of the act of hanging the painting must be somebody other than the
speaker; otherwise the speaker must be an amnesiac. Thus, the prominent reading
would naturally be “I found a painting in my room, hung by somebody,” where the
referent of zibun ‘self’ is the speaker, and not the person who hung the painting.
By contrast, if we change the past tense into a nonpast tense, then the sentence
will be a statement of the current state:

17This is to some extent true in English as well. For example, when one says The key is
in the drawer, it is a statement about the location of the key, but if one says The key was
in the drawer, then the utterance can be interpreted as a statement of the speaker’s finding.
The “finding” connotation of ar in Japanese is even stronger than in English existential
expressions, so that one can utter At-ta! ‘exist-PAST’ to mean ‘I found it!’
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(113) e-ga
painting-NOM

zibun-no
self-GEN

heya-ni
room-DAT

kazat-te
put for decoration-TE

ari-mas-u.
exist-POLITE-PRES

‘The painting is hung (on a wall) in self’s room.’

In this case, the prominent reading would be the co-referential reading (zibun is
the one who hung the painting, who is also the speaker), because people usually
hang paintings on walls of their own rooms for themselves. The contrast between
past (112) and nonpast (113) suggests that the unavailability of the co-referential
reading in the former does not necessarily prove that the embedded subject is
absent.

Moreover, there is evidence in favor of the presence of the embedded subject
position. Imagine the following context. There is a painting that Taro always says
he hates. One day a friend of Taro visits Taro’s room, and surprisingly, she finds
that the painting is hung on a wall of his room. She may then tell this story to one
of her friends, using a sentence like one of the following:

(114) an’na-ni kirai-datte it-te i-ta noni, . . .
‘Even though he said he hated that painting so much, . . .
a. nanto,

surprisingly,
ano
that

e-ga
painting-NOM

zibun-no
self-GEN

heya-ni
room-DAT

kazat-te
put for decoration-TE

at-ta
exist-PAST

yo!
PTCL

‘To my surprise, that painting was hung (on a wall) in his own room!’
b. ??nanto,

surprisingly,
ano
that

e-ga
painting-NOM

zibun-no
self-GEN

heya-ni
room-DAT

at-ta
exist-PAST

yo!
PTCL

(Intended: ‘To my surprise, that painting was there, in his own room!’)
c. nanto,

surprisingly,
ano
that

e-ga
painting-NOM

kare-no
he-GEN

heya-ni
room-DAT

at-ta
exist-PAST

yo!
PTCL

‘To my surprise, that painting was there, in his own room!’

Under the given context, (114a) sounds natural even though zibun does not refer
to the speaker. On the other hand, under the same interpretation of zibun, (114b)
sounds odd. Note that the same sentence with kare ‘he’ instead of zibun ‘self’ is
perfectly acceptable (see (114c)), showing that the awkwardness in (114b) should
be attributed to zibun. A greater degree of acceptability of (114a) compared to
(114b) can be explained if it is assumed that (114a) contains an embedded subject
(PRO in (109)) while (114b) does not. Therefore, the data with zibun actually
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support the presence of the embedded subject (PRO) in the V-te ar predicate,
contrary to what Matsumoto (1990b) argues.

Regarding the honorification fact, Matsumoto (1990b: 284) states the follow-
ing: “Subject honorification of the gerundive verb [KN: V1-te] is not possible
either, although this is possible in the -te moraw construction. Thus, the -te aru
construction is mono-clausal in functional structure [KN: under the framework of
LFG].” For example:

(115) a. *e-ga
painting-NOM

sensee-no
professor-GEN

o-heya-ni
POLITE-room-DAT

o-kazari-ni nat-te
put for decoration.HONOR-TE

at-ta.
exist-PAST

(Intended: ‘A painting is hung (on a wall) in the professor’s room.’)
b. *o-sigoto-ga

work(POLITE)-NOM
moo
already

o-sumase-ni nat-te
finish.HONOR-TE

at-ta.
exist-PAST

(Intended: ‘The work has already been done.’)

According to Matsumoto, the unacceptability of (115) stems from the embedded
subject position being totally absent. However, the impossibility of applying
subject honorification to the embedded predicate is a property found in passive
and passive-like complex predicates in general, even in the case where the
embedded subject is overt:

(116) Passive:
a. *e-ga

painting-NOM
o-kazari-ni nar-are-ta.
put for decoration.HONOR-PASS-PAST

(Intended: ‘The painting was hung.’)
cf. e-ga

painting-NOM
kaza-are-ta.
put for decoration-PASS-PAST

‘The painting was hung.’
b. *ano

that
gakusee-ga
student-NOM

Yamada-sensee-ni
Yamada-professor-DAT

o-home-ni nar-are-ta.
praise.HONOR-PASS-PAST

(Intended: ‘That student was praised by Professor Yamada.’)
cf. ano

that
gakusee-ga
student-NOM

Yamada-sensee-ni
Yamada-professor-DAT

home-are-ta.
praise-PASS-PAST

‘That student was praised by Professor Yamada.’
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(117) V-te moraw:
??ano

that
gakusee-wa
student-TOP

Yamada-sensee-ni
Yamada-professor-DAT

o-home-ni nat-te
praise.HONOR-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST
(Intended: ‘That student was praised by Professor Yamada.’)

cf. ano
that

gakusee-wa
student-TOP

Yamada-sensee-ni
Yamada-professor-DAT

home-te
praise-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘That student was praised by Professor Yamada.’

(118) V-te hosi(-i):
??ano

that
gakusee-wa
student-NOM

Yamada-sensee-ni
Yamada-professor-DAT

o-home-ni nat-te
praise.HONOR-TE

hosikat-ta
want-PAST

rasii.
it seems

(Intended: ‘It seems that that student wanted Professor Yamada to
praise him.’)

cf. ano
that

gakusee-wa
student-NOM

Yamada-sensee-ni
Yamada-professor-DAT

home-te
praise-TE

hosikat-ta
want-PAST

rasii.
it seems
‘It seems that that student wanted Professor Yamada to praise him.’

Thus, the impossibility of applying honorification to the lower clause in the V-te
ar predicate may be due to some general constraint on passive-like constructions,
rather than being due to the absence of the lower subject position.

Summary

This section has discussed the problems of the embedded subject in the V-te V
predicate. Some fine-grained assumptions have been made to deal with empirical
facts. These are summarized below.

The structure of the subject-sharing V-te V predicate is assumed as follows:

(119) a. Subject-sharing/Volitional:
[ NPi-NOM . . . [TP PROi . . . V1-te ] V1-te V2 ]x

b. Subject-sharing/Nonvolitional:
[ NPi-NOM . . . [TP NPi . . . V1-te ] V1-te V2 ]x x

With regard to the syntactic derivation of the V-te V predicate without subject
sharing (i.e., with the subject of V1 and that of V2 being distinct), the following
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assumptions have been made. First, the V-te moraw predicate has the following
structure, where moraw itself selects its own dative argument:

(120) a. V-te moraw ‘to be given’ (Direct benefactive):
[ NPi-DAT [TP PROi . . . V1-te ] V1-te moraw ]x

b. V-te moraw ‘to be given’ (Indirect benefactive):
[ NPi-DAT [TP NPi . . . V1-te ] V1-te moraw ]x x

The structure of the V-te hosi(-i) predicate has been analyzed as follows:

(121) a. V-te hosi(-i) ‘to want’ (Dative, gapless):
[ [TP NP-DAT . . . V1-te ] V1-te hosi(-i) ]x

b. V-te hosi(-i) ‘to want’ (Dative, passive-like):
[ NPi-DAT [TP NPi . . . V1-te ] V1-te hosi(-i) ]x x

c. V-te hosi(-i) ‘to want’ (Nominative):
[ [TP NP-NOM . . . V1-te ] hosi(-i) ]

The structure of the V-te ar predicate has been analyzed as follows:

(122) V-te ar ‘to exist’:
[ NP-NOM [ [TP PRO . . . V1-te ] V1-te ar ] T ]x

This structure is the most peculiar of all the instances of the V-te V predicate,
where the matrix NP-NOM is associated with the whole predicate with the
aboutness condition (Kuno, 1973), and the embedded subject cannot be overt
due to a Case-related reason: it is potentially a dative position, but it cannot be
dative-marked either because of the general semantic/pragmatic constraint on the
dative subject, or because of the blocking by a locative dative, or both.

5.4 Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the syntactic properties of the V-te V predicate.
Much evidence shows that the V-te V predicate has characteristics of both
complex and simple sentential structures. Previous analyses to capture this
dual property of the V-te V predicate have been examined, and an alternative
analysis, namely a head-movement analysis, has been proposed. The present
proposal is more advantageous than the “tree pruning” variant of the verb-raising
analysis because it accounts for the fact that VP1 may retain constituency even
after the concatenation (as observed by McCawley and Momoi, 1986). The
present proposal also accounts for issues such as NPI-licensing, dative argument
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licensing, and adverbial modification. The problems of the embedded subject
have also been discussed. Based on honorification data, an argument has been
presented that the subject-sharing cases involve either a PRO-control structure or
a raising structure. Regarding the embedded dative subjects in the V-te moraw
and V-te hosi(-i) predicates, previous studies by Hoshi (1994) and Sawasaki
and Nakayama (2001) have been re-examined, of which neither was found
unproblematic. A hybrid analysis has been proposed, where the embedded dative
subjects are either in the matrix dative argument position (direct benefactives)
or in the embedded subject position (indirect benefactives); in addition, it is
assumed that even in the former case, the embedded subject position is present.
The embedded nominative subject in the V-te hosi(-i) is analyzed as a case of
incomplete concatenation. The problem of the covert embedded subject in the
V-te ar predicate has also been examined, and I have argued that the embedded
subject position is present contra Matsumoto (1990a,b), although the reason why
it must be phonologically covert requires further research and discussions.





Chapter 6

Semantics of the V-te V Predicate:
General Principles

This chapter explores the semantic mechanisms of predicate concatenation in
the V-te V predicate, proposing a derivational, compositional sense computation
theory, which formally associates V2 of the V1-te V2 predicate with its main
verb counterpart. After introducing the theoretical framework (Pustejovsky’s
Generative Lexicon Theory), I propose broad-range semantic operations respon-
sible for the semantic “reduction” processes in the V-te V predicate: the basic
structure-reduction operation COLLAPSE, an interpretive adjustment rule VARI-
ABLE REINTERPRETATION, and semantic lightening rule THEME EVENTIFICA-
TION accompanied by the STRETCH function, as well as the well-formedness con-
dition PRINCIPLE OF CAUSATION FLOW (PCF). The next chapter will examine
various instances of the V-te V predicate in more detail and propose narrow-range
rules that are necessary to account for them.

6.1 Generative Lexicon: Framework
Linguists have long assumed the lexicon to be merely a “dictionary,” a list of
form-meaning pairs, from which the syntactic component picks its inputs. In such
a view, lexical items are like bricks: they can be combined and stacked to form
larger objects, but each of them remains constant. However, this widely accepted
view is too simplistic considering the immensely polysemous nature of lexical
items, whose semantics are often determined by their interaction with other words
in syntactic structure. Pustejovsky (1995) argues that the problems of polysemy
cannot be adequately addressed under the traditional view of a static lexicon
(called the Sense Enumeration Lexicon), thus necessitating a theory of sense
manipulation/operation in the semantic component. This section briefly reviews
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the arguments and introduces the framework of Generative Lexicon Theory with
some technical revisions.

The first two subsections provides a brief introduction to GL for the readers
unfamiliar with it (and thus, those who are familiar with GL should skip them).
Section 6.1.3 reviews the aspectual properties of qualia structure, emphasizing the
role of TELIC as a modal operator. Section 6.1.4 introduces Landman’s (1992)
notion of stage and continuation stretch to formally define the eventive unity
required in qualia structure. Section 6.1.5 presents an operator approach to event
types, extending the discussion given in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.

6.1.1 On polysemy
A significant property of lexico-semantic multiplicity is that the multiple mean-
ings of a polysemous word are usually related, often overlapping and making
reference to each other. To regard the lexicon as a static list of multiple senses
(Sense Enumeration Lexicon) would entail overlooking such sense associations;
thus, according to Pustejovsky (1995), this approach is inherently inadequate,
both explanatorily and descriptively. Another important point is that the multiple
semantics of a word often emerge through syntactic composition. Let us review
some examples discussed in Atkins et al. (1988) and Pustejovsky (1995):

(1) a. Mary painted the door.
b. Mary walked through the door.

(2) a. I spilled coffee on the newspaper.
b. I carefully read the newspaper.
c. The newspaper fired the editor.

(3) a. John baked the potatoes.
b. John baked the cake.

(4) a. I enjoyed the beer.
b. I enjoyed the book.

(5) a. I believe that John is a liar.
b. I believe the rumor.
c. I believe John.
d. I believe this book.

In (1a), door means a physical object with a surface, while it denotes an aperture
in (1b). In (2), newspaper means a physical object in (2a), informational content
in (2b), and an institution (or people in the institution) in (2c). These multiple
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senses of newspaper are not exchangeable between the three examples. In other
words, the senses are in complementary distribution (Pustejovsky, 1995: 31ff),
showing that the semantics of newspaper is fine-tuned in accordance with the
syntactic environments. In (3), bake either denotes a change of state of its
syntactic object, the potatoes, or creation of the object, the cake. Again, the
semantic multiplicity is tightly connected to the syntactic composition. In (4),
different “implicit events” are hidden behind the predicates: in (4a), an event
of drinking is implicitly understood, whereas in (4b), an event of reading is.
Such “extra” interpretation is forced by the semantics of enjoy, which requires an
eventive reading. Similarly, in (5c,d), we are forced to manipulate the semantics
of John and this book because we cannot “believe” a physical object (e.g., we
cannot “believe” an apple). Therefore, when I believe John, what I believe must
be interpreted as a propositional property associated with John, such as his words.
This is another case of “extra” semantics driven by syntactic composition.

Earlier in this study, I argued that the semantics of the V-te V predicate is
also dynamically fine-tuned as the syntactic structure is built. For example, as
discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1, Teramura’s (1984) semantic variants of the
V1-te ku predicate are in complementary distribution: that is to say, the semantics
of the V1-te ku predicate is fine-tuned in accordance with the semantics of VP1. I
have also indicated that the licensing of dative by ku is affected by the semantics
of VP1.

This interaction between syntactic composition and semantic fine-tuning is
not captured by the Sense Enumeration Lexicon hypothesis. Thus, it becomes
apparent that the so-called “extralinguistic/pragmatic” knowledge is crucial for
manipulating the senses, implying the necessity for a mechanism that allows sys-
tematic interactions between “extra-linguistic/pragmatic” knowledge (whatever it
may be) and the output of syntactic composition.

One way (if not the only way) to capture the dynamism of semantic inter-
pretation is to set up a directionality in sense association, namely, to assume that
multiple senses of a lexical item are derived from its core meaning. Pustejovsky
(1991a,b, 1995, 1998a,b, 2001) developed a formal implementation of such an
idea, under the theory of Generative Lexicon (GL).

6.1.2 Representations in GL
A novel feature of GL is its assumption that our knowledge of a nominal lexical
item denoting a physical object is not confined to the knowledge of what the
object is, but further involves the knowledge of the “past” and a “possible future”
of the object. For example, we not only “know” that book is a physical object
made of sheets of paper containing abstract information (“the present state”), but
also “know” that book was created as the result of an activity of some human(s)
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writing it (“the past”) and that one of its main functions can be characterized as an
event of humans reading it (“a possible future”). Formally, GL assumes that the
core semantics of a lexical item is characterized as a set of four types of eventive
information called QUALIA STRUCTURE, which represents “Aristotelian modes
of explanation” (Pustejovsky, 1995: 85):

(6) QUALIA STRUCTURE:
• TELIC: how x possibly ends up
• CONSTITUTIVE: what x is made of
• FORMAL: what x is
• AGENTIVE: how x came into being

For example, the qualia structure of book is assumed as follows:

(7) BOOK:
• TELIC: book is to be read.
• CONSTITUTIVE: book is made of paper, etc.
• FORMAL: book is a physical object that contains information.
• AGENTIVE: book was written by somebody.

The qualia structure is bound by ARGUMENT STRUCTURE and EVENT STRUC-
TURE. The latter is not crucial for noneventive nominals, so I postpone discussing
it until the next subsection, where I discuss verb semantics. ARGUMENT STRUC-
TURE specifies the type information of the arguments involved in the qualia
structure, and also functions as a bridge between syntax and semantics. Our
lexical knowledge of book is thus more formally represented as the following
(slightly modified from Pustejovsky, 1995: 101), where e1, e2, etc., represent
event variables, widely employed in Davidsonian event semantics (Davidson,
1967):

(8)
2

666666666666666664

book

AGRSTR =

2

66664

ARG1 = x: information
ARG2 = y: physical object
(D-ARG3 = z: paper)
(D-ARG4 = v: human)
(D-ARG5 = w: human)

3

77775

QUALIA =

2

66664

information ·phys obj lcp
TELIC = read(e4,w,x ·y)
CONST = made of(e3,x ·y,z)
FORMAL = hold(e2,y,x)
AGENTIVE = write(e1,v,x ·y)

3

77775

3

777777777777777775

For nouns denoting physical objects, the FORMAL (=the formal property of
the object) is regarded as the core of the semantics. The type of the denoted
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object (information ·phys obj lcp in the above example) is thus directly asso-
ciated with the FORMAL. This shows that book is essentially a composite of
INFORMATION and PHYSICAL OBJECT (Pustejovsky’s complex, or dotted, type,
which is created by type constructor lcp), while the relationship between the
INFORMATION and the PHYS OBJ is specified in the FORMAL quale: the latter
holds the former. In the argument structure, the arguments that are not directly
associated with the formal property of book are each labeled D-ARG, or DEFAULT
ARGUMENT, an argument that does not have a syntactic link (or semantically
speaking, an argument that is bound by the existential operator). Furthermore,
our knowledge associated with the lexical item book tells us that book is mainly
made of paper (of course, this is an extremely simplified specification, though
sufficient for the present purpose). This feature is labeled the CONSTITUTIVE
quale. The AGENTIVE quale specifies how the object described in the FORMAL
came into being (book was written by humans), and the TELIC quale specifies
how the object may possibly (if not necessarily) end up (book is to be read).

The above representation is, of course, a very simplified description of our
complex lexical knowledge, and should not be considered exhaustive. In my
understanding, the point of GL is to present a formal model of our lexical
knowledge that is most likely to systematically interact with syntax. With the
qualia structure, the following set of data can be accounted for:

(9) a. John finished the book.
b. John finished the beer.
c. #John finished the trees.

The “finish reading” interpretation of the predicate in (9a) and the “finish drink-
ing” interpretation in (9b) are derived from the TELIC information on book and
beer, respectively, driven by an event-interpretation requirement of finish; to
a lesser extent, the ‘finished writing’ interpretation and the “finished brewing”
interpretation are also available in (9a) and (9b), respectively, depending on the
ease of getting the “creator” interpretation of the agent John in the discourse. This
semantic process is called type coercion (Pustejovsky, 1995) because the type of
the denotation of the object of a verb (“physical object”) is forced to change into
a different type (“event”). On the other hand, (9c) is anomalous because tree
is a nominal of what Pustejovsky calls natural type (Pustejovsky, 2001), which
does not have prominent AGENTIVE or TELIC. Therefore, type coercion cannot
be undertaken in a successful manner, unless we establish a context in which the
object is understood to have a special TELIC (such as the context under which
John is a gardener and the trees are conceived as something to be trimmed). See
Pustejovsky (2001) and Pustejovsky and Bouillon (1996) for further details of the
constraints on type coercion.
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6.1.3 Aspectual properties of qualia structure

Let us now turn to the qualia structures of verbs. Among the four qualia, the role
of the CONSTITUTIVE quale is not clear in verb semantics—if the definition of
CONSTITUTIVE (“what x is made of”) is taken literally, its role seems roughly
identical to that of EVENT STRUCTURE in verb semantics. I, thus, ignore the
CONSTITUTIVE in this study when discussing verb semantics.1 The role of the
AGENTIVE quale in verb semantics, on the other hand, is straightforward: it
should be associated with an action that initiates the event or the state that the
verb denotes.2 The FORMAL is the locus of what the AGENTIVE brings about.
For example, the event denoted by build involves an event of “bringing about”
(=the building activity), which is the AGENTIVE, and an event that is brought into
existence (=the state of something having being built), which is the FORMAL, just
like a writing event in the past brings the physical state of book into existence.
(The analysis of build, however, is revised in the following subsection.)

On the other hand, the TELIC is interpreted as a “modal operator” (Bouillon
and Busa, 2001b) that introduces an intensional context. Thus, the TELIC
event represents a purpose of the FORMAL and the AGENTIVE, and may not be
realized under an extensional context (i.e., in the world wherein the FORMAL is
actualized). In the case of the noun book discussed earlier, its TELIC is the event
of reading, which constitutes a possible future closely associated with book but
may not necessarily take place. A book is still a book even if it is discarded and
burnt before anybody has a chance to read it. In the case of eventive predicates,
verbs like search involve a TELIC: search for x is an underspecified activity whose
goal is to find x, but this goal does not have to be accomplished: i.e., I searched
for the book is true even if I eventually failed to find it. On the other hand, if I
found the book, the book must have been found. In this case, the result state (the
book having been found) is regarded as the FORMAL property of the event. The
semantic contrast between clean and wash can be captured in the same way: the
former necessarily entails the result state, while the latter does not:

1Some researchers such as Kageyama (2005) consider that what is redundant is the
FORMAL, and that the CONSTITUTIVE involves what is traditionally called the lexical
conceptual structure (LCS). Because no fundamental differences appear to exist between
the traditional LCS notations and the formal semantic notations adopted in GL, the choice
between these alternatives do not seem to yield substantial differences.

2Kageyama (2005) considers that the AGENTIVE in the semantics of a verb represents
a presupposition of the event denoted by the verb. In this view, the inchoative event
in an accomplishment event should be considered to be part of the FORMAL (or the
CONSTITUTIVE under Kageyama’s framework). Although Kageyama’s assumption is
certainly reasonable, I also doubt the view that the presuppositional event must be lexically
specified. See the following section for details.
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(10) a. I cleaned the towel (*but it was still dirty).
b. I washed the towel (but it was still dirty).

This difference is represented in the qualia structure as follows:

(11) a. 2

664

clean

QUALIA =

2

4
TELIC =��
FORMAL = be clean(e2,y)
AGENTIVE = act(e1,x,y)

3

5

3

775

b.
2

64
wash

QUALIA =


TELIC = be clean(e2,y)
FORMAL = wash act(e1,x,y)

�
3

75

As in the case of nominals discussed earlier, the qualia structure in a verbal
predicate is bound by ARGUMENT STRUCTURE. In addition, the qualia is bound
by EVENT STRUCTURE, which specifies the types of the subevents involved in the
qualia structure (such as “state” and “process”), as well as the temporal relations
between the subevents and the “headedness” information (i.e., the prominence
of an event in the event structure). The event types are discussed in more
detail in the following section. The temporal relation between two subevents
is defined in terms of one of the three binary relations (Pustejovsky, 1995: 69ff):
< µ (=exhaustively ordered part of),3 �µ (=exhaustively overlap part of),4 and
< �µ (=exhaustively ordered overlap part of).5 The symbol ⇤ indicates the head
of the complex event. Thus, a more elaborate representation of clean would be as
follows:

(12) 2

6666666666664

clean

EVENTSTR =

2

4
E1 = e1: process
E2 = e2: state
e1⇤ < µ e2

3

5

ARGSTR =


ARG1 = x: human
ARG2 = y: physical object

�

QUALIA =

2

4
TELIC =��
FORMAL = be clean(e2,y)
AGENTIVE = act(e1,x,y)

3

5

3

7777777777775

3Informally, [e3 e1 < µ e2 ] represents the relation in which e1 and e2 are the only
subevents constituting e3 and e1 totally precedes e2.

4Informally, [e3 e1 � µ e2 ] represents the relation in which e1 and e2 are the only
subevents constituting e3 and e1 and e2 totally overlaps.

5Informally, the relation [e3 e1 < �µ e2 ] represents the relation in which e1 and e2 are
the only subevents constituting e3, e1 initiates prior to the point at which e2 initiates, and
after e2 initiates, e1 totally overlaps with e2.
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The functions of GL’s ARGUMENT and EVENT STRUCTURES are roughly equiv-
alent to those of the l operator and their restrictions in formal semantics and
Davidsonian event semantics, while default arguments (logically necessary argu-
ments that are optional in syntax) are essentially equivalent to existentially closed
arguments bound by the 9 operator. I assume two types of default arguments. One
type includes syntactically optional arguments that are assigned structural Case if
present in syntax (such as him and 20 dollars in I paid him 20 dollars); the other
involves syntactically optional arguments that are accompanied by prepositions
when present in syntax (such as for 20 dollars in I bought the book for 20 dollars).
I assume that the former arguments are bound by the l operator in the lexicon,
and are existentially closed when no syntactic arguments fill these positions,
and that the latter arguments are bound by the 9 operator from the beginning
(in the lexicon), though their semantic values can be further specified by the
PP arguments. For example, the lexical semantics of buy involves a “money”
argument bound by the 9 operator (and thus, need not be syntactically realized),
but adding a PP such as for 20 dollars would not contradict the semantics of this
hidden argument, because it is merely its further specification.6

Although the choice between GL’s ARGUMENT and EVENT STRUCTURES on
one hand, and the standard formal semantic notations with the l and 9 operators
on the other, does not make significant conceptual or empirical differences, I
utilize the latter, that is, the operator notations in this study, because they more
explicitly specify which arguments are unsaturated and how they are linked to
syntactic positions. Hereafter, a GL representation like (12) is rewritten as
follows:

(13)
2

6666666664

clean
le9e1,e2 :[ e e1⇤ < µ e2 ]

ly,x :


x: human
y: physical object

�

QUALIA =

2

4
TELIC =��
FORMAL = be clean(e2,y)
AGENTIVE = act(e1,x,y)

3

5

3

7777777775

Here, the qualia structure is bound by the l and 9 operators. Because the l
operator specifies the order of the arguments in the bottom-up fashion (thus, ly,x
indicates that y is syntactically lower than x), it is not necessary to independently
specify the order of the arguments. The specification of event types, which is
absent in the representation above, is discussed shortly.

6I assume that Pustejovsky’s (1995) SHADOW ARGUMENT is a special case of DEFAULT
ARGUMENT, a type of default argument whose lexical specifications are particularly
specific.
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6.1.4 Qualia as stages
A crucial assumption that drives semantic concatenation operations in the theory
to be proposed is that a single qualia structure must represent a “unified event,”
rather than juxtaposed events. This subsection introduces Landman’s (1992)
notion of stage and continuation stretch to formally define the eventive unity
presupposed in qualia structure. Landman (1992) defines a stage of an event
as follows:

(14) An event is a stage of another event if the second can be regarded as a
more developed version of the first, that is, if we can point at it and say,
“It’s the same event in a further stage of development.” Thus, not every
part of e at an interval is a stage of e; to be a stage, a part has to be big
enough and share enough with e so that we can call it a less developed
version of e. (Landman, 1992: 23)

Based on this, the notions continuation stretch and continued stage are (roughly)
defined as follows:

(15) The continuation stretch of an event e is the smallest set of events f such
that e is a stage of f . (Adopted from Landman, 1992: 26)

(16) The continued stage of an event e is the smallest set of events f such that
e and f are stages of the same event g and e < f and there is no stage h of
g such that e < h < f .

In simple words, a continuation stretch of e is a more developed version of e
containing e, and a continued stage of e is another stage immediately following e.
Schematically:

(17)
a continuation stretch of ez }| {

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
z }| {
mmmme

a continued
stage of ez }| {
mmmme0 . . . - timeline

Then the FORMAL in qualia structure is regarded as an extensional continued
stage of the AGENTIVE, and the TELIC as an intensional continuation stage of the
FORMAL. Qualia structure as a whole can be considered to be the AGENTIVE’s
continuation stretch, and the event unity required within a qualia structure can be
captured in terms of stages as defined above. In other words, qualia structure
is a specific type of continuation stretch, representing Aristotelian modes of
explanation in terms of the four distinct categories.
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Note that this characterization of qualia structure renders the temporal specifi-
cation in EVENT STRUCTURE mostly (if not completely) redundant. Furthermore,
we adopt an operator approach to event types in the following section, and
thus, the event-type specification in the standard GL EVENT STRUCTURE is
also unnecessary. In what follows, EVENT STRUCTURE is omitted from the GL
representations for brevity unless the eventive ordering is unpredictable and/or
the headedness information is crucial.

6.1.5 Event types
Event structure in GL specifies not only the temporal relations between the events
but also the event types such as process and state. Although this information is
closely related to the aspectual properties of predicates, its details have not been
sufficiently elucidated in the previous GL-related literature. Before proceeding, I
would like to clarify what event types are assumed as ontological in this study.

Activity

As discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.4, I follow Van Geenhoven’s (2004, 2005)
analysis, in which activity/process predicates are bound by a pluractional (dis-
tributive) operator, whose truth-conditional function is repeated below:

(18) Activity verbs: lxle? ey(e,x)
where ?ey(e) = 1 iff
9e0 [ e0 ⇢ e e ^ y(e0) ^ number(e0)> 1 ] ^
8e0 [ e0 ⇢ e e ^ y(e0)!9e00 [ e00 ⇢ e e ^ y(e00) ^ [ e00 < e0 _ e0 < e00 ]]]
(where ⇢ e is the “proper part of” relation on events.)

A predicate denotes an activity/process if and only if bound by the operator
?, whose function is to ensure that the predicate y is applicable to sequential
subevents of the event e to which y applies.

Achievement

Now let us discuss achievement verbs. Although most researchers agree to
identify at least two event types, process (activity) and state, it is debatable
whether other ontological types should be assumed. Pustejovsky (1991a), for
example, introduces “transition” in addition to process and state to capture
achievement and accomplishment events. However, Pustejovsky (1991a: 420)
also suggests that a transition event can be decomposed into a process and a state,
which might indicate that “transition” is not considered a primitive type. This
approach seems to work for accomplishment predicates such as build a house:
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(19) T
⇣
⇣

⇣

P
build act(x,house)

P
P
P

S
exist(house)

This defined notion of “transition,” however, does not seem to work for achieve-
ment predicates, because achievement predicates, unlike accomplishments, do not
lexically encode a process. Although some achievement predicates such as arrive
presuppose a process, such a presupposition is not required by many achievement
predicates. For example, it is possible for someone to die instantly, or suddenly
awake, without any preceding process.

Being aware of this problem, Pustejovsky (1991a,b, 2000) suggests that
transition may be defined in terms of opposition structure. For example, the
opposition structure of die can be represented as the following:

(20) OS
⇣
⇣

⇣

S
¬dead(x)

P
P
P

S
dead(x)

However, the status of opposition structure in GL is not entirely clear. Although
Pustejovsky (2000: 458) (also Pustejovsky, 1991a,b) suggests that opposition
structure could be merged with event structure, as in (21) and (22) below, there
are reasons to believe that opposition structure should be distinguished from event
structure.

(21) T
⇣
⇣

⇣

P
build act(x,house)

P
P
P

S
exist(house)

¬exist(house)
P
P

P

�
�
�
�

OS

(22) T
⇣
⇣

⇣

P
⇣
⇣

⇣

build act(x,house)
P
P
P¬exist(house)

P
P
P

S
exist(house)

First, Pustejovsky’s event structure is conceived in terms of temporal relations,
constructed by three relational operators < µ (exhaustively ordered part of), �µ
(exhaustively overlap part of), and < �µ (exhaustively ordered overlap part of).
Thus, it is inferred from this theory that the mother event is temporally anchored
to the sum of the intervals to which the two daughter events are anchored. This
seems to work for an accomplishment event: an accomplishment event lasts
as long as its parts, i.e., a process and a state, last (though this observation
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is already dubious because, strictly speaking, an accomplishment event is not
usually considered to last all the while its result state lasts). However, it is
implausible to hypothesize that an achievement event is constituted of two states.
Temporally speaking, an achievement does not hold while its daughter states hold;
it only refers to the very moment of the change of state. For example, the event
denoted by die, which is a transition from being alive to being dead, does not hold
while the state of being alive or dead holds. This peculiar temporal property of an
achievement would not be captured if opposition structure were a type of event
structure (Nakatani, 2007). I thus assume that opposition structure is distinct from
event structure.

Now the question is how a transition/achievement event should be formally
captured. Dowty (1979: 139–145), adopting interval semantics, discusses this
issue in detail, and suggests several possibilities. Dowty states that a transi-
tion could be analyzed as a combination of predicate p and one-place function
BECOME (i.e., BECOME(p)), or as a combination of two predicates q, p,
and transition connective T (i.e., qTp). The truth condition of BECOME(p) is
associated with the (smallest) interval that contains the final moment of ¬p and
the initial moment of p. The truth condition of qTp is associated with the smallest
interval containing the final moment of q and the initial moment of p, where
q = ¬p in many cases. These two approaches are identical as far as q = ¬p,
but they are distinct when the transition in question refers to the change from
q to p where q is more specific than a simple negation of p. Dowty discusses
an example, John walked from the Post Office to the Bank, and suggests that the
transition of John is intuitively true during the interval in which he was neither at
the Post Office nor at the Bank (i.e., in between). This fact can be easily captured
by the qTp analysis but not by the BECOME(p) analysis. According to the latter,
the transition in question would be represented as BECOME(¬q^ p), where q
= 1 iff John is at the Post Office and p = 1 iff John is at the Bank; its truth
condition is associated with the smallest interval containing the final moment of
¬(¬q^ p) and the initial moment of ¬q^ p. Because ¬(¬q^ p) is equivalent to
q_¬p and q entails ¬p here (i.e., being at the Post Office entails not being at the
Bank), the final moment of ¬(¬q^ p) = q_¬p is equivalent to the final moment
of ¬p (i.e., the moment just prior to John’s entrance into the Bank). That is to
say, BECOME(¬q^ p) is true only at the smallest interval containing the final
moment of ¬p and the initial moment of p (i.e., the instant moments just before
and after John’s entrance to the Bank). Dowty points out that this consequence is
undesirable.

This observation, however, may not be on the right track because the sentence
the traffic light changed from green to red can be said to be true only when the
light turned red; the sentence cannot be true while the light was still yellow.
Dowty’s walking example shows a different behavior because it involves an
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activity on top of the transition. That is to say, Dowty’s “in-between effect” is
probably not part of the semantics of pure transition.

Also, note that in the literature (Gazdar, 1979; Givón, 1972; Karttunen, 1973;
Karttunen and Peters, 1979; Levinson, 1983), it has been indicated that the
presupposition triggered by a transition-denoting lexical item is not encoded in
its lexical semantics, but rather is conventionally implicated. This assumption
is motivated by the fact that when a pure transition predicate is negated, its
entailment is also negated while its presupposition is not. For example, the logical
entailment of the sentence The door opened at 10:30 should not be “The door
was closed before 10:30 and the door was open after 10:30” because if that were
the case, the negation of the sentence (The door didn’t open at 10:30) would
entail “The door was not closed before 10:30 and the door was not open after
10:30.” This result is obviously undesirable because The door didn’t open at
10:30 should actually mean “The door was not open either before 10:30 or after
10:30.” Thus, as suggested in the literature, we can conclude that ¬p presupposed
in BECOME(p) is implicated, rather than logically entailed, and thus can be left
unnegated when the whole linguistic expression is negated. This consideration
gives us another reason to reject the two-place function analysis (qTp) of a
transition.

I thus adopt a “traditional” BECOME/INCH analysis. It can be formally
represented in many ways, but since I have already adopted an operator approach
in analyzing activity predicates, I represent the BECOME/INCH function as the
operator t:

(23) Achievement/Transition verbs: letey(e)
where tey(e) = 1 iff 8e0 [ y(e0) ^ e0 ✓ e e ! e0 = e ] ^ 8e0 [ y(e0) ^
e ¬✓ e e0 ! t(e)< t(e0) ]

Roughly, tey(e) denotes the smallest initial event true of y (which is usually a
state). Hereafter, I represent the transition events in this way.

State

I tentatively assume that the if an eventive linguistic expression is translated
into a predicate that is not bound by ? or t , it is regarded as a state predicate.
This assumption is too simplistic, because it does not differentiate semelfactives
(=activities not bound by ?) from states. Nevertheless, I ignore this issue for the
sake of expository simplicity.

Incremental theme

In regard to the type of verbs with an incremental theme (Dowty, 1991; Tenny,
1987; Krifka, 1989, 1992, 1998), such as eat and read, which are essentially
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Vendlerian accomplishment verbs (Vendler, 1957), I suggested in Chapter 4,
Section 4.4 that they can be characterized as a special case of pluractionalized
verbs, whose object and event arguments are both bound and thus distributed by
the pluractional operator ?:

(24) Incremental verbs: lylxle? e,yy(e,x,y)
where ?e,yy(e,x,y) = 1 iff 9e09y0 [ e0 ⇢ e e ^ y0 ⇢ o y ^ y(e0,x,y0) ^
number(e0) > 1 ^ number(y0) > 1 ^ 8e08y0 [ e0 ⇢ e e ^ y0 ⇢ o y ^
y(e0,x,y0)! 9e009y00 [ e00 ⇢ e e ^ y00 ⇢ o y ^ y(e,00 x,y00) ^ [ e00 <
e0 _ e0 < e00 ] ] ] ] (where ⇢ o is the “proper part of” relation on objects.)

In (24), both the event and object arguments are distributed by the pluractional
operator. Thus, both e and y are divided into nonoverlapping subparts, wherein
x acts on a part of y in each subevent of y. For example, roughly speaking,
?e,ypaint(e,x,y) is true iff e is divisible into subevents, y is divisible into subparts,
and in each such subevent, x paints a subpart of y.7

Although the issue of incremental theme has apparently not been discussed in
detail in the GL-related literature, some discussions have taken place regarding
creation verbs. To begin with, it should be noted that representing the qualia
structure of a creation verb such as paint as in (25) below would be fallacious
because x cannot act on y before y comes into existence:

(25)
2

64
paint

QUALIA =


FORMAL = exist(e2,y)
AGENTIVE = paint act(e1,x,y)

�
3

75

Pustejovsky (1995) analyzes the semantics of creation verbs as an instance of
“indirect (constitutive) causation paradigm” (Pustejovsky, 1995: 185), where the
x’s activity is conducted upon the material, rather than the finished product y itself.
This is schematized below (Pustejovsky, 1995: 186):

(26) Indirect Causation Paradigm:
QUALIA =


FORMAL = a result(e2,y)
AGENTIVE = a act(e1,x,w)

� �

(where w constitutes y.)

An example is provided in the following (Pustejovsky, 1995: 82):

7Telicity is not encoded in this representation. A different mechanism is necessary to
derive telicity from the combination of incremental verbs and overtly quantified objects.
See e.g., Kennedy and Levin (2002, 2008), Krifka (1989, 1992, 1998), Piñón (2008) for
discussions on this matter.
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(27) 2

6666666666666666666664

build

EVENTSTR =

2

4
E1 = e1 : process
E2 = e2 : state
e1⇤ < µ e2

3

5

ARGSTR =

2

666666664

ARG1 = 1


animate ind
FORMAL = physobj

�

ARG2 = 2

2

4
artifact
CONST = 3

FORMAL = physobj

3

5

D-ARG1 = 3


material
FORMAL = mass

�

3

777777775

QUALIA =


FORMAL = exist(e2, 2 )
AGENTIVE = build act(e1, 1 , 3 )

�

3

7777777777777777777775

Here, the agent 1 acts on the material 3 (such as bricks), and as a result, the
final product 2 (such as a house) comes into being.

This analysis circumvents the problem of (25). Although I would not argue
that this analysis is incorrect, and agree that the role of material should be captured
somehow in the theory of lexical semantics, I would still like to suggest that
some important aspects of verb semantics are missed in this analysis. First,
incrementality is not represented in (26) and (27). Second, not all creation verbs
are associated with the indirect (constitutive) causation paradigm illustrated in
(26). For example, consider a predicate like draw a circle with a pencil. Is a
pencil considered a material? No, the ground graphite in the core of the pencil is.
However, some questions remain. When someone drew a circle with a pencil, one
may say that the drawn circle is made of ground graphite, but is it really the same
as stating that a built house is made of bricks? How about writing a letter with
a fountain pen? Can we say that the material for the written letter includes ink?
What about writing a book? What is the material for the book to be written? Even
with build, there seems to be no material involved in building tension. We, thus,
have to conclude that the “indirect (constitutive) causation paradigm” (where the
agent acts on material) only captures a subset of the whole set of creation verbs. I
have not found any evidence that this “material-based creation” is a linguistically
significant concept leading to a distinct linguistic behavior in comparison with
other types of creation verbs. By contrast, ample evidence has been found that
the concept of incremental theme is linguistically significant (Dowty, 1979, 1991;
Hinrichs, 1985; Krifka, 1989, 1992; Tenny, 1987, 1994; Verkuyl, 1972, 1993,
1999). Thus, I adopt the analysis shown in (24), and present the semantics of
build as follows:
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(28) 2

66664

build

ly,x :


x: animate ind
y: artifact

�

QUALIA =


TELIC = exist(e2,y)
FORMAL = ?e1,ybuild(e1,x,y)

�

3

77775

In the above representation, there is no need to specify the event types in
GL’s EVENT STRUCTURE because it is introduced by the pluractional (activity)
operator ?. This predicate involves an incremental theme because the variable
y is bound by the ? operator. The TELIC is somewhat redundant because the
completion of y is entailed in the FORMAL; it is shown in the above representation
as an explicit indication of the sense of creation (rather than, say, consumption).8

6.2 Main Ingredients9

Adopting the general framework outlined above, let us examine the effects of
concatenation in the V-te V predicate on the semantic representations. I propose
that predicate concatenation in the semantic component is fundamentally a pro-
cess of collapsing two separate qualia structures into one (COLLAPSE), optionally
followed by VARIABLE REINTERPRETATION. The derivational processes are
constrained by a well-formedness condition PRINCIPLE OF CAUSATION FLOW
(PCF), which is a refined/specified version of the (often underspecified) con-
straints of a cause-effect scheme proposed in previous studies (e.g., Argument
Coherence and Default Causative Paradigm in Pustejovsky and Busa, 1995 and
Pustejovsky, 1995; Direct Object Restriction in Levin and Rappaport Hovav,
1995; Activity Chain (Kooi Rensa) in Kageyama, 1996; Billiard-ball Model in
Langacker, 1987, 1991). Furthermore, a theme argument is often eventified
(THEME EVENTIFICATION), as often proposed in the grammaticalization liter-
ature (e.g., Heine, 1993; Heine et al., 1991; Hopper and Traugott, 1993). Let us
begin with operation COLLAPSE.

8This pluractional analysis of incremental verbs does not cover degree-of-change verbs
such as cool and widen because the incremental changes found in the themes of these verbs
are not specifically linked to their subparts. I refer the reader to previous studies such as
Kennedy and Levin (2008) and Piñón (2008) for details.

9This section elaborates the work in Nakatani (2003a), with many pertinent revisions.
Note that Nakatani (2013) is closer in content to this older publication, as its manuscript
was prepared circa 2005. This section presents the latest update.
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6.2.1 COLLAPSE

A main issue of predicate concatenation in the semantic component is the con-
traction of two semantic representations, while preserving the qualia schema.
No such problem arises in the case of sentential complementation because when
representation Ra is selected by representation Rb , a slot is reserved in Rb for Ra
to sit in. However, in the case of V-concatenation, there is often a conflict between
the two qualia structures. Thus, an operation that resolves the potential conflict
and contracts the two into a single well-formed qualia structure is necessary. I
call this operation COLLAPSE.

Let us first consider a regular noncollapsing adjunction process. For two
clauses CL1 and CL2, suppose CL1 is adjoined to CL2. Suppose that CL1’s qualia
structure is QL1 and CL2’s is QL2. The first question is what happens to QL1 and
QL2 when CL1 is adjoined to CL2. I simplistically assume that by default, nothing
happens: QL1 and QL2 are simply juxtaposed in the semantic representation. I
also tentatively assume that the representation of an adjunction structure has a
single event structure and a single argument structure (though this assumption
might be trivial). The semantic representation for an adjunction structure should
be as follows:

(29) ADJOINED:2

66666666664

EVENTSTR =
⇥
. . .

⇤

ARGSTR =
⇥
. . .

⇤

QUALIA1 =

2

4
TELIC = . . .
FORMAL = . . .
AGENTIVE = . . .

3

5

QUALIA2 =

2

4
TELIC = . . .
FORMAL = . . .
AGENTIVE = . . .

3

5

3

77777777775

Now let us consider some examples of nonconcatenated -te adjunction:

(30) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

e-o
painting-ACC

mi-te
see-TE

ofisu-ni
office-DAT

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘He saw the painting and then came to the office.’
b. kare-wa

he-TOP
e-o
painting-ACC

katui-de
shoulder-TE

ofisu-ni
office-DAT

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘He shouldered the painting and then came to the office.’

Under the assumption that adjunction does not affect qualia structures by default,
the GL representation of the matrix VP (or vP—for simplicity, I do not make
distinctions between VP and vP in this chapter) in (30a) would look like the
following:10

10As representational conventions in GL, colons in argument structure indicate type
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(31) ADJOINED:2

6666666666664

e-o mi-te ofisu-ni ku
‘painting-Acc see-te office-Dat come’
le29e1 :

⇥
e1 < µ e2

⇤

lx9y,z :

2

4
x: human
y = the painting
z = the office

3

5

QUALIA1 =
⇥

FORMAL = ?e1 see(e1,x,y)
⇤

QUALIA2 =


FORMAL = te2b at(e2b,x,z)
AGENTIVE = ?e2a move(e2a,x)

�

3

7777777777775

In the above representation, two qualia structures are simply juxtaposed, showing
that this is an adjunction structure with no unified qualia characteristics. The
temporal relation between the two qualia structures is determined by the function
of -te as a sequencer (see Chapter 4).

Now let us consider a concatenated version of (30a). As pointed out in
Chapter 5, Section 5.1.2, an example like (30a) cannot be interpreted as a
concatenated one because the intervening dative phrase ofisu-ni ‘to the office’
prevents the two verbs from being concatenated. If we eliminate the dative in
question, we will have an example like (32a) below, which has a concatenation
interpretation, as can be tested by an NPI-licensing diagnostic (32b):

(32) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

e-o
painting-ACC

mi-te
see-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘He saw the painting and came here.’
b. kare-wa

he-TOP
nanimo
anything

mi-te
see-TE

ko-nakat-ta.
come-NEG-PAST

‘He didn’t see anything before he came here.’

In Chapter 5, I argued that the verbs are syntactically concatenated through a
series of head movements. I further assume that syntactic concatenation triggers
semantic concatenation, named COLLAPSE, an operation contracting two qualia
structures into one.11

However, in an attempt to collapse the two qualia structures in (31), we find
a potential problem: there is a conflict between the two, i.e., each qualia structure
has a FORMAL. In other cases, there may be a conflict between two AGENTIVEs.

(domain) restrictions, while equal signs indicate substitutions. For example, x: human
indicates x is an element from the domain of all the humans, while y = the painting
indicates that the denotation of the painting is substituted for y.

11I define COLLAPSE as a cover term for any operations creating one qualia structure
from two. Thus, the COLLAPSE operation discussed in the present work should be regarded
as one specific instance of COLLAPSE, driven by the morphosyntax of the V-te V predicate.
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Let QL1 be the qualia structure of V1 and QL2 be the qualia structure of V2 in
the V1-te V2 predicate. How do QL1 and QL2 fit in a single qualia structure? As
discussed in Chapter 4, -te is assumed to be an event sequencer. By definition, the
FORMAL of x characterizes what x is, whereas the AGENTIVE of x characterizes
how x came into being. Therefore, temporally speaking, the AGENTIVE event can
never follow the FORMAL event. Considering that -te in the V1-te V2 predicate
is an event sequencer, the event denoted by VP1 would never temporally follows
the V2 event. The conclusion drawn from this consideration is that the unmarked
collapsing procedure in the V1-te V2 predicate should put QL1 in the AGENTIVE
slot of the output qualia structure and QL2 in the FORMAL slot. This process is
illustrated below:

(33) Let QL1 be the qualia structure of VP1 and QL2 be the qualia structure of
V2 in the V1-te V2 predicate. Then:

ADJOINED:2

664

[ VP1-te ] V2
le29e1 : [ e1 < µ e2 ]

QL1 = p(e1)
QL2 = f(e2)

3

775
�!

COLLAPSED:2

664

VP1-te-V2
le29e1 : [ e1 < µ e2 ]

QL =


FORMAL = f(e2)
AGENTIVE = p(e1)

�

3

775

Under the above assumption, (32a) is represented as follows:

(34) COLLAPSED:2

66666666664

e-o mi-te ku
‘painting-Acc see-te come’

lx9y,z :

2

4
x: human
y = the painting
z: speaker-territory

3

5

QUALIA =

2

4 FORMAL =


FORMAL = te2b at(e2b,x,z)
AGENTIVE = ?e2a move(e2a,x)

�

AGENTIVE = ?e1 see(e1,x,y)

3

5

3

77777777775

Note that the qualia structure in GL is a theory of prominence among various
events associated with a linguistic expression. Therefore, it is permissible for a
single quale to have multiple eventive specifications insofar as the flow of the
events is coherent.

Now I turn to (30b), another example of -te adjunction, repeated below:

(30) b. kare-wa
he-TOP

e-o
painting-ACC

katui-de
shoulder-TE

ofisu-ni
office-DAT

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘He shouldered the painting and then came to the office’

Unlike (30a), this sentence has a manner reading, in which he came to the office
shouldering the painting. Let us consider how this manner reading emerges. First,
the semantic representation of the first conjunct (minus -te) should be as follows:
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(35) VP1:2

66666666664

e-o katug
‘painting-Acc shoulder’

lx9y,z :

2

664

x: human
y = the painting

z:


body part
CONST = is shoulder of(z,x)

�

3

775

QUALIA =


FORMAL = te2 on(e2,y,z)
AGENTIVE = ?e1 lift(e1,x,y)

�

3

77777777775

This representation denotes an event initiated by the action of x lifting y so that
y rests on z, which is the shoulder of x. When adjoined, the output would be
represented as follows:

(36) ADJOINED:2

66666666666666666664

e-o katui-de ofisu-ni ku
‘painting-Acc shoulder-te office-Dat come’
le29e1 :

⇥
e1 < µ e2

⇤

lx9y,z,w :

2

66664

x: human
y = the painting

z:


body part
CONST = is shoulder of(z,x)

�

w = the office

3

77775

QUALIA1 =


FORMAL = te1b on(e1b,y,z)
AGENTIVE = ?e1a lift(e1a,x,y)

�

QUALIA2 =


FORMAL = te2b at(e2b,x,w)
AGENTIVE = ?e2a move(e2a,x)

�

3

77777777777777777775

This output roughly reads: x lifts y (=‘the painting’) so that y is on x’s shoulder
and then x moves to w (=‘the office’).

What is notable about (36) compared to (34) (the “see-and-come” example)
is that the qualia structure for the embedded predicate contains the FORMAL
specification te1b on(e1b,y,z), namely the transition event from the presupposed
state of the painting not being on the x’s shoulder to the state of the painting
being on it. Note that a transition event entails a state (see (23)), which is, in
this case, the state of the painting being on the shoulder. This entailment persists
until there are reasons to believe that it is canceled out (cf. Dowty, 1986; Dry,
1983). Thus, it is pragmatically likely that the painting remained on x’s shoulder
even after x had initiated the action of heading toward the office. Because of
this possibility, it is safe to extend the temporal scope of this entailment and add
this as adjunct information for the qualia of ‘come.’ This is how the manner
interpretation emerges in (30b) while not in (30a):
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(37) ADJOINED: (w/MANNER INTERPRETATION)2

66666666666666666666664

e-o katui-de ofisu-ni ku
‘painting-Acc shoulder-te office-Dat come’

le29e1,e3 :


e1 < µ e2
e1 < µ e3

�

lx9y,z,w :

2

66664

x: human
y = the painting

z:


body part
CONST = is shoulder of(z,x)

�

w = the office

3

77775

QUALIA1 =

"
FORMAL = te1b on(e1b,y,z)

AGENTIVE = ?e1a lift(e1a,x,y)

#

QUALIA2 =


FORMAL = te2b at(e2b,x,w)
AGENTIVE = ?e2a move(e2a,x)

�
^ on(e3,y,z) a

3

77777777777777777777775?

entailed state
extended

Here, the state of the painting being on the shoulder is pragmatically inferred as
e3, which should temporally overlap the event of QUALIA2, e2.

Now let us consider the semantic derivation of the concatenated version of the
same sentence:

(38) kare-wa
he-TOP

ofisu-ni
office-DAT

e-o
painting-ACC

katui-de
shoulder-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘He shouldered the painting (all the way) to the office’

(39) COLLAPSED (preliminary):2

666666666666666664

e-o katui-de ofisu-ni ku
‘painting-Acc shoulder-te office-Dat come’

lx9y,z,w :

2

66664

x: human
y = the painting

z:


body part
CONST = is shoulder of(z,x)

�

w = the office

3

77775

QUALIA =

2

664
FORMAL =


FM = te2b at(e2b,x,w)
AG = ?e2a move(e2a,x)

�
^ on(e2,y,z)

AGENTIVE =


FM = te1b on(e1b,y,z)
AG = ?e1a lift(e1a,x,y)

�

3

775

3

777777777777777775

The above representation specifies a series of events where x lifts y (=e1a) so that y
lies on x’s shoulder (=e1b), and then x moves (=e2a), eventually reaching w (=e2b),
with y staying on x’s shoulder all the while (=e2).

It should be noted that although the “extended” interpretation of the transi-
tion’s entailment is not obligatory in nonconcatenated (30b), it is so in concate-
nated (38), as pointed out in Matsumoto (1996). That is to say, with a proper
intonation, it is possible to interpret (30b) in such a way that he shouldered the
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painting, put it down on the floor, and then came to the office. However, such
an interpretation is impossible in (38), where he must have come to the office
carrying the painting throughout. In the above representation, this is captured by
having both the “coming” predicate and the “being on the shoulder” predicate
apply to the same event e2. Matsumoto (1996: 274–276) calls this restriction the
“Coextensiveness Constraint.” In our framework, this constraint is driven by the
requirement for eventive unity within a qualia structure, which should represent
Aristotelian modes of explanation. Thus, within a single qualia structure, events
must be regarded as stages constituting a continuation stretch, whereas no such
constraint is imposed between multiple qualia structures.

6.2.2 PRINCIPLE OF CAUSATION FLOW (PCF)
Operation COLLAPSE by itself, however, does not explain why a potential dative
argument for V2 is awkward in some cases, depending on the semantics of V1 (see
Chapter 2; also Nakatani, 2001, 2003b; Shibatani, 2007). For example, a contrast
can be found between the following two examples, regarding the acceptability of
the dative phrase:

(40) kare-wa
he-TOP

ofisu-ni
office-DAT

e-o
painting-ACC

katui-de
shoulder-TE

ki-ta. (=38)
come-PAST

‘He shouldered the painting (all the way) to the office’

(41) Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

(??ofisu-ni)
(??office-DAT)

e-o
painting-ACC

mi-te
see-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘Taro saw the painting and came (??to the office).’

Let us first consider why (41) sounds unnatural with an overt dative. COLLAPSE
would generate the following representation for (41):

(42) COLLAPSED:2

66666666664

??ofisu-ni e-o mi-te ku
??‘office-Dat painting-Acc see-te come’

lx9y,z :

2

4
x: human
y = the painting
z = the office

3

5

QUALIA =

2

4 FORMAL =


FM = te2b at(e2b,x,z)
AG = ?e2a move(e2a,x)

�

AGENTIVE = ?e1 see(e1,x,y)

3

5

3

77777777775

Why does this representation lead to awkwardness? I assume that the awk-
wardness stems from a bad flow in the relationship between the AGENTIVE and
FORMAL: although the sequence of the event of x’s seeing y and the event of x’s
coming to z is common in the real world, it does not represent a natural-sounding
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causal flow from a cognitive perspective (cf. Langacker’s (1987) Billiard-ball
Model). In a more natural-sounding flow, if the preceding event starts as x’s
acting on y, then the following event should depict what happens to y, rather than
x. Such a preferential principle is well known in the literature, and has been
implicitly and explicitly formulated in various ways: e.g., Argument Coherence
and Default Causative Paradigm by Pustejovsky and Busa (1995) and Pustejovsky
(1995); Direct Object Restriction by Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995); and in
broader terms, the Billiard-ball Model by Langacker (1987, 1991). The basic idea
is stated as the following so that it serves the present purpose:

(43) PRINCIPLE OF CAUSATION FLOW (PCF) (preliminary version):
If the causing event involves a patient, then the resulting event must
specify the state of the patient, rather than the agent.

Schematically:

(44) DEFAULT CAUSATIVE PARADIGM (DCP: Pustejovsky, 1995: 186):
QUALIA =


FORMAL = a result(e2,y)
AGENTIVE = a act(e1,x,y)

� �

The awkwardness of (41) with the overt dative argument is captured as the
violation of PCF: it is awkward because the FORMAL specifies the result of the
agent rather than the patient.

The next question that arises is why (41) is acceptable without an overt dative.
Below I repeat the GL representation of (41) without the dative argument:

(45) COLLAPSED: (=34)2

66666666664

e-o mi-te ku
‘painting-Acc see-te come’

lx9y,z :

2

4
x: human
y = the painting
z: speaker-territory

3

5

QUALIA =

2

4 FORMAL =


FM = te2b at(e2b,x,z)
AG = ?e2a move(e2a,x)

�

AGENTIVE = ?e1 see(e1,x,y)

3

5

3

77777777775

It should be noted that although the dative goal is absent in syntax, we cannot
eliminate it from the semantic representation, because the goal is always entailed
in ku ‘to come’ irrespective of whether it is syntactically expressed (and that is
where the core difference lies between ku ‘to come’ and ik ‘to go’). This makes
the qualia structure in (45) essentially identical to that of (42): in other words, the
qualia structure in (45) also violates PCF. Yet, the two yield different degrees of
acceptability: (45) leads to perfect acceptability, while (42) yields awkwardness.
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I hypothesize that the reason why (45) sounds acceptable despite its apparent
PCF violation is that the goal argument is syntactically hidden, which in turn
makes the FORMAL quale less prominent, or shadowed. This is stated below:12

(46) EVENT SHADOWING:
Event ei in QUALIA STRUCTURE is shadowed iff
a. ei is not headed (is a headless event); and
b. All the syntactically overt individual arguments associated with ei are

shared with the headed event ej.

(47) SYNTACTIC EXPLICITNESS:
Event e is syntactically explicit iff e is not shadowed.

In (45), the major (=topmost) FORMAL does not contain a syntactically overt
argument that is not shared with the major AGENTIVE: x is syntactically overt
but is shared with the major AGENTIVE and z is syntactically covert (i.e., is
an existentially closed, default argument). I assume that if the FORMAL is
shadowed, the relationship between the AGENTIVE and the FORMAL becomes
less prominent, and thus, it is allowed to not respect DCP as shown in (44). On
the other hand, in (42), the FORMAL is not shadowed even though it is not headed,
because the goal argument of this FORMAL is syntactically represented as a dative
argument and is not shared with the headed AGENTIVE quale. In this type of
case, both the AGENTIVE and the FORMAL are syntactically explicit, and thus, a
prototypical causative interpretation is enforced (i.e., PCF applies):

(48) Excerpt from (42): PCF violation

QUALIA =

2

4 FORMAL =


FM = te2b at(e2b,x,z)
AG = ?e2a move(e2a,x)

�

AGENTIVE = ?e1 see(e1,x,y)

3

5

12The definitions of shadowing and headlessness in this study differ slightly from
Pustejovsky’s (1995). For Pustejovsky (1995: 191ff), a headless (nonhead) event is always
shadowed by definition, whereas in the present analysis, it can be a syntactically explicit
event. In the former framework, ditransitive verbs should be doubly-headed because the
two events in a ditransitive verb each involve their own syntactically overt arguments. This
in turn entails that ditransitive verbs do not show left- vs. right-headedness dichotomy
because both subevents are headed. However, in Japanese, ditransitive verbs may show
such dichotomy. The contrast between kure/age ‘to give’ and moraw ‘to be given/obtain’
is a case in point: both are ditransitive verbs (licensing accusative and dative), yet the
former should be left-headed (i.e., the giving event is the head), while the latter should
be right-headed (i.e., the receiving event is the head). To capture the headedness contrast
in ditransitive verbs in Japanese, it is necessary to distinguish the concept of headlessness
from the concept of shadowing, so that a headless event may have a syntactically linked
argument on its own.
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The assumptions of event shadowing and syntactic explicitness are now
incorporated into the definition of PCF:

(49) PRINCIPLE OF CAUSATION FLOW (PCF):13

If the AGENTIVE and FORMAL are both syntactically explicit, and if the
AGENTIVE involves a patient, then DCP must be respected.

Now (41) is accounted for: when the dative argument in question is syntactically
overt, both the AGENTIVE and the FORMAL are syntactically explicit, and thus,
its semantics must follow DCP, which it does not. On the other hand, when the
dative argument is absent in syntax, the FORMAL will be shadowed, exempting
the qualia structure from PCF application.

6.2.3 VARIABLE REINTERPRETATION

However, the combination of COLLAPSE and PCF incorrectly predicts that an
overt goal argument is also impossible in (38)/(40), repeated below as (50):

(50) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

ofisu-ni
office-DAT

e-o
painting-ACC

katui-de
shoulder-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘He shouldered the painting (all the way) to the office’

b. COLLAPSED (preliminary):2

666666666666666664

ofisu-ni e-o katui-de ku
‘office-Dat painting-Acc shoulder-te come’

lx9y,z,w :

2

66664

x: human
y = the painting

z: :


body part
CONST = is shoulder of(z,x)

�

w = the office

3

77775

QUALIA =

2

664
FORMAL =


FM = te2b at(e2b,x,w)
AG = ?e2a move(e2a,x)

�
^ on(e2,y,z)

AGENTIVE =


FM = te1b on(e1b,y,z)
AG = ?e1a lift(e1a,x,y)

�

3

775

3

777777777777777775

Example (50) would be ruled out by PCF because both the major AGENTIVE and
the major FORMAL are syntactically explicit without following DCP. Contrary to
this prediction, (50) is acceptable, unlike (42).

One crucial difference between what is implied in (50) and (42) is that in the
former, the theme (‘the painting’) accompanies the agent to the goal, whereas
there is no such implication in the latter (cf. Matsumoto, 1996: 250, where similar
observations are made under a different context). In other words, the entailment

13To be slightly modified in Chapter 7, Section 7.2.2.
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of the major AGENTIVE (the VP1 event), namely, the state of y (=the painting)
being on x’s shoulder, is expected to hold during the event of major FORMAL.
Thus, when x reaches w (=the office), y also reaches w. I assume that when
such an “accompaniment” interpretation is available, the individual variable in
the major FORMAL can be altered to the sum of the variable in question and the
accompanying variable. I call this operation VARIABLE REINTERPRETATION.14

I tentatively use the dot symbol to represent this idea, knowing that this usage is
not strictly identical to the dot symbol in the standard GL theory:

(51) VARIABLE REINTERPRETATION BY ACCOMPANIMENT:
y(e,x)^ p(e,x,y)$ y(e,x.y)
where y is a movement predicate and p is an accompaniment predicate,
such as with, in, and on.

Thus, x in the FORMAL in (50b) can be reinterpreted in terms of the combinatory
variable x.y because of the “accompaniment” inference. Then the representation
will be as follows:

(50) c. VARIABLE REINTERPRETED:2

666666666666666664

ofisu-ni e-o katui-de ku
‘office-Dat painting-Acc shoulder-te come’

lx9y,z,w :

2

66664

x: human
y = the painting

z: :


body part
CONST = is shoulder of(z,x)

�

w = the office

3

77775

QUALIA =

2

664
FORMAL =


FM = te2b at(e2b,x.y,w)
AG = ?e2a move(e2a,x.y)

�
^ on(e2,y,z)

AGENTIVE =


FM = te1b on(e1b,y,z)
AG = ?e1a lift(e1a,x,y)

�

3

775

3

777777777777777775

The above representation respects DCP, wherein the result (=FORMAL) of the
cause (=AGENTIVE) specifies the state of the patient/theme (=y). The acceptabil-
ity of (50a) is now accounted for.

14In Nakatani (2003b, 2004), I suggested that the operation would completely replace
certain occurrences of the original variable with an accompanying variable (VARIABLE
SHIFT: x! y), rather than attach the accompanying variable to the original one as proposed
here (VARIABLE REINTERPRETATION: x! x.y). I adopt the latter to make it clear that x
does not disappear by this operation. This operation thus contrasts with the operation of
THEME EVENTIFICATION as discussed later, in that the latter erases the original variable
completely.
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6.2.4 Acceptable violations of PCF
I have argued in Section 6.2.2 that the syntactically explicit AGENTIVE and
FORMAL must collectively follow the prototypical causation schema to sound
natural (PCF). Why is PCF applied exclusively to syntactically explicit qualia?
I hypothesize that PCF application is forced because of the tension between the
presence of explicit events and the lack of an overt logical connector. If other
clues are available for establishing a connection between the two syntactically
explicit qualia, such as discourse contextual support, then the prediction is that
PCF may be violated. This actually seems to be the case. For example, the
mi-te ku (‘see and come’) predicate with an overt dative can be acceptable if an
appropriate contextual support is present: (52b) shown below sounds acceptable
given a context like (52a) (Susumu Kuno, personal communication):

(52) a. In the last class, students were asked by a teacher to see paintings by
Picasso, Van Gogh, and Cezanne at a museum, before they came to
class today. However, Taro, one of the students, only saw Picasso’s.

b. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

kurasu-ni
class-DAT

Pikaso-no
Picasso-GEN

e-sika
painting-onlyNPI

mi-te
see-TE

ko-nakat-ta.
come-NEG-PAST
‘Taro came to the class having seen no paintings but Picasso’s.’

The qualia structure of this example should be exactly like (48), repeated below:

(53) PCF violation (=48)

QUALIA =

2

4 FORMAL =


FM = te2b at(e2b,x,z)
AG = ?e2a move(e2a,x)

�

AGENTIVE = ?e1 see(e1,x,y)

3

5

This schema violates PCF, and thus, the logical relationship between the two ma-
trix qualia should be uninterpretable. However, with the contextual support given
in (52a), the connection between the two qualia is provided extralinguistically: it
can be inferred from the context that the students were asked to see the paintings
before coming to class, probably because the paintings were going to be discussed
in class. Whether they actually did see the paintings before class (=AGENTIVE)
would have a significant effect on their being in class (=FORMAL). In other words,
even though nothing physical is to be brought to the classroom, the result of the
AGENTIVE must be metaphorically “brought” there. I call such a “result” of the
AGENTIVE a STRETCH of the AGENTIVE. I thus assume that in the above case, a
discourse-supported STRETCH of the AGENTIVE accompanies the agent argument
of the FORMAL (I will revert to the formal definition of STRETCH shortly):
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(54)
QUALIA =

2

4 FORMAL =


FM = te2b at(e2b,x.STRETCH(e1),z)
AG = ?e2a move(e2a,x.STRETCH(e1))

�

AGENTIVE = ?e1 see(e1,x,y)

3

5

Although this configuration does not strictly follow DCP, it virtually follows it in
that the concrete outcome of x’s activity is specified in the FORMAL.15

The contrast in the following pair is suggestive in the same way:

(55) a. ??boku-wa
I-TOP

tyuusyazyoo-ni
garage-DAT

nanimo
anything

tabe-te
eat-TE

ika-nakat-ta.
go-NEG-PAST

(Intended: ‘I went to the garage without eating anything.’)
b. boku-wa

I-TOP
gakkoo-ni
school-DAT

nanimo
anything

tabe-te
eat-TE

ika-nakat-ta.
go-NEG-PAST

‘I went to school without eating anything.’

These minimally different sentences both violate PCF, but (55b) sounds accept-
able. The reason is that in (55b), the consequences of not having eaten anything
before going to school are easy to imagine regarding the state of being in school.16

On the other hand, when PCF is respected, this type of contextual support is not
needed:

(56) boku-wa
I-TOP

tyuusyazyoo-ni
garage-DAT

nanimo
anything

katui-de
shoulder-TE

ika-nakat-ta.
go-NEG-PAST

‘I went to the garage without shouldering anything.’

This example is acceptable, because it represents a default causative paradigm
(DCP) through VARIABLE REINTERPRETATION, thus conforming to PCF.

6.2.5 THEME EVENTIFICATION

Another crucial semantic operation in the V-te V predicate is THEME EVENTIFI-
CATION (see Chapter 2; cf. Heine, 1993; Ikegami, 1981; Teramura, 1984). Some
examples are repeated from Chapter 2:

15A similar observation regarding this type of discourse-supported extension of the teP
event over the V2 event has been made in Matsumoto (1996: 274–276), where this kind
of fact is accounted for in terms of the Coextensiveness Constraint. According to this
constraint, when two predicates are amalgamated into one, the temporally preceding event
denoted by one predicate must “somehow” continue over the period when the following
event denoted by the other predicate continues. The present theory of causal relationship
between the two predicates can be regarded as an explicit and elaborate version of such a
constraint.

16Interestingly, many of the awkward/unacceptable sentences due to PCF violation
would sound good if the dative goal phrase were replaced with gakkoo-ni ‘school-DAT’—
probably because so many things can be interpreted as requirements when it comes to
attending school.
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(57) Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

tegami-o
letter-ACC

boku-ni
I-DAT

okut-te
send-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘Taro sent me a letter.’

(58) Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

denwa-o
telephone-ACC

boku-ni
I-DAT

kake-te
place-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘Taro gave me a call.’

These examples are almost synonymous with the following sentences, where -te
ku is not attached:

(59) Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

boku-ni
I-DAT

tegami-o
letter-ACC

okut-ta.
send-PAST

‘Taro sent a letter to me.’

(60) Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

boku-ni
I-DAT

denwa-o
telephone-ACC

kake-ta.
place-PAST

‘Taro gave me a call.’

The interpretive difference between (57)/(58) and (59)/(60) is subtle, but we
could say that the former pair bears a sense of emphasis on the directionality of
Taro’s action. We can thus assume that what metaphorically “comes” toward the
speaker-associated location in the former is Taro’s activity of sending or calling,
as suggested in the literature (e.g., Ikegami, 1981; Teramura, 1984). Some more
examples:

(61) sora-ga
sky-NOM

kumot-te
become cloudy-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘It is becoming cloudy. (The sky is becoming cloudy.)’

(62) onaka-ga
stomach-NOM

sui-te
become empty-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘I am getting hungry. (My stomach is becoming empty.)’

Neither (61) nor (62) involves any physical movement of grammatical arguments
(i.e., neither ‘sky’ or ‘stomach’ moves). What ‘comes’ toward the speaker-
location is the state of the sky being cloudy or of the stomach being empty.

This idea can be represented as follows:

(63) THEME EVENTIFICATION (preliminary):
A specific occurrence of a theme variable (“theme” in the sense of an en-
tity that undergoes change or movement) in the FORMAL may be replaced
with the AGENTIVE event.
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Thus, the representation for (61) would be as follows:

(64) THEME EVENTIFIED:2

666666664

sora-ga kumot-te ku
‘sky become cloudy-te come’

9x,y :


x = the sky
y: speaker territory

�

QUALIA =

2

4 FORMAL =


FM = te2b at(e2b,e1,y)
AG = ?e2a move act(e2a,e1)

�

AGENTIVE = te1 cloudy(e1,x)

3

5

3

777777775

However, this approach, under which the event variable associated with the
major AGENTIVE e1 is directly “copied” into the FORMAL e2, is technically
problematic because it distorts the temporal structure: e1 < e2, and yet e1 ✓ e2.

Note that we have characterized qualia as stages in Landman’s (1992) sense
and qualia structure as a continuation stretch of the AGENTIVE (see (14)–(16)).
Thus, what is inherited from the AGENTIVE by THEME EVENTIFICATION must be
a proper development or entailment of the AGENTIVE so that the eventive unity
in the qualia structure is maintained. To implement this idea, I introduce the
STRETCH function that maps an event onto a subsequent event in the following
manner:

(65) STRETCH(e) in a world w is an event e0 in w such that e < e0 and e0 is
either (a), (b), (c), or (d) where the choice is finalized by a higher, context-
sensitive semantic mechanism:
a. An actualization of QT(e)
b. The logical entailment of QF(e)
c. A continued stage of QF(e)
d. A pragmatic implication of QF(e)
(where QT(e) is the TELIC and QF(e) is the FORMAL of the qualia structure of e.)

Given the theory of the stretch, THEME EVENTIFICATION can be redefined as
follows:

(66) THEME EVENTIFICATION (Revised):
A specific occurrence of a theme variable (“theme” in the sense of an en-
tity that undergoes change or movement) in the FORMAL may be replaced
with the STRETCH of the AGENTIVE event.

Reverting to the case of (64), where the theme argument of FORMAL can be
eventified, the outcome will be as follows:
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(67) THEME EVENTIFIED:2

666666664

sora-ga kumot-te ku
‘sky become cloudy-te come’

9x,y :


x = the sky
y: speaker territory

�

QUALIA =

2

4 FORMAL =


FM = te2b at(e2b, STRETCH(e1),y)
AG = ?e2a move act(e2a, STRETCH(e1))

�

AGENTIVE = te1 cloudy(e1,x)

3

5

3

777777775

Because e1 is a transition event in this case, its stretch is naturally interpreted as its
logical entailment, i.e., the situation in which the sky has become cloudy. Thus,
the above representation reads as follows: the whole situation is initiated by the
transition event e1 of x (the sky) having become cloudy, developing into a situation
in which its STRETCH (the state of the sky being cloudy) is being directed toward
the location that is physically or psychologically associated with the speaker.

Examples such as (57) and (58) are analyzed in the same manner. In each case,
the whole event is initiated by Taro’s having sent a letter or having made a call,
developing into a situation in which its logical consequence is directed toward the
speaker. This is a pleonastic way of describing the situation presented in (59) and
(60), but this is exactly what the theme-eventified V-te V constructions denote.

Note that THEME EVENTIFICATION entirely replaces the original theme vari-
able x with the STRETCH of the AGENTIVE. It follows that the physical movement
of x disappears completely, and the goal of the eventified theme argument can
never be syntactically explicit (note that the dative arguments in (57) and (58) are
arguments of V1). However, this does not mean that the goal argument (y in (67))
is absent in the semantics. In addition, cases exist in which a dative argument
is permitted by coercing the eventified theme back into a physical object. See
the next chapter for details. Note that this operation contrasts with VARIABLE
REINTERPRETATION by accompaniment discussed in the previous section, where
the variable x was reinterpreted as the complex of the original variable and an
accompanying entity.

The theory of THEME EVENTIFICATION directly accounts for the semantics
of various other instances of the V-te V predicate, which I discuss in more detail
in the next chapter.

6.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, I first laid the theoretical foundations of the semantic analyses
pursued in this study by introducing the framework of Generative Lexicon Theory
and qualia structure (Pustejovsky, 1995). I have also discussed how the concept
of eventive unity and the aspectual event types can be formally captured, and
incorporated them into GL.
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I then provided the main ingredients of the derivational semantics of the V-te
V concatenation. I have proposed that the concatenation process is essentially an
operation of contracting two qualia structures into one. This operation COLLAPSE
in the V-te V predicate is the process of creating a single qualia structure out of
two, squeezing the qualia structure of VP1 into the AGENTIVE, and of V2 into
the FORMAL. This process is assumed to be partially driven by the sequential
function of -te. The output of COLLAPSE is constrained by the PRINCIPLE OF
CAUSATION FLOW (PCF), but only when both the AGENTIVE and FORMAL are
syntactically explicit. Operation VARIABLE REINTERPRETATION may apply
to circumvent a potential PCF violation. A theme argument is eventified in
numerous instances (THEME EVENTIFICATION), wherein the theme variable in
the FORMAL is replaced by a STRETCH of the AGENTIVE. I have shown that these
mechanisms can account for problems of dative-licensing and of the polysemous
nature of the V-te V predicate, which often emerges through the interaction
between the semantics of V1 and V2.

In the next chapter, I examine specific instances of the V-te V predicate more
closely, providing necessary narrow-range rules to address the issues that cannot
be covered by the broad-range mechanisms proposed in this chapter.



Chapter 7

Semantics of the V-te V Predicate:
Specific Rules

This second semantics chapter discusses how the framework as outlined in the
previous chapter can account for specific examples of the V-te V predicate illus-
trated in Chapter 2. Because the range of data involving the V-te V constructions
is broad and sometimes idiosyncratic, the general rules discussed in the previous
chapter may not be able to adequately explain the entire range of data. In such
cases, a set of narrow-range rules must be assumed. This does not necessarily
falsify the derivational approach proposed in the present study. As argued in
Chapter 3, the main thesis of this study is that the semantic extension mechanism
plays a significant role in setting language-specific parameters in the course of
acquisition. The possibility exists for positive evidence to broaden the range of
acceptable data established by the general principles of sense computation.

This chapter revisits each instance of the V-te V predicate and examines the
need for such narrow-rage rules.

7.1 Verbs of Coming/Going
The first class of verbs to be examined is directional verbs of agent movement,
ku ‘to come’ and ik ‘to go,’ which have been discussed in some detail in the
previous chapter. In this section, I focus on the issue of the distinct behavior
found between the V-te ku and V-te ik predicates.1 The crucial difference between
these verbs lies in directionality: i.e., the movement towards the speaker vs. a
nonspeaker. Under the assumption that the semantics of the V1-te V2 predicate
is derived from the semantics of its parts, the V-te ku/ik predicates are expected

1This section is based on the work in Nakatani (2008) with minor revisions.
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to reflect such a difference in directionality, as indicated earlier in this book as
well as in previous studies (Imani, 1990; Matsumoto, 1991, 1996; Morita, 1977,
1968; Nakatani, 2003b; Shibatani, 2003; Teramura, 1984). This accounts for the
following contrast, where the acceptability of V1 in the V1-te ku/ik predicates is
affected by the compatibility between the semantics of V1 and of ku/ik:

(1) a. umi-ga
ocean-NOM

tikazui-te
get closer-TE

ki-ta
come-PAST

/
/

*it-ta.
*go-PAST

‘The ocean was coming closer.’
b. umi-ga

ocean-NOM
toozakat-te
get farther-TE

*ki-ta
*come-PAST

/
/

it-ta.
go-PAST

‘The ocean was fading away.’

In (1a), ik ‘to go’ is unacceptable because the semantics of V1 tikazuk ‘to get
closer’ is contradictory to that of ik ‘to move toward a nonspeaker’; the opposite is
the case in (1b). These are consequences predicted by the directionality properties
of ku/ik. An additional prediction is that if V1 does not involve any specific
directionality, then it should be compatible with both ku and ik.

This simple prediction, however, is not always sustained as far as the theme-
eventified cases are concerned (Imani, 1990; Takahashi, 1969). For example,
as briefly mentioned in Chapter 2, the prominent interpretations of (2) and (3)
below are the theme-eventified ones, whereas the use of ik in such cases leads to
awkwardness as illustrated in (4) and (5):

(2) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

tegami-o
letter-ACC

boku-ni
I-DAT

okut-te
send-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘Taro sent a letter to me (while staying where he was).’

(3) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

denwa-o
telephone-ACC

boku-ni
I-DAT

kake-te
place-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘Taro gave me a call (while staying where he was).’

(4) ??boku-wa
I-TOP

tegami-o
Taro-DAT

Taroo-ni
letter-ACC

okut-te
send-TE

it-ta.
go-PAST

(Intended: ‘I sent a letter to Taro (while staying where I was).’)

(5) ??boku-wa
I-TOP

denwa-o
telephone-ACC

Taroo-ni
Taro-DAT

kake-te
place-TE

it-ta.
go-PAST

(Intended: ‘I gave Taro a call (while staying where I was).’)
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Because both V1 events in the above examples (sending a letter and giving a call)
are neutral with regard to the directionality of the activity relative to the speaker
location, there appears to be no reason for discriminating the V-te ik predicate
from the V-te ku predicate. If “Taro sent a letter to me” is acceptable with ku
‘to come,’ then “I sent a letter to Taro” should also be acceptable with ik ‘to go.’
However, the latter combination is actually not acceptable. Note that we cannot
simply hypothesize that ik does not allow THEME EVENTIFICATION, because it
does, as mentioned in Chapter 2 (which is repeated below):

(6) a. takusan-no
many-GEN

sensi-tati-ga
soldier-PL-NOM

sin-de
die-TE

it-ta
go-PAST

/
/

*ki-ta.
*come-PAST

‘Many soldiers were getting killed.’
b. yama-ga

mountain-NOM
toozakat-te
become farther-TE

it-ta
go-PAST

/
/

?*ki-ta.
?*come-PAST

‘The mountain is getting farther away.’

The examples above involve no physical movement of the subject, and yet they are
acceptable with ik. One might object that these examples involve a movement of
the subject in a metaphorical sense (“many soldiers and the mountain are going
out of view”) and thus, they do not count as theme-eventified cases. However,
there are cases wherein ik allows eventification and yet virtually no sense of the
subject’s physical movement is involved:

(7) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

mirumiru
quickly

e-ga
painting-NOM

umaku
skillful

nat-te
become-TE

ki-ta
come-PAST

/
/

it-ta.
go-PAST
‘He quickly became good at painting.’

b. kare-wa
he-TOP

me-no
eye-GEN

mae-no
front-GEN

gotisoo-no
dinner-GEN

yama-o
pile-ACC

katappsikara
one after another

tabe-te
eat-TE

it-ta
go-PAST

/
/

*ki-ta.
*come-PAST

‘He went on eating the pile of delicious food in front of him, one after
another. ’

In the above examples, the subjects are not considered to undergo a physical
movement, even in a metaphorical sense: when someone becomes good at paint-
ing or eats a pile of food, he/she does not really come into or go out of view. More
interestingly, (7b) sounds very awkward with ku in place of ik. This fact must be
accounted for.

Furthermore, Imani (1990) observes that (4) and (5) become acceptable with
the eventified readings when an adverbial like tugitugito ‘one after another’ is
added:
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(40) boku-wa
I-TOP

tomodati-ni
friends-DAT

tugitugito
one after another

tegami-o
letter-ACC

okut-te
send-TE

it-ta.
go-PAST

‘I sent a letter to friends of mine, one after another.’

(50) boku-wa
I-TOP

tomodati-ni
friends-DAT

tugitugito
one after another

denwa-o
telephone-ACC

kake-te
place-TE

it-ta.
go-PAST

‘I gave friends of mine a call, one after another.’

It is clear from the examples above that the dichotomy between V-te ku and V-te
ik cannot be simply accounted for in terms of the difference in directionality.

To account for the difference between the V-te ku and ik predicates, we must
reconsider the semantics of ku and ik as main verbs, given that the semantics
of the V-te V constructions are derived from the semantics of their parts. I
assume that the critical difference between the two verbs, apart from the contrast
in directionality, is whether they entail the result event. The following examples
illustrate this point: (8a) cannot be followed by (8b), whereas (9a) can be followed
by (9b):

(8) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

koozi-genba-ni
construction-site-DAT

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘He came to the construction site.’
b. sikasi, totyuu-de ziko-ni makikom-are, genba-ni itar-u koto-ga deki-

nakat-ta.
‘However, he couldn’t reach the site because he was caught up in an
accident.’

(9) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

koozi-genba-ni
construction-site-DAT

it-ta.
go-PAST

‘He went to the construction site.’
b. sikasi, totyuu-de ziko-ni makikom-are, genba-ni itar-u koto-ga deki-

nakat-ta.
‘However, he couldn’t reach the site because he was caught up in an
accident.’

This contrast shows that the result event (‘reaching the construction site’) is
linguistically entailed by ku ‘to come,’ while not by ik ‘to go,’ albeit certainly
implied by it. In our terms, the reaching event is part of the FORMAL quale in the
semantics of ku, while the same event is part of the TELIC quale in that of ik.

Yet another difference between ku and ik can be found in whether the depar-
ture event is lexically encoded. In (9a) above, the reaching event is cancellable,
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whereas the departure event is not. Therefore, (9a) cannot be followed by a
sentence like the following:

(10) sikasi, kare-wa mada ie-ni i-ta.
‘However, he was still at home.’

On the basis of this fact, it is safe to assume that the departure event is lexically
encoded in the semantics of ik ‘to go.’ However, in the case of ku, the same logic
is not applicable. Even though it is also true that (8a) cannot be followed by (10)
just like (9a), the departure event is entailed by the arrival event itself because one
cannot arrive somewhere without first departing from somewhere else. Because
the arrival event is lexically encoded in the semantics of ku, the departure event is
automatically entailed and is not cancellable. Thus, we cannot conclude from this
observation that the departure is lexically encoded in the semantics of ku itself.
However, Nakazawa (2002) points out that in English, temporal adverbials can
modify both the departure and arrival points of an event denoted by go, whereas
they can only modify the arrival point in the case of the come event. The same
applies to Japanese, and this can be accounted for if we assume that ku (or come)
does not lexically encode the departure event. The following examples illustrate
this point:

(11) a. sono
that

gakusee-wa
student-TOP

5-zi-ni
5-o’clock-DAT

undoozyoo-ni
playground-DAT

it-ta.
go-PAST

‘That student went to the playground at five o’clock.’
! ‘He left at five.’ or ‘He arrived at five.’

b. sono
that

gakusee-wa
student-TOP

5-zi-ni
5-o’clock-DAT

undoozyoo-ni
playground-DAT

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘That student came to the playground at five o’clock.’
! ‘He arrived at five.’ but not ‘He left at five.’

To summarize, the major differences between ku and ik can be seen in three
aspects: (i) directionality relative to the speaker location, (ii) entailment of the
reaching event, and (iii) lexical encoding of the departure event. The following
representations capture these points:2

2These representations are slightly different from what I proposed in Nakatani (2008).
First, in Nakatani (2008), I doubted whether ku and ik lexically encode a motion activity,
on the grounds that the following sentences lack a progressive, continuous activity reading:

(i) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

kooen-ni
park-DAT

ki-te
come-TE

i-ta.
exist-PAST

‘He has come to the park.’
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(12) 2

6666664

ku ‘come’

ly,x :


x: human
y: speaker-territory

�

QUALIA =

2

4
TELIC =��
FORMAL = te2 at(e2,x,y)
AGENTIVE = ?e1 move act(e1,x)

3

5

3

7777775

(13) 2

6666664

ik ‘go’

ly,x :


x: human
y: ¬speaker-territory

�

QUALIA =

2

4
TELIC = te2 at(e2,x,y)
FORMAL = te1 depart(e1,x)
AGENTIVE =��

3

5

3

7777775

The contrast between the above representations shows that ku is essentially a
reaching event without a lexically encoded departure event, whereas ik denotes a
departure event with a reaching event that is intensionally (but not extensionally)
denoted, and thus is cancellable. (See Chapter 4, Section 4.4 for the details of the
pluractional operator ? and Chapter 6, Section 6.1.5 for the transition/inchoative
operator t .)

b. kare-wa
he-TOP

kooen-ni
park-DAT

it-te
go-TE

i-ta.
exist-PAST

‘He has gone to the park.’

However, as Nakatani (2008) pointed out in a footnote, a progressive reading may be
available if a path-denoting adverbial such as kotira-e ‘toward here’ is used. Furthermore,
I later found that a number of native speakers accepted progressive readings in (i) (while
some others did not). The difficulty of interpreting (i) as progressive can be facilitated in
a number of ways by manipulating adverbials and tense, and thus, I am now inclined to
assume that motion activity might be lexically encoded in these verbs, at least in some
weak form. This appears to be truer for ku compared with ik. For example, when the
speaker looks out a window and sees someone either approaching or leaving, (ii-a) below
sounds perfect and (ii-b) sounds awkward, respectively (although thier English translations
both sound fine):

(ii) a. kare,
he,

ima
now

ki-te
come-TE

i-ru
exist-PRES

yo.
PART

‘He is coming now.’
b. ??kare,

he,
ima
now

it-te
go-TE

i-ru
exist-PRES

yo.
PART

‘He is going now.’

Therefore, I assume that ku lexically encodes a motion activity, whereas go does not (or
if so, in a much weaker form). This is still a debatable matter, which is open for future
research.
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I hypothesize that this difference between ku and ik is responsible for the
collocational differences between V-te ku and V-te ik predicates. Because ku
denotes a reaching event, it is more compatible with a converging, terminative
event when it is used in a V-te ku construction with its theme eventified. By
contrast, ik denotes a departure event and not a reaching event, and thus, it is
more compatible with a “diffusing,” open-ended event when it is concatenated.
This assumption can be restated in terms of the STRETCH function given in the
previous chapter (Section 6.2.5), repeated below for convenience:

(14) STRETCH(e) in a world w is an event e0 in w such that e < e0 and e0 is
either (a), (b), (c), or (d) where the choice is finalized by a higher, context-
sensitive semantic mechanism:
a. An actualization of QT(e)
b. The logical entailment of QF(e)
c. A continued stage of QF(e)
d. A pragmatic implication of QF(e)
(where QT(e) is the TELIC and QF(e) is the FORMAL of the qualia structure of e.)

The properties of the V-te ku/ik predicates are characterized as follows:

(15) When its theme is eventified,
a. ku denotes a terminative, converging event and thus, is more compat-

ible with STRETCH(e) of the entailment types (14a,b);
b. ik denotes a inchoative, diffusing event and thus, is more compatible

with STRETCH(e) of the continuation type (14c);

Now let us examine how this hypothesis accounts for the problematic exam-
ples given above, beginning with (2) and (4) repeated below:

(2) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

tegami-o
letter-ACC

boku-ni
I-DAT

okut-te
send-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘Taro sent a letter to me (while staying where he was).’

(4) ??boku-wa
I-TOP

tegami-o
Taro-DAT

Taroo-ni
letter-ACC

okut-te
send-TE

it-ta.
go-PAST

(Intended: ‘I sent a letter to Taro (while staying where I was).’)

The reason why ku is compatible with the theme-eventified reading in the exam-
ples above is that a letter-sending event includes its TELIC. Therefore, its most
preferred STRETCH is the actualization of this TELIC (i.e., the event of the letter
reaching the addressee), which is a converging, terminative event, which is less
compatible with the diffusing semantics of ik. However, if we add a “pluractional”
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adverb such as tugitugito ‘one after another,’ the event becomes pluralized (see
Van Geenhoven, 2004; Beck and Von Stechow, 2007) and interpretable as an
open-ended event, thus making (40) acceptable:

(40) boku-wa
I-TOP

tomodati-ni
friends-DAT

tugitugito
one after another

tegami-o
letter-ACC

okut-te
send-TE

it-ta.
go-PAST

‘I sent a letter to friends of mine, one after another.’

Now let us turn to (7), repeated below:

(7) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

mirumiru
quickly

e-ga
painting-NOM

umaku
skillful

nat-te
become-TE

ki-ta
come-PAST

/
/

it-ta.
go-PAST
‘He quickly became good at painting.’

b. kare-wa
he-TOP

me-no
eye-GEN

mae-no
front-GEN

gotisoo-no
dinner-GEN

yama-o
pile-ACC

katappsikara
one after another

tabe-te
eat-TE

it-ta
go-PAST

/
/

*ki-ta.
*come-PAST

‘He went on eating the pile of delicious food in front of him, one after
another. ’

In (7a), ku is acceptable because the event of someone becoming good at painting
is a converging transition event. However, at the same time, the process of
becoming good is open-ended because there is no decisive point of ultimate
goodness. In other words, it is always (logically) possible for someone to become
better at something even if he/she is already good (Kennedy, 1999). Because
of this open-endedness, the stretch of the “becoming good” event can obtain a
“continued stage” reading, thus making (7a) compatible with ik. Example (7b),
on the other hand, is only compatible with ik. The reason for this is that, although
an eating event could be bound by a quantifier, it is more likely considered
unbounded in this specific example because ‘the pile of food in front of him’
refers to a quantificationally vague, large amount of food. Therefore, the eating
event can be pluralized, and thus, a “continued stage” reading becomes available
for the STRETCH of the eating event. This “continued stage” reading is difficult to
obtain in a sentence like the following, where the entity to be eaten is quantified
as a small amount, because it is difficult to temporally or psychologically stretch
the eating event:

(16) kare-wa
he-TOP

onigiri-o
rice ball-ACC

ikko
one

tabe-te
eat-TE

it-ta.
go-PAST

‘He ate a rice ball and went away.’
*‘He ate a rice ball (staying there).’
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However, even if ik in (16) above is replaced with ku, the theme-eventified reading
is still unavailable, contrary to our prediction:

(17) kare-wa
he-TOP

onigiri-o
rice ball-ACC

ikko
one

tabe-te
eat-TE

ki-ta.
go-PAST

‘He ate a rice ball and then came.’
*‘He ate a rice ball (staying there).’

Note that the VP1 in (17) above denotes a quantified, bounded event. Accordingly,
there should be a logical entailment for VP1: the rice ball in question becomes
digested and it disappears. Therefore, this entailment is available as the value
for the stretch of the VP1 event. This prediction is not substantiated. To account
for this, I assume that when coupled with ku, the eventified theme derived from
VP1 should yield a sense of something brought about by the event, rather than
something taken away. Otherwise, the interpretation becomes odd because one
cannot expect something to come if it is nonexistent. I contend that this is the
reason why the theme-eventified reading is unavailable in (17) above.

This assumption is also supported by the following data. The use of ku
with an eventified theme may become acceptable even in an eating event, if
it is pragmatically inferred that an eating event actually yields something. For
example:

(18) kare-wa
he-TOP

20-nen-kan
20-year-duration

sekai-no
world-GEN

ryoori-o
dish-ACC

tabe-te
eat-TE

ki-ta.
come-PAST

‘He has eaten dishes from all over the world for 20 years.’

In the above example, it is easy to pragmatically infer that the eating event
has culminated into something important, such as experience as an expert cook
or gourmet critic. Because of the availability of such a pragmatically inferred
outcome, the theme-eventified reading is available with ku.

This section has focused on the collocational differences between the V-te
ku and V-te ik predicates. As already indicated, directionality by itself cannot
adequately explain the entire range of data. Therefore, I have argued that, apart
from the difference in directionality, the semantics of ku and ik as main verbs
differ in regard to whether the arrival is lexically encoded or the departure is,
leading to the diverging behavior of the V-te ku and ik predicates.

7.2 Verbs of Giving
The previous section examined verbs of agentive directional motion, wherein the
agent undertakes the motion. Some verbs of causative directional motion, wherein
the theme undertakes the movement, can also enter the V-te V schema. Such
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verbs can be divided into two types: the put type, with physical theme-movement
and locative goal, and the give type, with abstract theme-transfer and animate
goal. This section examines the latter, whereas the former is discussed in the next
section.

7.2.1 kure/age ‘to give (to the speaker/nonspeaker)’
Similar to ku ‘to come’ and ik ‘to go,’ the give verbs in Japanese have variants in
accordance with the motion relative to the speaker: kure, like ku, is used when the
motion is directed toward the speaker, while age, like ik, is used otherwise. This
is illustrated below:

(19) a. kare-ga
he-NOM

watasi-ni
I-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

kure-ta
give-PAST

/
/

*age-ta.
*give-PAST

‘He gave me a book.’
b. watasi-ga

I-NOM
kare-ni
he-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

*kure-ta
*give-PAST

/
/

age-ta.
give-PAST

‘I gave him a book.’

When the event of giving takes place between two nonspeakers, age is used (given
that neither of the nonspeakers has any special association with the speaker),
similar to the way ik is used in situations in which the speaker is not involved:

(20) Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

Hanako-ni
Hanako-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

age-ta.
give-PAST

‘Taro gave a book to Hanako.’

Regarding the event structure of giving, I assume that it is basically a causative
version of the event structure of ku/ik in which the agent causes the theme to
move until it reaches the goal. One obvious and important difference between
ku/ik and kure/age is that the goal of the latter verbs is not simply a location or
recipient. Instead, it is the prospective possessor of the theme. This information
must be specified in the lexical semantics of the verbs of giving, as pointed
out in previous studies (e.g., Pinker, 1989; Jackendoff, 1990). However, this
resultative possession does not need to be realized in the actual world, as seen
in the following examples:3

(21) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

watasi-ni
I-DAT

okane-o
money-ACC

kure-ta
give-PAST

ga,
though,

watasi-wa
I-TOP

koban-da.
refuse-PAST

3An anonymous reviewer questioned the acceptability of these two sentences. How-
ever, according to the pilot survey I conducted, there was a sharp contrast between the
acceptability of (21) and that of (22). See Section 7.2.3 for details.
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‘He gave money to me, but I refused (to receive it).’
b. watasi-wa

I-TOP
kare-ni
he-DAT

okane-o
money-ACC

age-ta
give-PAST

ga,
though,

kare-wa
he-TOP

koban-da.
refuse-PAST
‘I gave money to him, but he refused (to receive it).’

The acceptability of these examples shows that for the event of kure/age to be
true, the final result does not need to take place in the world in which the activity
is conducted. This contrasts with moraw ‘to be given,’ in which the final result
must be extensionalized:

(22) kare-wa
he-TOP

hahaoya-ni
mother-DAT

okane-o
money-ACC

morat-ta
be given-PAST

(*ga,
(*though,

kare-wa
he-TOP

koban-da).
refuse-PAST)
‘He was given money by his mother (*but he refused (to receive it)).’

The contrast between (21) and (22) shows that the ultimate goal of kure/age is
modal (intensional). Thus, this ultimate goal should be placed in the TELIC quale,
because TELIC is characterized as a modal operator in GL (see Section 6.1.3
above). Therefore, I assume that the representations for these two verbs should
be the following:

(23) 2

666666664

age/kure ‘give’

ly,z,x :

2

4
x: human
y: phys obj
z: nonspeaker/speaker

3

5

QUALIA =

2

4
TELIC = have(e3,z,y)
FORMAL = ?e2 move toward(e2,y,z)
AGENTIVE = ?e1 act on(e1,x,y)

3

5

3

777777775

The above representation denotes an event that is initiated by the action of x on y,
so that y is transferred in the hope that z, a nonspeaker (age) or the speaker (kure),
will be in the state of having y.4

When concatenated, the qualia structures of V1 and V2 are collapsed into one,
as repeated from the previous chapter:

4As mentioned in the previous chapter, the order ly,z,x corresponds with the hierar-
chical order of the arguments in syntax in the bottom-up fashion.
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(24) Let QL1 be the qualia structure of VP1 and QL2 be the qualia structure of
V2 in the V1-te V2 predicate. Then:

ADJOINED:2

64
[ VP1-te ] V2
QL1 = p(e1)

QL2 = f(e2)

3

75
�!

COLLAPSED:2

64
VP1-te-V2

QL =


FORMAL = f(e2)
AGENTIVE = p(e1)

�
3

75

Because the semantics of kure/age involve a TELIC, the newly created FORMAL
will also include a TELIC. This is illustrated below:

(240) ADJOINED:2

66664

[ VP1-te ] V2
QL1 = p(e1)

QL2 =

2

4
TL = w(e2t)
FM = y(e2f)
AG = f(e2a)

3

5

3

77775
�!

COLLAPSED:2

66664

VP1-te-V2

QL =

2

664
FM =

2

4
TL = w(e2t)
FM = y(e2f)
AG = f(e2a)

3

5

AG = p(e1)

3

775

3

77775

Note, however, that by definition, the FORMAL of a defines what a is. Thus, if
the FORMAL of a includes an intensional goal, then it can be concluded that a
itself includes an intensional goal. In other words, the TELIC of the FORMAL of
a can be promoted to the TELIC of a without changing the truth conditions:

(2400)
COLLAPSED:2

66664

VP1-te-V2

QL =

2

664
FM =

2

4
TL = w(e2t)
FM = y(e2f)
AG = f(e2a)

3

5

AG = p(e1)

3

775

3

77775
$

COLLAPSED:2

66664

VP1-te-V2

QL =

2

664

TL = w(e2t)

FM =


FM = y(e2f)
AG = f(e2a)

�

AG = p(e1)

3

775

3

77775

Furthermore, the theme of age/kure is always eventified in the V-te kure/age
constructions. Let us consider the following examples:

(25) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

watasi-ni
I-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

kat-te
buy-TE

kure-ta.
give-PAST

‘He bought me the book.’
b. kare-wa

he-TOP
watasi-ni
I-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

yon-de
read-TE

kure-ta.
give-PAST

‘He read me the book.’

By observing (25a), the theme of kure appears to remain uneventified because
the book is actually given to the speaker in this particular example. However,
if the theme were really allowed to remain uneventified, then the possessional
transfer reading would also be available in (25b), which is not the case. Thus,
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it is reasonable to assume that uneventified reading is merely a by-product
of pragmatic inference about what is most likely to be made available to the
recipient: it is the orally presented content of the book in (25b), whereas it is the
book itself in (25a).5 The following is a simplified representation of the semantics
of (25b), in which the two qualia structures are collapsed into one and the theme
of kure is eventified:

(26) 2

6666666666664

hon-o yon-de kure
‘book-Acc read-te give’

lx9y,z :

2

4
x: human
y = the book
z: speaker

3

5

QUALIA =

2

664

TELIC = have(e3,z, STRETCH(e1))

FORMAL =


FM = ?e2b move toward(e2b, STRETCH(e1),z)
AG = ?e2a act on(e2a,x, STRETCH(e1))

�

AGENTIVE = ?e1,yread(e1,x,y)

3

775

3

7777777777775

This represents a sequence of the AGENTIVE event where x reads y (the book) and
the FORMAL event where x directs a stretch (either the continuation or the result)
of the AGENTIVE activity toward z in the hope that z accepts it.

It should be noted that the dative argument is not always acceptable in the
V-te kure/age constructions (Miyake, 1996; Oso, 1983; Shibatani, 1996; Yamada,
2004), and we need to account for this fact. The examples given below show
this contrast: the instances in (27) allow dative arguments, while datives are not
acceptable in (28):

(27) a. watasi-wa
I-TOP

kare-ni
he-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

tot-te
take-TE

age-ta.
give-PAST

‘I handed him the book.’
b. kare-wa

he-TOP
watasi-ni
I-DAT

keeki-o
cake-ACC

yai-te
bake-TE

kure-ta.
give-PAST

‘He baked me a cake.’
c. kare-wa

he-TOP
watasi-ni
I-DAT

to-o
door-ACC

ake-te
open-TE

kure-ta. (Shibatani, 1996)
give-PAST

‘He opened the door for me.’

(28) a. watasi-wa
I-TOP

(*kare-ni)
(*he-DAT)

hon-o
book-ACC

tukan-de
grip-TE

age-ta.
give-PAST

‘I gripped the book (for him).’

5Although the reason why the theme is obligatorily eventified is unclear, it may be the
case that some syntactic and/or semantic difficulty is associated with the sharing of one
object with two predicates.
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b. kare-wa
he-TOP

(*watasi-ni)
(*I-DAT)

syukudai-o
homework-ACC

sumase-te
finish-TE

kure-ta.
give-PAST

‘He finished his/my homework (for me).’
c. kare-wa

he-TOP
(*watasi-ni)
(*I-DAT)

hon-o
book-ACC

motiage-te
lift-TE

kure-ta.
give-PAST

‘He lifted the book (for me).’
a. watasi-wa

I-TOP
(*kare-ni)
(*he-DAT)

hon-o
book-ACC

mot-te
hold-TE

age-ta.
give-PAST

‘I carried the book (for him).’
b. kare-wa

he-TOP
(?*watasi-ni)
(?*I-DAT)

mado-o
window-ACC

ake-te
open-TE

kure-ta.
give-PAST

‘He opened the window (for me).’‘mmmmmmmm’(Shibatani, 1996)

Roughly speaking, the contrast between (27) and (28) reflects the difference in
regard to whether the dative argument actually “gets” something. A similar
contrast is found in English (Green, 1974; Pinker, 1989) and other languages
(Shibatani, 1996) in the form of various syntactic constructions. For example, the
change-of-possession restriction is known to be in effect in English benefactive
double-object constructions (Pinker, 1989): e.g., fix a sandwich for him can be
rephrased as fix him a sandwich, whereas do the homework for him cannot be
rephrased as do him the homework. Shibatani (1996) (as well as Miyake, 1996;
Oso, 1983; Sawada, 2007; Yamada, 2004) makes a similar claim for Japanese
(and other languages), claiming that the syntactic frame of the Japanese giving
verbs kure/age (yar) as main verbs forces the dative argument to be interpreted
as a possessor of the theme argument when they are concatenated. The present
analysis provides essentially the same account, except that it is formulated in
more general terms—the PRINCIPLE OF CAUSATION FLOW (PCF) (Chapter 6,
Section 6.2.2), repeated below:

(29) PRINCIPLE OF CAUSATION FLOW (PCF) (Pre-final):
If the AGENTIVE and FORMAL are both syntactically explicit, and if the
AGENTIVE involves a patient, then DCP must be respected.

(30) DEFAULT CAUSATIVE PARADIGM (DCP: Pustejovsky, 1995: 186):
QUALIA =


FORMAL = a result(e2,y)
AGENTIVE = a act on(e1,x,y)

� �

Let us first examine the representation given in (26) in light of PCF/DCP. In this
case, the AGENTIVE quale specifies an event of x reading y (the book), and the
FORMAL results in an event of the stretch of this activity (STRETCH(e1)) directed
toward the speaker. The question is whether this causation flow (i.e., x acting on
y resulting in the movement of STRETCH(e1)) conforms to DCP. The answer to
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this question depends on how we construe the relationship between y (the book)
and STRETCH(e1) (the stretch of the reading activity). As a result of the stretch
of the reading-aloud activity “given” to the speaker, the speaker would receive a
phonetically articulated version of the book. In other words, the stretch of the
reading activity can be coerced into a physical object created as a consequence of
the reading activity, namely the content of the book in the form of sound wave.
Thus, we can construe that in (26), the (coerced) value of the STRETCH(e1) is
merely a more specified type of y (the book). I argue that this is the reason why
the dative argument of (26) can be syntactically overt without violating PCF.
Example (27c) can be analyzed in a similar manner: when the agent opens the
door, a pathway is created so that the speaker can walk through (Shibatani, 1996).
The door itself can be construed as a constituent of this pathway and thus, the
causation flow involved in this example can be regarded as conforming to DCP,
which is the reason why the dative argument can be syntactically overt.

In cases such as (27a,b), the situation is simpler. The V1 events in these
examples denote a result event in which the theme is either obtained or created,
and the stretches of these events (given to the recipient) can be easily construed as
the obtained or created objects. These are the cases wherein the eventified themes
are coerced back to created/obtained physical objects because the availability
opposition is denoted by or inferred from the events in question (cf. Miyake
1996; Shibatani 1996; Sawada 2007). Such “coercion of the eventified theme
back to a physical object” circumvents PCF violation. Table 7.1 summarizes the
relationship between the theme of the V1 event and the construal of STRETCH(e1)
in (25) and (27).

y AGENTIVE STRETCH(e1) Coerced value
of STRETCH(e1)

(25a) the book buy y y obtained y
(25b) the book read y aloud y phonetically articulated phonetic version of y
(27a) the book take y y obtained y
(27b) a cake bake y y created y
(27c) the door open y y opened pathway through y

Table 7.1: Summary of salient readings in (25) and (27)

On the other hand, the V1 semantics in the examples in (28) do not yield a
sense of obtainment or creation. For example, in (28a), V1 tukam ‘to grip’ does
not encode a sense of obtainment except when it is combined with an abstract
object (e.g., yume-o tukam ‘dream-ACC grip,’ meaning ‘to fulfill the dream’ and
syoori-o tukam ‘victory-ACC grip’ meaning ‘to gain a victory,’ whereas hon-o
tukam ‘book-ACC grip’ only means ‘to grip a/the book,’ and does not mean ‘to
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obtain a/the book’). Thus, the stretch of the V1 activity (‘to grip the book’)
cannot be coerced into the book itself or something that includes a constitutive
relationship to the book, which leads to a violation of PCF. By contrast, in
(25) and (27), the V1 events always denote a transition from the state of y being
unavailable to being available. This contrast between (25)/(27) and (28) yields the
difference in terms of the dative-argument licensing: overt datives are impossible
in (28) because the sense of obtainment or creation (availability opposition) is
absent, which makes it impossible to coerce the value of STRETCH(e1) in such a
way that the causal flow in the qualia follows DCP. See Nakatani (forthcoming)
for more details on this issue.

7.2.2 moraw ‘to be given/obtain’
This section discusses moraw, a verb of giving in inverse direction to kure/age ‘to
give.’ An example of moraw as a main verb is reproduced below:

(22) kare-wa
he-TOP

hahaoya-ni
mother-DAT

okane-o
money-ACC

morat-ta
be given-PAST

(*ga,
(*though,

kare-wa
he-TOP

koban-da).
refuse-PAST)
‘He was given money by his mother (*but he refused (to receive it)).’

Unlike kure/age, moraw includes a “final stage” (=the recipient obtaining the
theme) that is extensionalized. Therefore, this final stage should occupy the
FORMAL quale, and it must be a transition event rather than a state:6

(31)
2

6666666664

moraw ‘be given’
le9e1,e2 : [ e e1 < µ e2⇤ ]

ly,z,x :

2

4
x: human
y: phys obj
z: human

3

5

QUALIA =


FORMAL = te2 have(e2,z,y)
AGENTIVE = ?e1 act on(e1,x,y)

�

3

7777777775

Although the representation of moraw ‘be given’ is similar to those of age
and kure, one crucial difference lies in its headedness information. In moraw,
the FORMAL is headed, being in the foreground, whereas in kure and age, the
AGENTIVE is headed. This difference affects how the variable positions are linked

6In the case of kure/age, the same final stage was analyzed as a state, but it could be
analyzed as a transition. The choice between a state and transition does not matter for
kure/age because the final stage is a TELIC (i.e., it does not have an extensionalized value),
and thus, it does not affect the aspectual specification of kure/age.
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to the syntactic structure (Pustejovsky, 1995: 188ff). It is assumed in GL that the
arguments of the headed/foreground event are linked to major syntactic positions.
Therefore, when the AGENTIVE is headed, the first individual argument of the
AGENTIVE has priority to become linked to the matrix subject position; when the
FORMAL is headed, the first individual argument of the FORMAL has top priority
to get linked to the subject position. In the latter case, the first individual argument
of the backgrounded AGENTIVE (namely the “agent” in Theta Theory) is linked
to a dative position in Japanese (a theta-governed position that is not an accusative
position; see Chapter 5, Section 5.3.2), under a certain interpretive constraint (see
Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3). This contrast is illustrated below, where the asterisks
indicate headedness:

(32) kure/age ‘to give’ (left-headed)
e<µ

�
�

�
�

AGENTIVE(x, y)*

NOM
ACC

H
H
H
H

FORMAL(y, z)

DATIVE

(33) moraw ‘to be given’ (right-headed)
e<µ

�
�

�
�

AGENTIVE(x, y)

DATIVE

H
H
H
H

FORMAL(y, z)*

NOM
ACC

The syntax and semantics of moraw contrast with those of verbs such as e
‘to obtain,’ in that the latter does not lexically encode the AGENTIVE like moraw
does, and thus, it does not license a dative argument:

(34) 2

664

e ‘obtain’

ly,x :


x: human
y: phys obj

�

QUALIA =
⇥

FORMAL = tehave(e,x,y)
⇤

3

775

(35) watasi-wa
I-TOP

*kare-ni
*he-DAT

/
/

okkare-kara
okhe-from

okane-o
money-ACC

e-ta.
obtain-PAST

‘I got money from him.’

A potential problem in the present analysis of moraw is that the represen-
tation given in (31) appears to violate PCF: although both the FORMAL and the
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AGENTIVE are syntactically explicit, they do not respect DCP. Thus, PCF must be
redefined as follows in order to exempt cases like moraw and other cases involving
dative agents such as passives:

(36) PRINCIPLE OF CAUSATION FLOW (PCF) (Final):
If the headed AGENTIVE involves a patient and the FORMAL is syntacti-
cally explicit, then DCP must be respected.

Why does PCF not apply when the FORMAL (the result event) is headed? I
hypothesize that PCF is an interpretive constraint that is closely connected to
the surface structure of a sentence (and thus, may be related to how the parsing
mechanisms work) because it is sensitive to the overtness of a certain argument. In
the case of moraw, the interpretive component (or the parser?) begins by dealing
with the first argument of the FORMAL quale, which is the “result” of the causation
flow. PCF does not apply to this type of case because PCF specifies how the
causation should flow from the top to bottom but not vice versa.

Now let us examine some concatenated examples of moraw. The following is
an example of direct benefactive and its semantic representation:7

(37) Direct benefactive:
watasii-wa
Ii-TOP

kare-ni
he-DAT

ei
ei

home-te
praise-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘He praised me and I benefited from that.’

(38) 2

666666666666666664

watasi-wa kare-ni home-te moraw
‘I-TOP he-Dat praise-te be given’

le29e1,e2a,e2b :

"
e1 < �µ e2⇤
[ e2

e2a < �µ e2b⇤ ]

#

9x,y,z,w :

2

664

x = PROi
y = PROj
z = hei
w = Ij

3

775

QUALIA =

2

4 FORMAL =


FM = te2b have(e2b,w, STRETCH(e1))
AG = ?e2a act on(e2a,z, STRETCH(e1))

�

AGENTIVE = ?e1 praise(e1,x,y)

3

5

3

777777777777777775

In the above example, x (he) praises y (the speaker), thus, transferring the stretch
of this activity so that w(= y) can have “that.” The most deeply embedded event

7The syntax of the direct benefactive V-te moraw construction involves empty
categories in the VP1 that are coindexed with arguments of moraw (see Chapter 5,
Section 5.3.2). In the representation provided here, I informally use indices to indicate
these coindexed, coreferential relations among arguments, being fully aware of the lack of
formalism to ensure the index binding.
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(the FORMAL of the FORMAL) is the head of the head, and thus, w is linked to the
subject, and z to the dative.

An indirect benefactive is demonstrated in the following example:

(39) Indirect benefactive:
watasi-wa
I-TOP

kare-ni
he-DAT

arui-te
walk-TE

morat-ta.
be given-PAST

‘I asked him to walk and he walked.’

The above example is essentially the same as direct benefactives, except (i) that
the subject of moraw is not identified with any argument of V1 and (ii) that there is
no position for the matrix (upper) dative, if the analysis presented in Section 5.3.2
is correct. To semantically capture the latter point, we need to hypothesize that
the AGENTIVE of moraw is suppressed in the indirect benefactives. The following
is an example of an indirect benefactive shown with its hypothesized semantic
representation:

(40) 2

66664

kare-ni arui-te moraw ‘he-Dat walk-te be given’
le29e1 : [ e1 < �µ e2⇤ ]
9x,y : [ x = he ^ y = I ]

QUALIA =


FORMAL = te2 have(e2,y, STRETCH(e1))
AGENTIVE = ?e1 walk(e1,x)

�

3

77775

The suppression of the original AGENTIVE of moraw (=the event of the
benefactor directing his/her action toward the beneficiary) captures the lack of
“directness” in indirect benefactives. By contrast, in the case of a direct bene-
factive, the dative agent of VP1 is interpreted to directly act on the beneficiary.
Therefore, the AGENTIVE of moraw remains intact, retaining the higher dative
position in syntax.

7.2.3 Entailment in kure, age and moraw: a pilot survey
This supplementary subsection reports the results from a pilot questionnaire sur-
vey that tested the validity of the intuitive judgments on the V-te kure/age/moraw
constructions in regard to the “entailment test” illustrated in (21) and (22).

Method and participants

I openly announced the survey via Twitter (a popular social network service) and
32 (supposedly) native speakers of Japanese responded. The questionnaire was
placed on a web page (independent of Twitter), so that the participants could elec-
tronically submit their answers. A total of 12 sentences were provided in a fixed
order, and the participants were instructed to rate each sentence on a 5-point scale
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ranging from 1 (“totally unacceptable”) to 5 (“fully acceptable”). By clicking on
the “submit” button on the questionnaire website, the participants’ answers were
transferred and made submitable through their online Twitter accounts. I chose
to use Twitter rather than conduct a web-based survey anonymously because it
could loosely (if not strictly) guarantee the identity of the participants. Thus, to
a certain extent, it could avoid multiple submissions of the answers by a single
person and the participation of nonnative speakers. Since the use of Twitter does
not completely circumvent potential problems, this survey should be regarded
only as a pilot survey.

Materials

The crucial target sentences used in the questionnaire were the following three
sentences, which were slightly modified versions of (21) and (22):

(41) a. watasi-wa
I-TOP

kare-ni
he-DAT

okane-o
money-ACC

age-ta-ga,
give-PAST-although,

kare-wa
he-TOP

uketora-nakat-ta.
receive-NEG-PAST
‘I gave money to me, but he didn’t receive it.’

b. kare-wa
he-TOP

watasi-ni
I-DAT

okane-o
money-ACC

kure-ta-ga,
give-PAST-although,

watasi-wa
I-TOP

uketora-nakat-ta.
receive-NEG-PAST
‘He gave money to me, I didn’t receive it.’

c. watasi-wa
I-TOP

kare-ni
he-DAT

okane-o
money-ACC

morat-ta-ga,
be given-PAST-although,

watasi-wa
I-TOP

uketora-nakat-ta.
receive-NEG-PAST
‘I got money from him, I didn’t receive it.’

Each item was constructed upon the structural template “S1 but S2,” in which
S2 contained a negation of the result event implied by the main verb in S1 (age,
kure or moraw). The logic behind the use of this construction was as follows:
to the extent that the entire sentence was acceptable (i.e., to the extent that the
negation in question was acceptable), the sense of logical entailment of the result
event implied by the main verb in S1 should be weak in the participants’ minds
(cf. Ikegami, 1985; Kageyama, 1996; Miyajima, 1985; Tsujimura, 2003). On
the other hand, if the entire sentence was unacceptable, then the result event in
question should be logically entailed.

Additional nine filler sentences that used verbs other than the three giving
verbs were added to the list. All these filler sentences were in the same form
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“S1 but S2,” in which S2 always contained a negation of the result event of S1.
A total of 12 sentences were presented in fixed pseudo-randomized order for all
participants, with (41a) presented the 10th, (41b) the 8th, and (41c) the 12th in
the list. All sentences were presented using standard Japanese orthography.

Results

The grand mean for all the 12 items was 3.4 (SD: 1.7). The ratings of the target
items are summarized in Table 7.2. The planned pairwise comparisons between
the three items by using Pearson’s c2 test revealed significant differences between
(41a) and (41c) (c2 = 32.9, d f = 4, p < .001) and between (41b) and (41c)
(c2 = 32.4, d f = 4, p < .001), whereas the differences between (41a) and (41b)
were not statistically significant (c2 = 0.8, d f = 4, p > .9).

Mean (SE)
(41a) age 3.9 (0.3)
(41b) kure 3.8 (0.3)
(41c) moraw 1.5 (0.2)

Table 7.2: Summary of the ratings of the target items on a 5-point scale

Discussion

Considering that the rating scale was between 1 and 5, the mean rating of (41c)
(with moraw: 1.5) was extremely low, whereas the mean ratings of (41a,b)
(3.9, 3.8), with their standard errors of approximately 0.3, were fairly high.
The difference between (41a)/(41b) and (41c) was large, which was strongly
supported by statistical analyses. Thus, we can conclude from this pilot survey
that the entailment of the result event is rather weak in age and kure, while it is
very strong in moraw, empirically supporting the semantic analyses shown in (23)
and (31).

7.3 Verbs of Putting
This section discusses two more concatenating verbs of theme-oriented direc-
tional movement, whose goal is a location rather than a human recipient. These
are ok ‘to put (onto)’ and simaw ‘to put away (into).’ When concatenated, they
become semantically bleached, losing much of their original semantics. As a
result, it is often difficult to find proper English translations for these predicates.
For example, if we compare the base sentence (42) below with the versions to
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which ok and simaw are added ((43) and (44)), there are no eventive or truth-
conditional differences between the three examples. Thus, traditional Japanese
linguists have labeled these V2s as aspectual auxiliary verbs or auxiliary verbs of
“attitude”/“planning” (Takahashi, 1969).

(42) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

syukudai-o
homework-ACC

yat-ta.
do-PAST

‘Taro did the homework.’

(43) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

syukudai-o
homework-ACC

yat-te
do-TE

oi-ta.
put-PAST

‘Taro did the homework. (Emphasizing that Taro is ready for the next
move; for example, Taro can now submit the finished homework anytime
he is asked to do so.)’

(44) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

syukudai-o
homework-ACC

yat-te
do-TE

simat-ta.
put away-PAST

‘Taro did the homework. (Emphasizing the completion of the activity.)’

However, upon closer examination of the original semantics of these V2s, such
subtle semantics are revealed to clearly stem from the original main-verb seman-
tics (see Ono, 1992, for the same argument in the context of grammaticalization,
which has just recently come to my attention). ok ‘to put (on)’ as a main verb
represents moving something onto an open surface so that the item is accessible.
By contrast, simaw ‘to put away’ as a main verb represents placing something
into a closed container that is difficult to access. For example, when describing
a situation where one places money on a table, ok is used, and for the situation
where one places money into a safe, simaw is used. In this sense, these verbs
are semantically loosely in complementary distribution. This is illustrated below,
where the representational contrast between the two is highlighted by boxes:

(45)
2

66666664

ok ‘put’

ly,z,x :

2

4
x: human
y: phys obj
z: surface

3

5

QUALIA =


FORMAL = te2 on(e2,y,z)
AGENTIVE = ?e1 act on(e1,x,y)

�

3

77777775

(46)
2

66666664

simaw ‘put away’

ly,z,x :

2

4
x: human
y: phys obj
z: closed container

3

5

QUALIA =


FORMAL = te2 in(e2,y,z)
AGENTIVE = ?e1 act on(e1,x,y)

�

3

77777775
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In the above example, ok is analyzed as a causative movement onto two-dimensional
surface, usually (if not necessarily) with open access, whereas simaw is analyzed
as a causative movement into a container with somewhat limited access.

This crucial contrast between the two verbs remains intact when concatenated.
The following representations, with the application of THEME EVENTIFICATION,
illustrate this point (where the representational contrast is highlighted by boxes):

(47) COLLAPSED and THEME EVENTIFIED:2

666666666664

syukudai-o yat-te ok
‘homework-Acc do-te put’

lx9y,z :

2

4
x: human
y = homework
z: surface

3

5

QUALIA =

2

4 FORMAL =


FM = te2b on(e2b, STRETCH(e1),z)
AG = ?e2a act on(e2a,x, STRETCH(e1))

�

AGENTIVE = ?e1 do(e1,x,y)

3

5

3

777777777775

(48) COLLAPSED and THEME EVENTIFIED:2

666666666664

syukudai-o yat-te simaw
‘homework-Acc do-te put away’

lx9y,z :

2

4
x: human
y = homework
z: closed container

3

5

QUALIA =

2

4 FORMAL =


FM = te2b in(e2b, STRETCH(e1),z)
AG = ?e2a act on(e2a,x, STRETCH(e1))

�

AGENTIVE = ?e1 do(e1,x,y)

3

5

3

777777777775

In the above, (47) represents an event that is initiated by x’s activity e1 of doing
the homework, of which the result ends up being metaphorically placed onto a
location with open access. This semantics leads to the nuance of x’s having the
homework done so that it can be submitted any time because it is metaphorically
placed into an accessible location. On the other hand, (48) denotes an event that
is initiated by x’s activity e1 of doing the homework, of which the result ends up
being metaphorically placed into a closed container with limited access. Because
of this FORMAL component of the predicate (‘y getting into a closed, hard-to-
access space’), the completion of the AGENTIVE is emphasized, thus implying
that the trouble/task (=homework) has gone away and Taro does not have to worry
about it any longer.

It is worth noting that simaw in the V-te simaw predicate can yield a regretful
nuance if the AGENTIVE denotes an undesirable event. For example:

(49) otoosan-no
father-GEN

kabin-o
vase-ACC

wat-te
break-te

simat-ta!
put away-PAST!

doo
how

si-yoo!?
do-PTCL!?
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‘I broke Dad’s vase! What should I do now!?’

In (49), the event of having broken the father’s vase has gone into an inaccessible
space, thus emphasizing that the event cannot be undone. Because breaking a
precious vase does not sound like a desirable event, (49) yields a regretful reading,
unlike in (44). By contrast, using ok or not using a V-te V construction would
make the sentence awkward in this context:

(50) a. #otoosan-no
father-GEN

kabin-o
vase-ACC

wat-te
break-te

oi-ta!
put-PAST!

doo
how

si-yoo!?
do-PTCL!?

b. ?otoosan-no
father-GEN

kabin-o
vase-ACC

wat-ta!
break-PAST!

doo
how

si-yoo!?
do-PTCL!?

The present analysis straightforwardly predicts that if the completion of the
AGENTIVE in the V-te simaw (‘put away’) predicate is regarded as undesirable,
the regretful nuance emerges because it cannot be undone. On the other hand, if
the completion is regarded as desirable (as in (44)), the “emphasized completion”
reading emerges, because there is no longer a need to worry about the required
activity. These two subtly different senses of the V-te simaw predicate are
generated interactively with the semantics of VP1. The first-language learner does
not have to “learn” these two senses, because the two readings are automatically
generated. This shows an advantage of the present derivational approach to the
semantics of the V-te V predicate.

The eventified theme can be coerced into a physical theme just like in the
cases of kure/age ‘to give.’ For example:

(51) imooto-ga
sister-NOM

teeburu-ni
table-DAT

bentoo-o
lunch box-ACC

tukut-te
make-TE

oi-ta.
put-PAST

‘My sister has prepared the lunch box (and put it) on the table.’

Here, the lunch box is created by virtue of the V1 event (=the cooking event),
and therefore, the physical theme interpretation is made available through the
emergence of availability opposition (cf. Table 7.1), circumventing potential PCF
violation. This is represented below:

(52) COLLAPSED:2

66666666664

teeburu-ni bentoo-o tuku-te ok
‘table-Dat lunch box-Acc cook-te put’

lx9y,z :

2

4
x: human
y = the lunch box
z = the table

3

5

QUALIA =

2

4 FORMAL =


FM = te2b on(e2b,y,z)
AG = ?e2a act on(e2a,x,y)

�

AGENTIVE = ?e1,ycook(e1,x,y)

3

5

3

77777777775
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Unlike the V-te ok (‘put’) predicate, the eventified theme cannot be coerced
back to a physical theme in the V-te simaw (‘put away’) predicate, and thus, the
dative goal cannot be syntactically explicit because of PCF.

(53) imooto-ga
sister-NOM

(*reezooko-ni)
(*fridge-DAT)

bentoo-o
lunch box-ACC

tukut-te
make-TE

simat-ta.
put away-PAST

‘My sister has prepared the lunch box (*and put it in the fridge).’

I assume that the reason for the unavailability of the coercion is that, although
VP1 in (53) denotes a creation event, which makes the theme available, V2 simaw
takes the consequence of the event away from the current scene and into a closed
space. This means that in a sense, simaw cancels the “availability” of the theme.
Because of this conflict, the eventified theme in a V-te simaw predicate cannot be
coerced into a physical object.

7.4 Verbs of Vision
This section discusses a pair of verbs of vision: mi ‘to see’ and its lexical causative
version mise ‘to show.’ These examples can also be easily accounted for in terms
of THEME EVENTIFICATION.

7.4.1 mi ‘to see’
In many languages, the semantics of verbs of visual perception are extended to
an epistemic domain. In English, for example, see could mean ‘to regard’ (He
sees himself as a decent teacher), ‘to foresee’ (I see the bright future), or ‘to
understand’ (I see what you’re saying). In Japanese, the epistemic usage of mi
as a main verb is not as flexible, most likely because mi is not a stative verb. In
fact, it is closer to English watch and look at. However, its usage may sometimes
go beyond the sense of simple visual perception and mean something like ‘to
judge/estimate/evaluate.’ Some examples are provided below:

(54) a. isya-ga
doctor-NOM

kanzya-o
patient-ACC

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘The doctor examined the patient.’
b. kabuka-wa

stock prices-TOP
toobun
for some time

agara-nai
rise-NEG

to
COMP

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘I predict that the stock prices won’t go up for some time.’
c. kare-wa

he-TOP
dekiru
capable

otoko-da
man-COP

to
COMP

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘I see him as a capable man.’
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In this case, the sense of cognitive perception is extended to the domain of epis-
temic conception. In the following semantic representation of mi, I tentatively use
the predicate perceive to represent both readings (i.e., perception and conception),
being aware of the lack of the sense of “vision” in this representation:8

(55) 2

664

mi ‘see’

le ly,x :


x: animate
x: psy obj

�

QUALIA =
⇥

FORMAL = ?eperceive(e,x,y)
⇤

3

775

The analysis of a simple concatenation example is provided below:

(56) a. Asako-wa
Asako-TOP

[
[

doresu-o
dress-ACC

ki-te
wear-ACC

]
]

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘Asako tried the dress on.’
b. COLLAPSED and THEME EVENTIFIED:2

666666664

doresu-o ki-te mi
‘dress-Acc wear-te see’

lx9y :


x: animate
y = the dress

�

QUALIA =

2

4
FORMAL = ?e2 perceive(e2,x, STRETCH(e1))

AGENTIVE =


FORM = te1b on(e1b,y,x)
AGENT = ?e1a wear act(e1a,x,y)

�
3

5

3

777777775

Example (56) denotes an event that is initiated by the event e1 of x putting on y,
followed by an event of x perceiving the stretch of e1, which in this case is the
state of the dress being put on Asako (=the logical entailment of the putting-on

8The lexical aspect (Aktionsart) of mi is a debatable matter. It probably denotes an
activity in the case of visual perception, judging from the compatibility with a durative
time expression. However, mi as a verb of epistemic conception is not compatible with
such a durative time expression, which may indicate that it does not involve an activity
component:

(i) a. 3-zikan
3-hours

terebi-o
TV-ACC

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘I watched TV for three hours.’
b. (*3-zikan)

(*3-hours)
kare-wa
he-TOP

dekiru
capable

otoko-da
man-COP

to
COMP

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘I judged him to be a capable man (*for three hours).’

The unacceptability of 3-zikan in the latter, however, may be due to the conflict between
the “temporary” implication of durative time expressions and the “permanent” implication
of the epistemic conception. I leave this issue open and tentatively treat both types of mi
as an activity predicate.
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event). The sense of visual perception is detectable in this example because the
stretch of e1 is visually perceivable.

On the other hand, in each of the following examples, the stretch of the VP1
event is not necessarily visible, and thus, the sense of visual perception is not
detected:

(57) a. Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

sono
that

ringo-o
apple-ACC

tabe-te
eat-TE

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘Taro tried eating that apple.’
b. kare-wa

he-TOP
zibun-no
self-GEN

kangae-o
idea-ACC

tutae-te
tell-TE

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘He told (them) what he thought (and saw what would happen).’
c. kare-wa

he-TOP
ryoori-no
dish-GEN

azimi-o
tasting-ACC

si-te
do-TE

mi-ta.
see-PAST

‘He tasted what he was cooking (to see how the cooking was going).’

Below is the representation of the predicate in (57a):

(58) COLLAPSED and THEME EVENTIFIED:2

6666664

sono ringo-o tabe-te mi
‘that apple-Acc eat-te see’

lx9y :


x: animate
y = that apple

�

QUALIA =


FORMAL = ?e2 perceive(e2,x, STRETCH(e1))
AGENTIVE = ?e1,yeat(e1,x,y)

�

3

7777775

The above representation denotes an event that is initiated by x’s activity e1 of
eating y, followed by x’s act of observing the consequence state of e1, which is
determined through the interaction between the lexical entailment and discourse
prominence. This could mean that Taro tried eating that apple to see how it tastes
or how it would affect his digestive system.

7.4.2 mise ‘to show’
An example of mise, the lexical causative version of mi, is shown below, where it
is used as a main verb:

(59) kare-wa
he-TOP

watasitati-ni
we-DAT

kyokugee-o
acrobatics-ACC

mise-ta
show-PAST

(ga,
(but,

syoomee-ga
light-NOM

kurasugi-te
too dim-TE

zenzen
at all

mie-nakat-ta)
see-NEG-PAST

‘He showed us acrobatics (but we couldn’t see them at all because the light
was too dim).’
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As seen in the above example, the visual perception may not be achieved, and
thus should be analyzed as the TELIC of mise:

(60) 2

6666664

mise ‘show’

ly,z,x :

2

4
x: animate
y: phys obj
z: animate

3

5

QUALIA =


TELIC = ?e2 perceive(e2,z,y)
FORMAL = ?e1 act on(e1,x,y)

�

3

7777775

Unlike show in English (e.g., It shows that she’s malicious), the Japanese mise
cannot take a sentential complement. However, its semantics can divert to some
extent from its original sense of causative visual perception, by taking an abstract
object:

(61) kare-ga
he-NOM

yaruki-o/kikotu-o
motivated will-ACC/backbone-ACC

mise-ta.
show-PAST

‘He showed that he is highly motivated/that he has the backbone.’

The semantics of the concatenated V-te mise predicate is accounted for, as in
the following:

(62) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

watasitati-ni
we-DAT

kyokugee-o
acrobatics-ACC

zituensi-te
perform-TE

mise-ta.
show-PAST

‘He performed acrobatics for us.’

b. Hanako-wa
Hanako-TOP

biiru-o
beer-ACC

non-de
drink-TE

mise-ta.
show-PAST

‘Hanako drank beer (to show it off).’

(63) COLLAPSED and THEME EVENTIFIED:2

66666666664

biiru-o non-de mise
‘beer-Acc drink-te show’

ly,z,x :

2

4
x: animate
y = beer
z: animate

3

5

QUALIA =

2

4
TELIC = ?e2b perceive(e2b,z, STRETCH(e1))
FORMAL = ?e2a act on(e2a,x, STRETCH(e1))
AGENTIVE = ?e1,ydrink(e1,x,y)

3

5

3

77777777775

The above representation denotes an event initiated by the activity e1 of x’s
drinking y, intentionally conducted by x in the hope that z can perceive the stretch
of e1, which is a continuation or the result of the drinking event.
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7.5 Verbs of Existence
The final two sections examine three stative predicates: i ‘to exist (animates),’ ar
‘to exist (inanimates),’ and adjectival hosi(-i) ‘to want.’ Among these, i ‘to exist
(animates)’ and hosi(-i) ‘to want’ are especially peculiar in that they can work
as modal operators on the qualia of VP1 (and the latter hosi(-i) always functions
as a modal operator). The present section discusses i and ar, the two verbs of
existence/presence.

7.5.1 i vs. ar
As discussed in Chapter 2, the two verbs are known to be in complementary
distribution with respect to animacy:

(64) Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

/
/

neko-ga
cat-NOM

/
/

*syokubutu-ga
*plant-NOM

/
/

*hon-ga
*book-NOM

soko-ni
there-DAT

i-ru.
exist-PRES
‘Taro/a cat/*a plant/*a book is there.’

(65) *Taroo-ga
*Taro-NOM

/
/

*neko-ga
*cat-NOM

/
/

syokubutu-ga
plant-NOM

/
/

hon-ga
book-NOM

soko-ni
there-DAT

ar-u.
exist-PRES
‘*Taro/*a cat/a plant/a book is there.’

A possible analysis is to capture this contrast in terms of the difference in the
specifications in argument structures:

(66) 2

664

i ‘exist (animates)’

ly,x :


x: animate
y: location

�

QUALIA =
⇥

FORMAL = at(e,x,y)
⇤

3

775

(67) 2

664

ar ‘exist (inanimates)’

ly,x :


x: inanimate
y: location

�

QUALIA =
⇥

FORMAL = at(e,x,y)
⇤

3

775

This analysis predicts that the semantics of the V-te i and V-te ar constructions are
essentially similar except for the animacy specifications. Moreover, as pointed out
in Chapter 2, the animacy restriction disappear in the V-te i predicate (as well as
in the V-te ar predicate; see below). This may be accounted for if we assume that
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the theme is eventified. Then, without the difference in the animacy restrictions,
the semantics of the V-te i and V-te ar predicates are predicted to be identical.
However, this prediction turns out to be incorrect. For example, consider the
following pair:

(68) a. sudeni
already

sono
that

kimitu-bunsyo-o
confidential-document-ACC

hakisi-te
discard-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘We have already discarded that confidential document.’
b. sudeni

already
sono
that

kimitu-bunsyo-o
confidential-document-ACC

hakisi-te
discard-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘We have already discarded that confidential document.’

The difference between (68a) and (68b) is difficult to describe in words, but it is
certainly detectable for native speakers of Japanese. According to my intuition,
(68a) (V-te ar) appears to invoke a stronger contextual presupposition that the
classified document had to be destroyed as soon as possible, whereas (68b) (V-te
i) sounds relatively neutral in regard to contextual presupposition. The following
set of examples indicates the same point:

(69) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

sakuban
last night

8
8

zikan
hour

ne-te
sleep-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘He slept eight hours last night.’
b. kare-wa

he-TOP
sakuban
last night

8
8

zikan
hour

ne-te
sleep-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘He slept eight hours last night.’

Example (69a) implies that the reason why he slept eight hours was that he had to
be prepared for a particular task. By contrast, (69b) is a more neutral description.
Not surprisingly, the V-te ar predicate usually sounds awkward when a contextual
presupposition cannot be easily established:

(70) a. ??sono
that

sakka-wa
author-TOP

sudeni
already

hon-o
book-ACC

san-satu
three-CL

kai-te
write-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

b. sono
that

sakka-wa
author-TOP

sudeni
already

hon-o
book-ACC

san-satu
three-CL

kai-te
write-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘That author has already written three books.’

Example (70a) is awkward because the context required for the sense of “readi-
ness” is difficult to imagine.

I assume that the observed contrasts stem from the following difference. In
the V-te ar predicate, the theme argument is eventified, and thus, what is “there”
is the consequence of the VP1 event. In this case, the contextual presupposition is
required because a Gricean implicature emerges in regard to the reason why the
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speaker states that the consequence of the VP1 event is “there,” instead of simply
presenting VP1 in simple past tense. The V-te i predicate, on the other hand, does
not necessarily invoke such an implicature because the theme is not eventified. In
this case, i is predicated of the subject of the sentence, rather than the stretch of
VP1 (the eventified theme). This assumption is further supported by the following
contrast regarding the availability of the dative locative:

(71) a. {
{

tonari-no
next-GEN

heya-ni
room-DAT

/
/

tonari-no
next-GEN

heya-de
room-at

}
}

kodomo-ga
children-NOM

ne-te
sleep-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES
‘In the next room, the kids are sleeping.’

b. {
{

?*tonari-no
?*next-GEN

heya-ni
room-DAT

/
/

tonari-no
next-GEN

heya-de
room-at

}
}

kodomo-ga
children-NOM

sawai-de
make noises-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘In the next room, the kids are making noises.’

In (71a), V1 ne ‘to sleep’ does not license a dative locative, and thus, the dative
locative should be licensed by i or the V-te i predicate as a whole. However, the
dative locative is not possible in the minimally different example (71b), where V1
is sawag ‘to make noises.’ If i were predicated of the eventified theme, then there
would probably be no reason why the event of making noises cannot be associated
with a locative while the event of sleeping can have such an association. I assume
that the acceptability of the overt dative argument in question depends on the
availability of a stative interpretation of the V1 event. Note that the “upper”
dative argument (for V2) is licensed after the semantic concatenation process has
taken place, and thus, it should be semantically associated with the event flow
denoted by the entire V1-te V2 predicate. Therefore, the dative licensing in the
V1-te i predicate is possible only when V1 and V2 harmonize in terms of stativity,
because V2 i is undoubtedly stative. Otherwise, awkwardness emerges in the
interpretation of the dative argument.

If the theme is not eventified in the V-te i predicate, then why is the animacy
constraint absent in the V-te i predicate? I hypothesize that the difference between
i (for animates) and ar (for inanimates) stems from the presence/absence of the
underspecified AGENTIVE in the qualia structure, rather than the difference in the
animacy specification in the argument structure: i has its AGENTIVE, whereas ar
has none:

(72)
2

64
i ‘exist (animates)’

QUALIA =


FORMAL = at(e2,x,y)
AGENTIVE = y(e1,x)

�
3

75
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(73)
"

ar ‘exist (inanimates)’
QUALIA =

⇥
FORMAL = at(e,x,y)

⇤
#

This means that in the semantics of i, x’s existence is regarded as the consequence
of x’s action, and hence, x must be animate.9 On the other hand, ar is underspec-
ified regarding this point, although the use of ar for animates is usually blocked
by the presence of i. Note that ar can be used for animates in such a case as the
following (as mentioned on in Chapter 2, fn. 8):

(74) kare-ni-wa
he-DAT-TOP

kodomo-ga
children-NOM

san-nin
three-CL

ar-u/i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘He has three children.’

In this case, ar can be used possibly because when one states that someone has
three children, the children can be understood as entities that came into being
beyond their control (I mean, the children’s, not the parents’). In such a case, the
AGENTIVE quale can be regarded as absent.

Provided that the above analysis is headed in the right direction, I assume that
the reason why the animacy condition disappears in the V-te i predicate is that
upon concatenation, the VP1 takes over this underspecified AGENTIVE. In other
words, the presence of a specified AGENTIVE is guaranteed by the VP1 semantics,
and therefore, inanimates as well as animates can occupy the theme position in
the semantics of i.

The following subsections detail the analyses of the concatenated examples
with ar and i, in this order.

7.5.2 ar ‘to exist (inanimates)’
As discussed above, one crucial difference between the V-te ar and V-te ir
predicates is that the former is strongly associated with the sense of contextual
presupposition, so that the “presence” in the consequence of the VP1 event can
be regarded as having significance in the context. This fact can be accounted for
in the present theory, as indicated above. The following is the proposed semantic
representation for the predicate in (69a), which is repeated below for convenience:

9This is just a side note, but in Old Japanese, i used to mean ‘to sit.’ In the literal
meaning of sitting, the theme (subject) must be animate because the state of sitting
presupposes the action that leads to the state of sitting. In Modern Japanese, i in the sense
of sitting is retained only in a limited number of examples as a prefix, as in i-zakaya ‘pub’
(literally ‘sitting liquor shop’), i-suwar ‘to stay on’ (literally ‘sit-sit’), i-gokoti ‘the feeling
of staying somewhere’ (literally ‘sit-feeling’), i-ma ‘living room’ (literally ‘sit-space’), etc.
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(69) a. kare-wa
he-TOP

sakuban
last night

8
8

zikan
hour

ne-te
sleep-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘He slept eight hours last night.’

(75) 2

66664

8 zikan ne-te ar ‘8 hour sleep-te exist’

lx9y :


x: human
y: discourse-salient location

�

QUALIA =


FORMAL = at(e2, STRETCH(e1),y)
AGENTIVE = ?e1 sleep(e1,x) ^ 8 hours(e1)

�

3

77775

The above example is not just a simple statement that (he) slept 8 hours: it states
that the fact that he had slept 8 hours is “there,” which is apparently a redundant
statement. In order to amend this violation of Grice’s conversational maxim
of briefness, a contextual presupposition is forced (e.g., he may have to take
a difficult exam soon), so that emphasizing his 8-hour sleep would make more
sense.

The anti-unaccusative condition for the V-te ar predicate observed in Tsuji-
mura (1991) most likely stems from the same strategy:

(76) a. kokuban-no
blackboard-GEN

mozi-o
letter-ACC

/
/

-ga
-NOM

kesi-te
erase-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘The writing on the blackboard has been erased.’
b. *kokuban-no

blackboard-GEN
mozi-ga
letter-NOM

kie-te
disappear-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

(Intended: ‘The writing on the blackboard has disappeared.’)
cf. kokuban-no

blackboard-GEN
mozi-ga
letter-NOM

kie-te
disappear-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘The writing on the blackboard has disappeared.’

(77) a. kimitu-bunsyo-o
confidential-document-ACC

/
/

-ga
-NOM

moyasi-te
burn(trans.)-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘Confidential documents have been burnt.’
b. *kimitu-bunsyo-ga

confidential-document-NOM
moe-te
burn(intrans.)-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

(Intended: ‘Confidential documents have burnt.’)
cf. kimitu-bunsyo-ga

confidential-document-NOM
moe-te
burn(intrans.)-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘Confidential documents are burning.’

(78) a. tobira-o
door-ACC

/
/

-ga
-NOM

ake-te
open(trans.)-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘The door is kept open.’
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b. *tobira-ga
door-NOM

ai-te
open(intrans.)-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

(Intended: ‘The door is kept open.’)
cf. tobira-ga

door-NOM
ai-te
open(intrans.)-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘The door is open.’

(79) a. *sudeni
already

mokutekiti-ni
destination-DAT

tootyakusi-te
arrive-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

(Intended: ‘I have already arrived at the destination.’)
b. *1

1
zikan-maeni
hour-before

sikenzyoo-ni
exam room

ki-te
come-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

(Intended: ‘I have come to the exam room an hour early.’)

By contrast, passive predicates as well as unergative predicates (see (69) above)
can enter the V1 position of the V-te ar predicate:

(80) a. kokuban-no
blackboard-GEN

mozi-ga
letter-NOM

kes-are-te
erase-PASS-TE

at-ta.
exist-PAST

‘The writing on the blackboard has been erased.’
b. ?kimitu-bunsyo-ga

confidential-document-NOM
moyas-are-te
burn(trans.)-PASS-TE

at-ta.
exist-PAST

‘Confidential documents have been burnt.’
c. tobira-ga

door-NOM
ake-rare-te
open(trans.)-PASS-TE

at-ta.
exist-PAST

‘The door was left open.’

I assume that the lack of volitionality in unaccusatives leads to the anti-unaccusative
constraint in the V-te ar predicate. That is, the sense of contextually presupposed
“future task,” which is forced by redundancy in the semantics of the V-te ar
predicate, requires the VP1 event to involve a volitional agent.

Note that there are cases in which an unergative or transitive V1 may not enter
the V1 position of the V-te ar predicate, such as in (70) above, where conflict
occurs between the experiential reading and the supposedly present “future task”
presupposition, resulting in awkwardness. This means that a pragmatic constraint
must be established for the V-te ar predicate anyway, and thus, a syntactic account
may not be necessary.

Another significant difference between the V-te ar and V-te i predicates is
that the latter allows a progressive reading, whereas the former only allows
a perfective reading. The perfective reading is something that can be easily
accounted for in the present theory (see below). Therefore, it is this progressive
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reading for the V-te i predicate that requires further examination. I revert to this
issue in the next subsection.

Yet another distinctive property of the V-te ar predicate is that the accusative
argument of the VP1 in the V-te ar predicate may be marked nominative, as shown
in the (a)-sentences in (76)–(78) above. I assume that these nominative subjects,
which are coindexed with internal arguments, are “external” arguments associated
with stative predicates through the “aboutness condition” (Kuno, 1973). For
example, it is well known that Japanese allows the use of multiple nominatives
for statives:

(81) a. sensin-koku-ga
developed-country-NOM

zyosee-ga
woman-NOM

heekin-zyumyoo-ga
average-life span-NOM

naga-i
long-PRES

koto
that

‘(the fact) that in developed countries, women’s average life span is
long.’

b. sakana-ga
fish-NOM

tai-ga
red snapper-NOM

uma-i
delicious-PRES

koto
that

‘(the fact) that among fish, red snapper is (especially) delicious’

Thus, I hypothesize that in Japanese, a general recursive process of embedding a
stative predicate in an argument position of a vacuous stative predicate is possible,
which should yield multiple nominatives. Syntactically, I simply assume that
Japanese allows a recursion of null V[+stative]:

(82) VP2
P
P
P

NPi-ga
⇣

⇣
⇣

⇣
⇣

⇣
VP1
�

�
H
H

. . . PROi . . . V1
[+stative]

P
P
P

V2
/0[+stative]

Semantically, this empty stativizer works as a l -abstractor, such that VP2 in the
above representation can be successfully predicated of the upper nominative NPi.
The mechanism and/or operation by which the upper nominative here is coin-
dexed with the lower accusative position presents a challenging question, because
the logical subject for VP1 in the above representation cannot be syntactically
overt when this type of “promotion” occurs (mozi-ga (*watasi-ga) kesi-te ar-u).
This issue is left open in this study. (See Chapter 5, Section 5.3.4 for discussion.)

Before closing this section, I would like to point out that the dative locative
for ar in the V-te ar predicate may be syntactically overt only when the eventified
theme can be coerced into a physical object. Let us consider the following
examples:
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(83) a. tamagoyaki-ga
fried egg-NOM

teeburu-no ue-ni
table-GEN top-DAT

ryoorisi-te
cook-TE

at-ta.
exist-PAST

‘A fried egg was prepared on the table.’
b. soko-ni

there-DAT
kyookasyo-ga
textbook-NOM

/
/

-o
-ACC

kat-te
buy-TE

ar-u.
exist-PRES

‘The textbook has already been bought, which lies over there.’

Because the location argument z is specified as a concrete location in the above
examples, the theme must be a physical object. The consequence of e1 (=the
result state of y being available, which is entailed by the transition component
of V1) is coerced back to y itself, in the same manner as we saw in the V-te
kure/age predicates by virtue of availability opposition. When such coercion is
pragmatically impossible, the locative argument of the FORMAL of the predicate
must be an abstract location that is understood in the discourse, as commonly
observed in THEME EVENTIFICATION. An example is provided below:

(84) (*soko-ni)
(*there)

Tanaka-san-o
Tanaka-Mr-ACC

kaikosi-te
fire-TE

ari-mas-u.
exist-POLITE-PRES

‘We have already fired Mr. Tanaka.’

(85) 2

666666664

Tanaka-san-o kaikosi-te ar
‘Tanaka-Mr-Acc fire-te exist’

lx9y,z :

2

4
x:human
y = Mr Tanaka
z: discourse-salient location

3

5

QUALIA =


FORMAL = at(e2, STRETCH(e1),z)
AGENTIVE = te1 fire(e1,x,y)

�

3

777777775

In this example, the consequence of y’s having been fired cannot be successfully
coerced back to y because y (=the person who has been fired) is not made available
by the AGENTIVE. Thus, this sentence only includes an uncoerced interpretation,
in which the consequence of the event e1 of x firing y is at hand in a covert
discourse prominent location (i.e., the firing has already been taken care of in
the contextually understood location).

7.5.3 i ‘to exist (animates)’
As briefly discussed in Chapter 2, it is well known that the V-te i predicate has
two major interpretations: progressive and resultative/perfect (Kindaichi, 1950;
Matsumoto, 1990a,b; Matsushita, 1901, 1914; Nakatani, 2005, 2007; Nishiyama,
2006; Ogihara, 1998; Soga, 1983; Teramura, 1984).
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(86) Progressive:
a. Hanako-ga

Hanako-NOM
arui-te
walk-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘Hanako is walking.’
b. tori-ga

bird-NOM
saezut-te
chirp-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘The bird is chirping.’

(87) Nonprogressive (resultative/perfect):
a. sono

that
tori-wa
bird-TOP

sin-de
die-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘That bird is dead.’ (not ‘The bird is dying.’)
b. miti-ni

road-DAT
okane-ga
money-NOM

oti-te
fall-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘There is money on the road.’ (lit. ‘Money has fallen on the road.’)
cf. *miti-ni

road-DAT
okane-ga
money-NOM

i-ru.
exist-PRES

(88) Nonprogressive (perfect):
a. Hanako-wa

Hanako-TOP
sudeni
already

hakaseronbun-o
dissertation-ACC

kai-te
write-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘Hanako has already written her dissertation.’
b. Hanako-wa

Hanako-TOP
syokuzi-o
meal-ACC

sumase-te
finish-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘Hanako has finished dinner.’

The varied interpretations of the V-te i predicate are known to be influenced by the
Aktionsart (lexical aspect) of VP1. Roughly speaking, the progressive reading is
most compatible with activity and accomplishment predicates, and incompatible
with achievement verbs, whereas the nonprogressive reading is most compatible
with accomplishment and achievement predicates. It should also be noted that
the V-te i predicate interpreted as progressive in the null context can be forced
to assume a perfect reading if contextual support or a coercing aspectual adverb
is provided. For example, although the prominent reading of arui-te i ‘walk-
TE exist’ is progressive (see (86a) above), it is possible to interpret it as perfect
(‘Hanako has walked’):

(89) Context: It is known in the discourse that Hanako takes a walk everyday
for an exercise.
kyoo
today

Hanako-wa
Hanako-TOP

moo
already

arui-te
walk-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES
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‘Today Hanako has already walked.’

The ease of obtaining a perfect reading appears to depend on how easily the hearer
can imagine the consequence of the VP1 event. The given context in (89) makes
it easier for the hearer to imagine what the completion of Hanako’s walking may
mean in the discourse.

Resultative -te i

Let us now consider in more detail how the progressive/nonprogressive interpre-
tations emerge under the present theory of predicate concatenation. The non-
progressive reading is straightforwardly accounted for in terms of the semantics of
-te (sequencer) and i. In the present theoretical context, the assumption is, as in the
other cases of the V-te V predicate, that the two qualia structures are COLLAPSED
so that the qualia structure of VP1 is squeezed into the AGENTIVE of V2, with the
temporal relation determined by the interaction between the sequencer -te and the
verbs.

Given the general mechanism of predicate concatenation proposed in the
present study, the representation of the V-te i predicate should be as follows
(where the underspecified AGENTIVE of i is overridden by the VP1 semantics
because of its redundancy):

(90) 2

66664

V1-te i

lx9y . . . :


y: discourse-salient location
. . .

�

QUALIA =


FORMAL = at(e2,x,y)
AGENTIVE = QL of VP1

�

3

77775

However, the above representation introduces a potential problem: the relation-
ship between the AGENTIVE and FORMAL is not clear enough. Recall that
these two qualia should not merely be two juxtaposed events; they must be
interpretable as stages of the entire event denoted by the predicate. In other words,
the entire event should be regarded as a continuation stretch of the AGENTIVE
(Section 6.2.5). To guarantee such a “stage” interpretation, I hypothesize that a
stretch of the AGENTIVE is copied into the FORMAL and it becomes part of the
underspecified “existence” event (state) originated from the semantics of i. Thus,
the revised representation of the V-te i predicate appears as follows:

(91) 2

6666664

V1-te i

lx9y . . . :


y: discourse-salient location
. . .

�

QUALIA =

2

4
FORMAL = at(e2,x,y)

^ STRETCH(e1)
AGENTIVE = QL of VP1= p(e1)

3

5

3

7777775
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In this framework, resultatives are relatively easy to deal with. For example,
(87a) is represented as follows:

(92) Resultative:2

6666664

sin-de i ‘die-te exist’

lx9y :


x: animate
y: discourse-salient location

�

QUALIA =

2

4
FORMAL = at(e2,x,y)

^ STRETCH(e1) = dead(e2,x)
AGENTIVE = te1 dead(e1,x)

3

5

3

7777775

Because e1 is a transition event, STRETCH(e1) is taken to be the logical entailment
of the transition, namely, the state of being dead (see (14)). Thus, the above
representation essentially denotes the state of x being dead (in an underspecified
location).

Perfect -te i

Let us now consider (88a), which is a typical example of a present perfect
interpretation of the V-te i predicate. The semantics of the VP1 is analyzed as
follows:

(93) 2

66664

hakaseronbun-o kak ‘dissertation-ACC write’

lx9y :


x: human
y = the dissertation

�

QUALIA =


TELIC = exist(e2,y)
FORMAL = ?e1,ywrite(e1,x,y)

�

3

77775

In the above representation, the semantics of writing the thesis is analyzed as a
pluractionalized (distributive) writing event, which is a set of events in each of
which x writes a part of y, whose goal is to have y come into being. On the basis
of this observation, the concatenated predicate is analyzed as follows:

(94) Perfect:2

66666666664

hakaseronbun-o kai-te i ‘dissertation-ACC write-te exist’

lx9y,z :

2

4
x: human
y = the dissertation
z: discourse-salient location

3

5

QUALIA =

2

664

FORMAL = at(e2,x,z)
^ STRETCH(e1) = exist(e2,y)

AGENTIVE =


TL = exist(e1b,y)
FM = ?e1a,ywrite(e1a,x,y)

�

3

775

3

77777777775

The above representation denotes the existence of x, the writer, (being in an
underspecified location) as well as the existence of y, the dissertation, which
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has come into being by a series of actions of x writing parts of y. The perfect
reading is easier with an accomplishment predicate than with an activity predicate
because the consequence is linguistically specified in the former. Note that the
“consequence” (i.e., the stretch) of VP1 is predicated of y rather than x, whereas
the “locative existence” is predicated of x. This mismatch is, I assume, the source
of a “perfect” reading as opposed to a “resultative” reading.

The perfect reading is not restricted to such an “easy perfect” case in which
VP1 contains a transition and its “stretch” is therefore easy to grasp. As already
illustrated in (89), virtually any type of predicate can be forced to obtain a perfect
reading with i. The reason being that a discourse-supported TELIC can be added to
almost any activity. For example, a perfect reading for an activity predicate such
as aruk ‘walk’ is thus available, provided that the walking activity is interpreted
in the discourse as the task to be completed. This type of perfect reading is
represented below:

(95) Perfect:2

66666666664

arui-te i ‘walk-te exist’

lx9y,z :

2

4
x: human
y: task (inferred)
z: discourse-salient location

3

5

QUALIA =

2

664

FORMAL = at(e2,x,z)
^ STRETCH(e1) = completed(e2,y)

AGENTIVE =


TL = te1b completed(e1b,y)
FM = ?e1a walk(e1a,x)

�

3

775

3

77777777775

Progressive -te i

What about progressive reading? The progressive reading is available because
the “stretch” interpretation of an event e is not confined to the entailment of e, but
also extendable to a simple continuation of e, as stated in (14), which is repeated
below:

(14) STRETCH(e) in w is an event e0 in w such that e < e0 and e0 is either (a),
(b), (c), or (d) where the choice is finalized by a higher, context-sensitive
semantic mechanism:
a. An actualization of QT(e)
b. The logical entailment of QF(e)
c. A continued stage of QF(e)
d. A pragmatic implication of QF(e)
(where QT(e) is the TELIC and QF(e) is the FORMAL of the qualia structure of e.)

Thus, the prominent progressive reading of (86a) is represented as follows:
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(96) Progressive:2

6666664

arui-te i ‘walk-te exist’

lx9y :


x: human
y: discourse-salient location

�

QUALIA =

2

4
FORMAL = at(e2,x,y)

^ STRETCH(e1) = ?e2 walk(e2,x)
AGENTIVE = ?e1 walk(e1,x)

3

5

3

7777775

For an activity predicate, such a progressive reading is more readily available
than a perfect reading because to obtain the latter, a discourse-supported TELIC is
required.

Imperfective paradox

Finally, we have to deal with the issue of the progressive interpretation of
accomplishment predicates, as exemplified in the following:

(97) Hanako-wa
Hanako-TOP

ima
now

hakaseronbun-o
dissertation-ACC

kai-te
write-TE

i-ru.
exist-PRES

‘Hanako is writing her dissertation now.’

Unlike (88a), (97) is interpreted as progressive because of the temporal adverb
ima ‘now’ (as opposed to sudeni ‘already’ in (88a)). In general, accomplishment
predicates coupled with -te i are ambiguous between progressive and perfect
readings without temporal adverbials such as ima and sudeni.

The progressive reading of an accomplishment predicate has invoked de-
bates among formal semanticists on what they call the “imperfective paradox”
(Dowty, 1979; Kenny, 1963; Landman, 1992). The main issue is how to formally
characterize the truth condition for expressions denoting an event in progress,
by referring to the accomplishment that is not yet accomplished. To further
complicate the issue, the activity does not need to be accomplished in the future
either. For example, for the sentence She is writing her dissertation at this moment
to be true, she must be engaged in writing something that is not yet qualified as
her dissertation. Furthermore, even if she gives up writing it in the future, the
sentence in question would still be true. In such a case, what she is writing at
the moment never is, nor will it be, her dissertation (because she won’t finish it).
Nevertheless, intuitively, it must be characterized in terms of her dissertation.

Now the question is how to capture this property in the present framework.
We have hypothesized that the perfect reading of the V-te i predicate with an
accomplishment predicate is easy to obtain if we construe STRETCH(e1) as the
entailment of e1, the completion of the dissertation. We can further assume that
the progressive reading is available if we take STRETCH(e1) as a continued stage
of e1:
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(98) 2

666666664

hakaseronbun-o kai-te i ‘dissertation-ACC write-te exist’

lx9y,z :

2

4
x: human
y = the dissertation
z: discourse-salient location

3

5

QUALIA =

2

4
FORMAL = at(e2,x,z)

^ ?e2,ywrite(e2,x,y)
AGENTIVE = ?e1,ywrite(e1,x,y)

3

5

3

777777775

However, such a continuation is actually impossible because ?e1,ywrite(e1,x,y)
= 1 entails the completion of y (see Section 6.1.5 of the previous chapter), and
thus, y cannot be developed further. This necessitates an introduction of a narrow-
range rule that should make the continuation possible. I assume that this rule
allows the incompletion of y in the AGENTIVE by dividing y into y0 and y00, so that
the development of y can span over the FORMAL:

(980)
2

6666666664

hakaseronbun-o kai-te i ‘dissertation-ACC write-te exist’

lx9y,z :

2

4
x: human
y = y0 �y00 = the dissertation
z: discourse-salient location

3

5

QUALIA =

2

4
FORMAL = at(e2,x,z)

^ ?e2,y00write(e2,x,y00)
AGENTIVE = ?e1,y0write(e1,x,y0)

3

5

3

7777777775

Note also that the sense of completion included in the incremental predicate is
incompatible with the semantics of i, which is stative and temporary unbounded.
Thus, I further hypothesize that the incompletion reading is forced in the activity
in the FORMAL as well as in the AGENTIVE. Because of this, the completion is
suspended in the extensional context and is pushed into an intensional context.
The final result is illustrated below:

(9800) 2

666666666664

hakaseronbun-o kai-te i ‘dissertation-ACC write-te exist’

lx9y,z :

2

4
x: human
y = y0 �y00 �y000 = the dissertation
z: discourse-salient location

3

5

QUALIA =

2

664

TELIC = ?e3,y000write(e3,x,y000)
FORMAL = at(e2,x,z)

^ ?e2,y00write(e2,x,y00)
AGENTIVE = ?e1,y0write(e1,x,y0)

3

775

3

777777777775

The above analysis is tentative, and more discussions are necessary to explicate
the formal mechanism of distributing y and to ensure the unbounded nature of
?e2,y00write(e2,x,y00), which is not captured in the above representation. These are
open questions left for future research.
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In sum, I have argued that the semantics of VP1-te i are computed composi-
tionally via operation COLLAPSE, where -te functions as a sequencer. Because
the output of COLLAPSE must meet the semantic nature of the qualia structure
as a continuation stretch of the AGENTIVE, and because the semantics of i is
very underspecified, the STRETCH function is applied to the semantics of VP1, so
that an eventive development is established between the AGENTIVE and FORMAL
of the VP1-te i predicate. This framework easily accounts for the resultative
interpretation of VP1-te i. The perfect and progressive readings are not difficult
to obtain either, assuming the flexibility of the STRETCH function. Note that Li
and Shirai (2000) reported that some Japanese children acquired the resultative
use of -te i earlier than the progressive use. Such a fact is not surprising under
the present framework. Finally, an intensionalizing operation may be applied
to the semantics of VP1-te i when VP1 denotes an incremental activity (i.e., an
accomplishment predicate). This captures the imperfective interpretation of the
VP1-te i construction, at least descriptively, if not adequately explanatorily. The
emergence of “imperfectiveness” is accounted for under the present framework
as a consequence of resolving the aspectual conflict between the temporally
unbounded nature of i and the bounded nature of an accomplishment event.

7.6 Desiderative Adjective hosi(-i)
The final example of concatenating V2 is the desiderative adjective hosi(-i). As
mentioned in Chapter 2, hosi(-i) as a main predicate can only take a physical
theme:

(99) watasi-wa
I-TOP

hon-ga
book-NOM

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want a book.’

(100) a. watasi-wa
I-TOP

hon-o
book-ACC

/
/

hon-ga
book-NOM

kai-ta-i.
buy-want-PRES

‘I want to buy a book.’
b. *watasi-wa

I-TOP
hon-o
book-ACC

/
/

hon-ga
book-NOM

kai
buy

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want to buy a book.’

The representation of the original semantics of hosi(-i) as a main predicate should
be as follows, where the “wished event” resides in the TELIC, which is modal:
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(101) 2

66664

hosi(-i) ‘want (adjective)’

ly,x :


x: human
y: entity

�

QUALIA =


TELIC = have(e2,x,y)
FORMAL = wish(e1,x,e2)

�

3

77775

The above representation denotes x’s state of hoping for e2 to happen, where e2 is
the state in which x owns y.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, when hosi(-i) enters the V-te V framework
and takes a sentential complement, it always requires the embedded subject
to be distinct from the matrix subject, in contrast to the aforementioned -tai
construction, which always forms a control structure. The embedded subject may
be marked nominative or dative, as discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.3. Let us
begin with the “nominative” version of the V-te hosi(-i) predicate. An example is
provided below:

(102) boku-wa
I-TOP

ame-ga
rain-NOM

hut-te
fall-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want it to rain.’

I assumed in Chapter 5 that this type of the V-te hosi(-i) predicate does not involve
syntactic concatenation:

(103) AP
⇠⇠⇠⇠

TP
⇠⇠⇠⇠

NPi
↵⌦ � Default Case =)

(nominative)

P
P
P
⇣

⇣
⇣

vP
�

�
NPi

6

EPP/Case
H
H
�
�

VP
�

NP
@

V1 6

H
Hv
V1-v

6

P
P
P

T
V1-v-te

XXXX
A

hosi(-i)

If so, then the semantic representation of (102) should be that of an adjunction
structure. Given this, the representation of (102) may be assumed as follows:
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(104) ADJOINED: (preliminary)2

66666666664

boku-wa ame-ga hut-te hosi(-i)
‘I-TOP rain-NOM fall-TE want’

9x,y,z :

2

4
x: human
y: entity
z = the rain

3

5

QUALIA1 =
⇥

AGENTIVE = ?e1 fall(e1,z)
⇤

QUALIA2 =


TELIC = have(e2b,x,y)
FORMAL = wish(e2a,x,e2b)

�

3

77777777775

However, this representation involves at least two problems. One is the temporal
interpretation and the other is the reference of the existentially closed y argument.
The above representation roughly reads: it rains, and then x (the speaker) wishes
for the TELIC event of having “something.” However, this is not what the sentence
actually means. The present analysis requires some repair operations.

Let us first examine the semantics of y. When interpreting a sentence structure
such as the one in (103), in which y argument is syntactically absent, what is
it that the speaker wishes to have? Obviously, the speaker wishes to “have” a
situation where it should rain. I assume that the syntactically null y argument
works as a null pronoun, referring to the raining event. Thus, the sentence means
the following: the situation where it rains, I wish to have it. More specifically,
I assume that the theme y refers to STRETCH(e1), which, in this case, refers to
a discourse-supported consequence of e1. For example, if one hopes that it will
rain, then he/she does so because of the expectation that it will bring him/her some
type of positive result (e.g., the crops will grow; the soccer game he/she does not
want to attend will be canceled; etc). Therefore, if one hopes for rain, then he/she
actually hopes for the consequence of the rain falling, which is characterized as
the contextually inferred stretch of e1.

Then what about the temporal order of the events? The sentence in question
is centered on the speaker’s psychological state of wanting something. However,
we do not interpret the sentence in such a way that the raining event is the trigger
of this psychological event. In fact, the raining event is the trigger of the TELIC
event. How can we achieve this under the present analysis?

One possibility is to assume that the adjective hosi(-i) is actually morphosyn-
tactically complex. Recall that the original sense of hosi(-i) involves a hidden
complementation, as shown in the semantic representation (101). Thus, we
could assume that hosi(-i) involves a complementation in syntax, as seen in (105)
below. When this structure is interpreted, AP and VP will be evaluated relative to
different sets of worlds, an extensional world w and intensional world w0:
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(105) [[ AP ]]w
⇣

⇣
⇣
x

P
P
P
⇣

⇣
⇣

[[ VP ]]w
0

⇣
⇣
⇣
y

P
P
P

have
6

P
P
P

wish = hosi(-i)

Then, I assume that the VP-te phrase is adjoined to some projection of the inner
VP, rather than the outer AP:

(106) [[ AP ]]w
⇠⇠⇠⇠

[[ VP ]]w
0

⇠⇠⇠⇠ ⇠⇠
yTP

⇠⇠⇠⇠

NPi
↵⌦ � Default Case =)

(nominative)

P
P
P
⇣
⇣

⇣
vP
�
�

NPi

6

EPP/Case
H
H
�

�
VP
�

NP
@

V1 6

H
Hv
V1-v

6

P
P
P

T
V1-v-te

XXXX
have

6

XXXX
wish = hosi(-i)

Here, the raining event is sequenced with the lower, intensional have predicate.
This structure would successfully capture the semantics of (102): it represents a
psychological state of the speaker x hoping to have the consequence of the raining
event e1, which should precede this intensional possession event. In this picture,
-te sequences e1 and e2b in this order. Because the teP is adjoined to the lower
VP, which is interpreted under intensional context, teP is also evaluated under the
intensional context.

In summary, the assumption that hosi(-i) involves a complex syntactic struc-
ture with an intensional layer enables us to semantically interpret the teP under
the intensional context, even without a concatenation process.

Let us now turn to the “dative” version of the V-te hosi(-i) predicate. I
assumed in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.3 that this type of the V-te hosi(-i) predicate
involves syntactic concatenation (T-to-A movement):

(107) watasi-wa
I-TOP

imooto-ni
sister-DAT

warat-te
laugh-TE

hosi-i.
want-PRES

‘I want my sister to laugh.’

Assuming the morphosyntactically complex structure of hosi(-i), the qualia struc-
ture of VP1 is collapsed with the TELIC of hosi(-i), thus yielding a semantic
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structure such as the following:

(108) COLLAPSED:2

666666664

watasi-wa imooto-ni warat-te hosi(-i)
‘I-TOP sister-DAT laugh-TE want’

9x,y,z :


x = I
z = the sister

�

QUALIA =

2

4 TELIC =


FM = have(e2b,x, STRETCH(e1))
AG = ?e1 laugh(e1,z)

�

FORMAL = wish(e2a,x,e2b)

3

5

3

777777775

The above representation denotes a psychological state of x hoping for the TELIC
event to happen, which consists of an event of x having the consequence of z’s
laughing. This correctly captures the semantics of the V-te hosi(-i) in (107).
There is essentially no significant difference between the semantic structure of
the nominative version (104) and that of the dative version (108), because of
the assumption that the teP is syntactically adjoined to the intensional layer of
hosi(-i). A subtle difference lies in the position in the semantics that e1 (denoted
by VP1) occupies: in the nominative version (104), e1 is not amalgamated with
e2’s TELIC, whereas it is part of the same qualia structure as hosi(-i) in the
dative version (108). Therefore, the dative version has a more direct relationship
between e1 and e2b, triggering the animacy constraint for the dative subject.

7.7 Conclusion
In this final chapter, all types of the V-te V predicate have been discussed, and
it has been explicitly shown how their semantics can be appropriately captured
under the present theory of predicate concatenation—how the semantics of the
V-te V predicate can be compositionally derived from the semantics of its parts.

As for the verbs of coming/going, ku/ik, I have shown how the differences
between the V-te ku and V-te ik constructions emerge when theme-eventified, by
explicating the semantic differences between ku and ik as main verbs: the former
is terminative, whereas the latter is inchoative and diffusing.

In regard to the verbs of giving, kure/age, I have proposed an operation
coercing the eventified theme back to a physical object through the availability
opposition denoted in or inferred from the V1 event: when a physical object is
made available by the completion of the event denoted by VP1, the stretch of
the event can be interpreted as the physical object that has become available.
This, along with the PRINCIPLE OF CAUSATION FLOW (PCF), should explain
the acceptability of an overt dative argument. I have also proposed an analysis of
moraw, ‘to be given,’ utilizing the notion of headedness in the GL theory. PCF
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has been slightly modified in order to exempt the inverse causal flow found in the
V-te moraw predicate from PCF application.

Regarding the verbs of putting, ok/simaw, it has been shown that the subtle
contrast between the V-te ok/simaw predicates can be straightforwardly ac-
counted for through the contrast between the semantics of ok and simaw as main
verbs, another support for the theme-eventification hypothesis. In addition, the
verbs of vision, mi/mise, have been analyzed in the same manner.

Furthermore, I have discussed in detail the verbs of existence, i/ar, and
provided an explanation for the sharp semantic contrast between the V-te i and
V-te ar predicates despite the similar semantics of i/ar as main verbs. I have
hypothesized that the contrast stems from the difference in the treatment of their
themes: when it is the V-te ar predicate, its theme is eventified, whereas in the
V-te i predicate, it is not. Because the theme is eventified in the V-te ar predicate,
and because the semantics of ar does not contribute significantly toward the truth-
conditional semantics of the entire construction, a Gricean implicature is forced,
thus giving rise to the “get ready for the future task” presupposition, which is
absent in the V-te i predicate. On the other hand, in the V-te i predicate, a
STRETCH interpretation of VP1 is forced to ensure the semantic bond between
the AGENTIVE and FORMAL as stages of a single continuation stretch. The
STRETCH yields various semantics of the V-te i predicate attested in the literature
(resultative, experiential, and progressive), interacting with the lexical aspectual
properties of VP1.

Finally, the semantics of the V-te hosi(-i) has been discussed. To account for
the fact that the event denoted by VP1 in the V1-te hosi(-i) predicate is under
the intensional context rather than the extensional one, I have resorted to the
assumption that hosi(-i) is syntactically layered in accordance with its semantics,
with the upper projection being under an extensional context and the lower
projection under an intensional context. The teP is supposed to be syntactically
adjoined to the lower projection, which is the reason why its semantics is also
evaluated under the intensional context.

In general, the present theory is capable of capturing the semantics of various
instances of the V-te V constructions in an explicit manner. Their semantics
are derived from the semantics of their parts under the operations COLLAPSE
and THEME EVENTIFICATION, which are constrained by PCF, although some
operations not directly reducible to the general principles under the present theory
are required to account for the empirical facts. Despite this, I hope to have shown
that the present theory can provide an explicit perspective on how verb meanings
are extended and adjusted when they enter the V-te V framework.



Chapter 8

Concluding Remarks

In this book, I have proposed an association theory that links the syntax and
semantics of the V-te V predicate to those of the unconcatenated V1 and V2,
and of -te. The major question was how the latter, comprised of two predicates,
can be syntactically and semantically “reduced” to the former, a single predicate.
This process, called predicate concatenation, has been assumed to be deriva-
tional and compositional in this study. Syntactically, it has been assumed that
the “distance” between the two predicates is reduced through a series of head
movements. Semantically, the association has been characterized as the process
of collapsing two qualia structures into a single, well-formed qualia structure.
I hope that this study has demonstrated at least one nontrivial point: linguistic
concepts may undergo manipulations beyond syntactic computation. The sense-
changing operations discussed in this study do not seem to fit within the syntactic
computational system, nor do they seem dispensable. This leads to the conclusion
that a high-level semantic component must exist that is capable of manipulating
language-related concepts independently of syntactic operations.

Some may regard the proposed semantic mechanisms as extralinguistic or
nonlinguistic, but what should be emphasized is that the proposed mechanisms,
necessitated by linguistic data, do constitute a part of the well-formedness condi-
tions on the structural descriptions (SDs) in a nontrivial way. Specifically, direct
effects can be seen on the argument structure, especially the licensing of a dative
argument. Although I do not reject the assumption that the generation of SDs is
syntax-centric, wherein syntax feeds or triggers semantic/morphological/phono-
logical operations by virtue of its structure-building capability (namely, Merge),
I believe that the assumption that syntax is the only locus of linguistic conceptual
operations is probably incorrect, or the definition of linguistic computation is
too narrow. One may argue that the proposed mechanisms in this study merely
provide interpretive filters, but the interpretative phenomena observed in the V-te
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V predicate are sensitive to fine-grained syntactic and semantic representations
(e.g., PCF is a constraint on the syntactic and semantic representations, rather than
a feasibility condition in the real world), and are best characterized as operations
on representations.

8.1 A Note on Reductionist vs. Nonreductionist Ap-
proaches

In this study, I have consistently adopted derivational, compositional approaches
to the syntactic and semantic issues in the V-te V predicate in Japanese, in the
belief that the notion of structural composition constitutes an important part in
human linguistic knowledge (cf. Fitch et al., 2005; Chomsky, 2007). Even in
Construction Grammar (e.g., Goldberg, 1995; Croft, 2001), where grammatical
constructions are considered to be primitive units of grammar, the relationship
between the whole and its parts is not entirely ignored. Croft (2001: 48) states:
“A nonreductionist theory [KN: such as Construction Grammar] does not deny
that constructions (syntactic structures) are made up of parts.” Croft continues:
“A nonreductionist theory differs from a reductionist theory [KN: i.e., a compo-
sitional theory] in that it hypothesizes that the whole is greater than the sum of its
parts.”

Being a “reductionist” theory, however, the theory of Generative Lexicon (GL:
Pustejovsky, 1995) hypothesizes that the whole could be greater than the sum of
its parts, a property that Jackendoff (2002: 387ff) calls “enriched composition.”
The present study, which is based on the GL framework, is thus an attempt
to capture the phenomena from a reductionist (i.e., compositional) perspective,
while allowing the lexical component to extend the sum of the parts beyond the
simple sum. This does not mean, of course, that this approach is a variant of
the Constructionist approach. Even though the present GL approach fully utilizes
the notion of enriched composition, it is still reductionist, because it assumes
that the whole is somehow predictable from their parts, an assumption which
a nonreductionist theory does not necessarily adopt. Thus, the limitations of
this study that some readers may detect might in part stem from the limitations
of the reductionist approach. Even so, it is hasty to conclude that reductionist
approaches are incorrect. It is probable that neither a strictly reductionist nor
strictly nonreductionist theory can fully explain the truth behind the faculty of
language. Especially concerning language acquisition, it is improbable that a
language-learning child is either strictly reductionist or strictly nonreductionist.
The truth probably lies somewhere in between the two poles. I hope that this
study, which is strictly reductionist, has helped other researchers to see how far a
reductionist approach can go.
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8.2 List of Assumptions Made in This Study
I would like to conclude this book by summarizing the syntactic and semantic
hypotheses proposed throughout this study.

(1) a. Syntactically, -te is a T. (Chapter 4)
b. T[+past] in Japanese realizes as -ta when governed by C, and as -te

otherwise. (Chapter 4)
c. [[ -ta/-te ]] ‘PAST’ = lPl tle [ T(e)< t ^ P(e) ]

(2) The V-te V predicate is formed through a series of head movements:
(i) V1 to v, (ii) [V1-v] to -te, and (iii) [V1-v-te] to V2. (Chapter 5)

(3) The assumed T-to-V movement ([V1-v-te] to V2) triggers semantics-
changing rules, thus influencing the possibility of the licensing of a dative
argument.

(4) QUALIA STRUCTURE (Pustejovsky, 1995):
Our lexical knowledge is structured in accordance with Aristotelian modes
of explanation, comprised of AGENTIVE, FORMAL, CONSTITUTIVE, and
TELIC.

(5) QUALIA AS STAGES: (Chapter 6)
Each quale in a qualia structure is a stage of a continuation stretch, à la
Landman (1992).

(6) Let QL1 be the qualia structure of VP1 and QL2 be the qualia structure of
V2 in the V1-te V2 predicate. Then:

ADJOINED:2

664

[ VP1-te ] V2
le29e1 : [ e1 < µ e2 ]

QL1 = p(e1)
QL2 = f(e2)

3

775
�!

COLLAPSED:2

664

VP1-te-V2
le29e1 : [ e1 < µ e2 ]

QL =


FORMAL = f(e2)
AGENTIVE = p(e1)

�

3

775

(7) PRINCIPLE OF CAUSATION FLOW (PCF): (Chapters 6, 7)
If the headed AGENTIVE involves a patient and the FORMAL is syntacti-
cally explicit, then DCP must be respected.

(8) SYNTACTIC EXPLICITNESS: (Chapter 6)
Event e is syntactically explicit iff e is not shadowed.

(9) EVENT SHADOWING: (Chapter 6)
Event ei in QUALIA STRUCTURE is shadowed iff
a. ei is not headed (is a headless event); and
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b. All the syntactically overt individual arguments associated with ei are
shared with the headed event ej.

(10) DEFAULT CAUSATIVE PARADIGM (DCP: Pustejovsky, 1995: 186):
QUALIA =


FORMAL = a result(e2,y)
AGENTIVE = a act(e1,x,y)

� �

(11) A variable may be reinterpreted if it is known to be accompanied by
another variable, which may circumvent some PCF violations. (Chapter 6)

(12) VARIABLE REINTERPRETATION BY ACCOMPANIMENT: (Chapter 6)
y(e,x)^ p(e,x,y)$ y(e,x.y)
where y is a movement predicate and p is an accompaniment predicate,
such as with, in, and on.

(13) THEME EVENTIFICATION: (Chapter 6)
A specific occurrence of a theme variable (“theme” in the sense of an en-
tity that undergoes change or movement) in the FORMAL may be replaced
with the STRETCH of the AGENTIVE event.

(14) STRETCH(e) in a world w is an event e0 in w such that e < e0 and e0 is
either (a), (b), (c), or (d) where the choice is finalized by a higher, context-
sensitive semantic mechanism:
a. An actualization of QT(e)
b. The logical entailment of QF(e)
c. A continued stage of QF(e)
d. A pragmatic implication of QF(e)
(where QT(e) is the TELIC and QF(e) is the FORMAL of the qualia structure of e.)

(15) The eventified theme may be reinterpreted back to be a physical object if
the eventified theme represents an availability opposition (Chapter 7), and
this gives rise to the acceptability of a dative argument, which is usually
not available when the theme is eventified.

The following fine-grained analyses have been proposed for specific V-te V
instances (Chapter 7).

• V-te ku (‘to come’) / ik (‘to go’): The collocational differences between
V-te ku (‘to come’) and V-te ik (‘to go’) stem from the semantics of ku,
whose FORMAL is an arrival event, and that of ik, whose FORMAL is a
departure event.
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• V-te age / kure (‘to give’): The acceptability of an overt dative argument
for age/kure ‘to give’ in the V-te age/kure predicate depends on the pres-
ence/lack of the availability opposition.

• V-te moraw (‘to be given’): There is, on the other hand, no constraint on
the dative argument in the V-te moraw predicate (‘to be given’) because
PCF is applicable only when the AGENTIVE is headed.

• V-te ok (‘to put’) / simaw (‘to put away’) The semantic differences
between these constructions stem from the semantics of ok and simaw as
main verbs. A coercion may be triggered by an availability opposition
in V-te ok, but not in V-te simaw, because simaw is a verb causing
‘disappearance,’ which conflicts with the notion of availability.

• V-te mi (‘to see’) / mise (‘to show’): The semantic differences between the
two are straightforwardly accounted for by the semantics of mi and mise as
main verbs.

• V-te i (‘to exist (animates)’) / ar (‘to exist (inanimates)’): These two
constructions are semantically different because the former is predicated of
the subject of i just like other instances of the V-te V predicate, whereas
the subject of ar in the V-te ar predicate is a theme that is eventified.
This explains why the V-te ar predicate (but not the V-te i) invokes the
emergence of the “get ready for the future task” presupposition.

• More on V-te i: The AGENTIVE of the V-te i predicate is stretched
over the FORMAL so that the qualia structure can be interpreted as stages
of a continuation stretch. The resultative, experiential, and progressive
readings of V-te i are directly derived from the variations in the stretched
interpretation of V1, which is closely related to the aktionsart of V1.

• V-te i as a modal operator: This construction also works as a modal
operator when combined with an accomplishment predicate, distributing
the existence of the object over an intensional context, so that an unbounded
interpretation can be extracted from the bounded accomplishment.

• V-te hosi(-i) (‘to want’): hosi(-i) ‘to want’ is syntactically complex, and
teP in the V-te hosi(-i) predicate is adjoined to the lower clause, which is
evaluated relative to an intensional context.




